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Over 22,000 sherds of pottery were recovered during the excavation of the
small islet of Eilean Dòmhnuill in North Uist in the late 1980s. Analysis of the
assemblage has demonstrated that all of the main vessel forms and
decorative motifs recognised at the site were already in place when settlement
began in the earlier 4th millennium BC and continued to be deposited at the
site until its abandonment over 800 years later. Statistically significant stylistic
variation is limited to slow drifts in the relative proportions of certain rim forms.
Across the Outer Hebrides, decorative elaboration and the presence of large
numbers of distinctive vessel forms would appear to mark out certain
assemblages seemingly associated with communal gathering and feasting
events at key locales within which a distinctive Hebridean Neolithic identity
was forged.
Throughout, this study takes a relational approach to the issue of variation in
material culture, viewing all archaeological entities as dynamic assemblages
that themselves form attributes of higher-level assemblages. It is argued that
the various constraints and affordances that arise within such assemblages
constitute significant structuring principles that give rise to commonly held
expectations and dispositions, resulting in the kind of constrained temporal
and spatial variation that we observe in the archaeological record and which in
turn gives rise to the concept of the archaeological culture.

i

‘…a young monk walked for many days to find the Zen patriarch Hui Neng at
his mountain monastery. When the monk finally arrived, Hui Neng asked him
where he had come from and the monk told him about his journey. Hui Neng
then asked ‘What is this thing that has come and how did it get here?’. The
monk was speechless and decided to stay and devote himself to pondering
this question.
Eight years later he was suddenly awakened and said to Hui Neng ‘I have
experienced some awakening.’ ‘What is it?’ asked Hui Neng. The monk replied
‘To say it is like something is not to the point.’’
(Blackmore 2003: 392-3)

‘You do not want your children to be unlike other people’s children. They
should be the same but better. So it is with pots.’
(Anonymous Dowayo potter quoted in Barley 1994: 115)
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Chapter 1: Introduction
During the 20th century a number of excavations in the Western Isles produced
considerable quantities of Neolithic pottery, often characterised by formal and
decorative elaboration (Branigan and Foster 1995; Crone 1993; Scott WL
1935; 1948; 1951; Simpson et al 2006). Unfortunately, poor stratification and a
lack of precise dating meant that the development of ceramic traditions in the
region remained relatively poorly understood. Significant pottery assemblages
have been excavated from sites of unusual character in the Western Isles,
including Eilean an Tighe (Scott WL 1951), and the deeply stratified and welldated islet of Eilean Dòmhnuill, where over 22,000 sherds were excavated
(Armit 1986; 1987; 1988; 1990a; Brown n.d.). The research presented here
will consider how the ceramic sequence from Eilean Dòmhnuill can further our
understandings of the nature and development of Hebridean Neolithic pottery
in the Western Isles and along the Scottish Atlantic façade. In so doing, the
study will adopt a relational perspective, viewing all archaeological entities,
from potsherds to social systems, as polythetic ‘dynamic assemblages’ that
arise within, and also constitute, the structuring principles for the commonly
held expectations and dispositions that define social identity. In this respect,
identifying and accounting for the processes that led to the assemblage that
we call the Hebridean Neolithic will form a central element within the study.
1.1

Area of Study

This research will focus on the Outer Hebrides, an archipelago approximately
210km in length from north to south and 45km wide at its widest point,
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separated from the northwest coast of Scotland by a channel known as The
Minch.

Figure 1.1

Outer Hebrides, main islands and key Neolithic sites (for sites on

North Uist see Figure 1.2)
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Figure 1.2

Key Neolithic sites, Isle of North Uist

Geologically the region is highly homogeneous, being composed primarily of
metamorphic Lewisian gneiss with occasional outcrops of basalt, granite and
sandstone, the latter confined to a small area of northeast Lewis (Park et al
2002: 224). The islands are characterised by extensive areas of low lying,
fertile sandy grassland known as machair along the western coasts, a spine of
rocky hills rising to low mountains on the Isle of Harris, an east coast broken
up into a series of bays and inlets by rocky headlands, and extensive areas of
blanket bog.
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Studies in different parts of the Western Isles have presented varying and
occasionally contradictory pictures of environmental changes at a local level
throughout the Neolithic (Birks and Madsen 1979; Bohnke 1988) although the
overall trend would appear to be one of a decline in once extensive woodland,
possibly exacerbated by hill grazing, and a growth in blanket peat from at least
3500 BC (Bennett et al 1990) and possibly earlier (Mills et al 2004: 893).
Excavations at Unival and Clettraval found no peat beneath the tombs despite
the fact that the hills on which they lie are now extensively covered by peat
(Scott WL 1935: 480; 1948: 1) suggesting that that the Early Neolithic
landscape was more favourable to agriculture and grazing than it is today.

1.2

Research Questions

This project will address three key research questions:
a. What was the nature of the ceramic assemblage at Eilean Dòmhnuill
and how, if at all, did it change through time?
b. How can the analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery better inform
our understanding of Neolithic ceramics in the Hebrides and along
the Scottish Atlantic façade?
c. To what extent can different approaches to materiality contribute to
our understandings of social processes in Neolithic Atlantic
Scotland?
1.3

Aims and objectives

In addressing the above questions two aims, broken down into four key
objectives, have been identified:
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Aims
a. To develop our understanding of the nature, development and social
role of pottery in the Western Isles and along the Scottish Atlantic
façade.
b. To understand the nature of the social processes giving rise to the
distinctive Hebridean Neolithic ceramic traditions, and in which they
were in turn embedded.
Objectives
a. To develop a theoretically informed understanding of the nature and
social roles of pottery, and of material culture more generally, within
small-scale societies.
b. To characterise the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery through time via a
detailed analysis of form and decoration.
c. To characterise the Hebridean Neolithic traditions through time and
within their broader Scottish setting through a comparison of the
Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage with other assemblages from the
Western Isles and the Scottish Atlantic façade.
d. To apply models developed under Objective A to further our
understanding of the social processes giving rise to the distinctively
Hebridean Neolithic ceramic traditions considered under Objectives
B and C.
1.4

Methods

1.4.1 Theoretical perspectives
The first stage of the study aims to develop a theoretical model appropriate to
the task of understanding processes of long-term change and stability within
5

artefactual traditions. This will be informed by a critical review of past
approaches to materiality and social traditions, and will address the
problematic nature of categorisation and the development of ‘types’.

1.4.2 Quantitative analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage
Due to its considerable significance in respect of our understandings of the
development of Hebridean Neolithic pottery a detailed quantitative analysis of
the very large ceramic assemblage from Eilean Dòmhnuill will form the central
focus of this study. This will aim to:
a. address the issue of possible changes within the assemblage
through time by quantifying variations in rim forms by
stratigraphic level.
b. address the extent to which redeposition may have compromised
the integrity of patterns revealed in the initial rim form analysis.
c. test whether variations observed in the assemblage are
statistically significant.
d. test whether vessel fabrics change through time.
e. test whether vessel forms and sizes change through time.
f. test whether decorative motifs and techniques change through
time.
g. test whether decorative and formal correlations exist and, if so,
whether these change through time.
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1.4.3 Qualitative analysis
A complementary qualitative analysis will aim to ascertain whether there are
changes in the nature of the vessel forms and decorative techniques present
throughout the life of the site. This will aim to:
a. identify patterns of presence and absence on a level-by-level
basis
b. identify variant vessels within the assemblage
c. identify the structuring principles behind the Eilean Dòmhnuill
pottery
1.4.4 Understanding Hebridean Neolithic pottery
As Eilean Dòmhnuill is the only well-dated, deeply stratified and long-lived
Hebridean Neolithic site to be excavated so far, the nature of the ceramic
assemblage will provide the first real opportunity to consider the long-term
development of Hebridean Neolithic pottery. As such, all other Outer
Hebridean Neolithic assemblages will be re-evaluated in the light of the results
of the quantitative and qualitative analyses of the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery with
a view to better understanding diachronic and spatial variation within
Hebridean Neolithic pottery as a whole. Assemblages from the Inner Hebrides,
Orkney and the mainland will subsequently be reviewed to consider the
degree to which they can inform our understandings of the early development
of Hebridean Neolithic pottery.

1.4.5 Understanding ceramic variation
Finally, building on the theoretical perspectives developed earlier in the
project, the study will address the processes behind the development of the
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distinctive Hebridean Neolithic practices and the role of pottery within these
processes.
1.5

A note on terminology

Many of the sites discussed in this thesis have names deriving from Old
Norse. Over the years most have been Gaelicised and many have both Gaelic
and English spellings. In order to make it easier for readers to follow up
references the form most commonly used in the archaeological literature has
been preferred. In some cases there is no overall agreement: Rubha an
Dunain is also written Rubh’ an Dunain yet is referred to as Rudh’ an Dunain
by Scott in the original excavation reports (Scott WL 1932; 1934). In such
cases, unless quoting directly from an original source, reference has been
made to the usage of the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland. The terms Outer Hebrides and Western Isles are
used interchangeably to refer to the islands of Barra, North and South Uist,
Benbecula, Harris, Lewis, and their associated smaller isles, including St
Kilda.
When discussing the Hebridean Neolithic the terms Early, Middle and Late
Neolithic have been retained. However, the absence of traditional and
modified Carinated Bowl pottery from the Western Isles means that it is
debateable whether the term Early Neolithic can be meaningfully applied to
the Outer Hebrides and, as such, the term Early/Middle Neolithic will be used
as and when appropriate to refer to the whole of the period pre-dating the
introduction of Grooved Ware to the islands, probably at some point in the
early 3rd millennium BC. The term Middle Neolithic will be also used when
referring specifically to the indigenous Hebridean Neolithic pottery styles.
8

Unless otherwise specified, all radiocarbon dates will be given at 2σ. In order
to ensure consistency all dates have been recalibrated by the author using
OxCal 4.2 and so may differ from those provided in the original publications.
Dates from Bayesian models correspond to those in the original sources.
Further details of dates referred to in the text can be found in Appendix 1.
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Chapter 2: Approaches to the Hebridean Neolithic
This chapter will attempt to place the ceramic traditions of Neolithic Atlantic
Scotland within their broader spatial and chronological setting and to consider
the extent to which previous research has contributed to our current
understanding of the nature of these traditions.
2.1

The Mesolithic Background

As the nature of pre-Neolithic activity in the Hebrides bears directly upon later
discussions concerning the emergence of the distinctive Neolithic ceramic
traditions of the region it is pertinent to begin with a brief overview of the
evidence for Mesolithic activity in the Hebrides and adjoining parts of the
mainland.
Although signatures from the pollen and microscopic charcoal records have for
some time provided strong circumstantial evidence of a human presence in
the Western Isles during the Mesolithic (Edwards 1996; 2000: 69-70; Gregory
et al 2005: 944), unambiguous evidence was first provided by the discovery of
two soil horizons relating to separate phases of human activity at Northton on
the Isle of Harris, now dated on the basis of single-entity AMS dates on five
charred hazelnut shells, to 7051-6104 cal. BC (Gregory et al 2005: 945 and
Table 1). Although mixed with later material, the Mesolithic soils exhibited
enhanced phosphate levels and magnetic susceptibility which, together with
charred plant macrofossils, charcoal, decayed organic material, and burnt and
unburnt bones of seabirds, small mammals and fish, is suggestive of an area
of midden associated with likely nearby occupation (Gregory et al 2005: 948).
Unfortunately, apart from what the excavators regarded as clearly Neolithic
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material, the limited range of artefacts recovered was chronologically
undiagnostic.
On the Isle of Skye a Late Mesolithic ‘shell processing and lithic working site’
overlying a series of middens and an Early Mesolithic phase of artefact
manufacture and use was discovered at An Corran (Saville et al 2012: 81).
Significantly, bloodstone was imported to the site, providing evidence for
contacts beyond the immediate area. In addition, between 1999 and 2004, one
hundred and twenty-nine Mesolithic sites were discovered around the Inner
Sound between Skye, Raasay and the adjacent mainland (Hardy and
Wickham-Jones 2009: Section 2.1.3). It has been suggested that the density
of settlement around the Inner Sound approached that of intensively studied
parts of southern Scandinavia and may indicate that the paucity of evidence in
other areas of north-western Scotland is more a reflection of a previous lack of
work rather than a lack of sites per se (Hardy and Wickham-Jones 2002: 828).
At the rock shelter at Sand in Applecross marine and terrestrial resources
were exploited, and radiocarbon dates are indicative of two periods of use in
the Early and Late Mesolithic (Hardy and Wickham-Jones 2009: Section 3.2),
while the location of An Corran provided access to nearby lithic resources.
Both sites lie at the head of routes leading inland (Hardy and Wickham-Jones
2002: 831). In comparison to lithic scatters, the relatively small number of
middens around the Inner Sound suggests that the latter do not represent the
Mesolithic settlement pattern as a whole, and Hardy and Wickham-Jones have
suggested that the evidence demonstrates the mobile and interconnected
nature of small, maritime-focussed Mesolithic communities around in the
region (Hardy and Wickham-Jones 2002: 832).
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The sheltered and island-studded character of the Inner Sound parallels that
of the Sound of Harris, overlooked by the Northton middens. If the work
undertaken in the Inner Sound demonstrates that northwest Scotland could
have supported a dense and interconnected Mesolithic community then there
is no particular reason to argue that the situation in the nearby Western Isles
would necessarily have been greatly different.
Telford (2002: 295) has stressed the importance of maintaining intercommunal links in the Mesolithic, while Henley (2003: 29-30) has emphasised
the role of long-distance resource procurement as well as the fact that the
consequent repeated use of certain locales for communal assemblies of
otherwise widely-spaced groups would have facilitated social interaction. It is
arguable that such recurrent meetings were involved in the appearance of the
first ceramics and other Neolithic artefacts in the Hebrides. Indeed, Armit (in
Armit and Finlayson 1996) has highlighted the circularity of arguments
resulting from the use of pottery as an indicator of the Neolithic, drawing
attention to the presence of pottery and other ostensibly ‘Neolithic’ artefacts
within contexts otherwise indistinguishable from the preceding ‘Mesolithic’
layers at Kinloch on Rùm, as well as at other Scottish sites, and of Mesolithic
cultural assemblages that have produced 4th millennium BC dates (Armit and
Finlayson 1996: 282-283). In addition, Armit notes the often ephemeral traces
left by supposedly Neolithic habitations, for example at Bharpa Carinish
(Crone 1993), which he compares with the evidence from Kinloch. Armit goes
on to suggest that regional variety in Early and Middle Neolithic pottery in
Scotland may be indicative of its use as ‘a means of cultural expression for
rather more inward-looking communities’ (Armit and Finlayson 1996: 285) and
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that material culture (and particularly pottery) is well suited to playing a role
within the establishment and negotiation of evolving social relationships
analogous to that proposed for languages by Robb (1993).
Whether Mesolithic networks continued into the earliest Neolithic along the
Scottish Atlantic façade is hard to say. Warren (2004: 94) has noted that
‘notwithstanding reference points such as the leaf-shaped arrowhead, the
character of stone-working in the early fourth millennium is obscure’. In the
Hebrides, access to flint was limited, being mainly restricted to the exploitation
of beach pebbles, and with quartz forming a large part of the lithic
assemblages (Simpson et al 2006: 68). At Auchategan in Argyll the excavator
suggested that flint from erratic sources, or possibly imported from Ireland,
may have been used (Marshall D 1977-78: 43). Standard Neolithic forms such
as the plano-convex knife are less common in the west than elsewhere; it has
been suggested that at An Doirlinn on South Uist commonly recognised
Neolithic flint artefacts were notable for their scarceness, with those present
seemingly being ‘bolted on’ to a long-standing tradition of lithic use (Pirie in
Garrow and Sturt forthcoming). In addition to flint and quartz, the presence of
Arran pitchstone, Rùm bloodstone and Antrim porcellanite in the Hebrides is
suggestive of the maintenance of long-distance exchange networks in the
Neolithic (Branigan and Foster 1995: 137). Igneous rock was exploited for
axes from sources in Scotland, although axes from Cumbria and Antrim
(Groups VI and IX respectively) outnumber those from other sources by a ratio
of 2:1 (Sheridan 1992: 195), and the use and deposition of polished stone
axes is well attested in the north and west of Scotland (e.g. Armit 1988: 25-6;
Scott WL 1951: 36).
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Such arguments should be treated with caution, however. Bioturbation and
redeposition were considered to have been issues at Northton (Gregory et al
2005: 947), while Sheridan has recently pointed out that the siting of
megalithic tombs on earlier shell middens often occurred well over a
millennium after the former were in use, arguing against any clear continuity of
tradition (Sheridan 2010: 90), and Sharples has suggested that primary
agricultural settlement is most likely to have taken place away from the main
areas of Mesolithic settlement (Sharples 1992: 326).
It is possible to see that the use and movement of flint and stone tie the
Atlantic coast of Scotland into the wider world of the Scottish Neolithic and that
at least some of the social networks reflected in the exchange networks of the
Late Mesolithic could well have provided the routes along which new ideas
could have spread into and across the Scottish Atlantic façade in the Early
Neolithic. Whether indigenous groups were sufficiently large to count as the
main vectors in the adoption of Neolithic material culture and practices is at
present hard to say, and, although the interaction of incoming and indigenous
groups cannot be ignored if we are to understand the development of the
Hebridean Neolithic, we must bear in mind that material culture is not simply a
static representation of normative behaviours, but is caught up in dynamic
social processes in which communal and personal identities are in a constant
state of flux.
2.2 Previous approaches to ceramic variation in northern and western
Scotland
Studies of the Neolithic in Atlantic Scotland have over the years been
dominated by questions of typology, particularly regarding monuments and
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ceramic styles (e.g. Childe 1931; 1940; Henshall 1963; 1972; Piggott 1931;
1954; Scott JG 1964; Sheridan 2000; 2003). This is perhaps unsurprising
given that until the 1980s excavation, with one or two notable exceptions (e.g.
Scott WL 1951), concentrated primarily on chambered cairns and their
associated ceramics. Unfortunately, this has also meant that terminology
relating to Neolithic pottery is characterised by a plethora of complex ‘types’,
‘styles’ and ‘wares’, often employed idiosyncratically and not always without
ambiguity (Sheridan in Johnston 1997: 218-21). The following discussion will,
as far as possible, use the terminology utilised by the authors discussed, as
this is important from the point of view of understanding each author’s
individual scheme. An exception to this will be the capitalised term ‘Carinated
Bowl’ used to refer to classic Carinated Bowls as defined by Herne (1988: 1216) and both ‘traditional’ and ‘modified’ Carinated Bowls as defined by
Sheridan (Sheridan 2010: 95-7). In addition, the terms ‘tomb’—appositely
defined by Kinnes as ‘the fortuitous coincidence of functionless structures with
human remains’ (Kinnes 1985: 34)—and the related terms ‘mortuary’ and
‘funerary’, are used here for concision only, with no intended interpretational
implications.
2.2.1 Taxonomy as Typology? Early 20th century research into the
Neolithic of Atlantic Scotland
The first systematic attempt to understand Scottish Neolithic pottery was made
by J G Callander (1929), who confidently attributed over two hundred vessels
to the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age, delineating twelve formal categories
(Callander 1929: 77-84), of which his ‘Type 4’ represented what Childe (1935:
66), following Bryce (1901-2), later termed the ‘Beacharra class’ of pottery,
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while ‘Type 8’ essentially corresponded to what are now termed Unstan-type
bowls (Davidson and Henshall 1989: 64-78).

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 2.1 Beacharra bowls from Beacharra, Argyll (after Henshall 1972: 302)

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 2.2 Unstan-type bowls from Unstan, Orkney (after Davidson and
Henshall 1989: 72-3)
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Drawing upon Callander’s corpus, as well as upon important work by Kendrick
(1925) and Leeds (1927), Stuart Piggott (1931) saw all of the forms of
Neolithic pottery then known from Britain as falling into one of two general
categories: ‘Windmill Hill ware’ (or ‘Neolithic A’) and ‘Peterborough ware’
(‘Neolithic B’), the former group initially divided, largely on the basis of form,
into two classes, ‘A1’ and ‘A2’ (Piggott 1931: 70-1). Although recognising that
vessels such as those from Unstan and Taversoe Tuick in Orkney were
‘without parallel elsewhere’, and that bipartite vessels such as that from
Clachaig, on Arran (Bryce 1901-2: 89-90), and vessels with heavy bevelled
overhanging rims such as the example from Rothesay (Callander 1929: Fig.
39.9) were of ‘aberrant form’ (Piggott 1931: 103-4) Piggott argued that such
vessels should, nonetheless, be viewed as variants of Windmill Hill ware (a
term that Piggott used reluctantly, preferring the term ‘Western Neolithic’ for all
of the then-recognised non-Peterborough ware Neolithic pottery in Britain).
Piggott also noted the similarity between pottery from southwest Scotland and
Ireland, in particular between the then recently discovered assemblage from
Larne and that from Beacharra in Argyll (Piggott 1931: 108).
At the same time that Piggott was attempting his overview of ceramic variation
in Neolithic Britain, Gordon Childe undertook to place British and Irish Neolithic
pottery within its broader European context (Childe 1931). Although his model
inevitably suffered from the problem of dating that also plagued Piggott, Childe
noted, amongst other characteristics linking the pottery of western Britain with
the continent, similarities, particularly in decoration, between certain vessels
from Argyll and North Uist and examples from Brittany, Calvados and Portugal
(later brought together under the term ‘channelled ware’ by Hawkes, 1938:
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127-8) which he felt placed these Scottish examples early in the Neolithic
ceramic sequence in Scotland (Childe 1931: 54-5). Childe linked this pottery to
the appearance of megalithic architecture in the west, driven, he argued, by
the spread of a ‘megalithic religion’ that, in southwest Scotland and Northern
Ireland, resulted in a distinctive ‘Clyde-Carlingford’ or ‘Beacharra’ culture
defined largely on the basis of chambered cairn typology (Bryce 1908-9) and
the presence of Beacharra ware pottery that blended ‘pure Windmill Hill
elements’ with ‘traits of foreign origin’ (Childe 1934; 1940: 53-8). The mixing of
architectural features in passage graves and ‘segmented cists’ in the Hebrides
that were found separately elsewhere was put forward as evidence that the
adherents of two branches of the megalithic religion—the ‘Boyne culture’ and
the ‘Clyde culture’— had ‘reached accommodation’ (Childe 1940: 70).

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 2.3 East Bennan: Regarded by Childe as example of an early Clyde
cairn (adapted from Henshall 1972: 387)
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Glyn Daniel took a similar approach to that of Childe. However, rather than a
spread of a new religion and its attendant ‘missionaries’, Daniel argued for a
twofold megalithic ‘colonisation’ of Atlantic Europe originating in the western
Mediterranean before diversifying regionally:
‘…it seems to me likely that the spread of burial chambers represents a
fairly extensive series of colonising movements—something between
the small groups of leaders and chiefs and the hordes of the Megalithic
‘Race’’ (Daniel 1941: 48).
By the 1950s Piggott had refined his earlier ideas, further developing the
concept of the ‘Clyde-Carlingford culture’ (Piggott 1954: 152-92). Working very
much within a culture-history paradigm, Piggott related this culture to one or
more ‘strains of colonisation’ from Brittany and Iberia (Piggott 1954: 188) and
argued that a further colonisation event was responsible for the appearance of
megalithic architecture and associated material culture in the Hebrides
(Piggott 1954: 224). He also drew comparisons between the Hebridean pottery
from the Unival (Scott WL 1948), Clettraval (Scott WL 1935) and Rudh’ an
Dunain (Scott WL 1932) megalithic tombs and pottery from south-western
Scotland, but suggested that the former was sufficiently distinct to constitute a
separate local grouping derived from Beacharra ware (Piggott 1954: 228-30).
The latter, constituting the Scottish component of the Clyde-Carlingford
ceramic tradition, was divided by Piggott into three sub-groups: Beacharra A,
B and C (Piggott 1954: 170-3). Piggott argued that the presence of an
undecorated, lugged ‘Beacharra A’-type vessel at Clettraval on North Uist,
taken together with the architectural similarities between Clettraval and the
Clyde-Carlingford tombs, was indicative of settlement of the Western Isles
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from southwest Scotland at the time that Beacharra A pottery was in use, but
before the development of the Beacharra B bowls (Piggott 1954: 231).

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 2.4 Pottery from ‘Clyde-Carlingford’ tombs in Northern Ireland and
southwest Scotland (1 and 4, Beacharra; 2, Sliddery; 3, Cairnholy; 5, ‘near
Larne’; 6, Ballyalton; 7 and 8, Dunloy; 9, Browndod)
(after Piggott 1954: 169)
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Figure 2.5 Pottery from Hebridean chambered tombs. 1 to 4, Clettraval; 5,
Achnacree; 6, Rudh’ an Dunain (after Piggott 1954: 229)
Although conscious that reliance on unexcavated and partly ruined tombs
could lead to ‘ingenious supposition based on inadequate premisses’ (Piggott
1954: 122-3), Piggott still found it necessary to use tombs as the ‘main criteria
for defining the cultural area on a map’ due to the difficulty of associating tomb
typology with material culture or settlements (Piggott 1954: 128). This was
very much the case in his characterisation of the Clyde-Carlingford culture,
which was delineated largely on the basis of chambered cairn morphology.
Piggott noted, however, that the blending in the excavated Hebridean tombs
such as Clettraval and Unival of design elements associated elsewhere with
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passage tombs and Clyde cairns demonstrated that ‘there was a significance
attached to specific forms of architecture’ that reflected dynamic and
innovative use of material culture rather than slavish following of normative
traditions (Piggott 1954: 231): a point that could also be applied to the
associated pottery.
Piggott was little concerned by the possibility of indigenous innovation in
pottery form and decoration, preferring to look for outside influences or
population movements to account for diachronic or spatial variation, and a
similar outlook underpinned the ideas of William Lindsay Scott in his
discussion of his excavations on the islet of Eilean an Tighe in Loch nan
Geireann, North Uist, (Scott WL 1951). Scott’s interpretation of the stone and
turf structures on the islet as a pottery workshop comprising three successive
kilns was central to his proposal that Hebridean pottery had passed through a
series of distinct phases (Figure 2.6). For Eilean an Tighe itself, Scott
proposed that three discrete stages could be discerned (Scott WL 1951: 1316).
Scott argued that Eilean an Tighe provided evidence for increasing
differentiation of production and ornamental elaboration, a process he put
down to demand:
‘As the demand arose the community was in a position to meet it,
whether from the traditions regarding shapes and decoration carried
from the south by the initial settlers, or from the supplementary
traditions carried by the later settlers as these arrived’ (Scott WL 1951:
16).
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Stage 1
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Stage 2
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Stage 3
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Figure 2.6 Examples of pottery from Eilean an Tighe arranged according to the
developmental stages proposed by Scott (adapted from Scott WL 1951: 1522)
Largely on the grounds of increasing use of carination as well as different
decorative techniques, Scott also saw the pottery from his excavations at
Clettraval and Unival (Scott WL 1935; 1948) in North Uist as continuing the
Eilean an Tighe sequence on in time, once again exhibiting links with pottery
traditions further south along the European Atlantic façade (Scott WL 1951:
18). Like Piggott, however, Scott felt that the unusual Clettraval and Unival
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tombs could not be explained simply as the result of some form of
hybridisation:

‘… the islands lie in the main stream of sea traffic along the Atlantic
route. Their pottery sequence, linked with that of the Orkneys…
seems to argue for continuous movement along this route... It may
be that this movement included two entirely separate chamber tomb
cults derived from different Mediterranean sources at different times,
and that the two streams coalesced in space and time in the
Hebrides to form a single culture. It may be so; but if this is to be
argued it should be argued not merely on the strength of typological
concepts

of

'passage

graves'

and

'gallery

graves'

but

from

consideration of all relevant cultural traits in the regions and the

periods concerned’ (Scott WL 1942: 305-6).
Once again, this argument could also be extended to the pottery associated
with these two monuments.
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Figure 2.7 Unival and Clettraval chambered cairns, North Uist (adapted from
Henshall 1972: 507 and 529)
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2.2.2 Developments in the 1960s and 1970s
In the early 1960s two important contributions to our understanding of the
development of ceramic tradition in Atlantic Scotland were made by Humphrey
Case (1961) and Jack Scott (1964). Despite being primarily concerned with
creating order out of the rich and varied Neolithic material culture in Ireland,
the close links between the forms of Neolithic tombs and their associated
pottery styles in southwest Scotland and in Ireland meant that Case’s study
had important implications for understandings of developments further north.
Although at this time radiocarbon dating was beginning to contribute to the
establishment of an absolute chronology for the Neolithic (Case 1961: 210-13;
Watts 1960) Case still had to rely to a large extent upon artefact associations
for his model, but was nonetheless able to demonstrate the chronological
primacy of ‘Western Neolithic’ (Carinated Bowl) pottery in Ireland, suggesting
that this was introduced by colonising agriculturalists. He went on to suggest
that the arrival of a third small group (passage grave builders) acted as a
catalyst for the development of ‘Ballyalton bowls’ by the descendants of the
original users of Western Neolithic pottery in the north as well as the
development of Carrowkeel ware by ‘Mesolithic natives’ drawn into the
passage tomb cult by the incomers (Case 1961: 217). Ballyalton bowls were
originally considered to represent the Irish element of Beacharra ware by
Piggott, who regarded them as part of the Western Neolithic pottery tradition,
although Case’s term had the benefit of uncoupling them from the idea that
they necessarily spread to Ireland from Scotland and from the implication that
they constitute a specific type of assemblage in their own right (Case 1961:
186-8).
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Figure 2.8 Developmental scheme for Irish Neolithic pottery as proposed by
Case (after Sheridan 1995: 4)
Case’s re-emphasis of the strong continental affinities of Ballyalton bowls
(Case 1961: 189) was also significant in respect of later attempts to make
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sense of ceramic developments in western Britain and Ireland (discussed
below).
Jack Scott’s re-excavation of the Clyde cairn at Beacharra in Kintyre (Scott JG
1964) provided him with an opportunity to review Beacharra ware in Scotland
in more detail than had previously been possible. In contrast to Piggott’s
model, Scott’s scheme proposed a four-stage development of the distinctive
Beacharra pottery of southwest Scotland (Beacharra I to IV) in which the small
assemblage from the tomb of Beacharra itself was central (Scott JG 1964:
152-8).
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Figure 2.9

Scott’s scheme for the development of Beacharra and Hebridean

pottery (after Scott JG 1964: 151)
Scott proposed, on typological grounds, that the long cairn at Clettraval was
early in the Hebridean sequence, and placed the pottery found there firmly
within the Beacharra tradition on the basis of form and decoration (Scott JG
1964: 155). Two vessels from the innermost compartment were considered to
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be sufficiently similar to vessels from Beacharra for Scott to assign them to his
Beacharra II class. Pottery from other compartments was considered to be
later and to represent a distinctive Hebridean variant of the tradition combining
features of both the decorated carinated bowls and plain lugged vessels.
Further development of this Hebridean variety of Beacharra ware was, Scott
argued, apparent within the ceramic assemblage from the passage grave at
Unival, and reflected an insular contribution to the tradition in which new and
distinctly Hebridean pottery forms began to emerge (Scott JG 1964: 155-6).
Isla McInnes (1969) was able to bring a greater range of radiocarbon dates to
bear upon the issue of the chronology of Scottish Neolithic pottery than had
been available to previous researchers, but still felt that at that time it was
impossible to escape a reliance upon typologically derived sequences
(McInnes 1969: 19). McInnes drew to a large extent upon Atkinson’s (1962)
overview of Scottish Neolithic pottery, in which he argued for a two-pronged
western and eastern Neolithic penetration into Scotland from southern
England, the former associated with simple, bag-shaped pots, dated by
McInnes to the beginning of the third millennium bc, and the latter with
Piggott’s form G (i.e. carinated) bowls (Atkinson 1962: 8-11) which she dated
to the middle of the third millennium bc. McInnes noted Manby’s recognition of
the Yorkshire affinity of these bowls (Manby 1967), which contrasted with
Atkinson’s suggestion of a south-western English origin for the plain, lugged,
bag-shaped pots found in western and northern Scotland (Atkinson 1962: 11).
McInnes agreed with Jack Scott that the pottery from Clettraval and
subsequently Unival represented the earliest aspects of the ceramic sequence
in the Outer Hebrides, deriving from the Clyde series and later developing into
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the all-over decorated forms found at Eilean an Tighe and Northton (McInnes
1969). She did not, however, feel that the precise relationship between
Ballyalton and Beacharra bowls could be determined at the time, although she
did suggest a general developmental pattern in north-eastern Ireland and
western Scotland involving increasingly detailed decoration and form (McInnes
1969: 21) leading to the development of a number of localised styles of pottery
reflected in the assemblages from Lyles Hill, Achnacree, Easterton of Roseisle
and Townhead-Rothesay (McInnes 1969: 26-7).
Audrey Henshall considered pottery, together with other artefacts, as part of
her extensive study of Scottish chambered tombs (Henshall 1972: 164-97).
Like Scott before her, Henshall noted the contemporaneous use of carinated
and uncarinated vessels, but also drew attention to the more rapid rate of
change in the carinated bowl forms. In comparison to Scott, however, Henshall
took a considerably more cautious line in respect of the dating of the various
ceramic traditions, noting that:
‘…there is little stratigraphical evidence and there are few radiocarbon
dates to assist with a chronology for the various styles of pottery with
which we are concerned… It may be expected, too, that individual local
potters made vessels with a considerable variety in both form and
decoration. The six pots found arranged in pairs at Beacharra probably
belonged to three late undisturbed burials, too close in date to allow a
significant typological development. It is preferable to regard the forms
of these vessels as all current at the same time, and the variety in this
small group should be noted’ (Henshall 1972: 166).
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Henshall regarded the plain lugged bowls, associated in particular with the
Clyde tombs, and the hemispherical ‘cups’ with an essentially coastal
distribution from Bute to Caithness, as having their origins in the southwest
English Hembury tradition. She also drew attention to the total absence of lugs
from all but one rather unusual vessel in Orkney (Henshall 1972: 166-8).
In addition to the Hembury-derived uncarinated bowls, Henshall also noted the
early presence of Carinated Bowls (Henshall 1972: 168-72). Despite the
similarity of some western Scottish Carinated Bowls to examples from Ireland,
Henshall felt that no clear distinctions could be drawn between the various
styles within Scotland, with features found in both eastern Scotland and in
Ireland being present in the western Scottish examples. Achnacree bowls, with
their distinctively collared form, were considered by Henshall to be a possibly
late development within the Carinated Bowl tradition (Henshall 1972: 172).
Achnacree bowls have a mainly west coast distribution, although examples
also occur in Orkney within the tripartite tombs considered by Henshall to be
early in the Orcadian sequence (Davidson and Henshall 1989: 66; Henshall
1972: 173). Henshall suggested that Bowl 11 from Unival in North Uist
(Henshall 1972: 309), with its expanded rim, all-over rippling and slight
carination, shows an insular Hebridean development of Achnacree-style form
and decoration (Figure 2.10).
Although arguing that a number of Hebridean vessels exhibit clear Beacharra
influence, Henshall regarded the small number of Beacharra bowls
themselves as belonging essentially with the Clyde tombs. Of particular note in
this regard are Bowl 3 and Bowl 4 from Unival with their close similarities to -
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Figure 2.10 Bowl 11 from the Unival passage tomb, North Uist (after
Henshall 1972: 309)
respectively - Bowl 1 from Bicker’s Houses in Bute and Bowl 3 from Beacharra
itself (Henshall 1972: 152, 302, 306, 309). Henshall suggested that the origin
of the round-based and extensively decorated large jars, collared bowls and
flanged dishes that characterise the Hebridean pottery recognised at Eilean an
Tighe and Northton lay within the Beacharra tradition and the Achnacree
variant of the Carinated Bowl tradition. Larger shouldered vessels were seen
to develop from earlier Beacharra-type prototypes, while some decoration
would appear to prefigure that found on Unstan bowls. Slanting, incised lines
on vessels from Clettraval and Unival were seen to foreshadow more
extensive use of this type of decoration on the multiple-ridged jars, and
Henshall suggested that a stage intermediate between Beacharra bowls and
Hebridean jars could be seen in Vessels 6 and 13 from Unival and 5 and 6
from Clettraval (Henshall 1972: 153). Henshall was in agreement with Jack
Scott’s suggestion that Hebridean jars represented an insular ‘hybridisation’ of
the Beacharra bowls and the lugged bowls frequently associated with them,
but also felt that Achnacree bowls had contributed to the development of the
Hebridean tradition at a later stage, drawing attention to the similar form and
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all-over decoration of Bowls 8 and 12, and particularly Bowl 11, from Unival
(Henshall 1972: 154). The ultimate origin of Beacharra and Hebridean wares,
however, was felt to lie within southeast English Neolithic pottery, with
Carinated Bowls predating the introduction of Beacharra and Ballyalton bowls
in Ireland and Scotland.
Henshall argued that Unstan bowls had developed as a parallel tradition to
Beacharra and Hebridean bowls, deriving ultimately from earlier Carinated
Bowls. She noted that Hebridean Unstan bowls were of local manufacture but
suggested that Orcadian Unstan bowls and Hebridean pottery show evidence
of reciprocating influences between the two areas (Henshall 1972: 177-8), the
clearest examples of which, it could be suggested, are seen at Eilean an Tighe
rather than in the Hebridean tombs (e.g. Scott WL 1951: 22, fig. 9.2.2).
2.2.3 The 1980s and 1990s
In the mid-1980s Ian Kinnes undertook a broad evaluation the state of
research into the Neolithic in Scotland (Kinnes 1985). Kinnes bemoaned the
lack of reliable radiocarbon dates for the Scottish Neolithic and considered that
artefactual typologies often rested as much on assertion as upon sound
empirical evidence (Kinnes 1985: 17; 31-32). Some generalisations were
possible, however, including the early ubiquity of leaf-shaped arrowheads,
broad-bladed narrow butted axes, and shallow carinated bowls bearing a
‘sibling relationship’ with the Michelsberg ceramics to the west of the Rhine
(Kinnes 1985: 19-20). Flint mines, axe factories, and jadeite axes also tied
Britain into broader international networks.
Although noting the close similarities between the mortuary monuments and
ceramics of western Scotland and of areas around and to the south of the Irish
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Sea, as well as between those of eastern Scotland and Yorkshire, Kinnes
suggested that:
‘Contextually there is nothing in earlier Scottish sites to demonstrate
derived status and chronologically the radiocarbon pattern does not
differentiate from their nominal southern progenitors. Overall the
radiometric chronology indicates that the early Neolithic dates
substantively to the last quarter of the fourth millennium bc [i.e. the
early 4th millennium BC] with no statistical separation from south to
north or east to west’ (Kinnes 1985: 21).
Kinnes also felt that a lack of stratigraphic controls had led to a situation where
relative chronologies depended to a large extent upon correlation with
monuments. This was a particular problem in the Hebrides where no absolute
dates were available (Kinnes 1985: 21-2).
In respect of the ceramic sequence, Kinnes felt that certain broad spatial and
temporal distinctions could be made:
•

Plain bowls (albeit negatively defined) and carinated bowls were
widespread throughout Scotland from the start of the Neolithic.

•

The collared Rothesay/Achnacree-style bowls display a close affinity with
Clyde tombs and have a distinctly southwestern distribution.

•

Unstan bowls are a feature of the northwest and north, with an uncertain
relationship existing between those from Orkney and the Hebrides.

•

In Scotland, decorated styles displaying affinities to Peterborough ware
occur only in the south.

All of the above categories, however, suffered from a looseness of definition
that made analysis difficult (Kinnes 1985).
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Kinnes felt that more specific affinities could be recognised within these
broader patterns, including a possible relationship between fluted carinated
bowls in north-eastern Scotland and Ireland. He also emphasised that
widespread processes may be mistakenly taken to result from outside contact:
‘This obscures the overall sense of trending within the insular ceramic
tradition: immaterial of the degree of inter-regional contact, there is a
general pattern of shift from widespread generalised forms to an
increasing emphasis on elaboration of shape and decoration where
defined regional styles become identifiable’ (Kinnes 1985: 23).
In particular, Kinnes felt that regional processes could account for the
developed styles of the southwest and the Hebrides. Kinnes was keen to warn
against circularity in arguments supporting unilineal typological developments,
and assumptions in respect of links between the forms and relative ages of
megalithic tombs and their associated pottery (Kinnes 1985: 31-2). He noted
that megalithic and non-megalithic monuments did not necessarily represent
exclusive categories and that previous assumptions of the primacy of
megalithic tombs could no longer be upheld (Kinnes 1985: 34). This would
appear to be particularly marked in the case of non-megalithic long barrows,
Clyde cairns, and Irish court cairns, although multiphase construction became
increasingly apparent at many sites as the 20th century progressed (Cooney
2000: 99-103; Corcoran 1966-67; 1969; Evans 1938b; Masters 1973; Piggott
and Powell 1948-49). Nevertheless, Kinnes went on to note the ‘strong
likelihood that simple chamber-with-passage forms are an early feature of the
west’ (Kinnes 1985: 35).
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Following Herne’s reassessment of British ‘Grimston’ (i.e. Carinated Bowl)
pottery (Herne 1988), the re-evaluation of the anomalously early dates from
Ballynagilly, and a considerable increase in the number of well-dated pottery
sequences in Ireland, it was, by the mid-1990s, possible to reconsider Case’s
scheme for Irish Neolithic pottery, with its implications for understandings of
the ceramic sequence in south-western Scotland (Sheridan 1995). Herne
pointed out that it is only the earliest Carinated Bowls that show wide
geographical homogeneity (Herne 1988: 16-23) and Sheridan noted that in
Ireland ‘classic’ Carinated Bowl pottery (she prefers the term ‘traditional
Carinated Bowl’) may have continued in use alongside ‘modified’ versions
after c.3650 cal. BC (Sheridan 1995: 8).

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 2.11 The development of bipartite bowls in Ireland and southwest
Scotland as proposed by Sheridan (after Sheridan 1995: 10)
Later, Sheridan proposed that the diversification of this style of pottery is likely
to have begun between 4000 and 3750 cal. BC (Sheridan 2000: 7) and,
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significantly, felt that it was not ‘ancestral’ to the bipartite bowls. Instead, she
suggested that the ‘decorated carinated and shouldered bowls’ found in Ulster
represented a ceramic style ‘adopted from the “Clyde cairn” users of southwest Scotland’ (Sheridan 1995: 8). Sheridan argued that the close similarity
between one of the Beacharra bowls from the eponymous Clyde cairn itself
and a bowl from the simple passage tomb added on to an earlier chambered
cairn at Achnacreebeag (Ritchie JNG 1970), which in turn closely resembles
vessels from Normandy (Vierville) and, ultimately, Brittany, was indicative of a
movement of people northwards along the Atlantic façade from north-western
France at around 4000 BC, possibly resulting from population growth and/or
social change in Brittany, and which may also lie behind the appearance of
simple passage tombs and tombs with closed polygonal chambers in Ireland
and western Britain at this time (Sheridan 2003: 12-14).
In addition to the close resemblance between the pottery from Argyll and
north-western France, Sheridan argues that Achnacreebeag appears to have
structural features in common with funerary monuments in the Morbihan area
of Brittany (Sheridan 2003: 10-11), proposing that:
‘If, as this argument implies, Achnacreebeag was constructed by
incomers from southern Brittany around 4000 BC (or their immediate
descendants), then it should stand at the beginning of the long,
complex and regionally variable passage tomb tradition that is found in
the Western and Northern Isles and parts of northern mainland
Scotland’ (Sheridan 2003: 12).
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In support of this proposal Sheridan notes Henshall’s suggestion that simple
polygonal chambers with short passages within multi-period chambered cairns
are likely to be early in the sequence (Henshall 1972: 198 ff.).
Decorated bipartite bowls have a long and complex history, and Sheridan
argued that following their introduction from north-western France into southwestern Scotland, and thence Ireland, the style was ‘adapted to suit local
tastes’ (Sheridan 1995: 11). Although present on at least two settlement sites,
it is of interest that Ballyalton bowls are primarily associated with a wide range
of funerary monuments, including passage tombs, court cairns, portal tombs,
and Linkardstown-type burials.
After c.3650 cal. BC, Sheridan proposes, developments in Ireland included
modified forms of the Carinated Bowl, the appearance of uncarinated vessel
forms including large, thick-walled, deep bellied storage pots, an expansion in
the range of decoration and rim forms, and the use of a range of decorative
techniques including incision, impression and stab-and-drag, using a variety of
tools (Sheridan 1995: 12).
The extent to which Irish developments relate to other areas is less clear.
Sheridan notes the presence in the Early Neolithic in southwest Scotland, the
Hebrides and north-eastern Ireland, of Hembury-type vessels, in style lying
outside the classic Carinated Bowl repertoire yet paralleled in southern and
south-western England (Sheridan 1995: 8-11). In the light of the proposed
links for bipartite bowls (and the later long-distance connections of the Boyne
Valley) this may be indicative of extended maritime links and an exchange of
ideas throughout the whole of the Neolithic. In the Middle Neolithic, developed
Carinated Bowl forms appear in Ulster and the Hebrides that retain features
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from the earlier classic/traditional Carinated Bowls and yet show regional
divergences in both areas. That connections between Ireland, south-western
Scotland and the Hebrides were maintained in the Middle Neolithic is
suggested by the presence of Hebridean decorated pottery at Portstewart in
County Derry (Sheridan 1995: 13, fig. 2.4.18). Further long-distance
connections in the Late Neolithic are reflected not only in the development of
art and monument forms but also in the appearance of Grooved Ware in
Ireland as well as Scotland.
By the end of the 20th century, then, broad agreement existed that Carinated
Bowls were an early element within the typological sequence, and that later
regional variants had developed from the undecorated earlier forms, although
the precise mechanism involved in this transmission was not always
considered. Whatever the ultimate origin of the Beacharra/Ballyalton bowls,
researchers from Childe onwards also recognised a distinctive Atlantic
tradition of bipartite vessels—in addition to a number of deep, baggy pots,
possibly deriving from southern English styles—within southwest Scottish
assemblages. Increasing elaboration of form and decoration and the
development of regional styles, albeit with debatable amounts of continuing
cross-fertilisation, appeared to characterise later developments. There was
now a general agreement that in the Hebrides the earliest ceramics,
represented by the assemblages from the chambered cairns of Unival and
Clettraval, showed clear formal and decorative affinities with examples from
Argyll, with Clettraval probably pre-dating Unival. Later developments were
attested at sites such as Eilean an Tighe, characterised by elaboratelydecorated multiple-ridged jars and Unstan-type bowls. As Scott’s interpretation
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of Eilean an Tighe as a long-lived ceramic workshop was already being called
into question, largely on the basis of a lack of the wasters that would be
expected on such a site (e.g. Gibson 1995: 100), his suggested phasing of the
developed Hebridean pottery based on the proposed succession of ‘kilns’ at
the site looked increasingly insecure. A more parsimonious explanation
appeared to be that, very quickly after its introduction, pottery in the Outer
Hebrides developed a distinctive regional character that remained essentially
unchanged until the end of the Neolithic, seemingly with the exception of just
the two then-known Grooved Ware vessels from Unival and Calanais.
2.2.4 Recent debates: The origin and dating of the earliest ceramics in
western Scotland
Following her arguments in respect of the origins of the bipartite bowl
traditions of Ireland and south-western Scotland, Sheridan went on to develop
a scheme for Early and Middle Neolithic pottery in Scotland (Sheridan 2000: 711). She argued for an early fourth millennium date for the earliest decorated
carinated bowls and undecorated, lugged, bag-shaped bowls associated with
the Clyde cairns on the grounds of structural similarity between the Clyde
cairns and the better dated Irish court cairns, the stratification of the pottery at
Beacharra below a jet ‘belt slider’ of a type dated at Whitegrounds in Yorkshire
to between 3503 and 2923 cal. BC (Brewster 1984: 20), the presence of arc
designs on pottery at Beacharra and Achnacreebeag as well as on Late
Castellic pottery such as the aforementioned bowl from Vierville, and parallels
between the lugged bowls and Hembury-style pottery dated in southern
England to the early fourth millennium BC (Sheridan 2000: 9).
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Figure 2.12 Developmental scheme for Neolithic pottery in southwest
Scotland and the Hebrides as proposed by Sheridan (after Sheridan 2003: 9)
In regard to the Hebridean pottery, Sheridan (2000: 9) was able to draw upon
dates from Northton on Harris, Eilean Dòmhnuill and Bharpa Carinish on North
Uist, and Allt Chrisal on Barra, mostly falling within the later fourth millennium
BC, for an established phase of Neolithic settlement in the Western Isles
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(although earlier fourth millennium dates were already available from Eilean
Dòmhnuill), and similarities between the pottery from the Unival passage tomb
and that from Eilean Dòmhnuill, Allt Chrisal and Northton suggested that it too
belonged to the same period. The Clyde-style chambered cairn of Clettraval,
with its lugged plain bowl and ‘‘basketry’-decorated carinated bowl’ provided
support for the contention that it may date to the earlier fourth millennium,
although Sheridan noted that a number of the pots from Clettraval also shared
features with vessels of ostensibly later date (Sheridan 2000: 11). Whether
this was because the Clettraval assemblage represented a transitional point in
the development of Hebridean ceramics was, however, hard to ascertain
without an absolute date for the use of the tomb.
Recently Whittle et al. (2011) have challenged Sheridan’s model, citing the
presence of domesticated cattle bones at Ferriter’s Cove in County Kerry
(Woodman et al 1999; Woodman and McCarthy 2003; Woodman et al 1997;
Woodman and O'Brien 1993) as possible evidence of contact between Britain,
Ireland, and the continent in the fifth millennium BC (Whittle et al 2011: 849).
Their main argument, however, concerns the dating of the Castellic pottery
from which the Achnacreebeag pot was claimed to derive. Whereas Sheridan
suggests a date of 4300-4000 cal. BC for this style of pottery, Whittle et al.
argue that Bayesian modelling would suggest that the style did not go out of
use until as late as 3610 cal. BC (Whittle et al 2011: 850). They also call into
question the nature and date of the putative social disruptions argued by
Sheridan as being behind the Breton diaspora, and the exceptional nature of
the tomb at Achnacreebeag itself (Whittle et al 2011: 849-51). In particular,
Whittle et al. draw attention to the lack of other supporting evidence from the
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west coast of Britain and around Ireland, particularly radiocarbon dates falling
around 4000 cal. BC, and call into question the early fourth millennium BC
dates proposed by Sheridan for portal tombs (Whittle et al 2011: 852). They
suggest a date for the start of the Irish passage tomb tradition in the third
quarter of the fourth millennium BC (Whittle et al 2011: 657). Indeed, a recent
Bayesian dating project has suggested that Irish court cairns, with their formal
affinities with Clyde-style tombs (and, therefore, with tombs such as
Clettraval), began to be built at, or shortly before, 3700 cal. BC (Schulting et al
2012),

although

the

possibility

of

earlier,

non-megalithic

pre-cairn

constructions is left open.
In response to the arguments put forward by Whittle et al. Sheridan (2012b)
challenged the suggestion that Achnacreebeag and its pottery do not differ
significantly from the monuments and material culture of the ‘Carinated Bowl
Neolithic’ and notes that the fact that Castellic pottery might have continued in
use well into the fourth millennium BC does not necessarily mean that the
Achnacreebeag pot derives from a late stage in the currency of this pottery. In
addition to challenging the authors’ methodology for the dating of the Irish
passage tombs she argues that Whittle et al. ‘deny and indeed invert the very
clear stylistic evolution of this specific kind of pottery set out by this reviewer
back in 2003 (and indeed as long ago as 1985’ (Sheridan 2012b). This
argument will be revisited in Chapter 8.
The precise processes behind the adoption of pottery in Atlantic Scotland have
not been developed in as much detail as its potential points of origin. The
culture-historical approaches discussed above revolved around various
incursions by farming communities from further south and east bringing with
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them a Neolithic package of practices and material culture. Sheridan has also
emphasised the role of immigration, but has noted that the numbers involved
and the nature of later interactions between incomers and indigenes is likely to
have been complex and regionally variable (Sheridan 2010). In contrast,
Thomas has emphasised the adoption of new forms of material culture by
indigenous groups (Thomas J 1991: 16) while others, including Whittle (2007:
391) and Armit and Finlayson (1996), have suggested that the process may be
regionally varied, with more acculturation in some areas and immigration in
others. Whether it is appropriate to consider various communities as
essentially either indigenous/Mesolithic or immigrant/Neolithic remains,
however, a moot point: the construction of identity is complex and not easily
reduced to simple dichotomies (Jones 1997) and the role of material culture in
the choices and strategies employed by groups and individuals in the past is
almost certain to have been similarly complex (Hodder 1986). Understanding
of ceramic variation cannot be reduced to a simple exposition of population
movements (even were such movements to have taken place) but requires a
more nuanced examination of the place of ceramics within the reproduction of
society (or societies) and of social processes within the reproduction of
ceramic traditions.
2.2.5 Summary
The above discussion has highlighted that, although interpretive paradigms
have changed over the past century, certain key questions have persisted
throughout, including the extent to which indigenous communities were
involved in changes in material culture and lifeways. A consideration of both
the processes that underlie change and conservatism in material culture and
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the nature and role of artefacts within social practices will therefore constitute
a key element of the following chapters.
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Chapter 3 Pots, entities and materiality
3.1

Theories of material engagement

This section will review the various theories of materiality that will inform the
author’s approach to the ceramic variation we see in the Hebrides and on the
Scottish Atlantic façade in the Neolithic. Firstly the nature of the entities
involved will be considered, then the nature of the processes of social
reproduction and change in which such entities are bound. Next, consideration
will be given to the materiality of these processes and the role of the
environment and social milieux in which formal and decorative categories are
created and maintained or altered. The nature of archaeological concepts,
especially the ideas of archaeological ‘cultures’ and ‘assemblages’, will then
be discussed with a view to clarifying the nature of the phenomena that will
form the focus of this study. In the Section 3.2 these ideas will be developed in
relation to the ceramic variation that lies at the core of this study.
3.1.1 Individuals and environments
The approach taken throughout this study is predicated on an ontology that
rejects the mind-body dichotomy known as Cartesian dualism (Dennett 1991;
Descartes 1641 [1977]: 195-233; Hume 1748 [1977]; Ryle 1949: 22). Within
anthropology, the non-dualistic conception of action has largely derived from
the work of Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty (see especially Heidegger 1978
[1962]; Merleau-Ponty 2002 [1945]). Merleau-Ponty argued that we are unable
to escape from our embodiment within specific environments to some form of
contemplative objectivity, while Heidegger stressed that entities cannot be
understood outside of specific contexts and relationships. More recently,
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Ingold has argued ‘that the body is the human organism and that the process
of embodiment is one and the same as the development of that organism in its
environment’ (Ingold 2000: 170). However, it may be argued that the body is
also a part of the mind’s environment. Conceptually separated from the mind,
the body becomes the focus of certain choices (such as how it should be
dressed), raising issues of how to reduce the potentially infinite number of
options about how to do this in ways that are socially comprehensible. In
addition, the environmentally constituted nature of the self poses the question
of where and how action arises. How, then, is it possible to account for the
appearance and persistence of discrete traditions of material culture?
3.1.2 The individual may be understood as an assemblage of lower-level
entities that also forms part of higher-level assemblages that include
other humans and also objects
Recent emphasis on materiality in archaeology (cf. DeMarrais et al 2004;
Fowler 2013; Hodder 1982; 2012; Ingold 2011; Lucas 2012) has argued for
the distributed nature of agency and the active role of material objects,
including artefacts. A significant influence on such approaches has been
Actor-Network-Theory (ANT) (Latour 2005), which dismisses the notion of a
social realm existing independently of the processes by which it is constituted.
ANT emphasises the material nature of the ‘actants’ (human and non-human
actors) from which networks are built (Latour 2005: 54-5), and argues that
actants comprise lower-level networks of yet smaller actants and, in turn, form
components of higher-order actants: actants simultaneously are, and are parts
of, networks. This can only be so, however, as long as there is action:
networks are performed. The distributed nature of agency is implicit in ANT,
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which aims to trace complex webs of causality: to ‘follow the actors
themselves’ (Latour 2005: 12).
Significantly, Robb (2010) has argued that agency is not a characteristic of
individuals, but a quality of relationships between people and things.
‘In a sense, the person deciding to build a house or hold a feast
supplies the agency of why; the field of action defining what building a
house or holding a feast consists of and how it has to be done supplies
the agency of how. And the bundling together, overlap and coherence
between life projects is where social reproduction occurs’ (Robb 2010:
513).
In addition, the bundling of different fields of action—trade, conflict, farming,
marriage, ritual—creates a greater coherence between the people and things
caught up in them.
Ingold (2011: 63-94) has proposed a similar ontological model, although
privileging skilled practitioners over inanimate objects and arguing for a clear
distinction between agents and the media in which they act, while Lucas has
attempted to sidestep social versus physical conceptions of materiality,
arguing that ‘…what really matters is not materiality but materialization…
[which] is not about matter at all but about form and organization’ (Lucas 2012:
166-7). Drawing extensively on the work of DeLanda (2006), Lucas takes a
relational view of the constitution of archaeological entities, both physical and
abstract. For Lucas, all such entities, from artefacts to societies, are
assemblages (or on-going assemblings that permit flows of material in and
out); that is, relatively stable and meaningful networks or collectives of other
entities (Lucas 2012: 187-8). Lucas notes that:
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‘Such a description evokes an older theoretical language, that of
systems theory and cybernetics. It may seem ironic that, today, one
should be invoking systems theory as an influence, but there is a
fundamental difference between the systems theory employed in
archaeology in the 1970s and that used here. In the 1970s, cultures
were systems, whereas ideologies or technologies were subsystems.
These cultural systems are abstractions, reifications of social
phenomena; the systems I am talking about are concrete, material
assemblages made of stone and earth, flesh and bone.’
(Lucas 2012: 188)
For Lucas, archaeological ‘assemblages’ are gathered and stabilised
(materialised) through processes of ‘enchainment’, performative iteration, and
‘territorialisation’ (Lucas 2012: 199-203). Entities, both concrete and abstract,
come into relationships (interact) with other entities, and because all such
encounters have effects, each participant in a relationship is transformed.
Indeed, it might be proposed here that the term ‘agency’ may itself be
misleading, suggestive of the addition of some mysterious substance (or
'magical mind-dust', Ingold 2007: 11) to what, in principle at least, may
ultimately be reduced to purely physical forces.
In a similar vein (and drawing on Lucas’s work) Fowler has suggested that:
‘…all entities in existence (including ideas, techniques, and practices
as well as pots, bones, rocks, gold, atoms etc.) emerge out of
relationships among existing entities and forces within specific,
changing, entanglements. Some forces are more pervasive than
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others… These forces participate in many assemblages at once and
may bind assemblages to one another’ (Fowler 2013: 53).
Such a relational view of entities is in some ways analogous to the assembling
of a molecule as the result of the establishment and persistence of a
relationship (covalence) between atoms.
In many ways Hodder’s ‘entanglements’ resemble assemblages (Hodder
2012). Significantly, however, Hodder emphasises that certain entanglements
between humans and things will persist if they are ‘fitting’ within the greater
entanglements that comprise their environment (Hodder 2012: 113-37), a point
that will be returned to below.
Human minds exist within assemblages that have biological, psychological
and interpersonal elements. However, the degree to which behaviour can be
explained by general and universal psychological predispositions (e.g. Pinker
1994; 1997; 2002; Tooby and Cosmides 1992) or historically contingent
cultural factors (e.g. Geertz 1973) has remained a bone of contention since
the work of Boas (Stocking 1966). A few scholars have attempted to overcome
what they see as a false dichotomy (Bloch 2012; 2013; Sperber 1996; Sperber
and Claidière 2008). Bloch has argued for an organically united multi-level
self, from a primitive ‘core’ shared with other distantly related species, to a
higher level ‘narrative self’ and, finally, a ‘meta-representation’ of the self that
facilitates

participation

in

communally

sanctioned

(though

essentially

transcendental and imaginary) social roles (Bloch 2012: 124-34). Such a view
once again challenges the idea of actants as particulate.
The above approaches are united in understanding entities as coalitions of
attributes, processes and forces that are to a greater or lesser extent tightly
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bound and distinct from their environments. Such bindings are never static,
however: even a rock may be slowly eroding. In this way, it could be argued
that such entities are processes (or 'intra-actions', Barad 2003) rather than
things. As Barad puts it:
‘The primary ontological units are not “things” but phenomena—dynamic
topological reconfigurings/entanglements/relationalities/(re)articulations.
And the primary semantic units are not “words” but material-discursive
practices through which boundaries are constituted. This dynamism is
agency. Agency is not an attribute but the ongoing reconfigurings of the
world’ (Barad 2003: 818).
For an assemblage or process to persist through time requires a constant
assembling or iteration of its constituent elements: for example, the on-going
production of new tokens of a recognised pottery type allows the assemblage
that constitutes the type to persist. In this respect, the terms ‘assembling’ or
‘dynamic assemblage’ may be better than ‘assemblage’ as they draw attention
to the on-going nature of the process. (Hereafter, for stylistic reasons,
‘dynamic assemblage’ will be preferred). If so, then what factors may explain
the transformation or persistence of distinct dynamic assemblages (such as a
pot type or iterated social practice) through time?
3.1.3 The day-to-day routines of everyday life contribute towards the
emergence of longer-term social practices that provide the contexts for
social action
Dobres (2000) has suggested that many theories of practice can be traced
back to Marx’s well-known assertion that ‘Men make their own history, but they
do not make it just as they please, they do not make it under circumstances
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chosen by themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered, given
and transmitted from the past’ (Marx 1869 [1963]: 15).
Two key thinkers who have addressed the way in which the world we inherit
constrains behaviour are Bourdieu (1977) and Giddens (1984). Bourdieu’s
theory of practice analysed the ways in which the learned but unconscious
behaviour of individuals—or ‘habitus’ (Bourdieu 1990: 12-13; Mauss 1935)—
contributes to the reproduction and reshaping of society. Giddens’ theory of
‘structuration’ also dissolves the distinction between structure and action
(Giddens 1984). Social systems, Giddens argues, are recursively produced
and reproduced through the ‘knowledgeable activities of situated actors who
draw upon rules and resources in the diversity of action contexts’: in this way
agency and society can be seen to be two components of the ‘duality of
structure’

(Giddens

1984:

25).

Practical

consciousness—the

intuitive

knowledge of how to ‘go on’ in everyday encounters that lies between
discursive and unconscious cognition—arises within this process, and it is
largely through practical consciousness that social strategies are pursued.
Reasons, however, arise from motivations, which are ‘overall plans or
programmes… within which a range of conduct is enacted’ (Giddens 1984: 6).
For Giddens, the key motivational issue is ontological security (Giddens 1984:
50). The ‘rules’ of social life, which can be more or less formal (Giddens 1984:
23) and which render action comprehensible, are ‘techniques or generalizable
procedures applied in the enactment/reproduction of social practices’ (Giddens
1984: 21), and it is through such rules that ontological security is ensured.
Significantly, such factors form a key part of the environment in which
behaviours resulting in distinctive artefactual forms are maintained. Giddens
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notes that unintentional consequences may arise from action, both individual
and institutional (Giddens 1984: 8-14). As a result, on-going monitoring of
such consequences, and subsequent situated responses, become a key part
of any social strategy.
All social life, Giddens notes, ‘occurs in, and is constituted by, intersections of
presence and absence’ (Giddens 1984: 132). Such encounters take place
within, and are structured by, ‘locales’, which are specific points in space and
time that are understood to have particular social properties (compare, for
example, 'house' and 'home', Giddens 1984: 118-9). In addition, Giddens
argues that it is through the routinization of daily life that structure and
meaning can emerge (Giddens 1984: 64). Such locales would therefore
function as what Lucas (2012: 200) has termed ‘centres of gravity’ catalysing
the emergence of new social and material entities.
Why actors choose (or are compelled to choose) one course of action over
others derives from reasons arising out of motivations and constrained by
context. Although suffering from a degree of ethnocentric bias (Hofstede
1984), perhaps the best-known attempt to model motivation is Maslow’s
‘Hierarchy of Needs’ (Maslow 1943). More recently Miller (1985: 184-5) has
suggested (following Harre 1979: 3) that, ‘the pursuit of reputation in the eyes
of others is the overriding preoccupation of human life, although the means by
which reputation is to be achieved are extraordinarily various’. Miller notes that
the interests of some segments of society will differ from those of others
leading to various social strategies that may work through individuals or
groups. Choices, however, are always constrained, raising the issue of the
relationship between individuals and environmental and social context.
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3.1.4 Animate and inanimate entities, including artefacts, form elements
of affective environments
Over recent years a number of authors have highlighted the apparent agency
of artefacts (DeMarrais et al 2004; Gosden 2005; 2008; Thomas J 1996: 82).
Gell (1998: chapters 3-5) differentiated ‘primary agents’, who instigate effects,
from the ‘patients’ on which (or whom) they act. The results of the agent’s
actions (conceived of as ‘indices’, which mediate the actions of the primary
agent) then act, in turn, as agents in their own right upon further ‘patients’.
Gell’s conception of agency, then, is essentially that of a transitive force.
Furthermore, others have stressed the role of artefacts in the materialisation of
power relations (e.g Earle 2004). As Pfaffenberger notes ‘Any behaviour that
is technological is also political, social and symbolic’ (Pfaffenberger 1988:
244).
Daniel Miller addressed the nature of material agency in his study of ceramic
variation in the Indian village of Dangwara (Miller 1985). Miller understood the
Dangwara pottery as an active component in social strategies and symbolism
within a dynamic and heterogeneous society, and emphasised the importance
of ‘objectification’ and ‘framing’ (Goffmann 1974) as key components in the
understanding of the significance of vessel forms and decoration within
various social contexts (Miller 1985: 142 and 181-2). Miller drew attention to
the way that the meanings of the classes of pots in use in Dangwara were
flexible and contextual, and were active components in a dialectic process
through which society was understood and which, in turn, constrained the way
in which the pots themselves were comprehended. As such, there was no
abstract fixed, normative or emic code that existed outside of these processes.
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There is a potential danger, however, in understanding agency as some form
of transformative force that is inherent in particulate agents, including
inanimate entities. Understood in this way the term effectively ‘black boxes’ the
processes at work. If, as suggested above, ‘actants’ may be better understood
as on-going dynamic assemblages or processes, then any specific relationship
that develops between entities will result in the creation of a new environment
(itself a higher-level assemblage) with emergent constraints and affordances
for its constituent elements, both animate and inanimate. Such affordances
and constraints are potential selective forces. To what extent, then, is it
possible to regard selection as a component in the persistence or
transformation of assemblages?
3.1.5 Cultural variants persist or dissipate under specific social and
environmental conditions
It is necessary, when considering Darwinian approaches to social and material
variation, to distinguish between their employment as metaphor and homology
(indeed, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) have argued that all scientific models are
essentially metaphorical). In addition, there is no reason to accept the simple
Darwinian social models such as those of Cloak (1975) and Dawkins (1976)
as the only ones possible (Shennan 2005: 59). The persistence of artefactual
traditions would, however, strongly imply that cultural traits, as assemblages of
behaviours and artefacts, are in some respects ‘inheritable’, although the
nature of such inheritance is clearly complex. It will be argued below that this
is particularly the case for the less reducible aspects of material culture, such
as the attributes that constitute artefacts, as these cannot be so easily broken
down into smaller constituent parts.
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Robert Boyd and Peter Richerson have challenged the idea that ‘cultural
variants’ must be particulate in order for selection to act upon them, arguing
that selection can operate at a variety of scales (Richerson and Boyd 2005:
88-91). They have proposed seven evolutionary forces behind cultural
transmission:
•

Natural selection

•

Cultural mutation

•

Cultural drift

•

Guided variation (non-random changes in cultural variants that are
subsequently passed on)

•

Biased transmission, of which they propose three types:
o Content based, or direct, bias (preferential adoption of cultural
traits based upon their content)
o Frequency-based bias (choosing common cultural variants over
less common ones)
o Model-based bias (choosing cultural variants based on the
attributes of individuals holding those variants)
(Richerson and Boyd 2005: 69)

The last two aspects are of interest in that they suggest that such strategies
can reduce the need for frequent individual innovation in unstable
environments. This might result in the form of ‘adaptive conservatism’
proposed by Bogucki (1995) for Early Neolithic societies in Europe. Although
not discussed by Boyd and Richerson, the semiotic potential of artefacts may
mean that change in artefactual traditions is more like change in language,
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with a correspondingly high level of conservatism resulting from the need to
maintain comprehensibility.
Although accepting the main thrust of Boyd and Richerson’s model, Sperber
and Cladière suggested that different processes were involved (Sperber and
Claidière 2008), proposing psychological forces in place of decision-making
forces, and source–based biases for content-based biases. Sperber and
Cladière argue that cultural variants are ‘represented’ within individual minds,
part of a process Sperber terms the ‘epidemiology of representations’ (Sperber
1996: 25). Stability of cultural variants (‘tokens’) is achieved by psychological
and other mechanisms that act as ‘cultural attractors’ (Sperber 1996: 106-12).
Boyd and Richerson, as well as Sperber and Cladière, agree that processes
operating at a population level may also contribute to the stability of certain
variants through time (Richerson and Boyd 2005: 93-4; Sperber and Claidière
2008).
Cowgill (2000) argued that Darwinian models are not incompatible with agentcentred approaches as recurrent situations will tend to generate some
intentions more than others and will thereby affect the relative frequencies with
which sociocultural phenomena are reproduced (Cowgill 2000: 52). In a similar
vein, Clark has also suggested that action theories and evolutionary ecology
share many explanatory commitments, although often proposing very different
sorts of agent (Clark 2000: 107). He proposes that the main difference
between evolutionary and practice theories is the locus of agency: extrasomatic in the evolutionary model, self-willed individuals in the practice
models.
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More recently, Peter Jordan has proposed an alternative dual inheritance
model, casting cultural evolution as ‘a historical process that involves the
cumulative decision making processes of human agency, which affect
consciously and unconsciously how social traditions are replicated, as well as
the specific cultural content of those traditions’ (Jordan 2015: 18-19).
Significantly, Jordan distinguishes between the physical attributes of artefacts
and the behaviours that result in them (‘cultural traits’) (Jordan 2015: 14). As
with ANT, this focuses attention on culture as something that people do, rather
than something they have.
Jordan also distinguishes between ‘random forces’ that have direct genetic
analogies and ‘decision-making forces’ which do not (Jordan 2015: 25-9). He
suggests that cultural evolution possesses distinctive forces of selection
involving ‘cumulative copying and editing’ (Jordan 2015: 29-33). In terms of
material culture, certain attributes may cohere together (assemble) to form
distinctive lineages of cultural traditions across small and large scale social
units, perhaps the archetypal example of which is the ‘speech community’
(Jordan 2015: 35-6). Jordan suggests, contra Durham (1992), that it is an
oversimplification to try to ascertain how entire cultures might evolve,
emphasis should rather be placed on the extent to which, and reasons why,
different cultural traditions might cohere through time (Jordan 2015: 45). The
extent to which this happens would then correspond the degree to which
distinctive individual cultures could be identified. Such processes could
potentially lead to total cultural isolation (resulting in a phylogenetic-style of
evolution) or constant and rapid innovation and horizontal mixing of
information between populations (Boyd et al 1997), both of which, however,
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seem unlikely to occur in reality. In between these two extremes we could
expect the sharing of a limited number of non-core individual traditions, or
cultures being composed of various cultural traditions each with their own
unique history of development that cross-cuts populations (Jordan 2015: 459). It is suggested here that this model is congruent with the idea, set out
above, that cultural entities are dynamic assemblages.
Ingold (2000: 373-91) has challenged the dual inheritance model by pointing
out that just as genes cannot be said to mean (i.e. to ‘code for’) anything at all
except within a specific environment, so cultural variants (e.g. specific forms of
pot) can only mean anything within particular cultural milieux, themselves
constituted in part from earlier cultural variants of similar or different forms.
Traditions of material culture are, according to Ingold, the product of more-orless faithful variants of artefactual forms within specific social and
environmental circumstances (i.e. within specific relationships). It is the
transmission

of

the

socio-environmental

conditions

that

favour

the

reproduction of pre-existing variants that constrains variation. It would follow
from Ingold’s suggestion that culture must be understood as resulting from the
interaction between pre-existing conditions (including artefactual forms) and
environment (including the social milieu), and that the question of
understanding variation within material culture is not a matter of explaining the
relationships between cultural variants understood as ‘representations’ but of
explaining the reasons for the behaviours that lie behind the generation of
artefactual traditions. Furthermore, the observations of Bourdieu, Giddens,
and Miller highlight the recursive relationship between the conditions under
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which artefacts are manufactured and the artefacts themselves: once made,
artefacts become part of the environment for the creation of further artefacts.
Hodder, too, has emphasised the importance of the environment in which
things and practices persist:
‘If entanglement consists of a taut set of dependencies, abstractions
and resonances amongst humans and things, then the adoption and
persistence of traits depend on how the traits are fitting within the
entanglement’ (Hodder 2012: 139).
Hodder suggests that this process is in certain key respects similar to ‘niche
construction’ – the processes by which organisms contribute towards their own
environmental niche (Hodder 2012: 149).
Representations, in Sperber’s sense, could be reconceptualised as ‘metarepresentations’ that stand for specific categories of artefact (indeed, Sperber
(1996: 71-2 and 146-50) argues for a hierarchy of such entities). However,
such meta-representations (for example, the concept ‘Unstan-type bowl’ that
exists independently of the actual corpus of such vessels), being of necessity
derived from pre-existing examples of vessels which will later fall within the
concept, cannot pre-exist individual tokens of the type. The origin of new types
must, then, lie in pre-existing forms that are conceptually remodelled to create
something new that is only recognised as a distinct concept (e.g. the ‘Unstantype bowl’) as it emerges through iterative behaviour. This also implies that not
all artefactual categories will be equally clearly defined (‘coherent’), and that
many artefacts, although bearing a general family resemblance, will not fall
into unambiguous typological categories, a point to be developed further
below.
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It is suggested here that recognising that entities (including ideas, beliefs and
iterated social practices as well as animate and inanimate beings and largescale polythetic entities such as cultural traditions) are dynamic assemblages
that enter into relationships of greater or lesser degrees of cohesion with other
such assemblages, and in so doing bring into existence new environments
with new constraints and affordances, means that evolutionary approaches to
traditions of material culture can be of value in understanding cultural change
and stability. Macro-scale processes may arise from iterated micro-scale
decision-making constrained by and within specific environments and social
milieu. It may also be suggested that cultural phenomena will exhibit greater
coherence and persistence through time due to the entailments brought by
change. Language, being constrained by the need to function as a device for
mutual comprehension, is likely to be more conservative, and therefore more
amenable to Darwinian-style selection, than aspects of culture with more
strategic flexibility, such as art. Artefacts, as bearers of both functional and
semiotic potential, may to varying extents be expected to exhibit flexibility and
semiotic and strategic potential at the same time as being subject to certain
functional constraints. In this way Darwinian selection might be better
characterised less as an all-or-nothing process than as a matter of degree,
with functional constraints leading to greater conservatism and amenability to
evolutionary factors, and social factors with strategic potential leading to rapid
change. Personal choices are, in this respect, likely to typify short-term
decision-making, while Darwinian processes of selection will bear more upon
long-term evolutionary change (Figure 3.1), the difference between them being
a matter of degree.
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Figure 3.1

Factors affecting change in natural and social entities

3.1.6 Recent explicitly polythetic approaches to the culture concept in
archaeology demonstrate the potential of a more nuanced and carefully
theorised approach to this issue
If archaeological entities may be conceptualised as dynamic assemblages,
then this should apply to large-scale entities such as ‘cultures’, as traditionally
understood. In a recent article (Furholt 2014b) Martin Furholt has contrasted
‘traditional culture-historian archaeology’ with what he has termed ‘New
culture-historian archaeology’, citing the work of researchers including, inter
alia, Shennan (1989b), Kristiansen (1989) and, more recently, Roberts and
Vander Linden (2011a) who ‘have accepted the critiques on [sic] culture-
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historical archaeology when the concepts of archaeological cultures and
approaches towards cultural change and individual agency are concerned, but
[who] emphasize the significance of material culture variation in space (and
time)’ (Furholt 2014b: 18).
Two principles lie behind much of the work cited by Furholt. The first is a
renewed, but explicitly theorised, focus upon spatio-temporal groupings within
archaeological phenomena and their potential social significance, while the
second is a polythetic formulation of archaeological entities (Clarke 1978: 357). An explicit emphasis upon the polythetic nature of archaeological
phenomena lay behind Vander Linden’s re-evaluations of the Bell Beaker
phenomenon and of the neolithisation of Britain (Vander Linden 2004; 2011)
and Furholt’s own work on Funnel Beakers and Corded Ware (Furholt 2014a;
2014b) and has in the past been applied to Hebridean chambered cairns
(Müller 1988).
While it has been argued that a tendency to shy away from large-scale
questions and grand narratives has characterised many recent archaeological
projects (Roberts and Vander Linden 2011a: 4), David Clarke argued that long
term historical narratives are valid goals for archaeology, yet this must of
necessity involve an engagement with the nature of archaeological entities at
a large scale (Clarke 1978: 12). For many years Clarke’s systematic attempt to
properly theorise archaeological cultures was overshadowed—in Britain at
least—by approaches derived from American processualism (Shennan
1989a), and later by contextual approaches to material culture (Hodder 1982)
and agency (Barrett 1994). However, as Roberts and Vander Linden note,
‘questions of style, boundaries and identity are natural extensions of the
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archaeological culture concept’ (Roberts and Vander Linden 2011a: 14).
Vander Linden (2011) has recently addressed the issue of the neolithisation of
north-western Europe and Britain as a multi-stage, polycentric process in
which, as population expanded, traits from more than one centre combined,
together with some local elements, to form new polythetically defined synthetic
cultures. Within this model individuals are not passive recipients and
reproducers of cultural traditions, but are actively engaged in adapting the
traditions of material culture with which they are familiar to suit their own
purposes.
Although concerning a much smaller geographical area than the cultural units
considered by Vander Linden and Furholt, it is suggested here that an
explicitly polythetic and relational approach to the entities caught up in the
emergence and subsequent conservatism of the distinctive Hebridean
Neolithic ceramic tradition has the potential to provide a new and productive
approach to the issue of Neolithic cultural change and persistence in Atlantic
Scotland; an argument that will be pursued further in Chapter 9.
3.1.7 Luhmann,

autopoiesis

and

material

culture:

the

Neolithic

Hebrideans as ‘the people who…’
It was suggested at the start of this chapter that over-simplistic ideas of
embodiment needed to be re-evaluated if we are to understand how people of
the past conceived of themselves (Yates 1993), and in the light of the
arguments set out above for cultural entities as coherent assemblages of
things and practices, it is proposed here that the ideas of the sociologist Niklas
Luhmann may cast light upon this issue (Barrett 2012; 2013; Luhmann 1990;
1995; Luisi 2003; Mizoguchi 2002: 12). A significant aspect of Luhmann’s
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model is the observation, noted above, that the body and the world constitute
the environment of the mind, and that the ways in which the mind may deal
with the environment are almost limitless, which raises the issue of how social
groups can reach common understandings as to how to act (that is, to come to
constitute a distinctive dynamic social assemblage). Luhmann approached this
problem through the concept of autopoiesis (Luisi 2003). Luhmann viewed
social systems as analogous to autopoietic (lit. ‘self-reproducing’) biological
systems such as cells and animals. As Luisi puts it, ‘an autopoietic system
organizes the production of its own components, so that these components
are continuously re-generated and the system can therefore maintain the very
network process that produces them’ (Luisi 2003: 51). In this way a cell
remains a cell because it maintains itself within a defined but semi-permeable
boundary that separates it from its environment. All autopoietic biological
systems must have such a boundary to allow nutrients and energy to enter
and waste products (from the system’s point of view) to leave, and which must
themselves be reproduced by internal mechanisms and processes.

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 3.2

An autopoietic model of cellular reproduction

(After Luisi 2003: Fig 3)
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Luhmann extended the concept of autopoiesis to social systems, which he
conceived of as being essentially systems of communication: society, for
Luhmann, was simply ‘the communication system we call society’ (Luhmann
1994: 371). As such, social systems are not the same as societies as
commonly understood, although the individuals who comprise any particular
society make up the substrate through which communication must necessarily
occur (indeed, such systems may be hierarchically organised, Poli 2010). This
is an important point as it distinguishes Luhmann’s systems theory from earlier
systemic approaches (Clarke 1978: 88-101; Trigger 1996: 419-25). Although
concerned only with their own self-reproduction (Luisi 2003: 51), such systems
must interact with their environment in order to sustain themselves, and in so
doing they ‘recognise’ (i.e. can interact with) aspects of the environment that
are of significance to them (Luisi 2003: 54). In this way the complexity of the
environment is reduced down to the components that ‘make sense’ to the
system itself. For Luhmann, reduction of complexity in social systems occurs
when the potentially infinite number of ways of behaving/communicating is
reduced to a limited number of options that individuals forming the substrate of
the system draw upon to facilitate socially comprehensible behaviours.
Socialisation naturalises such behaviours and reinforces a sense of
ontological security when they are routinely reproduced and internalised by the
individuals concerned. In this way entities may become bound to one another
as a dynamic assemblage, or social system, through common understandings.
The application of autopoietic theory to social systems is controversial (Luisi
2003: 57). In particular it is hard to say exactly what could count as a boundary
separating such a system from its environment (Figure 3.3). Separation from
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the environment would initially appear to be crucial if we are to identify discrete
cultural entities. The relational approaches to phenomenal identity discussed
above have, however, drawn attention to the fact that such entities
interpenetrate and are never fully bounded (Fowler 2013; Hodder 2012; Ingold
2011; Lucas 2012). DeLanda (2006) has argued that it is the interaction
between an entity and its environment that brings about stabilization through
enchainment and, in particular processes, of ‘territorialisation’ (defining a
distinctive and bounded entity) and ‘coding’ (symbolic expression) both of
which act as ‘centres of gravity’ around which phenomena may coalesce
(DeLanda 2006: 12-16; Lucas 2012: 199-203). In practice, polythetically
defined social groups can be observed to regularly arise, mutate, diffuse or be
destroyed, yet be none the less real for that. Such processes may result from
the instability created by weak boundary conditions or a change in the
relationships between entities, and yet they do not prevent us from defining
social groupings in the present and, in principle, should not prevent us from
doing so in the past.

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 3.3

An autopoietic model of a social system

(After Luisi 2003: 57)
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Autopoetic systems such as cells are iterative. ‘The cell’ as a recurrent type
emerges from this iteration, and in the same way social phenomena can also
emerge from iterative practices arising through various processes of
enchainment. The recognition of greater or lesser degrees of coherence
through space and cohesion through time strongly argues for the view that
discrete cultural systems (cultures) not only exist in the present and existed in
the past but will also be recognisable archaeologically (Furholt 2014a; 2014b;
Roberts and Vander Linden 2011b; Vander Linden 2004). Whether social
entities directly corresponding to those recognised by modern archaeologists
were recognised by people in the past is not of primary importance: as with
Daniel Miller’s pots, the categories were, and are now, only derivable from the
material itself through observation (cf. Barad 2003). The Neolithic Hebrideans
could only have recognised themselves as a discrete group by observing
stable differences between themselves and non-Hebrideans that preceded
such recognition, and one aspect of such structuring principles will have been
differences in material culture (physical assemblages, the residue of iterated
behaviours), including pottery, and the processes that gave rise to it.
The Japanese archaeologist Koji Mizoguchi (2002) has applied Luhmann’s
ideas to archaeology, viewing social behaviours as analogous to walking:
‘While walking, what the walkers are is how their minds reduce the
complexity which their body and the world outside it constitutes [sic].
Ever changing states of the body and topography appear to the mind as
a series of problems, and each problem appears to the mind in the form
of a range of possibilities. The walkers, whether they like it or not, have
to choose one among many possibilities on each occasion of problem-
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solving/reducing complexity, and the choice is made in a self-reflexive
manner, that is, by drawing consciously as well as unconsciously, upon
past experiences of problem-solving/reducing complexity. It has to be
added that the range of possibilities itself, in that sense, is constituted
by past experiences of problem-solving/reducing complexity’ (Mizoguchi
2002: 14-15).
Central to Mizoguchi’s model are what he terms the topographies of identity
(Mizoguchi 2002: 21). As individuals meet and part…
‘…the timing and place (the spatio-temporal locale) of their meetings
becomes routinized, [and] a set of three expectations emerges: (1) the
expectation of how one would behave at the locale; (2) the expectation
of how others would behave at the locale; and (3) the expectation of
how others would expect one to behave at the locale.’
The stress of reducing the complexity inherent in such meetings is dealt with
through the development, routinization, and naturalisation of expectations and
dispositions, and these three factors together constitute what Mizoguchi terms
the subjective structure of the topography of identities. The intuitive knowledge
of how to ‘go on’—that is, the reduction of complexity that is maintained
through shared expectations and dispositions—equates to the ‘information’ of
Luhmann’s systems theory. Three further factors—the ‘spatio-temporal
constellation’ of the locales, the material setting of each locale, and the range
of people meeting at the locales—form the physical structure of the
topography of identities with their various constraints and affordances
(Mizoguchi 2002: 21); the similarity to the concept of the environmental niche
is clear (c.f. Hodder 2012: 149-51). By internalising the expectations and
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dispositions that arise within such locales individuals may come to experience
a sense of equivalence with others; this is the dynamic process of identifying
that itself constitutes identity (or identities). ‘Material culture’, notes Mizoguchi,
‘together with various other natural and cultural features, constitutes the
material condition upon which the expectations are formed’ (Mizoguchi 2002:
45). Changes in any of the above factors would result in changes to the way in
which an individual’s identity is constructed. Maintaining or changing
expectations or dispositions, however, must be worked at: it is the routine
doing of things (assembling) within specific locales that provides the grounds
within which such expectations and dispositions arise (cf. Ingold 2000: 323;
Latour 2005).
What sort of locales could then have been involved in the development of a
specific Hebridean Neolithic identity?
3.1.8 Theorising the feast
It will be argued in Chapter 9 that key locales in the Hebridean Neolithic
included sites associated with commensal gatherings. As such, understanding
the nature of feasting is central to understanding the development of Neolithic
practices. The term ‘feast’ can be defined in various ways, although the
communal consumption of food in a way that differs from everyday meals is a
common minimal definition (Dietler and Hayden 2001: 3). It is useful to
distinguish specific feasts from feasting as a process. In this regard, the
identification of recurrent patterns and contexts across various sites, such as
the presence of distinctive ceramic forms and assemblages or purpose-built
structures, is central.
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Two key contrasting approaches to the anthropology of feasting are well
exemplified by Brian Hayden (2001) and Michael Dietler (2001). Hayden takes
an ecological standpoint, arguing that persistent and expensive activities such
as feasting always have adaptive value (in the Darwinian sense), and that, in
the long run, form is more significant than symbolism. For Hayden, feasts are
a form of ‘social technology’ or ‘political ecology’ through which food surpluses
are converted into goods and services (Hayden 2001: 24-7). The mobilisation
of labour, motivated by the provision of feasts, can promote inter- and intragroup solidarity (Hayden 2001: 29-30). Hayden is keen to acknowledge the
role of the individual in such processes, especially ‘aggrandisers’ (Hayden
1990). In small-scale societies, however, the prestige (Hayden suggests the
term ‘credit rating’) acquired through feasting only has value if it leads to more
capital, power, wives, servants and so on (Hayden 2001: 30-2): when tradition
conflicts with self-interest, Hayden argues, the latter always wins out (Hayden
2001: 34).
Hayden (2001: 54-8) has proposed that feasts may be divided into four types:
•

‘Minimally Distinctive Feasts’: small-scale, ad hoc, and hard to detect
archaeologically.

•

‘Promotional/Alliance

Feasts’:

Likely

to

be

lineage/clan

affairs

recognisable by the presence of prestige items (including serving
vessels), special structures, and ritual paraphernalia.
•

‘Competitive Feasts’: larger in scale than promotional/alliance feasts.

•

‘Tribute Feasts’: regular in-polity affairs associated with chiefdoms.
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He also suggests a number of features archaeologists should look for when
trying to identify feasting sites. In particular, the remains of large edible
animals, and possible ritual structures (Hayden 2001: 40-2 and Table 2.1).
Feasting, for Hayden, is high-cost, yet adaptive in turning surplus food into
social, economic and political currency. It drives technological and economic
innovation (Hayden 1990) and is predicated on the production of an economic
surplus: the greater the surplus the greater the expense, competitive nature,
and archaeological visibility of feasts (Hayden 2001: 58-9).
Michael Dietler (2001) takes a contrasting approach grounded in practice
theory and political economy. For Dietler feasts are central to the process
whereby people ‘negotiate relationships, pursue economic and political goals,
compete for power and reproduce and contest ideological representations of
social order and authority’ (Dietler 2001: 66). Although drawing on everyday
meals for some of their symbolic power, Dietler argues that feasts constitute a
distinctive kind of inherently political symbolic ritual practice (Dietler 2001: 667), which, while socially integrative, also provides an arena for complex
tensions and contradictions (Dietler 2001: 69). Such ritual can be both
conservative and transformative, infusing social norms and categories with
emotion through activities such as dance, song, food, drink (particularly
alcoholic drink: Dietler and Herbich 2006) and various theatrical media. It is
often related to life crisis events (Dietler 2001: 71). During feasts, symbolic
references to the past create a sense of continuity, naturalise the social order,
and limit awareness of alternatives (Dietler 2001: 71). Competition for control
over idealised representations of social relations means that commensal
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rituals constitute important arenas for social and political change (Dietler 2001:
72).
What and how food is produced and consumed, including the artefacts
associated with these processes, can objectify social and political relations.
Commensality, argues Dietler, is essentially political, creating and sustaining
‘aggressive competition by effectively euphemising it in a symbolic practice
that encourages collective misrecognition of the self-interested nature of the
process’ (Dietler 2001: 73). In addition, commensality establishes reciprocal
obligations between those receiving and giving food and drink. In this way
relations of superiority/inferiority and reciprocal obligation can be established
and strategically manipulated (Dietler 2001: 74).
Like Hayden, Dietler divides feasts into categories:
•

‘Empowering feasts’ facilitate the acquisition of social, symbolic and
economic capital needed to influence others, and may unite at the
same time as establishing social boundaries.

•

‘Work feasts’ involve the organisation of communal labour in return for
food and can lead to the acquisition of symbolic or economic capital.

•

‘Patron-role feasts’ occur when reciprocal obligation can no longer be
maintained and social inequality is institutionalised.

•

‘Diacritical feasts’ are characterised by the use of differentiated cuisine
and styles of consumption (including special vessels) to symbolise,
naturalise, and reify social differences through the display of style and
taste (Dietler 2001: 76-88).

Feasts also serve to define various social boundaries within groups, including
gender and age distinctions (Dietler 2001: 88 and 91-3), and the semiotic
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potential of the practices and artefacts associated with feasting (for example,
marking insiders from outsiders: Dietler 2001: 89) is clear. Marking feasts out
from everyday food consumption events can be achieved by the use of various
framing devices (Miller 1985: 181-3) including the use of special vessels and
locales. Significantly, the political importance of feasts entails that a large
proportion of a community’s resources are given over to providing such events
(Dietler 1990: 361-2; 2001: 81-2).
Feasts are extremely important loci of social, economic, and political action
(Friedman 1975: 170-1; Hayden 1990). Indeed, the social, political, and
economic capital involved means that feasts can function almost as a form of
currency (Russell 1998: 46), facilitating the creation of social and economic
debt (Mauss 1954). Through feasting, surplus food can be turned into social
and political capital or power (which need not imply social competition). As
feasting is a key (perhaps the key) component in the acquisition of social
capital in small-scale societies, success in the feasting arena is vital to the
attainment of the power to achieve personal needs and goals.
3.1.9 Materiality and social process
The discussion so far has attempted to bring together a number of approaches
to materiality and social process. It has emphasised a conception of entities as
constantly developing dynamic assemblages that enter into relationships with
each other from which new dynamic assemblages arise. Higher order
assemblages

constitute

environments

which

provide

constraints

and

affordances for the lower-order assemblages (entities) of which they are
composed. Assemblages may be highly coherent or loosely bound. If the
former, then they may constitute the type of cultural variant upon which
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selection may act, with selective forces equating to environmental (in the
broadest sense) constraints and affordances. It has been proposed that social
systems are assemblages of iterated behaviours that maintain themselves
through time as discrete entities (‘cultures’—defined polythetically—arising
with environments that constitute specific physical topographies of identity),
and that such behaviours are mediated through routine encounters within
specific locales (that is, they are ‘territorialised’) resulting in the shared
expectations and dispositions that constitute identity. Finally, it was suggested
that the development of such expectations and dispositions in small-scale
agricultural societies is frequently catalysed within commensal activities, and
that through such processes social strategies would have been pursued and
new dynamic assemblages brought into existence or old ones maintained.
The second part of this chapter will translate the above discussion into a form
that can be related to the Hebridean pottery with which this study is
concerned. If the pottery constitutes an assemblage (in DeLanda’s sense)
then the nature of such an assemblage, and of assemblages in general, will
need to be considered. Consequently, the following section will address the
way in which categories of material culture may arise and persist as discrete
assemblages and as components of higher-order assemblages.
3.2

The nature of categories

3.2.1 Categories, attributes and assemblages
The idea that archaeologists can create clearly defined, mutually exclusive
and objective categories that precisely correspond to categories understood in
the past is misguided; material culture does not divide itself up into discrete
chunks awaiting discovery by the archaeologist. This is not to say that we
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cannot find order amongst the complex range of body and rim forms and
decorative motifs that make up a ceramic assemblage such as that from
Eilean Dòmhnuill. Indeed, archaeologists are remarkably good at doing
precisely that (Cleal 1992). Categorical norms must have existed in the past,
but they would have been just as ambiguous for the people who made
reference to them as they are for us now. It will be argued below, however,
that coming to terms with the contextual, contested, fuzzy, and occasionally
contradictory nature of categories, both now and in the past, is essential if we
are to find significance within any set of artefacts.
It is perhaps ironic, given that it will be argued below that categories are
essentially polythetic and contextual assemblages, that the term ‘category’
cannot itself be defined except by reference to its uses (Wittgenstein 1953: PI
43). In the following discussion the term will, following Daniel Miller, be defined
as ‘equivalence, which relates individual examples of the same form’ (Miller
1985: 175). Any pot ‘X’ can be considered to be a member of category ‘Y’ if it
is considered to be equivalent to other members of category Y. Of course,
equivalence, being a social fact (Searle 1995: 1-29), is not fixed in nature.
Recently Lucas has argued that typological categories stem from the
reproduction of ‘types’, with a type defined as a ‘serial object’ (Lucas 2012:
196-7). Rejecting the idea that what is reproduced are copies of mental
templates, Lucas argues that reproduction depends upon memory, which is
distributed between all the elements involved in the process of reproduction:
‘Types, then, need to be seen as serial objects produced through the
iteration of technique, where technique is understood as the interaction
of gesture and matter.’ (Lucas 2012: 197-8)
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In this way, types and categories emerge from (or are assembled as the result
of) iterated behaviours, themselves arising within persistent (or iterated)
environments and locales.
3.2.2 Archaeological entities are polythetic in nature and exhibit varying
degrees of prototypicality
David Clarke, drawing on the work of and Sokal and Sneath (1963) (and,
ultimately Wittgenstein (1953)), developed a model for archaeological entities
in which their intrinsically polythetic nature was central (Clarke 1978: 35-7). In
a polythetic group no component is either necessary or sufficient for
membership. In Clarke’s model, archaeological entities form a hierarchy of
polythetic phenomena, the most basic components of which are ‘artefacts’,
composed (polythetically) of ‘attributes’, while ‘types’ are derived from groups
of such artefacts when certain combinations of attributes become common
(Clarke 1978: 205-7).
It is not sufficient to assume that the artefact represents the most important
level of analysis in archaeology. Artefacts are assembled from combinations of
attributes, yet attributes are not tied to specific types of artefact, and therefore
their appearance, spread, contraction and disappearance, as well as their
varying combinations, must be accounted for separately. It may be that roundbased, lugged vessels spread as a distinctive artefact type from one area to
another in the past (Sheridan 2004b: 14), but it may also be that lugs, as a
practical solution to handling hot vessels, spread as a separate idea that,
when combined with already widespread simple bowl forms, resulted in a
number of similar looking pots that give the impression of having spread as a
cohesive type. In this way, artefact types can be understood as emergent
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categories resulting from contingent but recurrent assemblages of attributes.
Potters may copy old attribute combinations, recombine them in new
combinations, add new attributes, drop old ones or import new attributes from
outside their pre-existing corpus. Importantly, such artefact types may have
differing degrees of coherence or ‘family resemblance’. Certain artefact types
exhibit very little variation from one example to the next, while others are more
varied, often to the point where it is contentious whether they constitute a type
at all.
The polythetic nature of such entities raises a second issue: how could an
essentially unbounded category be reproduced over time? Pioneering work in
the 1960s and 70s by Eleanor Rosch (1973) and more recently by George
Lakoff (1987) indicates that membership of a particular category is in
significant respects a matter of degree, with certain examples being more
‘prototypical’ than others. However, as Rosch notes, ‘To speak of a prototype
at all is simply a convenient grammatical fiction; what is really referred to are
judgements of degree of prototypicality’ (Rosch 1978: 40). For example,
although penguins and robins may be accepted as members of the category
‘bird’, robins are more usually taken to be more prototypical examples than
penguins. This stands in contrast to ‘classical’ categorisation processes in
which certain features are either necessary or sufficient for category
membership.
It would follow from the arguments of Rosch and Lakoff that the persistence of
certain artefactual forms through time results from the reproduction of more-orless prototypical tokens of the various categories of artefact rather than
precise copies of emically understood monothetic forms. Artefacts, however,
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are not natural kinds in the way that birds are. Hodder’s (2012: 147-9) concept
of fittingness and Ingold’s (2000: 373-91) suggestion that the environment in
which cultural entities emerge or are reproduced must be considered to be a
key part of the emergence and persistence of cultural traditions are of
considerable significance in this respect as they draw attention to the factors
that may constrain deviation from established prototypes. In addition, Lucas’s
proposal that archaeological entities are assemblages that arise through
processes of enchainment and containment that act as centres of gravity also
raises the question of to the precise nature of such processes, a point that will
be returned to in Chapter 9.
3.2.3 Ceramic categorisation is contextual, pragmatic and largely
derivable from the pottery itself
Daniel Miller addressed the issue of ceramic categorisation in his study of
pottery in the Indian village of Dangwara (Miller 1985). An important finding of
Miller’s work was that the categories employed by the makers and users of
pots in Dangwara were ‘only observable in the variability of the actual pottery’
(Miller 1985: 50). Explanations of the categories that were given by informants
within the village (often of an ostensibly functional nature) often failed to
acknowledge the way in which aspects of the pottery classification system
referenced broader classificatory principles employed in the village (Miller
1985: 148). Function alone could not account for vessel form (Miller 1985:
180). In practice, the ceramic variability in Dangwara could be seen to form a
‘semiotic code’ in which the various stages of manufacture were exploited to
create formal and decorative differences (Miller 1985: 157). Miller was at pains
to emphasise that such normative principles cannot be separated from the
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way in which they are employed in specific social contexts (Miller 1985: 17583). Indeed, there are always alternative ways of categorising vessel types
(Miller 1985: 166-70) and the meaning of such categories may be contested
by different social groups (Kempton 1981; Miller 1985: 176). Ultimately, then,
there was no fixed emic understanding of ceramic categories in Dangwara. In
practice, categorisation was contextual, pragmatic and only observable within
the pottery itself.
Miller proposed that one way to understand the formal variation in ceramic
categories in use in Dangwara was via the concept of the ‘grid’ (Figure 3.4), in
which ceramic form is set out against other classificatory principles (Miller
1985: 170-5). Miller’s grid concept can be related to Lakoff’s argument that
‘prototype effects’ (the way in which tokens can be ‘more-or-less’ members of
a category) can only be understood against ‘Idealized Cognitive Models’, or
ICMs (Lakoff 1987: 68-90). An ICM is a structuring principle or set of
principles: the idea of ‘Tuesday’ can only be understood, for example, within
an ICM in which days are combined into weeks. Such models have been
suggested for sub-Saharan African pottery (Barley 1994: 138; Gosselain 1999:
215-21; Heusch 1980: 381), and for Indian ceramics and social structures
(Babb 1975; Beck 1969; Dumont 1972). ICMs therefore constitute key
elements of the environments in which ceramic categories may arise, and
draw attention to the contextual nature of the categorisation process, and in
particular the semiotic potential that arises when pots are used in social
settings.
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Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 3.4

Simplified normative associations between pottery categories

and social variables displayed as a grid (after Miller 1985: 159)
It is of significance that categories cannot logically precede their tokens: the
concept ‘Unstan-type bowl’ cannot have appeared before the existence of any
such vessels as such a concept could not then have had any reference, and
therefore meaning. As such, it is only possible to form categories
retrospectively once it is recognised that certain combinations of attributes are
regularly co-occurring. In this way the original producers and users of the pots
and modern archaeologists were/are engaged in much the same task –
ordering a range of vessels rather than attempting to discover essential order
within such a range, as no such order can pre-exist the vessels themselves.
Miller’s observations are of considerable significance for archaeology. As he
points out, in Dangwara (and by extension elsewhere) there were no actual
fixed emic classes waiting to be discovered beyond those observable within
the pottery itself (Miller 1985: 197-8). As a result, rather than attempting to
show that the categories employed by the present author correspond directly
to those understood by the makers and users of the pottery, the ceramic
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categories employed in the present study will aim to characterise the
assemblage in a way that facilitates both observation of change through time
and comparison with other assemblages. These categories will be based on
an understanding that the various pottery forms do not constitute monothetic
groups but, rather, polythetic categories (assemblages) within which individual
pots may exhibit greater of lesser degrees of prototypicality. There will be no
need to decide definitively whether any particular vessel is or is not a member
of a particular class as such membership is not a case of all-or-nothing, and,
as Miller has demonstrated, such categories are always practically and
contextually contingent.
3.2.4 Ceramic categorisation arises in practice constrained by various
structuring principles
In the Neolithic Hebrides the creation of various types of vessel will have
included a number of structuring principles and ICMs, including function,
semiotic affordance, habitus (in respect of the learned and habitual skills of the
potter) and context. Indeed, normative categorisations must to a greater or
lesser extent have been derived from existing categories made up of the range
of individual pots available to the potters as well as any organic equivalents.
Pot making will have been constrained by the structuring principles giving rise
to normative categories, yet applied pragmatically to solve everyday problems
such as producing an appropriate vessel in which to cook.
Although the complex ICMs held by the Dangwara potters strongly affected
implicit understandings of vessels and categories, pots were explicitly
understood primarily as being suitable for various tasks. The continual
recurrence of such tasks entails the constant reproduction of solutions, and
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constitutes a key part of the environment in which artefacts are produced: if no
artefacts are available that can solve the problem in hand then such will need
to be made. The production of artefacts, however, is not a process of constant
innovation. As Richerson and Boyd (2005: 68-9) have argued, many factors
promote or constrain the development of new cultural variants, and to those
suggested should be added the processes of structuration and habitus that fix
behaviour within practical consciousness.
A number of factors can be proposed that will have acted as structuring
principles within the Hebridean Neolithic chaîne opératoire (Figure 3.5). Firstly,
a vessel is a problem-solving device. This is not to argue that form is solely
derived from function. However, unless it is proposed that the production of
prehistoric pots was a case of ‘art for art’s sake’, function must be an important
constraining principle in respect of form.
Secondly, each potter will have been aware of many pre-existing vessels and
(polythetic) vessel forms; each categorised, named, internalised through
practice, and invoked in the process of making a new vessel. A new pot would
in turn contribute to the corpus of models, including organic equivalents, from
which it to some extent derives. A third constraint results from the affordances
provided by the materials available to the potter, while a fourth is linked to
social learning and the desire for social approbation. Each of these aspects
contributes towards the intuitive skill of the potter, which, through routine
practice, becomes a habitual aspect of practical consciousness. As such, it is
suggested here that the reciprocal nature of habitus (practice leading to habits,
and habits to practice) constitutes a fifth structuring principle to the potting
chaîne opératoire.
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Figure 3.5

Structuring principles within the Hebridean potting chaîne

opératoire (Image: author)
Pots, then, need not result from a process of conscious reflection, but may
arise from a concatenation of factors that are realised through the individual
potter. The potter (as dynamic assemblage) may be the proximate ‘actant’, but
ultimately each pot emerges from relationships distributed in both time and
space. In this way, as Mizoguchi notes, potters draw ‘consciously as well as
unconsciously, upon past experiences of problem solving/reducing complexity’
at each stage of the potting process (Mizoguchi 2002: 14-15). Each element of
a task could perhaps be construed as a ‘little anxiety’ requiring resolution, with
larger scale and longer term processes being made up of many small choices
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made within constraining environments and drawing upon past experiences,
knowledge and habits.
3.2.5 Identifying salient attributes can inform our understanding of
variation within artefactual traditions
Ceramic categories may be derived from the manipulation of variance during
the production process. The most clearly visible variance will relate to
attributes such as form and decoration, although fabric and forming techniques
will also be of significance. As categories cannot precede their tokens, they
must, of necessity, be derived from pre-existing forms. Although past ceramic
styles could not anticipate subsequent forms in anything but a temporal sense,
prototypical elements for new ceramic forms should be discoverable within
pre-existing vessel forms: that is, new forms emerge in large part from
manipulation of old ones. Unfortunately, much of the earlier Neolithic pottery of
relevance to the present study is from chambered tombs and does not lend
itself to secure dating or seriation (MacSween in Barber 1997: 29; Henshall
1972: 164-5; Kinnes 1985: 17). Certain attributes and features are common to
the pottery from the Hebridean tombs and the settlements, however, and may
be suggested as being categorically salient. These are:
1. Presence/absence and position of carination, ridges, or inflexion
2. Open/closed form
3. Rim forms (especially everted/internally-bevelled, flattened, collared
and simple forms)
4. Presence/absence of collars (including vertical collars on Unstan-type
bowls)
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5. Incised decoration (especially diagonal lines, hurdle motifs, and
horizontal grooves above sloping or vertical lines)
As there can be no single and unambiguously correct way to categorise
pottery, and no single emic classification awaits discovery by the diligent
archaeologist, archaeological categorisations must to some extent be
pragmatic and heuristic. The formal categories employed will always be
somewhat subjective, yet this is not a weakness of the categorisation process
as it allows for a necessary degree of flexibility, and it is always necessary to
be careful not to reify categories. Indeed, the level of agreement amongst past
researchers on suitable categories may give us grounds for confidence that
such categories are significant (cf. Brown n.d.; Johnson 2006; Squair 1998:
343). The author makes no claims that the system used below represents the
‘right’ way to classify Hebridean Neolithic pottery, only that is logical, practical,
internally consistent, and can be derived from the corpus of vessels itself.
3.2.6 As vessel form and decoration arise from choices made during the
manufacturing process this can provide a model for archaeological
categorisation
In a recent study of Bronze Age Collared Urns, Robert Law argued that a
common but limited range of components could be combined in various ways
to create significant difference (Law 2008: 72-77), even transforming vessels
of one formal category into another (Law 2008: 77-107). Law and Miller are
not alone in emphasising the manufacturing process as a central element in
the formation of categories (cf. Dietler and Herbich 1998; Gosselain 1992;
2000), and Gosselain has argued that pottery production cannot be neatly
divided into functional and symbolic aspects, suggesting that, ‘the question is
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not so much to determine where function stops and symbol (or style) begins,
but to be aware of their remarkable intricacy’ (Gosselain 1999: 221). Dietler
and Herbich have also argued against artificial differentiation between style,
technology and function (Dietler and Herbich 1998), while Sackett (1990)
argued for an isochrestic view of style, in which the possibility of a
technological choice is significant when one of the possible choices develops
as a social norm within a group: in this way such options may become markers
of ethnicity or other forms of identity. Robin Boast (2002) has stressed that the
link between vessel form, vessel decoration and social categories is far from
straightforward. Pots, Boast reminds us, acquire meaning from the way in
which they are used in day-to-day social practices (Boast 2002: 104-5); the pot
as assemblage includes more than the vessel itself. Boast notes that, ‘the
production of a pot form is a succession of decisions made literally from the
base up’ (Boast 2002: 98), each of which is made within a broader spatiotemporal context that includes the social strategies of the potter. In this way,
paying attention to the ways in which form emerges from the manufacturing
process is a key element in understanding ceramic variation. Although we
need not expect Hebridean Early/Middle Neolithic pots to exhibit the same
degree of formality as, for example, pre-fission horizon Beakers (Needham
2005), the fact that it is possible to group Neolithic vessels into more or less
coherent categories from an observation of the corpus of such vessels alone
suggests that the reproduction of a restrictive range of concurrent motifs and
forms created categories that, although not fixed and invariant but overlapping
and exhibiting prototype effects, were at least recognisable to their
manufacturers.
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3.2.7 Allowing fluidity in ceramic categorisation can permit a more
nuanced understanding of spatial and temporal variability
Cleal (1992), adapting a system originally developed by Shepard (1954: 225232), argued for a morphometric categorisation of Early Neolithic pottery in
southern England designed to allow for a more subtle comparison of
assemblages than simply placing them within broad regional categories which
were assumed to exist a priori (Figure 3.6). Cleal suggested that Neolithic
pottery in southern England may have formed a loosely connected network ‘in
which none of the major sites is wholly single-style and in which pots, and
possibly pot makers, moved from region to region’ (Cleal 1992: 303). Such a
model runs up against several problems, however, including whether the
assemblages being compared represent acceptable samples of the vessels
that were actually in use, whether they are contemporary, and the degree to
which vessel forms from different assemblages can be reconstructed. In
addition, we cannot be sure what the relative importance of decoration, form,
fabric and so on. held for the makers and users of the pots, and to what
degree each may have contributed to their categorisation, or to what extent
vessels found in different contexts may represent specific sub-sets of a larger
corpus of vessels. All of these are major issues affecting Hebridean Neolithic
pottery. Although the Eilean Dòmhnuill pots can be roughly placed into
categories based on Cleal’s model, the issues highlighted above mean that a
polythetic, attribute-based approach is preferred in the present study, although
it is acknowledged that considering formal and decorative categories as active
elements within an integrated and fluid network is of considerable value.
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Figure 3.6

Vessel forms within Cleal’s classification (after Cleal 1992: 292)

3.2.8 A chaîne opératoire approach to the categorisation of the Eilean
Dòmhnuill assemblage
Figure 3.7 shows one way in which an approach that emphasise the choices
made during manufacture can be utilised to facilitate the creation of categories
of pot rim. The rim forms (numbered 1 to 9) were differentiated during the early
stages of the rim analysis undertaken by the author and are here placed into a
model in which modifications to three basic vessel mouth-forms could result in
the variation observed during the study. It would be possible to argue that
some of the rim forms could be considered to be equivalent (such as Forms 1
and 2.1, which differ only according to whether they occur on vessels of open,
neutral or closed form), while ambiguous forms also occur (Form 6.1 was
added at a later point during the analysis for a small number of rim sherds that
fell between Forms 6 and 7). The idea of ‘ambiguous’ or ‘hybrid’ forms is,
however, an artefact of the categorisation process. No claim is made that such
rim forms correspond to past emic categories. They have, rather, been derived
from the corpus of rim sherds available. Inevitably, there is an element of
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subjectivity in this form of categorisation, although this cannot be avoided
when dealing with what are essentially ‘fuzzy’ categories.

Figure 3.7
The process is broadly inductive in that patterns that emerge during the
process of analysis lead to the working hypothesis that such categories are
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genuinely present in the assemblage. As it has been argued that emic
categories were not formally fixed, and were polythetic in nature, it follows that
we should not expect an unambiguous pattern to emerge. It is, however,
possible to recognise fairly consistent patterns of form that exhibit greater or
lesser degrees of prototypicality.
The chaîne opératoire approach can also be extended to vessel form (Figure
3.8 and Section 3.2.9). Once again there need be no claim that this represents
the recovery of normative, emic categories, but rather that it represents an
inductive recognition of polythetic groupings of vessels of broadly similar form.
It is certainly the case that there is considerable overlap between the different
categories of vessel recognised at Eilean Dòmhnuill, with the category ‘necked
jar/bowl’ being particularly eclectic. This may indicate that there was no need
to restrict the forms of all vessel types in use at Eilean Dòmhnuill to the same
extent. It is of interest, for example, that certain types of vessel, such as cups
and simple bowls, exhibit more variation in their decoration than others,
notably Unstan-type bowls: of the Unstan-type bowls sherds examined by the
author, over 95% bore decoration of horizontal grooves over diagonally or
vertically incised lines, whereas the most common motif on cups—diagonal
lines—accounted for just 58% of examples, with eight other motifs being
recognised as against three for Unstan-type bowls (Sections 5.11 and 5.14.1).
Indeed, very similar Unstan-type vessels to those found at Eilean Dòmhnuill
have been recognised outside the Hebrides (Alexander 1997: 24; Ritchie A
1983: 59-74).
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Figure 3.8
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It was argued above that as artefact types arise polythetically from the regular
concurrence of certain combinations of attributes, drawn from a wider corpus
of available attributes, they will inevitably exhibit varying degrees of coherence
(or ‘family resemblance’). In this regard the Unstan-type bowls have a greater
degree of coherence than the simple bowls and cups.
The third key variable in the statistical analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery
is decoration. As with vessel and rim forms, motifs do not necessarily form
exclusive groupings, and it is often hard to be sure if a particular simple motif
(e.g. sloping incised lines) forms part of a more complex motif (such as
opposed sloping lines or a herringbone pattern) when only fragments of the
motif are visible. Nevertheless, it was necessary to decide on certain
categories in order to facilitate quantitative analysis, and the primary motifs
discerned and used by the author during the rim analysis are shown in Figure
3.9. The motifs were recorded when they occurred on rim tops and bevels, on
collars and immediately below the rim.
The categories were:
1. None visible
2. Diagonally radiating lines (or diagonal lines when on collared rims)
3. Radiating lines
4. Short, concentric lines
5. Hurdle motif
6. Stabs
7. Herringbone pattern
8. Broader short lines (not illustrated)
9. Horizontal lines
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10. Opposed sloping lines

Diagonally Radiating Lines

Radiating Lines

Short, concentric lines

Herringbone

Stabs

Opposed sloping lines

Horizontal lines
Figure 3.9

Hurdle motif

Primary motifs identified and used during the statistical analysis

of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage
Motifs were also recorded on vessel bodies during the analysis. These were
further divided into sub-categories as follows:
Motifs on non-Unstan-type vessel bodies
0. No motif visible
1. Diagonal lines
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1.1. Straight diagonal lines
1.2. Curving but broadly ‘diagonal’ lines
2. Horizontal lines
2.1. Roughly horizontal rustication
3. Vertical lines
4. Lines with no obvious overall pattern (‘random’)
4.1. ‘Random’ straight lines
4.2. ‘Random’ curvilinear lines
5. Herringbone pattern
6. Hurdle motif
7. Lines formed by stab-and-drag
8. Bands of stab marks
9. Lines made up of short linear impressions
10. Nested curvilinear patterns
11. Opposed sloping lines
12. ‘Unstan-style’ motifs of horizontal grooves over vertical or sloping lines
(or, occasionally, hurdle motifs).
Motifs on Unstan-type bowls
1. Horizontal grooves over sloping or vertical lines
1.1. Grooves over lines sloping to the left
1.2. Grooves over lines sloping to the right
1.3. Grooves over vertical lines
1.4. Grooves over opposed sloping lines
1.5. Grooves over herringbone pattern
2. Hurdle motif
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2.1. Hurdle motif below horizontal grooves
3. Horizontal lines only
4. Sloping lines only
4.1. Left-leaning sloping lines only
4.2. Right-leaning sloping lines only
It should be noted that some of the above motifs could have formed parts of
more complex designs. For example, decoration on an Unstan-type bowl
sherd might be categorised as 1, 1.1, 1.2, or 1.4 depending on how much of
the pattern was still visible on the sherd being examined. The more basic
category (e.g. 1 rather than 1.1) was assigned if there was insufficient
evidence to be more precise.
Underpinned by Clarke’s recognition of the polythetic nature of archaeological
entities such as categories of pot and Miller’s observations concerning the
contextual and ambiguous nature of ceramic categorisation, the above
approach represents an attempt to avoid the imposition of restrictive etic
categories onto a set of forms that demonstrate considerable fluidity. Although
the way in which the assemblage has been divided up in the current study is
not the only one possible this does not mean there is no order but rather that
such order as is discernable resulted from processes which did not involve the
faithful reproduction of a limited range of monothetically defined artefactual or
decorative types. As Miller has demonstrated, categories of material culture
overlap to a greater or lesser extent, meaning that subjectivity necessarily
enters into the categorisation process now and will have done so in the past.
Although the boundaries of the author’s categories may be contested, the
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recognition of polythetic groupings exhibiting prototypicality effects means that
we should not expect absolute order within ceramic assemblages. It is
possible to recognise patterns within the data inductively through the
observation of the regular concurrence (assembling) of certain attributes, and
to use these as anchor points around which to build categories (with varying
degrees of coherence). This is what has been attempted in this study and will
also, it is argued, have happened in the past. Indeed, new categories of vessel
cannot arise without such a process occurring as categories organise artefacts
that must of necessity pre-exist them, while the assembling of such categories
is essentially an inductive process. The fact that certain vessel forms can be
seen to form coherent polythetic groupings gives us confidence that similar
categories were recognised in the Neolithic even if the boundaries of such
categories were always flexible. Indeed, very similar categories to those of the
present author were developed by Johnson (2006: 61) for the Northton
assemblage and Squair (1998: 343) for Eilean an Tighe.
3.2.9 Defining

categories

is

necessary

for

the

purposes

of

quantification, but this does not rule out flexibility in categorical
assignation
The recognition of the fuzzy and polythetic nature of the categorisation
process does, however, present us with a problem. How is it possible to
delineate and define categories for the purpose of quantification? Again, a
certain degree of subjectivity is unavoidable given the blurry nature of the
observed categories resulting from varying degrees of coherence. For the
purposes of comparison the following definitions will be used in the analysis
that follows this discussion:
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Type 1 – Cups: These have been defined as round-based vessels with
rim diameters of less than 15cm, although ten simple bowls have been
placed into the ‘cup’ category (6% of ‘cups’) as depth exceeded width.
As rim diameter is not always easy to assess there is likely to be
overlap with simple bowls even when the (somewhat arbitrary) 15cm
cut-off point is strictly applied. Some cups have rim forms that link them
to other vessel types (e.g. Figure 6.70).
Type 2 – Bowls and jars: Bowls are round-based vessels whose depth
does not exceed their maximum width. Jars have a height that exceeds
their maximum width and, with one exception, are also round bottomed.
In the author’s analysis these were subdivided into:
Type 2.1 – Simple bowls and jars: These are uncarinated
vessels of open or closed form (Cleal’s (1992) Unrestricted
Simple forms) with rims exceeding 15cm in diameter. It was
seldom possible to be certain whether individual vessels were of
bowl or jar form and as such, this was not quantified.
Type 2.2 – Necked bowls and jars: These are defined as vessels
with necks that have a diameter less than that of both the belly
and the rim (Cleal’s Independent Restricted form). In practice,
this vessel form was often hard to separate from simple bowls,
shouldered bowls and baggy jars. It was seldom possible to be
certain whether a particular vessel was of jar or bowl form, and
as such this was not quantified during the author’s analysis.
Type 2.3 – Shouldered bowls: These vessels have a distinctive
carination, or pronounced shoulder, and a closed form (Cleal’s
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Composite Dependent Restricted form). Half of the vessels
identifiable as shouldered bowls bore a decorative motif of
horizontal grooves over vertical or sloping lines, a motif shared
with over 95% of Unstan-type bowls.
Type 2.4 – Baggy jars: These are vessels of a distinctive verticalsided or ovoid shape (Cleal’s Simple Closed and Simple Neutral
forms) whose height exceeds their maximum width. They were
further subdivided into:
Type 2.4.1 – Non-ridged baggy jars: ovoid or verticalwalled vessels without applied or raised horizontal
cordons.
Type 2.4.1.1 – Ridged baggy jars: ovoid or vertical-walled
jars distinguished by the presence of one or more applied
or raised horizontal ridges.
Type 2.4.2 – Barrel-shaped jar: There is only one example
of this form (Figure 6.49) which had a slightly convex
profile and is distinguished by its almost flat base – the
only flat-based vessel from the Neolithic contexts at Eilean
Dòmhnuill. This would fall within Cleal’s Unrestricted
Neutral form but, being flat bottomed, would have what
Shepard (1954: 226) termed two ‘end points’.
Occasionally the precise form of a baggy jar was unclear. Such vessels
are categorised as ‘undifferentiated baggy jars’ in the statistical analysis
in Chapter 5.
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Type 3 – Carinated bowls: Examination by the author of a single vessel
claimed by Brown to be a Carinated Bowl revealed it to be part of the
base and collar of an Unstan-type bowl. The category has been
retained, however, to facilitate comparison of vessel forms with Brown’s
original classification system (Brown n.d.).
Type 4 – Unstan-type bowls: Distinguished from other bowl forms due
to their high degree of formal and decorative conformity, these vessels
are shallow, round-based bowls with vertical or slightly concave collars
(Cleal’s Composite Neutral Dependent Restricted form).
Type 5 – Lids and dishes: Contra Brown (n.d.), the author was unable
to identify any unambiguous examples of lids or dishes.
3.2.10 Adopting a polythetic approach to ceramic categorisation at Eilean
Dòmhnuill avoids issues arising from an essentialist understanding of
categories and draws attention to the process in which categories arise
through practice
Figure 3.10, below, presents the vessel forms defined above as a monothetic
model in which individual vessels either do or do not belong to a particular
category, and in which all members of a category are equally good examples
of that category. In this model there are no ambiguous forms even if it is in
practice not easy to assign a vessel to a particular category. It has been
argued above that such a model fails to correspond to the true nature of most
categorisations, and certainly to ceramic classification. It should be also noted
that vessel categories that show combined features of two or more other
categories must be assigned the status of ‘hybrid’ in such a model.
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Figure 3.10
Figure 3.11 presents the same categories as a polythetic model. Here the
darker shades represent the more prototypical members of a category, the
empty ‘core’ in the centre of each category deriving from the fact that there is
no archetypal vessel for each category, only a series of more prototypical
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members, none of which can represent an ideal form. In this model, pots

Figure 3.11
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that fall between categories need not be regarded as ambiguous vessels, or
hybrids, but simply as less prototypical category members, even if the exact
division between categories is, in practice, subjective.
In the polythetic model the category of ‘shouldered bowl’, considered as a
hybrid form in the monothetic model, becomes a category in its own right
assembled from a recurrent combination of features that are also found within
two other categories (i.e. ‘Beacharra’-style form and ‘Unstan’-style decoration).
This is an important distinction. A ‘hybrid’ is a portmanteau concept in the strict
sense that such a category is made up of separable aspects or qualities drawn
from different essential categories. In this sense, the shouldered bowls of
‘Beacharra’ form bearing ‘Unstan-style’ decoration at Eilean Dòmhnuill can
only be understood as combinations of other categories, not as categories in
their own right. However, no ceramic form has essential qualities. All are
defined by the regular yet contingent assembling of attributes, both copied and
original, and including interactive and conceptual as well as physical attributes.
It is the iterated nature of such contingent combinations that allows us to
identify such categories. Related to this point is the observation that pots serve
many purposes, which need not be purely ‘functional’ in the strict sense. If a
combination of attributes is regularly employed to produce a cooking pot or
storage jar then such will be recognisable to archaeologists without implying
the essentialism of necessary or sufficient characteristics. The understanding
of

the

manufacturing

process

as

environmentally

situated

practical

consciousness set out above and illustrated in Figure 3.5 draws attention to
the way in which categories arise from the way in which attributes are
combined to produce pots that will serve the purposes for which they are
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intended. The style of the pots permeates all aspects, from consciously
applied decoration (Sackett’s (1990: 33) ‘adjunct form’) to unconscious forming
techniques acquired through habit ('instrumental form': Sackett 1990: 33).
What we see with the formation of ceramic categories is the constant
reworking of attributes in different combinations within different circumstances
(and probably with different understandings of the significance of both
attributes and resultant forms) to produce variant vessels, and in which certain
variants (i.e. particular combinations of attributes, none of which are in
themselves necessary or sufficient to define category membership), which
more effectively serve certain goals, become commonplace. In this respect
certain combinations of attributes will occur more regularly than others,
resulting in what Clarke (1978: 231-3) termed coherence; and it may be
appropriate to introduce a second term, cohesion, to refer to this concept
when drawn out through time (i.e. the persistence of certain more coherent
artefact forms). We are not seeing essential types that combine to create
secondary ‘hybrids’.
3.3

Summary and conclusion

It has been stressed that the categories defined above are very much working
definitions and should not be taken to correspond absolutely to fixed past
normative categories (to the extent that such were recognised), although the
regular combination of attributes that allows us to recognise such ‘fuzzy’
groupings is indeed present within the Eilean Dòmhnuill ceramic assemblage.
Neither emic nor etic categories are fixed, and it is this that would have
allowed for the development of new categories and the manipulation and
contestation of old ones in the Neolithic as much as it does in the present. It
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has been emphasised that paying too much attention to artefact types can
result in a failure to appreciate that these are emergent categories resulting
from the contingent combination of available attributes, and may result in a
form of ‘artefactual essentialism’. Types of artefact can be recognised today
from the fact that combinations of attributes are not random, but exhibit greater
or lesser degrees of coherence (‘prototypicality effects’). This results in artefact
types exhibiting greater or lesser degrees of family resemblance. Importantly,
once recognised, such categories have a semiotic potential.
Artefacts and artefact types are, then, dynamic assemblages that are
entangled with other practices, objects and ideas, and form parts of higherlevel dynamic assemblages. Together these constitute the environment in
which all such assemblages persist or are transformed. In Chapter 9 the
processes behind the persistence or transformation of such assemblages will
be considered further. Firstly, however, it will be necessary to look in some
detail at the nature of the Hebridean ceramic traditions that form the focus of
this study, and in particular the ceramic assemblage from the islet settlement
of Eilean Dòmhnuill. With the exception of four sites producing Grooved Ware,
excavation of Neolithic sites in the Hebrides has so far failed to produce any
convincing evidence for change in the local pottery styles through time. The
deeply stratified, well-recorded and relatively well-dated site of Eilean
Dòmhnuill is therefore of considerable significance in providing us with the first
opportunity to look for such change. In the following chapter the categories of
rim and vessel forms set out above will be used to facilitate a quantification of
the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage that will allow this issue to be addressed.
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Chapter 4: Eilean Dòmhnuill

Figure 4.1

Eilean Dòmhnuill, Loch Olabhat, North Uist (photo: author)

The purpose of the present chapter is to consider the nature and development
of Eilean Dòmhnuill as a Neolithic settlement in order to provide a framework
for the subsequent two chapters, which will consider the ceramic assemblage
from both statistical and subjective viewpoints. After a consideration of the
environment and economy of the site the chapter will be divided into three
main sections corresponding to the Early, Middle and Late Periods that will
structure the forthcoming excavation monograph (Armit in prep). A discussion
of post-Neolithic activity can be found in Appendix 3.
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At the time of writing, a Bayesian model of the radiocarbon dates from Eilean
Dòmhnuill awaited completion. As such, the dating discussed below will, of
necessity, rely on un-modelled dates (details in Appendix 1).
4.1

Subsistence and environment

The preservation of organic material at Eilean Dòmhnuill and the availability of
pollen data from contemporaneous loch sediments has been of considerable
importance for understanding the environmental background to the site and
the nature of subsistence during the Neolithic (Armit in prep). The following
account draws on the evidence to be presented in the forthcoming excavation
report (Grinter, Mills and Armit in Armit in prep; previously summarised in Mills
et al 2004)
4.1.1 North Uist today
The island of North Uist is composed of Lewisian gneiss and schists, forming
acid soils prone to waterlogging. Extensive sandy plains and dunes, known as
machair, that give light, lime-rich soils, had begun to develop by the middle of
the 5th millennium BC (Ritchie W 1979). The climate of North Uist is windy yet
mild and the growing season is relatively short. Together these factors result in
a landscape that is today almost treeless and, away from the more fertile
machair areas, covered by extensive and deep areas of peat bog.
4.1.2 The Neolithic environment
Analysis of pollen recovered from in and around Loch Olabhat indicates that
the open woodland of hazel and birch that characterised the environment in
the early 4th millennium BC declined steadily until after the abandonment of
Eilean Dòmhnuill (Mulder and Edwards in Armit in prep; Mills et al 2004).
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Heather pollen and sphagnum spores indicate the spread of peat from 40003800 cal. BC (Mills et al 2004: 893), while cereal pollen in the early Neolithic
levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill, mostly barley and a little wheat, suggests that
woodland may also have been cleared for cultivation (Mills et al 2004: 887 and
891).
Woodland was significantly reduced during the occupation of Eilean
Dòmhnuill, probably due to intense cultivation, animal grazing, and the cutting
of turves for fuel (see below). This resulted in serious soil erosion and
concomitant environmental degradation after c.3700 cal. BC (Grinter, Mills and
Armit in Armit in prep; Mills et al 2004: 887), a situation paralleled elsewhere in
northern Scotland (e.g. the Knap of Howar, Ritchie A 1983: 57). Charcoal and
wood found at the site came mainly from locally available species, indicating
that trees may also have been cut for fuel and building materials, although
wood does not appear to have been the main fuel source (Mills et al 2004:
892-3).
It is possible that climatic deterioration may have contributed to the
environmental deterioration around Loch Olabhat (Mulder and Edwards in
Armit in prep). The continuation of agricultural activity at Eilean Dòmhnuill for
several centuries after the onset of serious soil erosion appears paradoxical.
Possible explanations include stabilisation of the environment resulting in an
undetected hiatus in erosion, or the possibility that the effects of soil erosion
have been overestimated (Grinter, Mills and Armit in Armit in prep).
Alternatively, it could be argued that agricultural entanglements gave the
inhabitants of the islet no option but to continue cultivation in spite of the
consequences.
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4.1.3 Building materials
Turf, wood and dung provided potential building materials at Eilean Dòmhnuill
(Mills et al 2004: 893), while a larch post observed during the underwater
excavation at the site indicates that driftwood was exploited. Straw was also
found on site, and heather wood, which was not present in carbonised form,
may have been valued as a roofing material (Mills et al 2004: 893).
4.1.4 Subsistence
Fuel
Wood charcoal is rare at Eilean Dòmhnuill, and micromorphological
investigations suggest that dung, turf and peat may have been used instead
(Grinter, Mills and Armit in Armit in prep; Mills et al 2004: 892-3). A lack of
carbonised heather may, however, indicate that peaty turves from damp areas
were more important than peat itself. Armit (in prep) has suggested that there
may have been a cultural preference for turves. A possibility is that peat and
wood were more valuable for their alternative affordances, such as building
materials, than they were as fuel sources (Grinter, Mills and Armit in Armit in
prep). It is also possible that heathland was valued more for its grazing
potential or for the collection of bedding and roofing materials. Beetle evidence
suggests that seaweed was also present on the islet. While this might have
been used as fuel it could also have been intended as fertiliser.
Hunting, fishing and gathering
Wild resources exploited at Eilean Dòmhnuill included hazelnuts and
bearberry (Grinter in Armit in prep), while blackberry, strawberry and cowberry,
found at Allt Chrisal (Boardman in Branigan and Foster 1995: 152), may also
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have been gathered at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Brassica was indicated from pollen
identified in pot residue (Grinter, Mills and Armit in Armit in prep). Wild animals
and sea mammals were exploited, as evidenced by whalebone and a tooth
and antler fragments from red deer. Bones of redshank and common scoter or
long tailed seaduck were found at the site, and there is evidence of inshore
fishing in the form of saithe bones, although there was no evidence for deepor freshwater fishing. As edible periwinkle shell was found on the islet itself it is
likely that molluscs were eaten, although they could, in addition, have been
used as fishing bait (Cerón-Carasco in Armit in prep).
Cultivation
Evidence for cultivation at Eilean Dòmhnuill included straw and grains of
barley and wheat, although the rarity of chaff suggests that processing took
place away from the islet (Grinter, Mills and Armit in Armit in prep; Mills et al
2004: 887 and Table 1). Surprisingly, the lack of calcicoles at the site means
that there is no evidence that the machair soils were being cultivated. Although
turf may have been stripped for fuel near to Eilean Dòmhnuill, blanket bog
growth was probably not well advanced during the earlier Neolithic, suggesting
that there may have been cultivation of the relatively poor mineral soils nearer
to the islet.
Animal husbandry
Domesticated animals represented at Eilean Dòmhnuill included sheep and
cattle (Grinter, Mills and Armit in Armit in prep). Both can provide meat, hides,
dairy products and even blood (Grant 1961: 131). It is not clear where the
animals were kept: there is no evidence for their presence on the islet, in the
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form of trampled deposits for example, and it is possible that they grazed
nearby or were moved between machair and hill land on a seasonal basis.
Other activities
The presence of large quantities of pottery, querns and ash indicates that the
preparation and consumption of food was a important aspect of activities
undertaken on the islet. The lack of evidence for other activities that might be
expected on a domestic site is, however, of some significance. There is almost
no evidence for the earlier stages of grain processing, such as threshing or
winnowing or for woodworking (e.g. in the form of woodchips), and, while the
presence of bones shows that meat was consumed, the absence of trampling
or fresh dung indicates that animals were not kept on the islet itself (Armit
2003: 98). Together with the unusual nature of the settlement itself, to be
described below, such evidence strongly suggests that Eilean Dòmhnuill
needs to be understood as more than a straightforward settlement site.
4.1.5 Flooding
Evidence from pollen coring, as well as the gradual movement of the palisade
towards the centre of the islet, indicates that loch levels were rising throughout
the earlier phases of occupation at the site. The islet was eventually
completely inundated at some point in the early 3rd millennium BC. The
excavator has suggested that this event is unlikely to have been seasonal, and
may even have lasted for several decades or more (Armit in prep).
4.1.6 Summary
The economy of the builders of Eilean Dòmhnuill appears to have been poorly
adapted to the environment in which the islet is situated. Severe soil erosion
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and environmental degradation, which may have contributed towards the
rising water levels in the loch, seem to have set in at around the time that
mixed agricultural and pastoral practices were introduced into the area (Mills
et al 2004: 894), and it is against this background that the following overview
of the development of the site must be understood.
4.2

The Early Period: The earliest phases (Area A, underwater)

4.2.1 Dating
Two AMS radiocarbon dates from Context [1008], from the underwater
deposits discussed below, calibrate to 3653-3370 cal. BC (OxA-9086) and
3635-3361 cal. BC (OxA-9160). Two further dates from the overlying Context
[1003] produced ranges of 3792-3537 cal. BC (OxA-9085) and 3637-3376 cal.
BC (OxA-9084). The excavator notes that the underwater deposits probably
formed quite rapidly, suggesting that the activity to which the dated samples
relate may have been restricted to around 150 years (Ian Armit: pers. comm.)
4.2.2 Structures
Context [1008], the lowest layer excavated in the underwater Area A, is made
up of mixed organic material, including branches (possibly part of a collapsed
structure), a hurdle and patches of possible animal dung. The freshness of the
organic material suggests that it may have been lain down within some form of
structure that protected it until it was preserved by waterlogging. Further
flooding (Context [1006]), and occupation (Context [1005]) layers overlay this
and were in turn overlain by natural silts and grit indicative of inundation. The
sequence as a whole suggests several successive structures, occasionally
flooded, that were eventually abandoned due to rising average water levels.
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Figure 4.2

Early Period: Area A (underwater) (after Armit in prep)

Some 5m from the edge of the islet, a submerged wall (Context 1011) appears
to have formed part of a possible revetment around the islet when water levels
were lower than today. The height of the wall and the depth of the earlier
deposits in the underwater Area A suggest that the wall probably belongs to
the same period as the later tip layers within Area A, and that the earliest
deposits predate it. It is clear, however, that during its earliest phases the islet
of Eilean Dòmhnuill was somewhat larger than its current extent.
4.3

The Early Period: Levels 11 and 10

Although rising water levels hampered recording of the Level 11 and 10
features, it would appear that they represent at least two structures (Structures
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11.1 and 10.1) resembling those from Layers 9, 8, 7 and 6 discussed below:
that is, small, rectilinear structures with walls, possibly of turf, built on top of
stone foundations. It is possible that these buildings were in use at the same
time as two opposing hornworks that may have formed part of an entrance
structure, perhaps relating to an early but unexcavated timber causeway.
Just twenty-eight of the rim sherds analysed by the author came from Level
11. No pottery came from Level 10.
4.4

The Early Period: Levels 9 and 8

4.4.1 Dating
Two barley seeds associated with a single Level 9 hearth produced dates of
3704-3521 cal. BC (OxA-9079) and 3634-3355 cal. BC (OxA-9157). These
overlap in the range 3634-3521 cal. BC, suggesting that, although
stratigraphically later than the underwater deposits, the Level 9 and 8
structures relate to the same general period early in the site’s history, probably
predating 3500 cal. BC.
Two dates came from barley grains associated with a single Level 8 hearth.
OxA-9158 gives a date of 3632-3119 cal. BC and would not conflict with the
continuity of occupation described below. However, the date of 3081-2666 cal.
BC (OxA-9159) is incongruent, and it may be most parsimonious to regard this
as the result of redeposition of later material into an earlier context by
trampling. Redeposition of material into both earlier and later contexts is
certainly an issue at Eilean Dòmhnuill, with its many very thin layers, and it is
to be expected that some of the radiocarbon dates will derive from intrusive
material.
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Of the rim sherds analysed by the author just ten came from Level 9 contexts,
and three from Level 8.
4.4.2 Structure 9.1
Level 9 and 8 both appear to relate to a single structure that was built, used,
dismantled and subsequently rebuilt on the western side of the islet, and to
certain entrance structures and accumulations of midden deposits.

Figure 4.3

Structure 9.1 and entrance features (after Armit in prep)
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Structure 9.1 (Figure 4.3) appears to have been a rectilinear building that
contained two successive small circular hearths. A sand floor appears to have
been laid over the first hearth before the new hearth was constructed. Both
hearths seem to have been deliberately flattened after what could well have
been relatively short periods of use as very little ash had accumulated around
the later hearth and the stones of both were in good condition. Organic
elements in floor deposits from both phases of use suggest that organic floor
coverings may well have been in use. Unfortunately, it is not known whether
Structure 9.1 had been used on two separate occasions rather than
permanently.

4.4.3 Level 9 entrance features
There is limited and rather ambiguous evidence that certain entrance features
may have predated Level 5: although Context [571] may be the remains of a
drain it could also represent the foundations for a wooden causeway, while
Context [297] may be part of a pre-Level 9 hornwork. More convincing
entrance features are associated with Level 9 itself, and include an orthostatic
façade and an orthostat-lined entrance passage revetted into underlying
rubbly material, with a paved walkway that probably led to a timber causeway
running to the loch shore (Figure 4.3). The orthostats on each side of the
passage turn outwards at the outer end of the paved walkway to form the
façade and, on analogy with evidence from Level 8, would probably have
served as footings for a wattle fence or screen that channelled and controlled
access to the islet as well as hiding its interior from view from the loch shore.
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4.4.4 Structure 8.1

Figure 4.4

Structure 8.1 and associated features (after Armit in prep)

Structure 8.1 (Figure 4.4) appears to be a rebuilding of Structure 9.1 following
the levelling of that structure. The relationship between Structure 8.1 and
subsequent Early Phase structures is shown in Figure 4.7. The southern wall
of Structure 8.1 directly overlay its predecessor and part of the west wall was
preserved. A large new hearth—2m long and 0.8m wide, kerbed, and divided
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into two sections by orthostats—overlay the Structure 9.1 hearths, and a floor
deposit of sand was laid around this. An internal stone alignment (Context
[608]) could represent the remains of a later bench, box, or bed in the
southern part of the building, while a spread of cobbles (Context [651]) most
likely indicates the position of an entrance inserted into the southwest corner
of the building. The period of occupation of Structure 8.1 may have been brief
as very little occupation debris had time to accumulate. Alternatively, the
structure may have been regularly swept. On abandonment, the hearth of
Structure 8.1 was not flattened, possibly because occupation moved
elsewhere on the islet.
4.4.5 Level 8 entrance features
While Structure 8 was being constructed a new orthostatic revetment was built
immediately to its south, possibly as a result of the flooding of the earlier Level
9 timber façade. The orthostats seem to have provided a revetment for a new
timber and wattle façade at a higher level. At around the same time the
entrance passage was repaved at a slightly higher level. The new façade was
in its turn dismantled, either at the same time that Structure 8.1 was
demolished or at a later point during the period in which either Structure 7.1 or
Structure 6.1 were in use.
4.5

The Early Period: Level 7

Level 7 is the first of the three levels that produced sizeable ceramic
assemblages: 300 rim sherds were identified by the author from Level 7
deposits compared to just 41 from all of the contexts that made up Levels 11
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to 8. As such, Level 7 is of some significance in understanding the nature of
the pottery from Eilean Dòmhnuill.
4.5.1 Dating
No radiocarbon dates were obtained from Levels 7 or 6. However, the dates
from Level 5, which probably represents features that formed over an
extended period of time in the later 4th millennium cal. BC, give us no reason
to suppose that there was anything other than a continuity of occupation
between the earliest excavated features at Eilean Dòmhnuill and the end of
Level 5. These dates will be discussed in more detail below.
4.5.2 Structure 7.1
Block 23, representing Structure 7.1, and Block 19, the associated ashy and
organic midden deposits overlying Structures 9.1 and 8.1, together make up
Level 7. Structure 7.1 (Figure 4.5), was ovoid in shape and may have had an
entrance in the southeast corner. The walls, surviving to the east, west and
south, show some evidence for coursing and perhaps for a turf wall core
(Context [594] – a black greasy layer between the wall stones). The structure
was at least 6.8m in length and around 4.4m in width.
As with Structure 8.1, there is some evidence that there may have been a boxlike feature (possibly a bench or very small bed) against one wall. The
structure’s small first hearth was, unlike most other hearths at Eilean
Dòmhnuill, made of small, rounded beach pebbles. Several more hearths of
more conventional kerbed form were built above this, each on top of the
gradually accumulating hearth mound that appears to have survived the
demolition of the structure more or less untouched.
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Figure 4.5

Structure 7.1 and associated hearths (after Armit in prep)

The floor of Structure 7.1 was made up of silt, gravel and stone, and was
probably covered with organic material, at least in its southern parts.
Subsequently, ash and organic materials spread over most of the interior,
raising the height of the floor. In the eastern part of the structure these ashy
and organic layers produced a substantial element of the ceramic assemblage
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associated with Level 7. At some point during the use of Structure 7.1 the
Level 9 façade to the south of the remains of Structure 8.1 was demolished.
Stone from Structure 8.1 may well have been used to build Structure 7.1, and
the façade itself does not appear to have been rebuilt until some point during
the formation of the Level 5 deposits. Following the demolition of the façade
there appears to have been some erosion of the western shore of the islet and
perhaps occasional flooding of the periphery of the site during the use of
Structures 7.1 and 6.1, as evidenced by deposits of probable lacustrine silts.
4.6

The Early Period: Level 6

Level 6 is made up principally of Block 24, representing Structure 6.1, and
external midden deposits constituting Blocks 21 and 26. The dimensions of
Structure 6.1 (Figure 4.6) are not clear as the structure was severely eroded
on its eastern side and disappeared beneath the main trench section to the
north. However, the surviving elements of the structure indicate that it was at
least 3.2m from east to west and 5.6m from north to south. It is possible that
there was an entrance in the southern wall, although this may just reflect poor
preservation. The covering of part of the west wall by occupation debris may
indicate that it had been extended outwards at some point. Alternatively, what
seems to be the original wall face may relate to some form of stone-built
internal feature.
The original floor appears to have been made up of organic material, but this
was later overlain by domestic debris and ash from four successive hearths
built on the slowly accumulating hearth mound. A saddle quern towards the
north west of the excavated area seems to have been left in situ while
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occupation material built up around it. A series of thin greasy ash and
charcoal-rich layers overlay these early deposits.

Figure 4.6

Structure 6.1 and associated hearths (after Armit in prep)

To the west of Structure 6.1 a series of dumps of domestic debris, organic
material, ash and lacustrine silts (Block 21) spread over the remains of the
earlier structures and the collapsed entrance façade, while a second midden
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deposit lay to the south of the building. Most of the substantial ceramic
assemblage from Level 6 (371 rim sherds examined by the author came from
this level) derived from the topmost ash layer within Structure 6.1 (Context
[612]) and from the middens.

Figure 4.7

Relationships between Structures 8.1, 7.1, and 6.1 and

associated features (after Armit in prep)
4.7

The Middle Period: Level 5

There is no reason to suppose that occupation at Eilean Dòmhnuill was not
continuous between Levels 6 and 5. The latter period is defined more by the
nature of the archaeology itself: no clear buildings could be recognised
amongst the Level 5 deposits and, although hearths, spreads of ash, postsettings and stone alignments continue to be found, these no longer form
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recognisable associations. It is probable that the disturbed character of the
Middle Period deposits resulted from periodic attrition caused by inundations
associated with fluctuating water levels in Loch Olabhat, as evidenced by
lenses of lacustrine silts. The Middle Period may have extended over several
centuries, but frequent erosion has meant that the character of the site
throughout this period remains less clear than for the Early Period.
A widespread inundation layer (Context [070]) marks the termination of the
Level 5 occupation and probably derives from a major inundation of the islet
that resulted in its abandonment for a period of unknown duration.
The author was able to identify and examine 660 rim sherds from the Middle
Period, the largest assemblage from any of the levels. Unfortunately, the
disturbed contextual relationships within this level meant that these had to be
regarded as coming from a single phase of activity.
4.7.1 Dating
All of the radiocarbon dates for Level 5 relate to Block 17, which is
stratigraphically the latest block within the level. The earlier three of the four
dates obtained overlap in the range 3496-3103 cal. BC. The latest date (OxA9080: 2909-2638 cal. BC) is also from the stratigraphically latest context.
Ongoing Bayesian modelling is also supportive of a later 4th millennium date
for Phase 5 (Alison Sheridan pers. comm.), although the complex nature of the
contexts makes the unravelling of the development of this level extremely
difficult. An anomalous date from Level 8 (OxA-9159: 3081-2666 cal. BC), may
well result from redeposition of material from Level 5 and would, when taken
together with OxA-9080, suggest that the Level 5 occupation of the islet
continued into the first century or two of the third millennium BC.
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4.7.2 The entrance and hornworks
During the Middle Period at Eilean Dòmhnuill the interior of the entrance
passage was flanked by hornworks, built in two phases, extending to the east
and west. The earlier hornworks (Figure 4.8) appear to have been constructed
in a box-like manner, with stone foundations probably supporting a turf core
and/or superstructure (there is no evidence for or against a timber component
set into this, although such is perfectly feasible). The truncated end of the
western hornwork suggests that at least the stone element of these structures
may not have formed part of a wall around the islet. A charred seed from
Context [295] adjacent to hornwork gave a date of 3634-3026 cal. BC (OxA9294).
The later hornworks (Figure 4.9) were poorly preserved and may indeed have
formed elements of internal buildings. However, they appear structurally
similar to the earlier works and follow their alignment. In addition, it would
appear that the entrance passage paving was extended to meet up with these
later structures. It is likely that the later hornworks were set back from the edge
of the loch due to rising water levels that resulted in the failure of the earlier
hornworks. This same process would have severely reduced the size of the
islet. The limited evidence from the later hornworks suggest that they were of
a similar construction to their predecessors.
Although its outer end was covered by lacustrine silts, the entrance passage
surviving from the Early Period continued in use in the Middle Period. After
being covered in lacustrine silts the original passage was repaved with flat
slabs and, later, cobbles. Eventually the whole passage was covered in silt,
probably resulting from the inundation event that ended the Level 5 occupation
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of the islet. It seems likely that some form of causeway, probably of timber,
would have connected the islet to the shore during the Middle Period, although
no evidence of such a structure survived.

Figure 4.8

Earlier entrance hornworks, Middle Period (after Armit in prep)
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Figure 4.9

Later entrance hornworks, Middle Period (after Armit in prep)

4.7.3 Occupation
No obvious buildings were recognisable within the Level 5 deposits, although
the presence of hearths, stone alignments and post-holes indicates that these
were present. One stone alignment (Context [212], running north from the
western end of the eastern hornwork), may represent a wall dividing the
interior of the islet, or possibly forming part of a structure. To the east of this
wall a number of shallow pits and a hearth were excavated, but these do not
appear to have been in use contemporaneously. They are cut into an organicrich deposit that may represent an earlier floor layer.
Two hearths were found in the west of the excavated area. The earlier hearth
resembled the early pebble hearth from Structure 7.1, although its successor
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was of more conventional kerbed construction. A series of organic-rich layers
extending over most of the excavated area, and divided by the stone
alignment mentioned above, probably represent surfaces. Stratigraphically
they are later than the features just described. Late features within Level 5
include a hearth and associated post settings in the central part of the islet.
Throughout the Middle Period at Eilean Dòmhnuill water levels continued to
rise, and probably fluctuated seasonally. Eventually the entire islet was
inundated (probably at some point after 2900 cal. BC). This resulted in the
deposition of a widespread layer of lacustrine silt (Context [070]), the
destruction of the causeway and abandonment of the islet.

4.8

The Late Period: Level 4

4.8.1 Dating
One radiocarbon date was obtained from Level 4: 2836-2356 cal. BC (OxA9082). The single date from Level 3 (OxA-9083: 3021-2702 cal. BC) would
suggest that the Level 4 reoccupation of the islet after the post-Level 5
inundation probably occurred between 2836 and 2702 cal. BC. The latest date
for Level 5 (OxA-9080: 2909-2638 cal. BC) implies that the inundation could
conceivably have lasted for over 200 years. Various strands of evidence argue
against this, however, including the similarity of pre- and post-inundation
artefacts (notably pottery) and the lack of Grooved Ware on the islet (arguably
in use elsewhere in the Hebrides from as early as 2800 cal BC: Garrow and
Sturt forthcoming). In the author’s opinion, this evidence, when taken together,
suggests a relatively short period of abandonment.
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4.8.2 Structure 4.1 and earlier features
The earliest evidence for Level 4 occupation is a series of pits and postholes,
some of which were sealed by the earliest floor deposits of Structure 4.1. Red,
ashy fills within these may have derived from hearth material. These early
post-inundation deposits were truncated by frequent flooding but most
probably represent a series of construction and occupation events.
Structure 4.1 (Figure 4.10) differs from earlier buildings in that the surviving
portion of its wall—a substantial arc of stones surviving up to three courses,
faced inside and out and containing a rubble core—is considerably more
substantial—if no thicker—than preceding walls of probable stone and turf
construction. At 4m wide, but of unknown length, this is likely to have been a
substantial building. A series of truncated floor deposits were associated with
this structure. Both the floor deposits and the walls of Structure 4.1 were
severely denuded by the construction of the later Structure 3.1.
4.8.3 The causeway
At some point in the Late Period at Eilean Dòmhnuill a stone causeway was
built to link the islet to the loch shore. This may have occurred during the Level
4 reoccupation of the islet as there is no evidence that the earlier wooden
causeway was rebuilt following the inundation. Perhaps late in the occupation
of the site this causeway was later extended by the addition of an area of
cobbling.
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Figure 4.10 Structure 4.1 and associated features (after Armit in prep)
4.9

The Late Period: Levels 3 and 2

4.9.1 Dating
The single radiocarbon date from Level 3 (OxA-9083: 3021-2702 cal. BC) has
already been discussed above (Section 4.8.1), as has the author’s suggestion
that the post-inundation reoccupation of the islet followed a fairly brief period
of abandonment. It is difficult to be certain how long the Level 4 to Level 1
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occupation lasted, but the absence of Grooved Ware from the site (unless
accounted for by cultural factors) and the possible contemporaneity of Levels
3 and 2 would suggest that this did not continue for an extended period of
time, possibly as a result of continued flooding.
4.9.2 Structure 3.1
Structure 3.1 (Figure 4.11) was built in the central part of the islet to the east of
Structure 4.1 following the demolition of the earlier building. It would initially
appear to have been a less substantial structure as the walls are represented
by simple curving lines of water-worn boulders. These probably defined an
area of around 6m by 4.5m, oval in shape, and with a large central hearth and
possible eastern entrance. The original walls were, however, likely to have
been substantially robbed out for later buildings on the islet. Indeed, Armit (in
prep) has suggested that the stone footings may have supported a substantial
turf and timber wall (the architectural potential of turf is discussed further in
Section 7.3). Occupation deposits within the structure consisted primarily of
compacted peat ash, and there is some evidence for post-settings (Contexts
[139] and [140]). The insubstantial nature of the internal deposits, and the
single hearth, may indicate that the occupation of Structure 3.1 was relatively
brief.
The building had been damaged by the later construction of Structures 1.1 and
1.2, and also by erosion resulting from flooding and from the investigations by
Erskine Beveridge in the early 20th century (Beveridge 1911: 198).
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Figure 4.11 Structure 3.1 (after Armit in prep)
4.10

The Late Period: Level 2

Two stratigraphic blocks make up Level 2: Block 4 comprises a series of fairly
substantial pits and stone-packed post holes cut through layers that formed
against the eastern wall of Structure 3.1, possibly while it was still in use, while
Block 3 is made up of layers that formed after the dismantling of the
structure(s) associated with the Level 3 pits and postholes. The uppermost of
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the latter layers (Context [021]) resembles the floor layers of the later Level 1
buildings but, as it runs beneath the walls of these structures, clearly predates
them. A further layer (Context [035] – a grey silt resembling the inundation
layer [070]) – would appear to derive from a flooding event occurring between
the end of the Level 2 occupation and the building of Structures 1.1 and 1.2.
4.11

The Late Period: Level 1

4.11.1 Structure 1.1
The final phase of Neolithic occupation at Eilean Dòmhnuill is undated,
although the pottery is in keeping with that from the earlier levels. Two
structures were built in the centre and east of the islet (Figure 4.12). That to
the east—Structure 1.1—measured roughly 9m from north to south and 6.5m
from east to west externally (7m by 4m internally). Its stone walls contained a
rubble core and were faced inside and out, while the corners of the building
were rounded. There is some evidence that there had been more than one
phase of construction to the building as an earlier outer wall face had been
preserved within the later, thicker wall. It is possible that the earlier wall
provided a footing for a turf superstructure or supported a series of posts, as
suggested for the south wall of Structure 8.1.
Structure 1.1 survived to a height of 0.5m (3 courses) and projected above
ground level prior to excavation. There was no surviving evidence of an
entrance in the areas where the wall was preserved, although a small
projecting internal pier half way along the western wall may represent part of
an internal partition. The only evidence for flooring was a thin layer of silty soil
with clay patches overlain by topsoil.
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Figure 4.12 Structures 1.1, 1.2 and associated features (after Armit in prep)
4.11.2 Structure 1.2
Structure 1.2 appears to have been built against the western wall of Structure
1.1. It is of similar construction to Structure 1.1 but somewhat smaller
externally at 7m from northeast to southwest and 5.2m from northwest to
southeast (5.2m by 3.2m internally). There may have been an entrance in the
southeast corner of the building. The western wall survived to around 1m high
(three courses) before excavation. A small projection from the western wall
suggests that Structure 1.2 was probably divided internally in the same way as
Structure 1.1. A small patch of beaten clay flooring survived just inside the
south-western corner of the structure.
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4.11.3 The causeway and entrance features
A short cobbled extension to the causeway (Context [155]: Figure 4.12) was
added during the final phase of occupation at Eilean Dòmhnuill. This may even
have post-dated the Neolithic occupation altogether given that it is associated
with a trampled surface (Context [158]) containing a flat pot base, although
this may be intrusive. On land the causeway extends some distance beyond
the modern loch shore, suggesting that water levels were somewhat higher at
the time it was constructed. It is about 1m wide and built of angular boulders
topped by flat-topped slabs, with any gaps filled with smaller stones. There
was some evidence from Trench H, located on the loch shore, that the
landward approach to the causeway was cleared of stones, perhaps indicative
of a path.
4.12

Post-Neolithic Activity

The limited evidence for post-Neolithic activity at Eilean Dòmhnuill is
discussed in Appendix 3.
4.13

Summary and conclusions

Several key themes emerge from the above discussion.
•

Despite the evidence for rising water levels in Loch Olabhat and severe
environmental degradation, in large part anthropogenic, around the
loch, the small islet settlement at Eilean Dòmhnuill persisted for several
hundred years.

•

Throughout this time, along with various entrance, causeway and
palisade structures that served to mark the island compound off from
the surrounding landscape, a series of probably turf-walled buildings
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was constructed on the islet – in all probability just one or two structures
in each of the site’s eleven phases.
•

Although it is not known if occupation was permanent or intermittent, it
is likely that some of the structures were occupied for fairly short
periods of time.

•

Some hearths are very large, yet are associated with small quantities of
ash suggesting that they were not used for extended periods (e.g.
Structure 9.1), while others produced very large quantities of ash and
pottery (e.g. Structures 7.1 and 6.1).

•

In some phases the rebuilding of hearths on accumulating hearth
mounds may imply repeated occupations.

•

Such large quantities of ash, querns and pottery strongly imply that the
preparation and consumption of food were significant activities at the
site.

•

Despite the lack of evidence for animals or the early stages of grain
processing on the islet, hunting, gathering, fishing, cultivation and
animal husbandry all took place nearby.

•

As will be demonstrated in the following chapters, and in contrast to
certain other Hebridean settlements, the pottery assemblage from
Eilean Dòmhnuill and other islet sites includes large numbers of wellmade and elaborately decorated vessels of various degrees of stylistic
coherence, some of regional forms, others of forms found across
northern Scotland, and the Northern and Western isles.

The unusual nature of the site, together with its large and elaborate ceramic
assemblage and the extensive evidence for the preparation and consumption
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of food on a significant scale, suggest that Eilean Dòmhnuill was more than a
straightforward domestic settlement. In the light of the discussion of the
significance of feasting in small-scale agricultural societies in Chapter 3 it is
proposed

here

that

this

evidence

strongly

suggests

that

ritualised

commensality—feasting—was an important aspect of the activities that took
place on the islet. This argument will be developed further in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 5: A statistical analysis of the Eilean
Dòmhnuill assemblage
5.1

Introduction

As few Neolithic sites in Britain present us with such a long and possibly
unbroken sequence of occupation as Eilean Dòmhnuill the site provides us, for
the first time, with the opportunity to address the issue of possible diachronic
change in Hebridean Neolithic pottery. Around 1,900 vessels are likely to be
represented by the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery, and as it was not possible to
identify change from an unstructured viewing of such a large assemblage or
from previously illustrated vessels alone, a detailed statistical analysis of rim
sherds was undertaken to address the key questions discussed below as
these exhibited the greatest variation in both form and decoration. The key
variables recorded during this analysis are shown in Appendix 5.
In addition, the author was able to make use of certain data derived from the
initial cataloguing of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage by Brown (n.d.). This
was upgraded from its original obsolete format with the help of Mr John
Skilleter, and analysed by the author in early 2014. Unless otherwise stated,
all results presented below are based on figures compiled from the author’s
main rim sherd analysis and, unless indicated to the contrary, can be assumed
to exclude data from contexts considered to be stratigraphically unreliable.
The few sherds that appear to post-date the Neolithic occupation at Eilean
Dòmhnuill are discussed separately in Appendix 3.
5.1.1 A note on terminology
The interim reports produced during and immediately after the four excavation
seasons at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Armit 1986; 1987; 1988; 1990a) grouped the
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various excavated contexts into stratigraphic blocks. Contexts within any one
block derive from a particular set of activities such as the construction of a
building. ‘Levels’ result from the subsequent interpretive phasing of the site,
with each comprising at least one stratigraphic block. Some stratigraphic
blocks could not be tied to particular levels, while others formed slowly and
may overlap several levels. Although initially referred to as ‘phases’ in the
interim reports, the more neutral term ‘level’ will be used below (and in the
forthcoming excavation monograph: Armit in prep) to reflect the fact that what
is being referred to are physical deposits rather than the activities that gave
rise to them. Nevertheless, for practical purposes, individual levels will here
form the primary divisions in the chronological sequence.
In both this study and in the forthcoming excavation monograph (Armit in prep)
the occupation of Eilean Dòmhnuill has been divided into three main periods.
The ‘Early Period’ is defined by the relatively well-preserved remains predating Level 5, while the ‘Middle Period’ comprises the complex features that
make up Level 5 itself. Although there is no particular reason to believe that
there was any discontinuity in settlement or material culture between the Early
and Middle Periods, the nature of the archaeology makes such a distinction
analytically useful. The ‘Late Period’ includes all of the contexts that formed
after the major inundation of the early 3rd millennium BC, and which make up
Levels 4 to 1.
5.1.2 A note on data presentation
Most of the data discussed in the following sections will be displayed in the
form of pie charts and bar graphs. The number of categories presented on
some graphs is fairly high and, in consequence, it should be noted that the
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data displayed on the chart may be matched to the key both by colour and
also by layout, as the categories are displayed in the key in the same order
that they appear on the chart when read from the base upwards. In the case of
pie charts, colours used on the key match those on the chart beginning at the
top and proceeding clockwise. In this way, any difficulties in distinguishing
colours may be overcome.
5.2

Method

The first stage of the analysis involved a straightforward quantification of rim
types by level. Provisional analysis of a subset of the full assemblage had
suggested that there might indeed be diachronic variation within the rim forms
deposited at Eilean Dòmhnuill. As such, the first stage of the analysis of the
full assemblage aimed to test whether this pattern held for the assemblage as
a whole. At this point no attempt was made to exclude any material on the
basis of context.
A single spreadsheet was produced for each level containing all of the data
relating to the rims from that level, with the exception of Unstan-type bowl
rims, which are almost invariably of simple form and would have distorted the
results. The number of sherds for each rim type was counted and the
percentage of each rim type by sherd count worked out for each level.
Variants of each of the main rim types were then combined into ten main rim
categories with an eleventh category added for rims of unknown form. The
simplified categories thus arrived at were:
1: Simple rims (Types 1 and 1.1); 2/3: Everted rims (Types 2, 2.1, 2.2 and 3);
4: Externally-thickened rims (Types 4 and 4.1); 5: T-shaped rims (Type 5); 6:
In-turned rims (Types 6 and 6.1); 7: Collared rims (Types 7, 7.1 and 7.2); 8:
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Rolled rims (Type 8); 9: Flanged rims (Type 9); 10: Other rim forms (Type 10);
11: Uncertain (Un-numbered)
For the most part these correspond to the categories employed by Nigel
Brown (n.d.) in his catalogue and provisional report, but with redefinition of
some categories by the author (Figure 3.7).
5.3

Relative proportions of the various rim types vary diachronically

Diachronic variation in rim forms at Eilean Dòmhnuill
70.00%
60.00%

Simple

50.00%
40.00%

Everted

30.00%
20.00%

Flattened/Externally
Expanded

10.00%
0.00%

Collared
Other

Figure 5.1
By far the most common rim forms amongst non-Unstan-type vessels are
‘simple’, ‘everted’, ‘externally-thickened’, and ‘collared’ (Categories 1, 2, 4 and
7). It was considered that the numbers of sherds of these forms were sufficient
to suggest that any observed variation in the percentages of such rims through
time was likely to reflect the real relative quantities of such rim forms deposited
during most of the phases of occupation at Eilean Dòmhnuill. The results of
the first stage of this analysis are set out in Figure 5.1.
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It should be noted that Level 10 produced no pottery at all, while Levels 9 and
8 produced only seven and two rim sherds respectively. As a result, data from
these levels have been combined on Figure 5.1. Even so, the small number of
rim sherds recovered from contexts relating to these levels means that the
relative proportions of rim types deposited during the formation of Levels 8, 9
and 10 may not be well reflected on the graph. A similar situation lies behind
the combination of data from contexts associated with Levels 2 and 3.
Although data from Level 1 have been included on the graph, it should be
noted that only eighteen rim sherds were recovered from this level and that the
chance of redeposition of sherds from earlier contexts is relatively high. As a
result, data from Level 1 should be regarded as less than fully reliable in their
own right, although they remain of more value when combined with the figures
from the other late levels (Levels 4 to 2). Unstratified material, deriving mostly
from topsoil, has been included on some of the following graphs, and on
Figure 5.1, as redeposited material associated with the unstratified contexts
appears likely to derive primarily from the later phases of the site’s occupation
and, as such, is of relevance as regards rim forms deposited during the Late
Period at Eilean Dòmhnuill; although, once again, the small number of sherds
(twenty-eight) from unstratified contexts should be born in mind.
In order to address the issue of small rim-sherd counts, mixed-level data
attributable only to the earlier (pre-Level 4) and later (post-Level 5) levels were
also graphed to see if they supported the patterns observed in the Level 1 and
related unstratified contexts. Two hundred and four rim sherds derive from
contexts only broadly attributable to the earlier levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill (the
underwater contexts and Levels 11 to 5: Blocks 9, 10, 20, 30, 31 and 33), with
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a further forty-seven rim sherds deriving from mixed-level contexts relating
broadly to the Late Period (Levels 4 and later: Blocks 7 and 12). The results of
this analysis are shown in Figure 5.2, below.
Rim sherds from earlier and later contexts at
Eilean Dòmhnuill
Collared rims
Externally expanded
rims

Levels 4 to 1 and
UnstratiDied

Everted rims

Levels 11 to 5 (including
underwater contexts)

Simple rims
0

10

20

30

40

Percentage

Figure 5.2
The high proportions of collared rims in Blocks 9, 10, 20, 30, 31 and 33 (the
earlier levels) and everted rims in Blocks 7 and 12 (the later levels) reiterate
the trend observed amongst the more securely stratified sherds, and thereby
provide supporting evidence that this pattern is likely to be a genuine feature
of the assemblage rather than an artefact of a small sample size from
unreliable contexts. Indeed, it is of interest that only four collared rim sherds
were found in mixed-level contexts broadly assignable to Levels 4 and later.
There is a general downwards trend in the proportion of simple rims in relation
to other rim forms through time at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Externally thickened rims
show no clear pattern of increasing or decreasing relative frequency
throughout the life of the site. However, as was observed in the preliminary
analysis, both everted rim forms and collared rims show marked changes in
frequency through time. There is a notable increase in the proportion of
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everted rim sherds between Levels 11 and 1, whereas the proportion of
collared rim sherds declines with each subsequent level with the exception of
the combined Levels 8/9/10 where the number of rim sherds of all types was
very small.
5.4

Observed changes in rim form do not fundamentally alter when

known redeposition is taken into consideration
Within the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage Brown (n.d.) was able to identify a
number of cross-context and cross-level conjoins. Leaving aside those from
contexts that cannot with certainty be assigned to a specific level, Brown
identified twenty-six vessels represented by sherds from different blocks either
within the same level or in different levels. The number of cross context joins
recognised amongst these sherds is set out in Figure 5.3.
Most of the cross-context joins (58%) occur between sherds from within the
same levels, and six of the cross-context joins from sherds within well-stratified
contexts (23%) were noted between sherds from the same stratigraphic
blocks. Cross-context joins were also noted between sherds from blocks that
could be only broadly assigned to the earlier levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill and
sherds from well-stratified deposits that could be assigned to individual levels.
As all of the latter blocks were contemporary with at least part of the
accumulation of the multi-level blocks, such conjoins need not necessarily
represent redeposition within material of an earlier or later date. Of the thirteen
sherds that definitely indicate redeposition within contexts belonging to earlier
or later levels in the site’s development, nine (69%) occur within contexts from
the immediately preceding or following level. This means that only four
conjoins identified at Eilean Dòmhnuill connect sherds that are definitely not
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from the same or immediately prior or subsequent levels. Given that many of
the layers at Eilean Dòmhnuill were very thin this is a somewhat surprising but
reassuring conclusion.
Level 2
Level 2

Level 3

Level 3

1

Level 4

Level 4

Level 5

1

Level 5
Level 6

3

9

Level 6

1

2

1

Level 7

2

4

4

Level 7

Figure 5.3

Cross-level conjoins at Eilean Dòmhnuill

The rather limited evidence from conjoining sherds would suggest that
redeposition, although needing to be taken into consideration on a block-byblock and level-by-level basis, is unlikely to affect the long-term trends noted
above in respect of the variation in rim form, as redeposition of sherds
between contexts is most likely to occur within blocks assigned to the same
level or to immediately consecutive levels. It is, however, important to bear in
mind that severe difficulties were encountered when searching for conjoins
amongst the Eilean Dòmhnuill sherds. Brown (n.d.) notes that:
‘Given the difficulties in observing cross joins in this assemblage there
is little doubt that those noted comprise only a small proportion of the
joining sherds present. However, they give an indication of the
considerable degree of redeposition which has taken place’ [my
emphasis].
Unfortunately, the evidence provided by the pattern of conjoining sherds is
insufficient to allow us to assess the extent of such redeposition. This is a
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significant issue if the statistical analysis is to be relied upon, and in order to
control for this unknown factor it was decided to apply a number of tests that
would hopefully allow for a greater degree of certainty that the patterns
suggested in Figure 5.1, are reliable. The results of these tests are set out
below.
5.5

Controlling for redeposition

The first test for the potential effects of redeposition involved making various
assumptions about the quantities of pottery that had been moved between
contexts assigned to different levels. As the analysis of rim sherds by level,
described above, would not have been affected by movement between blocks
within the same level, such movement was not taken into consideration as part
of this test. Instead, the rim sherds belonging to the four most common rim
categories (simple, everted, externally expanded, and collared) together with a
fifth category (all other rim sherds) were analysed on the assumption that
redeposition would affect all sherd types equally (there is no reason to believe
that this was not the case). Various rates of redeposition were proposed and
the resulting potential effects on the patterns of change through time
assessed.

5.5.1 Assuming

a

higher

rate

of

redeposition

exaggerates

the

differences between the percentages of different rim sherd forms in each
level but does not significantly alter general upward or downward trends

In the first series of tests differing rates of redeposition were proposed such
that if 10% of the sherds from a particular context were considered to be
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redeposited, and if redeposition was considered to be as likely between earlier
and later contexts as vice versa, then the number of sherds represented by
10% of the assemblage would be calculated and the number divided by five
(the number of rim categories). This figure was then subtracted from the total
number of sherds in each category. Thus, if there were 100 sherds in a given
level then 10% of the assemblage would be 10 sherds. Dividing 10 by 5 (the
number of rim categories) would mean that two sherds would be subtracted
from the total number of sherds within each rim category within the level. The
new percentages for each rim category could then be calculated for the
various levels and the potential effect of the varying rates of redeposition
assessed (Figure 5.4).
Diachronic variation in rim forms at Eilean Dòmhnuill
assuming a 10% redeposition Rate
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Figure 5.4
Comparing Figure 5.4 with Figure 5.1 shows that the effect of assuming a 10%
redeposition rate is to exaggerate the patterns already observed when
redeposition was not taken into account. Removing the same number of rim
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sherds from the total numbers of rim types represented by already small
numbers of sherds means that these rim forms decrease as a percentage of
the total figure for each level, whereas the percentage of rim forms with larger
numbers of sherds increases.
A second test, assuming a much larger 50% redeposition rate, was then
undertaken to assess the impact that such a high rate would have upon the
patterns already observed. The results of this test are set out in Figure 5.5.
A 50% redeposition rate would mean that any rim form representing less than
10% of the sherds from a given level would be considered unreliable as an
indicator that such rim forms were indeed deposited during the formation of
the contexts within that level. The effect of this is to further exaggerate the
differences between the proportions of the various rim forms. Significantly,
however, the general upward trend of the everted rim forms and the decrease
in the proportion of collared rims and, to a lesser extent, simple rims, in
relation to other rim forms still remains.
Diachronic variation in rim types at Eilean Dòmhnuill
assuming a 50% redeposition rate
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Figure 5.5
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None of the above graphs can indicate with certainty that any particular rim
form was deposited during the formation of any particular level. Rather, they
imply varying degrees of confidence that such rim forms are indeed
representative of the forms in circulation. Applying even stricter criteria in
respect of the number of rim forms considered to provide a realistic indication
that a certain rim form was made, used or deposited during the development
of the contexts within any particular level highlights the patterns even further.
Figure 5.6 makes this clear by excluding any rim forms that constitute less
than 15% of the assemblage from each level by sherd count.
Diachronic variation in rim types at Eilean Dòmhnuill after
all rim forms constituting less than 15% of each level are
removed
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Figure 5.6
Although the trends shown in previous graphs are still apparent, the exclusion
of rim forms poorly represented within levels has now resulted in the absence
of collared rims from Levels 2/3, Level 1, and unstratified contexts. This does
not mean that such rim forms were definitely no longer being made or
deposited, but that under the conditions being modelled there is no strong
evidence that this was taking place. Perhaps significantly, material from the
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unstratified contexts (most likely to derive from the latest levels) and Levels 1
and 2/3 respectively produced only two, two and four securely-stratified
collared rim sherds, in comparison to one hundred and eighteen, eighty-five
and seventy for Levels 5, 6 and 7. Similarly, only three rim sherds of everted
form were found within securely stratified contexts attributable to Levels 11 to
8. Although adding the figures from undifferentiated pre-Level 4/5 contexts
adds a further twenty-three everted rim sherds (11.5% of the rims from these
contexts) it is not clear how many, if any, of these belong to the earliest
contexts that constitute Levels 11 or 9/10. If the pattern suggested by the wellstratified material is representative then this is likely to be very few. A further
fourteen everted rim sherds were recovered from mixed-level contexts dating
to Level 4/5 and later, representing 30% of the rim sherds from these contexts.
The pattern is even more pronounced with collared rims, with seventy-one
collared rim sherds (35% of the total) coming from pre-Level 4/5 mixed-level
contexts (although, again, we cannot be certain how many of these come from
the earliest three levels) but only three collared rim sherds (6.5%) coming from
mixed–level contexts associated with Level 4/5 and later.
Testing variation in rim forms in this way remains a crude measure. It fails to
take into account the relative sizes of the assemblages in the various levels,
the relative likelihood of sherds moving upwards through the stratigraphy as
opposed to downwards, or the nature of the features producing the sherds.
What is clear, however, is that the rate of deposition alone, although it may
exaggerate or mitigate the observed trends, does not in itself invalidate them.
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5.5.2 Assuming that sherds from contexts with large amounts of pottery
are more likely to be redeposited than sherds from contexts with smaller
amounts is unreliable
The size of the assemblages from the various levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill is far
from even. Five hundred and thirty rim sherds were recorded from the
stratigraphic blocks constituting Level 5 during the analysis, but only 39 from
Block 6 (Level 4/5), representing the subsequent lacustrine ‘inundation’
deposits. It was initially considered that this situation would be likely to affect
the redeposition rates between levels with different numbers of sherds, with
levels containing a smaller number of sherds being more likely to contain a
greater proportion of redeposited sherds than levels with large numbers of
sherds. Assuming that 10% of the sherds from any given level were
redeposited within the subsequent level would mean that contexts within an
underlying level originally containing 100 sherds would lose ten of these to
contexts within the overlying level. If that level originally contained only ten
sherds then 50% of this later and smaller assemblage would then be made up
of redeposited sherds. If the overlying level originally contained one thousand
sherds then the addition of ten more would mean that less than 1% of the
sherds from this layer would be redeposited from the underlying level, making
its assemblage much more representative of the relative proportions of the
different rim forms deposited when the contexts making up that level were
forming.
Three factors, however, make this an unreliable way of addressing this issue.
The first is that taphonomic factors may mean that most of the sherds
incorporated into later contexts would be likely to come primarily from the
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upper layers of the preceding level, as activities such as trampling or the
digging of postholes that may result in the redeposition of sherds from the
immediately underlying layers will be less likely to result in sherds from deeper
in the level’s stratigraphy being redeposited at the same rate. In this way, a
greater proportion of the pottery from a shallow level with a small assemblage
may end up being redeposited within the subsequent level than from a deep
level with a large assemblage, as most of the sherds from the latter, being
more deeply buried, are unlikely to be affected to the same extent by
processes resulting in redeposition. A second factor relates to the nature of
the contexts affected. If contexts forming one level physically overlie only
those of a single preceding level then most of the redeposited sherds within
the later level will originate from the earlier level than if the later level’s
constituent contexts physically overlie contexts of two or more earlier levels. A
third issue is that shallow contexts extending over wide areas may be subject
to more trampling and disturbance, and therefore loss of sherds, than deeper
contexts that are less extensive, even if the latter originally contained a greater
number of sherds. These issues mean that assuming that more sherds will be
redeposited from contexts containing large numbers of sherds than from those
containing fewer sherds is unreliable as a working hypothesis.
5.5.3 A hypothetical model to evaluate the effects of varying rates of
sherd redeposition at Eilean Dòmhnuill
Following Box’s maxim that ‘all models are wrong, but some are useful’ (Box
et al 1987: 424), the following model should not be taken as anything other
than a simplification of the complexity of real stratigraphy at Eilean Dòmhnuill
proposed here with a view to illuminating the extent to which redeposition may
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undermine our confidence in the integrity of the patterns relating to changes in
rim forms through time at the site. With this in mind, a series of proposals and
assumptions are made in respect of this model. These are:
1. An unknown number of sherds within the contexts from each level are
likely to have been redeposited. Various proportions of such sherds (X)
can be proposed, and the model assumes that any rim form that is
represented by fewer than X should be considered insufficiently well
represented within the assemblage to allow us to be confident that they
were not redeposited from contexts within another level.
2. It is assumed that redeposition is more likely to result from movement
upwards from earlier to later contexts on the basis that processes
resulting in redeposition, such as the digging of postholes or the
rebuilding of structures, will cause artefacts to be incorporated in the
resultant fills and structural elements. Although processes such as
trampling may result in movement from overlying to underlying contexts
there is no reason to assume this to have been as great as upward
mobility. This is an important but contentious point. It is, however, an
intrinsic part of the model that can only be changed by paying close
attention to the stratigraphy and taphonomy of the site. Importantly,
however, the extent to which sherds are more likely to move upwards or
downwards through the stratigraphy can only exaggerate or mitigate the
proportions of various rim types in each level, not alter which are more
or less common. In addition, the relative likelihood of movement in
either direction can easily be built into the model.
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3. It is assumed that redeposition only occurs between contexts that
directly overlie one another. For a sherd to pass from contexts within
one level to those in a level later than the immediately subsequent one
would involve a second redeposition, and so should occur less
frequently.
4. As a result of 2 and 3, it is assumed that the proportion of sherds
forming X will have been redeposited only from contexts of the
preceding level.
5. It is assumed that the density of sherds within all contexts is the same.
6. It is assumed that sherds within the upper portions of contexts within
the earlier level are more likely to be redeposited than sherds from
much lower in the site’s stratigraphy. The upper part of such contexts is
here referred to as the ‘interaction zone’. The depth of the interaction
zone is taken to be the same at all times and for all levels.
7. It is assumed that the lateral extent of all layers is the same in all
levels, such that the chances of material moving across any level
boundary are the same for all levels.
Certain implications follow from the above assumptions. If the interaction zone
is the same for all levels then it makes little difference in respect of the makeup of the assemblage in any given level if the underlying level contained a far
greater number of sherds, as only those in the interaction zone are likely to
have been redeposited. As the density of sherds is assumed to be the same in
all contexts, then the number of sherds likely to be redeposited is the same
between any two levels regardless of the absolute number of sherds in each
level. This point is important as it would indicate that the make up of the
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assemblages in later levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill is not likely to be unduly
biased by the make up of the assemblages from earlier levels on the basis that
these produced much larger quantities pottery. However, levels with large
numbers of sherds are less likely to be affected by redeposition from earlier
contexts as such redeposited sherds will form a relatively small proportion of
the sherds within the level associated with the larger assemblage.
Figure 5.7 is based on the assumption that 25% of the rim sherds from each
level derive from the preceding level, and that the numbers of sherds of each
rim type falling within this group will be determined by the percentage of that
rim type in the previous level. Thus, if a level contained 100 rim sherds, then
25 of those rims would be assumed to derive from the previous level. If, in the
earlier level, 20% of the rim sherds were of simple form then it would be
assumed that five of the simple rim sherds in the later level (20% of 25 sherds)
derived from the earlier level.
Diachronic variation in rim types assuming that 25% of the
rim sherds from each level derives from the preceding level
70%
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Everted
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Figure 5.7
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Figure 5.7 does not include data from Levels 11 and 8/9/10 as the
assemblages from these levels were much smaller than that from Level 7. The
effect of this would be that, for the reasons set out above, it would be unlikely
that 25% of the sherds from Level 7 derived from earlier levels. Indeed, given
the discrepancy in the relative sizes of the assemblages, even a figure of 10%
may be an exaggeration.
It is significant that, once again, the general trends in everted and collared rim
forms observed under previous conditions are still clear. Indeed, altering the
proposed redeposition rate can only have the effect of altering the rates at
which such changes are seen to take place, not the trends themselves.
Significantly, if redeposition is taken to affect all sherds equally in relation to
their relative proportions within the various levels then reversing the primary
direction of redeposition from later to earlier contexts also cannot alter general
upwards or downwards trends. As such, the trends affecting everted and
collared rim forms would appear to be genuine features of the assemblage
regardless of the changing parameters proposed.

5.5.4 If it is assumed that redeposition rates are the same for all sherd
types, then statistically controlling for varying rates of redeposition
would suggest that patterns initially observed in the variation in rim
forms deposited at Eilean Dòmhnuill through time are not significantly
affected by redeposition
The tests set out above indicate that if, as might be expected, redeposition
does not discriminate between different types of rim sherd, then altering the
presumed rates of redeposition, or the relative likelihood that sherds will move
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upwards as opposed to downwards through the site’s stratigraphy, has little
effect upon the trends previously observed in respect of the relative
proportions of rim sherds of different forms through time: although the rates of
change may be altered, the trends themselves remain. It has also been
demonstrated that the size of the pottery assemblage from any particular level
makes little difference to its make-up even when fairly high rates of
redeposition are proposed, the only possible exception being the reduced
confidence that the presence of certain rim forms in the earliest and latest
levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill provides reliable evidence that such forms were
certainly deposited during the formation of these levels.
Ultimately, then, controlling for redeposition statistically does not reduce
confidence that the patterns observed within the raw data themselves are
significant. Only a careful examination of the stratigraphy at Eilean Dòmhnuill
could do this, and this will be considered in the next section.
5.5.5 Removing sherds from contexts more likely to be affected by
redeposition does not significantly alter the patterns observed when all
contexts are considered equally
In order to test the reliability of the patterns observed in the initial rim sherd
analysis set out above, the assemblage of rim sherds was divided into three
groups on the basis of the perceived integrity of the contexts producing the
sherds. Contexts that were considered to be fairly secure, including dumps of
domestic debris and ash, were separated from those considered to be less
secure, such as turf associated with the construction of buildings, which may
have contained older artefactual material. Inevitably, the process of dividing
contexts in this way is somewhat subjective, therefore a third category was
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added comprising contexts that were considered to be moderately secure.
This meant that two further analyses could be completed rather than just one,
with patterns observed in one analysis to a certain extent controlled for by
those observed in the other. In this way the assemblage could be analysed
with greater confidence that any patterns observed were less likely to be
affected by redeposition of material. It should be noted that unstratified
material is not included in this analysis as none of the material from post-Level
1 contexts was felt to have sufficient stratigraphic integrity to warrant its
inclusion, even though most of this material is likely to have been redeposited
from more secure late contexts.

Diachronic variation by level in rim types associated only
with secure contexts
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Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.9
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the relative proportions of various rim types when all
but the most secure contexts were removed from the analysis. As with the
general analysis, certain trends can be noted. Firstly, the decline in the
proportion of collared rim sherds throughout the life of the site is reiterated,
while everted rim forms and flattened/externally-thickened rims show a general
increase through the earlier levels. It should be noted, however, that the fall in
both of the latter rim forms and the increase in the proportion of collared rims
in Level 1 may well be an artefact of the small number of sherds coming from
secure contexts within the later levels: only two collared rim sherds came from
secure contexts within Level 1, yet this is sufficient for this rim type to form
over 13% of the rim sherds from this level. Likewise, the patterns observed for
the other rim forms from Levels 1 and 2/3 may be influenced more by the fact
that only thirty rim sherds were found within more secure contexts associated
with these levels. As there is some formal overlap between collared rims and
inverted rims the former category was investigated to see whether considering
it to be a sub-set of collared rims, and adding it to the analysis as such, would
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significantly alter the pattern observed. However, as only a single inverted rim
sherd that had not already been counted as a collared rim of slightly inverted
form came from all of the post-Level 5 contexts together, while forty-one came
from earlier contexts (thirty-nine of these from Levels 5 to 7) the pattern was
not significantly altered. When inverted rim sherds from mixed level deposits
were considered this pattern was repeated, with seven inverted sherds from
Levels 5 to 11 and earlier and none from contexts postdating Level 5.
When taken together, 23% (seven sherds) of the rim sherds from secure
contexts associated with Levels 1, 2/3 and 4 were of simple form, 37% (eleven
sherds) everted, 23% flattened/externally thickened and 7% (just two sherds)
collared, with other forms making up 10% (three sherds) of the rim sherds.
Similarly low numbers of rim sherds from secure contexts—just twenty-three
sherds—were assigned to Levels 11 (and earlier) to 8. Here, however,
combining the levels does not significantly alter the pattern, with 44% of rim
sherds from Levels 8 to 11 and earlier being of simple form, 40% collared, just
8% everted, 4% flattened/externally thickened and 4% of other forms.
The most parsimonious explanation of the results of excluding sherds from
contexts more likely to be affected by redeposition from the analysis is that the
decline in the proportion of rim sherds of collared (and inverted) form
throughout the life of Eilean Dòmhnuill is indeed a reflection of real changes in
the styles that were being produced—or at least deposited—during phases of
activity associated with each of the levels. In the same way, the increase in
everted rim sherds is also most likely to be a genuine reflection of changes in
rim types that were being produced. The somewhat erratic pattern observed
for Levels 1 and 2/3 is not a reliable guide to the nature of the assemblage at
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this time due to the small sample size: combining the rim sherds from these
late levels gives a better sample that is more in keeping with the trends noted
above.
5.5.6 When rim sherds from secure and moderately secure contexts are
considered together, patterns previously observed in the analysis of
sherds from secure context alone are not significantly altered
When only rim sherds from unreliable contexts are excluded from the analysis
the trends observed in Figure 5.8 remain essentially unaltered. This new
pattern is shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. Adding sherds from moderately
reliable contexts mitigates the sharp fall in the proportion of everted rim sherds
in Levels 1 and 2/3 and reduces the apparent rise in collared rim forms in
Level 1. With the exception of this final level, now comprising just seventeen
rim sherds, flattened/externally-thickened rim sherds show an overall
proportional rise in their representation throughout the life of the site, a pattern
also visible in Figure 5.8. As when analysing the sherds from the most secure
contexts alone, considering sherds from Levels 1, 2/3 and 4 together (eightytwo sherds in all) reduces the sharp rises and falls in rim forms in seen in
Level 1, and may reflect the true nature of the assemblage produced or
deposited at Eilean Dòmhnuill at this time better than the small sample of
sherds from Level 1 alone (just seventeen sherds). When considered together,
these later levels are made up of 17% simple rim sherds, 38% everted rim
sherds, 24% flattened/externally thickened rims, 10% collared rims and 11%
‘other’ rim forms.
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Diachronic variation by level in rim types associated with
secure and possibly secure contexts
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5.5.7 Testing for statistical significance supports the conclusions that
the observed changes in collared and everted rims are statistically
significant and that the level-on-level decline in the proportions of simple
rims is likely to be significant, but suggests that there is no statistically
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significant change in the proportions of flattened/externally-thickened
rims
In order to test whether the observations discussed above were statistically
significant a series of regression analyses were undertaken by the author. The
results of the analyses suggested that:
•

There was strong negative correlation between the proportion of
collared rim sherds and stratigraphic level when the raw data shown in
Figure 5.1 were analysed (R Square = 0.79919, p-level = 0.00275).
When only sherds from secure contexts shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9
were taken into consideration the correlation remained strong (R
Square = 0.62598, p-level = 0.01778). This supports the conclusion that
there is indeed a significant decline in the proportions of collared rim
sherds through time at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

•

When the raw data were analysed there was a strong positive
correlation between the proportion of everted rim forms and
stratigraphic level (R Square = 0.77497, p-level = 0.00391). When only
sherds from secure contexts were analysed the correlation was
moderate to good (R Square = 0.60224, p-level = 0.04024). This
supports the conclusion that the decline in the proportions of collared
rim sherds through time is matched by a concomitant increase in the
proportions of everted rim sherds.

•

There was a moderate negative correlation between the proportion of
simple rim forms and stratigraphic level when the raw data were
analysed (R Square = 0.58809, p-level = 0.026). With sherds from
secure contexts the correlation remained moderate (R Square =
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0.53252, p-level = 0.06265). This suggests that there is likely to be
some significance to the decline in the proportion of simple rim sherds
through time at Eilean Dòmhnuill, but that care should be taken when
interpreting this decline.
•

There was a negligible correlation between the proportion of
flattened/externally-thickened rim sherds and stratigraphic level when
the raw data are analysed (R Square = 0.00988, p-level = 0.04892).
This was also the case when sherds from secure contexts only were
analysed (R Square = 0.08342, p-level = 0.52988). This indicates that
there is no statistically significant change in the proportions of this rim
form through time at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

It is important to bear in mind that there is no absolute measure of statistical
significance as this is always contextual; establishing the statistical strength of
a correlation is different to deciding whether such a correlation has
archaeological significance. In this instance, however, the results provide
considerable support for the conclusion that, in the case of collared, everted
and possibly simple rim forms, the observed level-on-level proportional
changes are indeed significant. It should also be born in mind that the
statistical analysis could only be undertaken on well-stratified sherds that
could be assigned with confidence to individual levels. The patterns noted
within mixed-level blocks, while supporting the conclusions set out above in
respect of the changes in the proportions of the various rim forms, could not
be subjected to the same sort of statistical testing but, nonetheless, remain
archaeologically significant.
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5.5.8 Conclusion 1
Throughout the life of the settlement at Eilean Dòmhnuill gradual
changes occurred in the types of rims produced. Redeposition is not a
significant issue when identifying these trends.
When account is taken of the integrity of the contexts producing rim sherds at
Eilean Dòmhnuill, trends observed during the analysis of the assemblage as a
whole were not significantly altered. In both the analysis of rim sherds from
secure contexts alone and in the analysis of sherds from both secure and
moderately secure contexts together, the evidence suggests that there is an
increase through time in the proportion of everted rim sherds and a
corresponding decline in the proportion of collared rims, as was indicated by
the general analysis set out in the previous section. The results of the
regression analysis provide further support to this conclusion. Slightly less
pronounced changes occur with simple rim forms, which fall slightly as a
proportion of the assemblage through time, while the suggestion that
flattened/externally thickened rims increase proportionally through time is not
born out by the regression analysis. The reversal of the observed trends in
Level 1 is most likely the result of the small sample size from this level as,
when controlled for by considering the latest levels (Levels 1 to 4) together,
and also when considering sherds from secure and moderately secure
contexts together, this pattern is considerably mitigated. The fact that
considering the earlier levels (Levels 8 to 11 and the underwater contexts)
together does not significantly alter the patterns observed when these levels
were considered individually increases confidence that the proportions of rim
types in these levels is indeed a true reflection of the relative proportion of
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such sherds deposited at Eilean Dòmhnuill during activity associated with
these levels.
The rim analysis set out above strongly suggests that the issue of
redeposition, highlighted by Nigel Brown (Brown n.d.), is unlikely to have
significantly altered the relative proportions of rim sherds of different forms
within the various stratigraphic levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Controlling for
redeposition both statistically and through a consideration of contextual
integrity does not greatly affect the patterns observed when the data are
considered as a whole. Although redeposition undoubtedly occurred at Eilean
Dòmhnuill, as shown by a number of cross-context and cross-level joins, it has
been demonstrated above that even fairly high rates do not to an
unacceptable degree affect the trends and patterns initially observed. We can,
therefore, have confidence that these patterns reflect genuine change (or lack
of change) through time at Eilean Dòmhnuill, even if only in respect of the
relative proportions of rim types.
5.6

Fabrics and thicknesses

5.6.1 Fabrics at Eilean Dòmhnuill represent variants on the same basic
fabric and are of local derivation
With very few exceptions the pot fabrics at Eilean Dòmhnuill are of very similar
character. Initial macroscopic examination of the sherds was undertaken by
Nigel Brown (n.d.) who divided them into eight groups. A reconsideration of
these groups by the current author in the light of recent guidelines by the
Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group (PCRG 2011) has led to them being
more precisely defined as follows:
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1. Well-fired (fully oxidised) clay varying from mid-grey to light orangeybrown and containing common to very common (20-30%), moderately
sorted, sub-angular to sub-rounded grains of quartz less than 3mm
across.
2. As 1, but with sparse or rare (<10%) angular and sub-angular quartz
fragments greater than 3mm across.
3. As 1, but with moderate to very common (15-30%) mica (grains mostly
<1mm).
4. As 1, but with moderate to abundant (15-40%) mica (grains mostly
<1mm) and with sparse to moderate (5-20%) angular and sub-angular
quartz fragments greater than 3mm across.
5. Well-fired clay (fully oxidised) with little or no visible tempering, although
rare to sparse (<10%) mica fragments, or voids resulting from burnt-out
vegetable matter may be present.
6. Unclassifiable due to the small or abraded nature of the sherds.
7. As 3, but with moderate to abundant (15-40%) mica and rare to
common (<20%) very large angular and sub-angular quartz fragments
over 6mm across.
8. As 2, but with rare large angular inclusions and rare to common (<20%)
very large angular and sub-angular quartz inclusions over 6mm across.
To this could be added a group of highly abraded sherds from Block 18 in
Level 5 (Context 330, sherds 10911 to 10939)—probably from a single
decorated vessel of necked form—of a distinctive, friable and corky textured
fabric almost certainly resulting from tempering with organic material (Figure
6.48). This fabric is otherwise untempered and is dark grey to black in colour.
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This group is notably different in character from any other Neolithic sherds at
Eilean Dòmhnuill, although organically tempered sherds are known from other
Hebridean sites (e.g. Calanais: Ashmore in press; Berneray Causeway:
Downes and Badcock 1998: 15; Allt Chrisal: Gibson 1995: 100; Northton:
Johnson 2006: 60), they are not common at any site and there is insufficient
contextual data to suggest any chronological significance.
As Brown considered all of the macroscopically-assessed inclusions to derive
ultimately from local igneous gneiss—a conclusion with which the current
author fully concurs—all of the above fabrics would appear to be variants of
the same basic fabric type. Brown (n.d.) notes that, ‘there was a considerable
degree of subjectivity in attributing sherds to a particular fabric’. However, as
such groups are inevitably artificial creations, this is perhaps unsurprising; it is
important to avoid reifying our categories, and this is no less so amongst the
fabrics of Neolithic pottery from the Western Isles than elsewhere. The division
of the fabrics into categories is largely subjective, and they are best
considered as subdivisions of what is essentially a continuum, a point also
made by Johnson in respect of the pottery from Northton (Johnson 2006: 59).
5.6.2 At Eilean Dòmhnuill coarser fabrics are associated with thicker
vessels and finer fabrics with thinner vessels
Fabric 1 forms around 33% of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage by weight.
The current author’s analysis suggested that Fabric 1 formed 49% of the sherd
groups. Two hundred and forty-eight of the 525 Fabric 1 sherd groups of
identifiable form (47%) represented Unstan-type bowls.
Fabrics 1 and 3 are the finest fabrics, lacking large inclusions of over 3mm
across and differing from each other only in that Fabric 3 contains frequent
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mica. The latter fabric formed 19% of the assemblage by weight and 26% of
the sherd groups, with 105 of the 320 Fabric 3 sherd groups of identifiable
form (33%) representing Unstan-type bowls. Together, these fine fabrics form
75% of the sherd groups.
Fabrics 2 and 4 are slightly coarser than Fabrics 1 and 3, containing inclusions
over 3mm but less than 6mm across. Fabric 4 differs from Fabric 3 only in the
presence of frequent mica. By weight, Fabric 2 forms 34% of the assemblage
and Fabric 4 forms 9%. Fabric 2 forms 25% of the sherd groups and Fabric 4
just 5%. A smaller percentage of the Fabrics 2 and 4 sherd groups represent
Unstan-type bowls when compared to Fabrics 1 and 3 (22% of Fabric 2
groups and 16% of Fabric 4 groups).
The inclusion-free Fabric 5 formed less than 1% of the assemblage, and only
four of the identified sherd groups were of Fabric 5, none of identifiable form.
The coarsest fabrics—Fabric 7 (the same as Fabric 3, but containing some
very large inclusions over 6mm across) and Fabric 8 (the same as Fabric 2,
but also containing some very large inclusions)—formed respectively 3% and
1% of the assemblage by weight. Forty of the sherds groups (less than 1%)
were of Fabric 7, although, interestingly, Brown considered that all four of the
formally identifiable vessels of this fabric were Unstan-type bowls. Only four of
the sherd groups were of Fabric 8, none of identifiable form.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, analysis by the current author suggested that the two
finer fabrics (Fabrics 1 and 3) are associated with thinner vessels, while the
thicker sherds are for the most part of correspondingly coarser fabrics in terms
of inclusion size. Brown divided the sherds into three thickness categories:
•

Category 1: sherds of with a thickness of 5mm or less
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•

Category 2: sherds between 6mm to 10mm thick

•

Category 3: sherds over 11mm thick

Analysis by the current author revealed that 75% of Fabric 1 sherd groups fell
into Category 1 and less than 3% into Category 3. Similarly, 60% of the Fabric
3 sherd groups fell into Category 1 while just over 1% fell into Category 3.
Sherds of the coarser Fabrics 2 and 4 were usually thicker than those of
Fabrics 1 and 3. Over 66% of the sherd groups of Fabric 2 fell into Category 2.
This increased to 75% for Fabric 4. Only four sherd groups identified by Brown
were of Fabric 8, and all were of uncertain form, but of the forty groups of
Fabric 7, 62% fell into the thickest category (Category 3). The three sherd
groups comprising Fabric 5 included sherds of all thickness categories, but the
small number of such groups means that no significant conclusions should be
drawn.
5.6.3 No strong relationship would appear to exist between vessel form
and fabric beyond that noted between fabric and vessel size
The relationship between fabric and vessel form is shown in Figure 5.12.
When fabrics are considered in relation to vessel form the size of the vessel
once again appears to be the key determinant of fabric choice. Rim diameters
were considered as part of the author’s detailed rim analysis (Section 5.10.1)
and, when used as a proxy for overall vessel sizes, reveal that jar forms were
larger than bowl forms (Figure 5.41). This difference increases once vessel
shape is taken into consideration. Cups are the smallest vessels and are
associated with the finer fabric types (Fabrics 1 and 3), although it is of note
that 37.5% of these vessels were of the medium-coarse Fabric 3. By definition
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simple bowls and necked bowls are larger than cups, and the finer Fabrics 1
and 2 are the most common fabric types used on these vessels.
Cup fabrics

Simple bowl fabrics
Fabric 1

Fabric 1

Fabric 2

Fabric 2

Fabric 3

Fabric 3
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Necked bowl fabrics

Shouldered bowl fabrics
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Non-ridged baggy jar fabrics

Ridged baggy jar fabrics
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Fabric 2

Fabric 3

Fabric 3

Fabric 4

Fabric 4

Unstan-type bowl fabrics
Fabric 1
Fabric 2
Fabric 3
Fabric 4
Fabric 7

Figure 5.12 Fabrics by vessel form
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Fabrics used for shouldered bowls also tend to be fine or medium-coarse in
character, with Unstan-type bowls employing the highest percentages of the
finest fabrics (Fabrics 1 and 3). Medium-coarse fabrics (notably Fabric 2 and,
in baggy jars, Fabric 4) occur in a greater percentage of ridged and non-ridged
baggy jars, although the finer Fabric 1 was more often employed for the
manufacture of ridged baggy jars. Although the slightly higher percentage of
cups employing medium-coarse fabrics and ridged baggy jars with fine fabrics
is of note, the analysis suggests that there are no compelling reasons to
associate particular fabrics with specific vessel forms beyond the link already
established between the use of coarser fabrics for larger vessels such as
baggy jars.
5.6.4 Proportions of fabrics do not alter significantly through time at
Eilean Dòmhnuill
There is no evidence that the fabrics used at Eilean Dòmhnuill underwent
significant change throughout the history of the Neolithic occupation in terms
of either their character or the relative proportions of the assemblage they
formed within each level. In all levels, with the exception of the early Level 11
and the underwater contexts, Fabric 1 is the most common fabric by sherd
group. In Level 11 and earlier, Fabric 3 is more common, with Fabric 1 the
next best represented (at 43% and 29% respectively). Fabrics 5 and 8 are rare
in all levels, and Fabric 7 forms only a minor element of the assemblage in
each level. In all levels the two finer fabrics (Fabrics 1 and 3), when taken
together, form the majority of vessels by sherd group, varying from 71% in
Level 11 and earlier to 48% in Level 4. When combined, the coarser vessels
(Fabrics 2 and 4) form the majority of the rest of the assemblage by sherd
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group in all levels, varying from 27% in Level 11 and earlier to 45% in Level 4.
Essentially, the coarser the fabric the smaller the number of vessels made
from it. Given that fabric usually also corresponds to sherd thickness, as
demonstrated above, this would indicate either that thicker—and therefore
probably larger—vessels of coarse fabric were relatively uncommon at Eilean
Dòmhnuill or that such vessels had a longer life than smaller, thinner vessels
and so were disposed of on a less frequent basis. Although it would at first
seem reasonable to propose that vessels of fine, thin fabric, being less robust,
are likely to break more easily than vessels of thicker, coarser fabrics, thinner
fabrics may fire better and so be more robust. The similarity in fabric selection
through time would support the idea that the relative proportions of small and
large vessels remained much the same throughout the site’s history and may
relate to selection based on function.
A consideration of fabric in relation to vessel form, then, suggests that vessel
form was less important than vessel size in determining the choice of fabric.
5.7

Vessel Forms by Level

5.7.1 Although analysing vessel forms at Eilean Dòmhnuill is hampered
by the difficulty of identifying such forms and of ascertaining the relative
numbers of vessels of particular forms, observations of vessel forms
recorded by Brown suggest that most of the types defined in this study
are likely to occur throughout the life of the site
The author’s delineation of vessel forms at Eilean Dòmhnuill was set out in
Section 3.2.9. Nigel Brown was able to assign 447 of the 8,078 sherd groups
identified during his analysis to one or other of ten vessel forms (although
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Brown’s Forms 6, and 7 were later not used). The results of Brown’s analysis,
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quantified by the current author, are set out by level in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13 Vessel types at Eilean Dòmhnuill as recorded by Brown
It is important to note that the absence of any particular vessel form from
Brown’s catalogue does not imply that that particular form was also absent
from the ceramic repertoire in use during any particular level, but rather that it
was not possible to be certain that any of the vessels identified in any
individual level could be assigned with certainty to that particular vessel type.
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This is particularly important in respect of cups and simple bowls, which by
their nature leave few clearly diagnostic sherds, meaning that they are likely to
be significantly underrepresented in any analysis of vessel forms. Johnson
(2006: 64) noted that the ease of identifying Unstan-type bowls may well have
resulted in an overestimation of the proportion of the assemblage made up of
such vessels at Northton on Harris, and it is important to bear this in mind
when considering the figures at Eilean Dòmhnuill. It should also be taken into
account that over 92% of the sherd groups identified by Brown could not be
linked to specific vessel forms. In this respect, any observations related to
vessel forms through time must remain highly tentative.
With the above caveats in mind it is nevertheless of interest that Brown’s
analysis of vessel forms appears to indicate that Unstan-type bowls are the
most common vessel form in most levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill, and particularly
in levels producing larger numbers of identifiable vessels, while ridged jars are
also represented throughout the occupation at the site. The relative paucity of
identifiable cups and simple bowls has already been considered, and in
addition, it should be noted that it is frequently hard to distinguish necked
bowls from shouldered bowls, shouldered bowls from Unstan-type bowls, and
non-ridged baggy jars from ridged jars when individual vessels are
represented only by small numbers of sherds. However, in levels producing
large quantities of pottery (particularly Levels 5, 6 and 7) necked bowls,
shouldered bowls, non-ridged baggy jars and ridged jars are all well
represented, indicating that all were in use contemporaneously.
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Vessel forms by level
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Figure 5.14
Figure 5.14 shows the relative percentages of the various vessel forms by
level using data compiled during the initial cataloguing of the Eilean Dòmhnuill
assemblage. The very small number of vessels (nineteen) that can be
assigned with confidence to a particular vessel form after Level 5 (i.e. the ‘Late
Levels’) means that, even when combined into a single composite level, the
results for this period of the site’s occupancy should be treated with
circumspection. The same issue also applies to Levels 8 to 11 and earlier
(‘Early Levels’), which between them produced only eighteen vessels of
identifiable form. The difficulty of identifying plain bowls and cups means that
these may be underrepresented in the remaining levels. As a result, the only
conclusion that can be drawn from these figures with a relatively high degree
of certainty is that all vessel forms were in use during the formation of Levels
5, 6 and 7. Relative proportions of vessel types in use cannot be ascertained
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with certainty given the difficulties set out above. This is particularly so for the
early and late levels.
5.7.2 Analysis of probable vessel form as part of the rim analysis
suggests that all of the identified vessel forms were in use throughout all
of the levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill, although confidently quantifying
relative proportions of vessel types is not possible
During the detailed analysis of rim forms undertaken by the author, rim sherds
were linked to vessel forms whenever it was felt that sufficient evidence was
available to do so. This was inevitably a highly provisional process given that
few sherds were large enough to provide completely unambiguous evidence of
the form of the vessels from which they derived. In certain cases vessels were
assigned to general categories such as ‘bowl’ rather than ‘necked bowl’ or
‘simple bowl’. Sufficient data was available, however, to suggest that cups and
simple bowls were most likely deposited throughout the Neolithic occupation at
Eilean Dòmhnuill. Shouldered bowls are also likely to have been deposited
throughout the life of the site, although caution should be exercised given that
numbers of identifiable vessels from the later levels are small. The situation
with respect to necked jars, non-ridged baggy jars and ridged jars is rather
more ambiguous. Brown noted the close association between collared rims
and both of the latter types of jar. Analysis by the author confirmed this, with
58% of the ridged jars identified by Brown being associated with collared rims
(the next most common rim type on these vessels being internally-bevelled
rims at 21%), and 44% of non-ridged baggy jars had collared rims (the next
most common rim types—simple and externally-thickened rims—both
represented at 16% each). Collared rim sherds are very rare after Level 4, as
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indeed are non-ridged baggy jars in Brown’s catalogue and ridged jars in the
author’s analysis, and it is important to bear in mind that the few examples of
both types from the latest levels may have been redeposited. Both Brown and
the current author were able to identify only two certain ridged jars from Levels
3 and later. The presence of apparently non-ridged baggy jars and ambiguous
jar forms does somewhat complicate the picture in these later levels, however,
and sherd numbers from the later levels are small in comparison to Levels 5, 6
and 7. It should also be noted that only one non-ridged baggy jar and three
ridged jars were identified by Brown from before Level 10, and only one ridged
jar by the current author, despite the fact that collared rims were well
represented during the earlier levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill.
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Figure 5.15 Eilean Dòmhnuill vessel types, as classified by the author
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1

A lack of certainty that particular vessel forms were deposited at Eilean
Dòmhnuill in all but the pottery-rich Levels 5 to 7, combined with the difficulties
associated with identifying vessel forms with any degree of certainty, means
that drawing conclusions in respect of changes in such forms throughout the
life of the site on the basis of such observations is fraught with dangers. This
can to a certain extent be controlled for by considering probable vessel forms
associated only with the more secure contexts, although this means that just
fifteen vessels of identifiable form can be associated with Levels 1 to 3
(including unstratified contexts) and only ten to Levels 8 to 11 and earlier,
compared to over 600 from Levels 5, 6 and 7. As such, the somewhat erratic
picture exhibited in Figure 5.16, below, is most likely to be the result of a poor
sample size in the earliest and latest levels at the site.
Probable vessel form by level (secure contexts only)
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Figure 5.16
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5.7.3 Rim forms cannot stand as proxies for vessel forms
Using the original database for the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery as a basis for
analysis meant that it was possible for the present author to consider the
extent to which rim types might act as proxies for vessel forms throughout the
various levels at the site. Although Brown’s rim classification system differs
slightly from that employed during the author’s rim analysis that forms the
basis of this study, the overlap in terms of the most diagnostic rim forms is
sufficient to allow general patterns to be observed. The following tables
summarise the relationships between rim forms and vessel forms using only
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Figure 5.17 Rim forms vs. vessel forms (numbers)
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When considered as a percentage of each vessel form the results are as
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A key finding of the author’s rim analysis was that there appeared to be a
gradual decline in collared rim forms deposited at Eilean Dòmhnuill and a
corresponding increase in everted rims. This is particularly pertinent in respect
of the numbers of non-ridged baggy jars and ridged jars, which respectively
account for 29% and 70% of collared rim forms identified by Nigel Brown on
vessels he considered to be of identifiable form and, if internally bevelled rims
are considered to be a sub-category of everted rims, then they respectively
account for 12% and 22% of rims on these vessels. In particular, the high
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percentage of vessels identified by Brown as being of ridged jar form that are
associated with collared rims would appear to suggest that such vessels are
likely to have made up a smaller part of the assemblage in the later levels at
Eilean Dòmhnuill where such rims are very rare. However, collared rims are
not the only rim forms associated with these vessels, which means that rim
forms alone cannot stand as proxies for vessel form.
5.7.4 Conclusion 2
It is highly likely that all of the vessel forms identified by the author
during the analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage were in use
throughout the life of the site. However, it is not possible to be certain
about the relative contribution of each vessel form to the assemblage
through time.
The difficulty of identifying vessel forms at Eilean Dòmhnuill with a reasonable
level of certainty means that it is hard to be confident that the percentages of
the various types identified during both Brown’s and the current author’s
analyses are truly representative of the relative proportions of each form
deposited at the site during the formation of each of the various levels. The
association of ridged and non-ridged baggy jars with collared rims, combined
with the small numbers of such rim types in the later levels at Eilean
Dòmhnuill, suggests that such vessels may have formed a relatively small
element of the ceramic assemblage during the period when the later levels
were forming. Bevelled and everted rims, however, also occur on such vessels
and these rim forms are more common within the later levels, meaning that rim
forms cannot act as reliable proxies for the presence or absence of non-ridged
baggy jars and ridged jars. During the analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery
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undertaken by the author the presence of body sherds from ridged vessels
was noted in Block 1 (unstratified, probably late, contexts), probably in Block 2
(Level 1), Block 4 (Level 2), Block 5 (Level 3), but not Block 3 (Level 2),
suggesting that non-ridged baggy jars and ridged vessels continued to be
used when the later levels Eilean Dòmhnuill were forming, although their
relative importance cannot be quantified. As such, although their rim forms
may have altered through time, these vessels should be considered an
integral component of the ceramic assemblage at the site throughout its life.
In respect of other vessel forms, cups and simple bowls are represented within
all of the levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill, as are necked jars. Shouldered bowls,
although not always easy to separate from Unstan-type bowls due to
similarities in both form and decorative schemes, also occur throughout the
sequence. Although always a minor type in terms of numbers, shouldered
bowls are well represented in the pottery-rich Levels 5, 6 and 7. Two
shouldered bowl sherds come from pre-Level 7 contexts and only three from
after Level 5 (only one of which was considered to be from a secure context),
to which can be added three more sherds from mixed post-Level 5 contexts
and six from mixed material predating Level 4. This means that shouldered
bowls form less than 1% of the sherds from later contexts, 6% from Levels 5, 6
and 7 and 5.5% of the identifiable vessels from well-stratified contexts in
Levels 8 to 11 and earlier, although the numbers of such vessels in these early
levels is too small to draw firm conclusions regarding the relative importance
of different vessel types in use at this time. The significance of these vessels,
which are often share decorative schemes with Unstan-type bowls, will be
discussed in Chapter 9. Unstan-type bowls themselves are by far the most
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common vessel type identified at Eilean Dòmhnuill and are strongly
represented within all levels. This would support Johnson’s (2006: 64)
suggestion that these vessels were probably the most common type in use at
Northton, possibly representing up to 50% of the assemblage.
The lifespan of individual vessels is likely to have been affected by their use
and robustness. As such, quantifying the relative proportions of the various
vessel forms deposited at Eilean Dòmhnuill may tell us little about how the
assemblage changed through time, as smaller and less robust vessels are
likely to have been replaced on a more regular basis than larger and more
robust ones. In this respect, noting the presence of the various vessel forms in
all of the levels at the site is probably the best that can be achieved at present.
5.8

Decorative Motifs on Rims

As part of the rim analysis decorative schemes (Figure 3.9) and techniques
were recorded under the following headings
1. None visible
2. Diagonally radiating lines (realised as sloping lines on collars)
3. Radiating lines (realised as vertical lines on collars)
4. Short, concentric lines
5. Hurdle motif
6. Stabs
7. Herringbone
8. Bone impressions (one example only)
9. Horizontal lines (on collars only)
10. Opposed sloping lines
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As rims sherds from contexts lacking stratigraphic integrity—and therefore
likely to include large proportions of redeposited material (notably post-Level 1
contexts)—were excluded from this analysis, the sample size was much
reduced. As such, the later levels (Levels 1 to 4) and the earlier levels (Levels
8 to 11) were combined into composite levels, as shown on Figures 5.19, 5.20
and 5.21. Although this reduces the resolution of the analysis it also means
that the distorting effects of a small sample size for these periods is mitigated.
As unusual and particularly elaborate rim sherds will be dealt with in the next
chapter, the following discussion will concern itself with the general patterns
observed during the rim main analysis.
5.8.1 Motifs on collars
Decorative motifs on collars by level
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Motifs on rim collars, which occur on rim types 7, 7.1, 7.2, 6 and 6.1 (Figure
3.7), are illustrated in Figure 5.19. Setting aside rims with no obvious
decoration, which may result from abrasion or other damage as much as from
a deliberate decision on the part of the potter, the dominance of the diagonally
radiating line motif, which appears as sloping lines when applied to collars, is
apparent in all levels. It is often uncertain whether sloping lines form a part of a
larger pattern of opposed sloping lines (i.e. the direction in which the lines
slope alters around the rim’s circumference) unless a reasonable portion of the
rim survives. As such, the apparent absence of opposed sloping lines from the
earliest and latest phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill cannot be taken as a guarantee
that this design was not in use during these phases.
The hurdle motif is only present on collars from contexts predating Level 6,
and no collared rim sherds exhibit this design after this level, even when less
securely stratified contexts are taken into consideration. No hurdle motifs are
known from mixed-level material that can be assigned only generally to the
period covered by Levels 4 to 1. Indeed, only two rim sherds of non-collared
form postdating Level 6 are decorated with a hurdle motif, and, given the
possibility that much material at Eilean Dòmhnuill was redeposited, these are
not, on their own, sufficient to stand as evidence that this design was applied
to rims or collars after Level 6. Only one non-Unstan-type vessel predating
Level 7 bears a hurdle motif.
5.8.2 Motifs on bevels
Even more so than with collared rims, radiating lines—and particularly
diagonally radiating lines—are overwhelmingly the most common motif on rim
bevels in all of the levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Figure 5.20). As only two
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decorated bevelled-rim sherds from securely stratified contexts are associated
with the earliest levels the results from these levels should be disregarded.
The same issue means that the data from Levels 1 to 4 is also unreliable.
Short, concentric lines occur on only eight well-stratified bevelled-rim sherds,
four of them from Level 5, while the two opposed sloping line sherds from
Level 5 are best considered as a variant of the radiating line motif.
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Figure 5.20
5.8.3 Motifs on flat-topped rims
Rims with flat tops (mainly from flattened/externally-thickened rims of form 4.1)
exhibit greater decorative variety than bevelled rims, although the radiating
and diagonally radiating line motifs are still by far the most common designs
found on sherds of this type (Figure 5.21). Short concentric lines occur on
small numbers of flat-topped sherds (nine in all) between Levels 7 and 2, while
the hurdle motif appears to be a feature of the earliest phases, as noted for
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collared rims. Herringbone patterns, found on only two well-stratified collared
rim sherds and on no well-stratified bevelled sherds, occur on ten flat-topped
sherds throughout the life of the site.
Decorative motifs on Llat tops by level
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It should be noted that it was not always easy to decide whether a rim sherd
should be considered to be flat-topped or collared as there are a number of
ambiguous examples. This issue, however, affects only a minority of such
sherds.
5.8.4

Conclusion 3

Decoration on rim sherds at Eilean Dòmhnuill is indicative of a high
degree of stylistic conservatism
The details of changing decorative motifs on rim sherds has been discussed
above. The overall pattern, set out in Figure 5.22 recapitulates the dominance
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of the radiating and diagonally radiating line motifs throughout all phases at
Eilean Dòmhnuill.
Decorative motifs on all well-stratiLied rims by level
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Figure 5.22
Other motifs are represented in smaller numbers insufficient to allow for the
discernment of any clear patterns, with the exception of the hurdle motif, which
seems to be a feature of the earliest levels (Levels 11 to 7). This indication is,
though, based on the presence on just four collared rims from contexts
associated with these levels. However, the presence of one or two sherds
from later levels that bear this motif means that this conclusion remains highly
provisional. It is perhaps significant that only one body-sherd from Level 4 or
later bears a hurdle motif.
It is of interest that there is no compelling evidence for significant change
through time in the decorative schemes utilised at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Given
that the site was occupied for the best part of a millennium this is a striking
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conclusion and its significance will be considered further below, as will the
relationships between the decoration noted at Eilean Dòmhnuill and that
recorded at other contemporary sites. At this point, however, it is sufficient to
note the striking conservatism implied by such a lack of change.
5.9

Body Decoration

During the statistical analysis of rim sherds conducted by the author,
decoration on vessel bodies (excluding Unstan-type bowls) was recorded
when rim sherds were large enough to provide sufficient evidence for
decoration applied lower down on the vessel body. Nineteen patterns were
identified, although for clarity these have been combined into the thirteen
more-inclusive categories shown in Figure 5.23. Although non-rim sherds were
examined during the analysis, quantification of decorative schemes on such
sherds was not undertaken (though see Section 5.9.1). It should be noted that
the absence of a particular form of decoration from any individual level does
not imply that such decoration was definitely absent during the period in which
contexts associated with that level were forming. In addition, unless otherwise
mentioned, the following analysis excludes sherds from contexts considered
likely to contain large proportions of redeposited material. One consequence
of this is that the numbers of reliably stratified sherds from the earliest and
latest levels of the site’s occupation were insufficient to allow a reliable picture
of the decorative schemes in use during the formation of these levels to be
built up and, as a result, Levels 8, 9, 10 and 11, and the early underwater
contexts have been combined into a single level, as have Levels 1, 2 and 3,
and the late unstratified contexts, thereby increasing the likelihood that these
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will better reflect the relative proportions of the various designs in use during
the earlier and later periods.
5.9.1 Decorative motifs by level

Decoration on vessel bodies by level
100.00%
13: Stacks of short horizontal
lines
12: Unstan-style decoration
11: Opposed sloping lines

80.00%

10: Nested curving lines
9: Horizontal bands of short
lines
60.00%

8: Banded stabs
7: Stab and drag
6: Hurdle motif

40.00%
5: Herringbone
4: Random lines (various)
3: Vertical lines

20.00%

2: Horizontal lines
1: Diagonal lines
0.00%
Early Level 7 Level 6 Level 5 Level 4 Late
Levels
Levels

0: Blank

Figure 5.23
As with rim sherds, diagonal lines predominate as the main decorative scheme
on vessel bodies throughout all levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill. It is highly likely
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that many of the diagonal line motifs recorded during the analysis constituted
parts of herringbone patterns or opposed sloping line motifs. When this is
taken into consideration, the low proportions of sherds decorated with diagonal
lines in the earliest and latest levels becomes less striking.
No clear diachronic changes can be seen amongst the designs on body
sherds at Eilean Dòmhnuill with the exception of non-Unstan-type vessels
exhibiting Unstan-style decoration (primarily horizontal grooves over vertical or
diagonal lines) and the proportions and numbers of sherds bearing hurdle
motifs. Twenty-two body sherds decorated with hurdle motifs were recorded
from Level 5 and earlier, but only one from Level 4 or later. This mirrors the
situation observed with rims, where the hurdle motif was also seen to be
primarily associated with the earlier levels; in this latter case Level 7 and
earlier, albeit in small numbers (just four sherds from non-Unstan-type
vessels). It is of interest that the most common Unstan-style decorative motif—
sloping or vertical lines below horizontal lines—occurs on vessels not
otherwise of Unstan form. No non-Unstan-type bowls were observed with such
decoration from contexts postdating Level 5, however, even when less
stratigraphically secure contexts were taken into consideration. Of the thirtyseven non-Unstan-type pots exhibiting Unstan-style decorative schemes that
were recorded from Level 5 and earlier the overwhelming majority (nearly
73%) are shouldered bowls of type 2.3. Most of the remainder (13.5%) are
necked bowls (type 2.2), a form that overlaps with shouldered bowls. On
vessels of the former type the Unstan-style decoration occurs above the
shoulder, although unlike Unstan-type bowls themselves, other decorative
schemes may be visible below the shoulder, perhaps due to the higher
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visibility of the sub-carination zone on the deeper shouldered vessels in
comparison to shallow Unstan-type bowls.
A number of sherds exhibit more than one decorative motif. This was only
quantified when noted on sherds examined as part of the rim analysis, and
numbers were insufficient to draw conclusions in respect of how such
combinations may have changed through time. Most combinations of designs
occurred only once: two sherds combined horizontal and vertical lines, three
combined hurdle patterns and opposed sloping lines, and a further three
combined diagonal and horizontal lines. Diagonal and vertical lines occurred
together on nine sherds. No clear correlations were noted between probable
vessel form and particular combinations of designs with the possible exception
of shouldered bowls (vessel form 2.3), which, as noted above, often bear
Unstan-style decoration confined to the region above the vessel shoulder.
Three vessels of this form combined the Unstan-style decoration with a
secondary motif below the shoulder; one with the very uncommon nested arc
motif, the remaining two with vertical columns of stacked short horizontal lines.
The remaining shouldered bowl combining two motifs was decorated with a
hurdle motif (also found on Unstan-type bowls) above the shoulder and with
horizontal lines below. None of these vessels came from contexts postdating
Level 5.
Following the analysis described above a second analysis of decorative motifs
was undertaken by the author using data compiled during the initial postexcavation processing of the assemblage (Figure 5.24). Although the motif
categories differed slightly from those used during the rim analysis, and make
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use of data from body sherds as well as rim sherds, the same general pattern
is revealed, with sloping (diagonal) lines predominating.

Decorative motifs by Level
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Cross hatch
80.00%
Opposed curved lines
Lines of stab-and-drag
Horizontal lines with stabs or
stab-and-drag

60.00%

Banded stabs
Regular short horizontal lines
Irregular short horizontal
lines

40.00%

Row of short vertical lines
Hurdle pattern
Vertical Lines

20.00%

Horizontal lines
Opposed sloping lines
Sloping lines

0.00%

Herringbone
Early
Levels

Level 7 Level 6 Level 5

Figure 5.24
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The general decline in the use of hurdle motifs is more marked in the second
analysis, but presents itself as a gradual process, not as the result of a sudden
change in decorative schemes. This is of interest as such gradual change in
preferred motifs is seldom visible in smaller assemblages or assemblages
from much shorter-lived sites.
5.9.2 Conclusion 4
Decoration on vessel bodies at Eilean Dòmhnuill exhibits the same
conservatism previously noted for decoration on rims
The results of the analyses set out above can provide only an incomplete
picture of decorative schemes applied to pot bodies at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Their
quantitative nature, however, is useful in that it allows change through time to
be considered objectively. With the exception of hurdle motifs and Unstanstyle decoration on shouldered bowls, which appear to be primarily (though
perhaps not exclusively) features of the earlier levels (pre-Level 5), there is no
obvious development in respect of the designs on pot bodies at Eilean
Dòmhnuill. Simple diagonal lines, often forming elements of herringbone or
opposed sloping line motifs, predominate throughout all levels of the site.
These are usually arranged in bands around the vessel bodies and may form
multiple bands on larger vessels such as bag-shaped and ridged jars.
Although unusual and complex designs will be considered later, as will the
broader pottery assemblages associated with individual levels, this conclusion
once again underlines the apparently highly conservative nature of the Eilean
Dòmhnuill assemblage over a period of several hundred years.
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5.10

Vessel size

It was not possible to be certain of the precise form of many of the vessels
considered during the rim analysis. However, 863 rim sherds were large
enough to indicate the form of the vessel from which they derived with a
reasonable degree of certainty. Using rim diameter as a measure of size
variation through time within individual vessel categories and, with
qualifications, between the different categories of vessel, the following section
provides an overview of the results of this aspect of the analysis undertaken
by the author.
5.10.1 Unstan-type bowls
Unstan-type bowl rim diameters
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20%
10%
0%
6-10cm

11-15cm

16-20cm

21-25cm

26-30cm

Figure 5.25
Rim diameter was measured for all Unstan-type bowl sherds considered as
part of the analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage. Figure 5.25 indicates
that the great majority of Unstan-type bowls (83%) lie between 11cm and
20cm in diameter, with an average diameter of 18.6cm. Unstan-type bowls are
characterised by their shallow profiles, meaning that most would have had a
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capacity of up to a litre or so, with vessels over 20cm in diameter probably
holding more. An assessment by the author of the capacity of an Unstan-type
bowl recently found in Loch Mor, Lewis, indicates that it could have held up to
800ml.
The formal regularity of these vessels suggests that rim diameter is likely to
provide a reliable indication of changes in vessel size through time. The small
number of rim sherds from Unstan-type bowls postdating Level 5 (seven
sherds) and before Level 7 (six sherds) means that it is hard to be certain
about changes in the size of Unstan-type bowls during the period of formation
of these levels individually. As a result, they have been combined into two
mixed levels for the purposes of analysing diachronic development in vessel
size. Figure 5.26 indicates that average diameters, although fluctuating slightly
between 17.6cm and 22.4cm, do not show any dramatic change through time.
Decorative schemes on Unstan-type bowls are considered elsewhere;
however, formally and in terms of size, they form a cohesive and littlechanging category of vessel throughout the life of Eilean Dòmhnuill.
Unstan-type bowl average diameters by level

Diameter in centimetres

25
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5
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Early Levels

Level 7
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Figure 5.26
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Level 5

Late Levels

5.10.2 Cups
Cups are found throughout all levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Differentiating cups
from simple bowls is somewhat subjective, and a loose definition has been
employed in this study (see Section 3.2.9). At Eilean Dòmhnuill, the average
diameter of rim sherds that were identified as coming from cups was 11.3cm.
However, as size is the main defining characteristic of cups, little or no change
should be expected through time and, consequently, Figure 5.27 records only
the size rage noted for these vessels over the whole of the occupation period
at Eilean Dòmhnuill.
Average rim diameter: cups (all levels)
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Figure 5.27
5.10.3 Undifferentiated bowls and jars
The hierarchical chaîne opératoire approach taken to vessel classification in
this study means that a number of vessels were recorded as belonging to
higher-level categories when their precise form could not be ascertained with
certainty. Such was the case with a number of jar or bowl sherds (Figure 5.28)
The average rim size amongst these vessels was 18.4cm, varying by only
1.1cm between Level 7 and the post-Level 5 contexts. As a result of their
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imprecise form such vessels cannot contribute greatly to our understanding of
diachronic changes in the sizes of the various individual vessel, and will be
recorded here only by way of comparison with more diagnostic material. As
only one measurable sherd was found from pre-Level 7 contexts these levels
have not been included in Figure 5.28.

Diameter in centimetres

Average rim diameters by level: undifferentiated
bowls/jars
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18.8
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18.2
18
17.8
17.6
17.4
17.2
17
Level 7

Level 6
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Post-Level 5

Figure 5.28
5.10.4 Simple Bowls
Simple bowls by their nature do not lend themselves to classification, and little
diachronic variation can be noticed in the average size of simple bowls at
Eilean Dòmhnuill, as implied by rim diameters shown in Figure 5.29. The
average rim diameter for simple bowls at Eilean Dòmhnuill is 15.9cm, and the
unimodal spread of rim sizes shown in Figure 5.30 suggests that such vessels
should not be divided into sub-categories on the basis of size. It should be
noted that no measurable simple bowl rim sherds were recorded from contexts
dating to before Level 7.
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Average rim diameters by level: simple bowls
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Figure 5.29

Average rim diameters: simple bowls (all levels)
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Figure 5.30
5.10.5 Necked bowls/jars
Rim sherds from necked bowls and necked jars at Eilean Dòmhnuill average
15.7cm in diameter. As with previously observed vessel types, these vary little
in rim diameter throughout the various levels (Figure 5.31). Rim sizes present
a unimodal distribution (Figure 5.32), which suggests that such vessels cannot
be broken down into sub-categories on the basis of size.
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Average rim diameters by level: necked bowls/jars
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Figure 5.31
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Figure 5.32
5.10.6 Shouldered bowls
Shouldered bowl rim sherds at Eilean Dòmhnuill average 16.4cm in diameter,
and although Figure 5.33 hints at a slight decrease in rim diameters through
time the small number of measurable rim sherds (just one) after Level 5
means that this cannot be concluded with any degree of certainty. Once again,
the unimodal distribution of rim diameters (Figure 5.34) provides no support for
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the idea that such vessels can be divided into sub-categories on the basis of
size.

Average rim diameters by phase: shouldered bowls
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Figure 5.33
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Figure 5.34
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5.10.7 Undifferentiated baggy jars
Baggy vessels include both ridged and non-ridged variants. It was not always
easy to assign sherds to one or other of these categories and so a higher-level
category of ‘undifferentiated baggy jar’ was utilised. The results of the analysis
of rim diameters for such vessels are set out in Figure 5.35.

Average rim diameters by level: undifferentiated
baggy jars
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Figure 5.35
Rim sherds from undifferentiated baggy jars average 18.8cm in diameter, and
Figure 5.35 would appear to imply that this varies somewhat erratically
through time. However, as this category of vessel is, by its nature, poorly
defined, little in the way of firm conclusions may be drawn from this. Figure
5.36 shows that rim diameters for undifferentiated baggy jars tend to be
somewhat greater than those of other vessel types. This, combined with the
deep and ovoid form of such vessels, suggests that these jars form a category
that is distinct from the smaller bowl forms. The size distribution is unimodal,
also supporting the idea that we are dealing with a single category of vessel.
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Average rim diameters: undifferentiated baggy
jars (all levels)
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Figure 5.36
5.10.8 Non-ridged baggy jars
Average rim diameter by level: non-ridged baggy
jars
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Figure 5.37
Rim sherds from baggy jars of non-ridged form average 19.1cm in diameter,
very slightly less than ridged jar rim sherds at 19.75cm. There is little variation
through time (Figure 5.37): the greater average diameter of rim sherds from
post-Level 5 contexts is possibly skewed by a small sample size (three) and
cannot be considered reliable. No measurable sherds were identified from pre-
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Level 7 contexts. A unimodal distribution parallels that seen in undifferentiated
baggy jars and suggests, in combination with their deep form, that these
vessels were notably larger in capacity than bowl forms (Figure 5.38).

Average rim diameter: non-ridged baggy jars (all
levels)
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Figure 5.38
5.10.9 Ridged baggy jars
Average rim diameter by level: ridged jars
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Figure 5.39
Ridged jar rim sherds average 19.7cm in diameter. Only two measurable rim
sherds from positively identified ridged jars were recorded from contexts pre-
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dating Level 7, meaning that the apparent slightly raised average diameter for
these early levels needs to be treated with caution (Figure 5.39). Average rim
diameters for Levels 7 and later are all within 1.2cm of each other. Ridged jars
rim sherds exhibit the same unimodal diameter distribution noted for nonridged baggy jars and undifferentiated baggy jars, supporting the idea that
these vessels, together with the non-ridged jar forms, form a distinct vessel
category (Figure 5.40).
Average rim diameter: Ridged Jars (all levels)
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Figure 5.40
5.10.10

Conclusion 5

Using rim sherd diameters as proxies for probable vessel size suggests
that there was very little variation in the size of pots within individual
categories throughout the life of Eilean Dòmhnuill. When body form is
also taken into consideration, jar forms are notably larger than bowl
forms
Figure 5.41 shows the variation in average diameter for rim sherds by vessel
types at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Rim sherds from jar forms, both ridged and nonridged, are on average of greater diameter than those from bowl forms, while
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there is little difference in average diameter between rim sherds from the
various bowl forms or jar forms themselves. The greater depth of jars in
comparison to bowls, inherent in the classification of these vessels, means
that the difference in average size and capacity between the bowl and jar
categories will be further exaggerated. Unstan-type bowls fall between other
bowl forms and jars in average rim diameter, but their shallow form means that
their capacity will be closer to that of other bowl forms than to that of ridged or
non-ridged baggy jars.

Average diameter by vessel type
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Figure 5.41
No good evidence was found for change in average rim diameter for any of the
vessel forms considered in this analysis. If rim diameter is taken as a proxy for
vessel size within any particular vessel form then this implies extreme
conservatism either in manufacturing technique, the nature of normative
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conceptions of vessel size, or both. The reasons behind such conservatism
will be considered later. At this point, however, it will be sufficient to note that
the lack of change observed in other formal and decorative aspects of the
Eilean Dòmhnuill ceramic assemblage is reflected in the absence of
substantial change in rim diameters.
5.11

Decorative schemes on Unstan-type bowls

As unusual, ambiguous and complex decorative schemes on Unstan-type
bowls will be discussed in the Chapter 6, the following discussion will
summarise variation within the most common decorative schemes used on the
distinctive Unstan-type bowls found throughout the life of Eilean Dòmhnuill.
Ten main decorative schemes were identified on Unstan-type bowls. These
were:
1. Horizontal lines above sloping lines
1.1. Horizontal lines above lines leaning to the left
1.2. Horizontal lines above lines sloping to the right
1.3. Horizontal lines above vertical lines
1.4. Horizontal lines above opposed sloping lines
1.5. Horizontal lines above an incised herringbone pattern
2. Hurdle pattern
2.1. Hurdle pattern below horizontal lines
3. Horizontal lines only
4. Sloping lines only
Figure 5.42 shows the total numbers of rim sherds excavated at Eilean
Dòmhnuill bearing each of the decorative schemes. Scheme 1 includes all rim
sherds with horizontal lines over sloping lines where the direction of slope is
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uncertain. As such, most Scheme 1 sherds would derive from vessels with
decorative schemes belonging to one of its various sub-divisions (1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
1.4 or 1.5), although which sub-division cannot be ascertained with certainty.
As Unstan-type bowls at Eilean Dòmhnuill are remarkably homogenous in size
and form, the proportions of rim sherds bearing the various designs are likely
to be genuinely representative of the relative proportion of vessels decorated
with these motifs that were deposited during each of the phases at the site.

Decorative schemes on Unstan-type bowls
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3
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Decorative scheme

Figure 5.42
Figure 5.43 shows the proportion of rim sherds from each level that bear each
of the various decorative schemes. The high percentage of sherds decorated
with Scheme 1.1 from the earlier levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill largely results
from the fact that it was possible to assign all of the small number of Scheme 1
sherds (eight) from contexts within this phase to one or other of the subcategories 1.1–1.5. After Level 8 the pattern is more convincingly likely to be
representative of the proportion of such schemes in use during the formation
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of each of the successive levels. Scheme 1 predominates in all levels and,
where discernable, Scheme 1.2 is the most common variant, with 1.1 and 1.3
also widespread. It is hard to be certain why Scheme 1.2 should be more
common than Scheme 1.1 or to know if this carried any significance;
handedness of the potters could be one suggestion. Although Scheme 1.4
would initially appear to be a less common design on Unstan-type vessels at
Eilean Dòmhnuill, many of the sherds with decoration of Schemes 1, 1.1 and
1.2 may well have derived from vessels bearing Scheme 1.4 decoration. In
most cases it is not possible to be certain that a motif where lines slope to the
left does not come from a vessel where the direction of slope altered around
the collar. For this reason it is best to regard all of the sherds decorated with
variants of Scheme 1 as belonging to a single schematic category within which
minor variations occur.
The very small numbers of sherds decorated with other motifs demonstrates,
once again, the highly conservative nature of the pottery at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

Diachronic variation in schemes used to decorate Unstantype bowl collars by level
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Figure 5.44 shows the proportions of rim sherds bearing each of the various
decorative schemes from Unstan-type bowls from contexts that could be
assigned only broadly to levels that pre-dated or post-dated the major
inundation event separating Levels 4 and 5 at Eilean Dòmhnuill. The patterns
observed within the material set out in Figure 5.43 are largely repeated within
these data and once again draw attention to the apparent lack of change in the
assemblage over several centuries.

Decorative schemes used on Unstan-type bowls from
undifferentiated pre- and post-inundation phases
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Figure 5.44
5.11.1 Conclusion 6
Although forming a distinctive category of vessels within the Hebridean
ceramic tradition, Unstan-type bowls exhibit the same decorative
conservatism observed amongst other categories of vessel
Decorative schemes on Unstan-type bowls do not change significantly through
the life of the settlement at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Simple variations on the theme
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of horizontal lines over vertical or sloping lines predominate in all levels. The
high quality of these vessels demonstrates considerable skill on the part of the
potters, yet innovation in respect of vessel form and decoration does not
appear to have been considered desirable or appropriate. The reasons for this
will be discussed further later in the study.
5.12

Vessel Forms and Rim Types

Although correlations between rim types and vessel forms were discussed by
Brown in his initial report on the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage (Brown n.d.)
these were not quantified, and possible changes through time were not
considered. The following section will review the evidence for correlation
between rim and vessel types at Eilean Dòmhnuill as a whole as well as by
phase with a view to ascertaining if any variation is apparent.
Unambiguous evidence of overall vessel form was not provided by all of the
rim sherds examined by the author, and the following discussion is largely
predicated on the assumption that the relative proportions of the different
vessel forms at Eilean Dòmhnuill are genuinely reflected by the sub-set of
those rims that were considered to be significantly diagnostic to be used as
the basis of the following analysis.
5.12.1 Cups
Figure 5.45 shows the main rim forms found on cups. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
given the simple nature of this vessel form, simple rims account for 75% of the
rim sherds from cups at Eilean Dòmhnuill, with unbevelled everted rims the
second most common form at 5.2%, mostly concentrated in within Level 5. As
with previous analyses, small sherd numbers mean that results from earlier
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and later phases need to be treated with circumspection. The small numbers
of other rim forms associated with this vessel type mean that no clear change
is evident through time at Eilean Dòmhnuill, as might be expected from a
category of vessel that is largely defined by its simplicity.

Rim types on cups by level
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Figure 5.45
5.12.2 Simple bowls
In contrast to rim forms associated with cups, those associated with simple
bowls do indicate possible change through time, albeit subtle in nature (Figure
5.46). With the caveat that only a small number of rim sherds (six) from
unambiguous simple bowls were found in securely stratified contexts dating to
after Level 5, there would appear to be a decline in simple rims and an
increase in everted and flanged forms, particularly everted rims with bevels.
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Although this is in itself not statistically viable, the increase in the latter form
has already been noted for the assemblage as a whole, suggesting that the
situation with simple bowls may reflect more general stylistic changes through
time. There is no clear formal division between externally-thickened/flat-topped
rims and collared rims, and deciding in which category to place particular
sherds is often somewhat subjective. It is therefore of interest that there is also
a marked decline in the number of both rim forms convincingly associated with
simple bowl forms after Level 6. In addition, there are no flat-topped or
collared rim sherds associated with unambiguous simple bowls from contexts
that are only broadly assignable to the later phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

Rim forms on simple bowls by phase
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Figure 5.46
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Later
Levels

Given the decline in the proportion of simple rims associated with simple bowls
it is of interest that the most common everted rim form in the earlier phases at
the site is unbevelled and undecorated, a style that could itself be considered
to be a variant on the simple rim. This would suggest that we are seeing a
general increase in the proportion of everted and bevelled rims on simple
bowls at the expense of all other rim forms except for the closely related
flanged rims.
5.12.3 Necked bowls
Rim types on necked bowls
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Figure 5.47
Simple and unbevelled everted rim sherds predominate amongst those that
could be confidently associated with vessels most probably of necked bowl
form at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Figure 5.47). Unfortunately, insufficient rim sherd
numbers from the earlier and later levels that could be confidently associated
with necked bowls meant that it was not possible to ascertain any clear
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change through time in rims associated with this vessel form. However, the
appearance of bevelled rims on necked bowls in Level 5 is in keeping with the
pattern previously noted for cups and simple bowls.
5.12.4 Shouldered bowls
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Figure 5.48
The small number of rim sherds that could be securely associated with
shouldered bowls in the earlier and later phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill meant
that it was not possible to quantify changes through time in the type of rims
found on these vessels, although it is possible that everted rims were
increasingly employed on these vessels during the formation of the Level 6
and 5 contexts (Figure 5.48). Overall, however, the overwhelming majority of
such vessels have rims of simple form. Everted rims, where noted, are of the
simplest—undecorated and unbevelled—variant. It should be noted that it is
occasionally hard to differentiate shouldered bowl sherds from Unstan-type
bowl sherds, and the two vessel types may indeed not have formed entirely
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distinct categories in the past. However, this does not significantly undermine
the overall association between simple rim forms and shouldered bowls at
Eilean Dòmhnuill.
5.12.5 Baggy jars
Shape, size and decoration together suggest that baggy jars form a distinct
category of vessel in Neolithic assemblages in the Western Isles. The chaîne
opératoire approach to classification adopted in this study, and explained in
Sections 3.2.8 and 3.2.9, means that both ridged and non-ridged baggy
vessels are considered to represent variants on a more general ‘baggy’ theme,
and vessels were categorised as belonging to one or other of these two
categories, or as undifferentiated baggy jars if insufficient diagnostic evidence
was available during analysis to be certain of the precise vessel form. Some
vessels present evidence of having had just one or two ridges and, as such,
fall between these two main categories. More than illuminating any possible
original categorisation process, however, this simply draws attention to the
essentially subjective and contingent aspects of the categorisation process
itself.
Amongst the non-ridged baggy jars two rim forms predominate: externally
thickened rims, usually with flattened and decorated tops, and collared rims.
Everted rims of both bevelled and un-bevelled form may, however, be more
common than is suggested by Figure 5.49, as this rim form often occurs on
necked bowls, which are not always easy to differentiate from baggy jars when
only rim sherds are available. In-turned rims present similar issues, as some
collared rims are of slightly in-turned form. There is a continuum between flattopped and collared rim forms and, although most rim sherds were fairly
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straightforward to categorise, it may be that the two rim forms were regarded
as variations on a theme by the majority of potters at Eilean Dòmhnuill.
Indeed, decoration on both forms usually comprises the same diagonally
incised lines. Unfortunately, as with other rim forms, a paucity of sherds from
earlier and later levels at the site means that any long-term changes in the
type of rims associated with these vessels cannot be ascertained with any
degree of confidence, and the earlier and later levels have in consequence
been omitted from Figures 5.49, 5.50 and 5.51.
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Figure 5.49
5.12.6 Ridged jars
As with non-ridged baggy jars, collared rims predominate on ridged vessels,
although collared rims on ridged jars show a decline in Level 5, and such rims
are also rare on other vessel forms after this stage (Figure 5.50). Ridged jars
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from secure contexts are also rare within the later levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill
(although precise quantification was not possible at the time of analysis) and it
is possible that the decline in collared rims largely equates to, and perhaps
results from, the decline in ridged jars. However, as it will be argued elsewhere
that the occupation of Eilean Dòmhnuill did not extend greatly beyond the
Level 4/5 inundation event, this relative paucity of evidence should be viewed
with circumspection.
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Figure 5.50
When the evidence from rim sherds associated with undifferentiated baggy
jars is considered (Figure 5.51) the patterns previously noted for the ridged
and non-ridged baggy vessels is essentially reiterated, with collared and
externally-thickened/flat-topped and related rim forms the most commonly
employed on these vessels.
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Figure 5.51
5.12.7 Conclusion 7
Although changes in rim forms associated with some vessel types do
occur at Eilean Dòmhnuill, such changes are subtle and do not greatly
affect the temporal integrity of the assemblage as a whole
Cups at Eilean Dòmhnuill are overwhelmingly associated with simple rim
forms, a pattern that does not change significantly with time. Simple bowls,
however, would appear to show a change from a primary association with
simple rims, simpler versions of everted rims and externally-thickened/flattopped forms to everted rims with bevels and the associated flanged rim form.
Insufficient data means that that there is no good reason to argue for any
change in rim forms preferred on necked bowls, which are predominantly
simple or of the simpler everted forms, and the association between
shouldered bowls and simple rims is also strong in all levels, with everted rims
showing some evidence of increased use on these vessels during the
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formation of the Level 6 and 5 contexts. The more elaborate rims, particularly
the collared and flat-topped/externally-thickened forms, are mainly associated
with the distinctive baggy vessels of both ridged and non-ridged varieties.
Although there is a possibility that the decline in collared rims noted for the
assemblage as a whole may be due to a decline in such vessels in the later
phases of occupation at Eilean Dòmhnuill, the evidence for such a decline is
limited by the difficulty of quantifying the number of such vessels in the later
phases and the small number of collared sherds from secure contexts after
Level 5.
Unambiguous changes in vessel and rim forms are hard to spot at Eilean
Dòmhnuill, and it may be that searching for such clear changes may be a
fruitless exercise. The long period of occupation on the islet means that slow
changes in vessel styles may be more visible here than at shorter-lived sites,
although this is only really illuminated by changes in the relative proportions of
various forms rather than by their absolute presence or absence. At this stage,
however, it is at least possible to be fairly confident that certain rim forms
demonstrate clear associations with certain vessel forms, even if such
associations do not obviously change with time.
5.13

Rim decoration techniques by level

A number of techniques were used to produce the decorative motifs found on
pot rims and bodies at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Figure 5.52) but, amongst these,
incision is by far the most common, being used to produce 60% of the rim
motifs recorded as part of the author’s rim survey. Undecorated rims made up
another 38%, meaning that less than 2% of the motifs were produced by other
techniques including stabs, and cord and fingernail impressions. Of the incised
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motifs 9.7% were distinctively shallow and broad and 5.4% narrow and deep,
the remainder falling between these two categories.
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Figure 5.52
In all levels between 67.3% and 46.2% of decorated sherds are incised. In
Level 7 undecorated rim sherds form 53.3% of the total, but the great majority
of the decorated sherds from this level are incised. The number of sherds
decorated by techniques other than incision is below 0.5%. Cord impressions
occur on one Unstan-type bowl from Level 5 (Figure 6.3) and fingernail
impressions appear to be restricted to the final levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill
where they occur on eight sherds: less than 1% of the total number of
decorated sherds from these levels. In no level does stabbing occur on more
than 1.15% of the sherds although it is only completely absent from the
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earliest levels. One sherd from the early levels (Figure 6.8) was classed as
‘grooved’ rather than incised, on account of the unusually deep and heavy
nature of its decoration.
Secondary rim decoration techniques were recorded separately (Figures 5.53
and 5.54). Two categories were employed: slipping and burnishing/smoothing
(post-depositional damage means that it was often not possible to distinguish
between burnishing and smoothing). Slipping and smoothing/burnishing were
not quantified for Unstan-type bowls, although it should be noted that these
are frequently smooth and well made.

Slipped rims
Simple
Everted
Everted with bevel
Flat-topped/externallythickened
T-shaped
In-turned
Collared
Flanged

Figure 5.53
Although slipping and smoothing/burnishing were recorded on all of the main
rim types, the techniques were most commonly noted on decorated rims of
bevelled, flat-topped or collared form, and on collared rims in particular. This
cannot be explained by the numbers of ridged and non-ridged baggy jars
present (the two vessel forms most commonly associated with collared rims)
as in no level do these form a majority of the vessels identified, and in addition
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collared rims are not the only rim form found on these vessels. Instead, it
would appear more reasonable to suggest that it is most likely that
smoothing/burnishing and slipping were used to enhance the decorative motifs
employed on the decorated rim types.

Smoothed/burnished rims
Simple
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Collared

Figure 5.54
5.13.1 Conclusion 8
Decorative

techniques

at

Eilean

Dòmhnuill

are

overwhelmingly

dominated by incision
Unusual decoration will be considered in the following chapter; at this point it
will be sufficient to note the dominance of a single decorative technique,
incision, throughout the life of the settlement. Decoration varies greatly in
quality from vessel to vessel, although tending to be of a consistently higher
quality on Unstan-type bowls, but innovation outside of the conventional
incised ornament is severely limited on vessels of all types, once again
emphasising the extremely conservative nature of the assemblage across
several hundred years.
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5.14

Body decoration and vessel form

Following the analysis of decorative motifs on vessel bodies through time, the
relationship between vessel form and decoration was considered in order to
ascertain if any statistical correlation existed between particular vessel types
and the type of decoration applied. The presence or absence of different
decorative schemes visible below the rim on sherds recorded as part of the
rim analysis was recorded and provides the basis of the following review.
Undecorated sherds were not included as part of this analysis as it was
considered that the absence of decoration on any particular sherd was
insufficient evidence that the vessel from which the sherd derived was entirely
undecorated.
5.14.1 Cups
Although most cups appear to be undecorated it was not possible to quantify
the ratio of undecorated to decorated vessels. Of the decorated sherds
considered to come from cups, diagonal, horizontal and vertical lines are the
primary decorative motifs on over three-quarters of the total, the remainder
being made up of small numbers of sherds with other motifs (Figure 5.55). No
notable variation in this pattern over time could be ascertained. Although it
was not possible to quantify the proportions it appeared that unconventional
decorative schemes were more likely to occur on cups than on larger vessels
of more elaborate forms.
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Figure 5.55
5.14.2 Undifferentiated bowls (bowls of uncertain form)
Individual bowl forms will be considered below. Decorative schemes on sherds
from bowls of uncertain form are, however, dominated by simple diagonal
(often as part of an opposed sloping line pattern), horizontal, vertical and
herringbone motifs (Figure 5.56). As with cups, these vessels are not marked
out by a particular decorative motif or scheme and decoration does not show
evidence of change through time.
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Figure 5.56
5.14.3 Simple bowls

Simple bowls
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Figure 5.57
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Vertical lines

Decoration on simple bowls is also dominated by simple designs formed from
diagonal (often as part of a herringbone pattern), vertical and horizontal lines
(Figure 5.57). As with cups, no change is apparent in decoration on this vessel
type through time.
5.14.4 Necked bowls
The decorative motifs found on cups and simple bowls are repeated on
necked bowls (Figure 5.58). Once again it is the simple motifs that
predominate, although Unstan-style motifs occur on necked bowls from Level
7 (three sherds) and Level 5 (two sherds) and hurdle motifs in Level 7 (two
sherds). It is possible, and perhaps probable, that many of the sherds bearing
horizontal and vertical lines also came from vessels decorated with hurdle
motifs. Beyond these few examples, however, no obvious variation through
time could be identified.
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Figure 5.58
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5.14.5 Shouldered bowls
Although, once again, there is no good evidence of change through time in the
decorative schemes associated with shouldered bowls, this vessel form
presents a contrast to other vessel forms in that the primary decorative motif
comprises horizontal lines over sloping or vertical lines, described here as
‘Unstan-style motifs’ due to the very strong association between this form of
decoration and Unstan-type bowls (Figure 5.59). When it is considered that
sherds retaining only evidence for horizontal lines (and possibly hurdle motifs)
may originally have formed parts of vessels with such decoration then the
decorative schemes associated with this vessel type suggest that there may
well be a significant link between the two vessel types. This issue will be
considered further in Chapter 9.
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Figure 5.59
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5.14.6 Baggy jars
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Figure 5.60
There is little difference between the patterns observed in respect of
decorative schemes and motifs applied to baggy jars of undifferentiated and
non-ridged form (Figures 5.60 and 5.61). As the former includes examples of
ridged and un-ridged vessels in an uncertain ratio only the clearly non-ridged
and ridged forms will be considered here. In all levels diagonal lines—often
seen to form part of a herringbone or opposed sloping lines pattern—
predominate on jars. Horizontal and vertical lines, occasionally seen to form
hurdle motifs, are not present on such vessels postdating Level 5, although
the number of rim sherds also showing evidence for body decoration that
could be firmly associated with individual vessel types, and from contexts postdating this phase, is very small (fifteen from all jar forms). The hurdle motif is,
although present on both vessel forms, a relatively minor element of the
decorative schemes employed. Diagonal lines were noted on a large
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percentage of sherds of both ridged and non-ridged baggy jars. It is likely that
many of these sherds came from vessels decorated with herringbone and
opposed sloping line motifs given the presence of such schemes on both
vessel types, although this could not be quantified. The predominance of
decorative motifs based on sloping lines is, however, a notable feature of jars
at Eilean Dòmhnuill in all phases.
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Figure 5.61
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Figure 5.62
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Hurdle pattern

5.14.7 Conclusion 9
There is no evidence that decorative schemes and motifs (usually based
on sloping lines) associated with particular vessel forms at Eilean
Dòmhnuill changed through time
With the notable exception of shouldered bowls, relatively simple decorative
schemes, usually based on incised sloping lines, predominate on all vessel
forms in use at Eilean Dòmhnuill. There is strong evidence that such schemes
changed through time on any of the pot styles considered, although Unstanstyle motifs may be absent from shouldered bowls after Level 5. Certain
motifs, including the so-called hurdle motif, formed a small part of the
decorative repertoire. Others, such as the columns made up of short horizontal
lines found on cups and shouldered bowls, were very uncommon.
5.15

Mineral concretions

Mineral concretions observed during the analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill
pottery mainly seem to result from taphonomic factors and occur on a
restricted number of sherds which could be attributed to a particular vessel
form: four cups, one open bowl, four necked bowls, two shouldered bowls,
three non-ridged bag-shaped jars, sixteen ridged jars and twenty-one Unstantype bowls. The larger number of sherds from the latter vessels almost
certainly results from the relative ease of identification of this vessel form.
5.16

Sooting

Although sooting was not differentiated from residue during the analysis,
evidence for sooting and/or residue was noted on sherds associated with all
vessel forms with the exception of cups; being recorded on three simple
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bowls, one necked bowl, one shouldered bowl, four non-ridged baggy jars,
four ridged baggy jars and fourteen Unstan-type bowls, the larger number of
Unstan-type bowls identified again probably resulting from ease of
identification of this vessel type. When sherds from uncertain vessel forms are
taken into account, sooting/residue was recorded 107 times on vessel
exteriors and 234 times on interiors.
5.17

Burning and overfiring

Only sixty-four sherds presented clear evidence that they had been burnt or
suffered a firing mishap. Although this may be taken to indicate that the pottery
was unlikely to have been produced on the islet itself as open firings need not
result in the presence of waster sherds once experience of managing the firing
has been acquired (Alex Gibson and Graham Taylor: pers. comms. contra
Rice 1987: 179-80). As such, although there is no positive evidence for firing
on Eilean Dòmhnuill itself, we cannot say for certain whether or not any of the
pottery was produced on the islet or manufactured nearby.
5.18

Lugs and repair holes

Although not considered as part of the extensive rim analysis undertaken by
the current author, lugs were noted on five vessels at Eilean Dòmhnuill; two on
large pots of uncertain form, one from Level 7 and one from Phase 7-9, two
perforated examples on shouldered bowls, both from Level 7, and between
two and four on a single, unusual flat-based vessel from Level 5/6. These
levels have produced the bulk of the pottery from Eilean Dòmhnuill, and given
the low number of sherds within the assemblage it is not possible to infer that
lugs were absent from the ceramic repertoire before or after this time. Lugged
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vessels occur at both ‘domestic’ and ‘funerary’ sites elsewhere in the Western
Isles although they are uncommon at all of these sites (e.g. Berneray
Causeway, An Doirlinn, Allt Chrisal, Clettraval, Unival: Downes and Badcock
1998: P71, P84; Garrow and Sturt forthcoming; Gibson 1995: Fig. 4.37.190,
4.29.1, 4.31.48; Scott WL 1935: Fig. 38.1C2; 1951: Fig. 9.2.34). Interestingly,
none were found at Northton (Johnson 2006: 68).
Although Brown did not quantify the number of post-firing repair holes in his
initial examination of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage, the current author was
able to identify eight examples. One example came from Level 6, two from
Level 7, and five (including two probably from the same vessel) from Level 5.
5.19

Variation within rim categories

During the rim analysis undertaken by the author the main rim types were
divided into sub-categories in order to ascertain whether there was subtle
change within rim forms being produced as well as between rim types. Figures
5.63 to 5.66 show the results of this analysis, which was based upon rim
sherds only from well stratified contexts and contexts considered likely to be
stratigraphically sound
Figure 5.63 shows a clear pattern of an increasing, although small, proportion
of simple rims with flattened tops in relation to rounded simple rims. The small
numbers of flattened rim sherds (just thirty-two, as opposed to 231 rounded
rims sherds) means that care needs to be exercised when interpreting this
result. In addition, it was not possible to discern if this pattern resulted from
change within individual vessel types due to the difficulty of linking individual,
and often small, rim sherds to specific pot forms. When sherds from contexts
only broadly attributable to earlier levels (Levels 5 to 11) or later levels (Levels
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0 to 4) are taken into consideration the pattern shown above is reinforced, with
only 3% of the simple rim sherds from the earlier mixed-level material being of
flat topped form as opposed to 36% of examples from later mixed-level
material.
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Figure 5.63
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Only three rim sherds of everted form were identified from well-stratified
contexts associated with the early levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill, meaning that the
seeming absence of bevelled rim forms from these levels cannot be
confirmed. The proportion of bevelled everted rims appears to increase slightly
in relation to non-bevelled everted rims on a level-by-level basis after Level 6.
This conclusion is supported by the observation that 36% of everted rim
sherds from mixed pre-Level 4 contexts were of bevelled form, in comparison
to nearly 65% from mixed contexts of later date.
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Figure 5.65
In comparison to the situation with simple and everted rims, externally
thickened rims do not show a convincing progression through time (Figure
5.65). One hundred and seventy-one rims of externally-thickened form were
identified, although only two of these came from well-stratified contexts
associated with Levels 8 to 11 and earlier, meaning that only the subsequent
levels provide a reliable picture. It is of interest, however, that flattopped/externally-thickened rims appear to be absent from Level 6.
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Variation within collared rims
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Figure 5.66
Collared rims show little variation over time at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Figure 5.66).
Although no flat-topped collared rims were recorded from well-stratified
contexts after Level 5, nine were noted within mixed phase contexts dating
broadly to this latter period, as opposed to sixty-seven collared rims without
flattened tops. No flat-topped collared rims were found within mixed phase
material pre-dating Level 5.
5.19.1 Conclusion 10
Although minor changes and innovations occur within the rim categories
recorded at Eilean Dòmhnuill, such changes do not significantly affect
the character of the assemblage through time
The changes and innovations noted within the rim categories considered
above suggest that developments within rim forms, where discernable, were of
a subtle nature. An increase in bevelled everted rim sherds in proportion to
unbevelled everted rim sherds after Level 6 has been noted, although bevels
were not an entirely new feature of such rim forms. Similarly, flattening of the
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rim tops on vessels with simple rims appears to increase through time
although it is found on only a small number rims from any one level, while
flattening of rim tops on collared rims also appears to be a feature of only a
small number of rim sherds. No clear change through time could be identified
amongst the two variants of externally-thickened rim forms considered as part
of the analysis.
Overall, the changes observed are of a subtle nature and affect only small
numbers of rim sherds, again reinforcing the impression of intense
conservatism in the ceramic tradition at Eilean Dòmhnuill.
5.20

Rim diameter and sherd thickness

During the analysis undertaken by the author rim diameter was compared to
sherd thickness in order to ascertain whether there was a direct correlation
between the two. The results of this analysis are set out in Figure 5.67, below.
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There is a clear correlation between rim diameter—which may also stand as a
rough proxy for vessel size—and sherd thickness, with a decline in the
proportion of thin (<6mm) sherds and a corresponding increase in the
proportions of both medium (6-10mm) and thick (>10mm) sherds as rim
diameters increase, with the thickest sherds being associated only with the
two largest rim diameter categories employed in the analysis.
5.20.1 Conclusion 11
Sherd thickness and rim diameters exhibit a clear positive correlation
Data indicating a correlation between fabric type and sherd thickness at Eilean
Dòmhnuill is presented elsewhere (Section 5.6.2). In combination with the
above demonstration that sherd thickness is directly related to rim diameter—
and probably vessel size if diameter is taken as a proxy for this—it would
seem most parsimonious to propose that choices made in respect of fabric
and thickness at Eilean Dòmhnuill were informed by the size (and possibly
primary function) of the vessel. Coarser fabrics were chosen for thicker, and
therefore larger, vessels and finer fabrics for thinner and smaller vessels.
5.21

Chapter 5 - Summary and conclusions

There is very little evidence for change in vessel form or decoration
through time at Eilean Dòmhnuill
The key findings of the statistical analysis can be summarised as follows:
•

There would appear to be a statistically significant, although very
gradual, decline in the use of the collared rim form through time at
Eilean Dòmhnuill.
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•

There would appear to be a corresponding statistically significant
increase in the use of the everted rim form through time.

•

There would appear to be a proportional decline in rims of simple form
through time, but the evidence for this is not conclusive.

•

Incision is overwhelmingly the most common decorative technique in
use in all phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill on both pot bodies and rims,
followed by undecorated vessels. Stabs are represented in all levels
except for the pre-Level 7 contexts where too few vessels are available
to be sure that it was entirely absent, while fingernail impressions are
only noted in the final post-inundation levels on just eight sherds.

•

There is no evidence that decorative schemes associated with
particular vessel types altered through time at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

•

There is no compelling evidence for any significant change in
decorative motifs on rims throughout the occupation at Eilean
Dòmhnuill.

•

There is no evidence that decorative schemes on Unstan-type bowls
altered significantly over time at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

•

At Eilean Dòmhnuill, sherds from unambiguous shouldered bowls with
Unstan-style decoration mostly come from contexts pre-dating Level 5.
However, there is insufficient evidence to be certain that such vessels
were completely absent after this phase.

•

There is no obvious development in respect of the designs on pot
bodies at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

•

Hurdle motifs are uncommon after Level 5, but there is insufficient data
to be sure that this is a not an artefact of a small sample size.
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•

There is no evidence that vessel fabrics changed over time at Eilean
Dòmhnuill. Fabric choice seems to relate only to vessel size and
thickness.

•

There is no evidence that the rim forms associated with particular
vessel forms changed through time at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

•

There is no evidence that vessel sizes altered through time at Eilean
Dòmhnuill.

The preceding discussion has emphasised the remarkable lack of change in
the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage across a period of more than 800 years.
With the exception of a drift in the relative proportions of two or three rim
types, evidence for significant change in vessel forms or decorative schemes
is either weak or lacking totally. There is variation within the assemblage in
respect of both vessel form and decorative schemes, and certain decorative
motifs are associated with specific types of pot, but such associations do not
alter significantly through time. In addition, as will be discussed in the following
section, a minority of the vessels have unusual rim forms or decoration. But
such vessels are rare and do not form a cohesive group.
The reasons for such a striking lack of change will be considered in Chapter 9.
At this stage, however, it will be sufficient to note the remarkable conservatism
of the assemblage throughout all the excavated levels at the Eilean Dòmhnuill.
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Chapter 6: Form and decoration at Eilean Dòmhnuill
6.1

A history of vessel forms at Eilean Dòmhnuill

The present chapter aims to provide a discursive overview of the character of
the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage throughout the site’s occupation on a phaseby-phase basis. In contrast to the preceding chapter, the emphasis here will
upon the qualitative aspects of the assemblage, and particular attention will be
paid to the tension between conformity and creativity and issues of presence
and absence. The discussion will only concern itself with the Neolithic phases
at Eilean Dòmhnuill. The small number of post Neolithic vessels recovered
from the site is dealt with separately in Appendix 3.
Photographs of key diagnostic sherds examined by the author have been
included below with further examples in Appendix 2, while sherds shown in
oblique perspective are included to provide an indication of the range of vessel
forms present in a way that contrasts with, and adds to, that provided by the
conventional drawn illustrations (as suggested in Cleal 1992: 290). Unless
otherwise stated in the text, all drawings are by Alan Braby for the forthcoming
excavation monograph (Armit in prep). Numbers given in square brackets are
context numbers, which are followed by sherd numbers. All block-scales on
illustrations represent 5cm. Sherd numbers and contextual details for each of
the vessels discussed below are given in Appendix 4, along with the
corresponding figure numbers for the as yet unpublished vessels discussed by
Brown (n.d.) that will be included in the forthcoming Eilean Dòmhnuill
excavation monograph.
The relationships of the various stratigraphic blocks referred to below is
summarised in Figure 6.1.
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For concision, the term ‘Unstan-style motifs’ will be used below refer to Unstan
bowl motifs 1.1-1.5, as set out in Section 3.2.8.
Eilean Dòmhnuill Stratigraphic Blocks
Level 0
(Block 1: turf, topsoil etc.)
Level 1
Level 1-4
(Block 2: Structures 1.1 and 1.2)
(Block 7:
Level 2
Upper levels
Level 3
(Block 4: post settings, pits and
of Trench C
(Block 5: Structure 3.1)
stakes; Block 3: abandonment
(Levels 1-4)
deposits)
Block 12:
Stone
Level 4
causeway in
(Block 6: post holes and shallow features and Block 13:
Trench E)
Structure 4.1
Level 4/5
(Block 6: Flood)
Level 5
(Block 15: Post holes and features; Block 16: Occupation material and
fragmentary structures; Block 17: Occupation material and fragmentary
structures; Block 18: Earliest excavated deposits in Trench C; Block 22:
Occupation material and fragmentary structures; Block 32: Causeway features;
Block 8: Upper pre-inundation layers of Trench C)
Level 6
(Blocks 21: Deposits external to structure 6.1; Block 24:
Structure 6.1; Block 26: Occupation material external to
Level 6/7
contemporary structures)
(Block 20:
Level 7
Entrance
(Block 19: Material formed over
structures)
structure 8.1; Block 23: Structure
7.1; Block 33: Lower deposits in
Level 7/8
Trench D)
(Block 31: Midden and
Occupation material)
Level 8
(Block 25: Structure
8.1 and associated
Level 8/9/10
features)
(Block 30: Occupation
material)
Level 10
Level 9
(Block 29: Structure 10.1
(Block 27: Structure
and associated deposits)
9.1)

Levels 0-6
(Block 11:
Upper
deposits in
Trench D)

Levels 5 to
11
(Block 9:
Preinundation
layers of
Trench C;
Block 10:
Preinundation
layers of
Trench C)

Level 11
(Block 28: Fragmentary structures; Underwater Block 35 and Block 36)

N.B. Block 14: Trench H deposits; Block 33: Lower deposits in Trench D; Block 34: Structures
in the loch off the islet

Figure 6.1
6.2

Eilean Dòmhnuill stratigraphic blocks

A note on Levels 11 to 8 (including underwater contexts but

excluding mixed-phase material)
Of the 1,235 rim sherds from reliably phased contexts identified during the
analysis undertaken by the author, only thirty-eight (just over 3%) came from
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contexts predating Level 7. A further 215 rim sherds were identified from lesssecurely stratified contexts broadly assignable to the earlier phases of the
site’s occupation predating Level 4, but not to specific individual levels.
Although a number of these probably belong to Levels 11 to 8 they will not be
discussed here as it is not possible to be certain about their place in the
phasing.
6.3

Level 11 and earlier

6.3.1 Dating
The dating of the earliest phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill, discussed in Section
4.2.1, currently suggests that the earliest pottery on the islet was deposited
between c.3792-3537 cal. BC at 95.4% probability (3711-3639 cal. BC at
68.4% (OxA-9085)).
6.3.2 Stratigraphy and context
Level 11 comprises two stratigraphic blocks:
•

Block 28, which produced very few finds, relates to Structure 11.1, the
earliest excavated structure on the islet itself, but was not fully
excavated.

•

Block 35, composed primarily of domestic debris and hearth material,
comprises the earlier features recognised in the underwater Trench A,
including the earliest excavated contexts at Eilean Dòmhnuill

6.3.3 Vessel forms represented
•

Cups, including a possible collared cup ([1001] 19785 – not illustrated)

•

Simple bowls

•

Decorated bowls and jars

•

Baggy jars
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•

Shouldered jars

•

At least five Unstan-type bowls, all but one bearing the ‘horizontal
grooves over sloping lines’ motif

Figure 6.2

Simple bowl with herringbone decoration from the underwater

deposits (image: author)
6.3.4 Rim forms represented
•

Simple rims (40%) and collared rims (47%) predominate

•

Collared rims vary from overhanging to low ridges

•

Three everted rims only, of differing forms and bearing contrasting
motifs: Appendix 2.1; Appendix 2.2; Figure 6.4

6.3.5 Decorative motifs represented
•

Diagonally, horizontally and vertically incised lines

•

Hurdle motifs

•

Herringbone and zigzag incisions

•

Nested curving lines.
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6.3.6 Notable features
•

A shouldered or Unstan-type bowl of unusual sinuous and closed form,
with twisted cord impression Figure 6.3

•

An almost complete, necked bowl of globular form (Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.3

Shouldered/Unstan-type bowl (Illustration: Alan Braby/author)

Figure 6.4

Globular necked jar (underwater deposits) (Illustration: Alan

Braby)
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•

One sherd, apparently from a shouldered vessel, bears an Unstan-style
motif (Figure 6.5)

Figure 6.5

A sherd from a shouldered vessel decorated in a style more

commonly found at Eilean Dòmhnuill on Unstan-type bowls (underwater
deposits) (Illustration: Alan Braby)

•

An Unstan-type bowl with uncommon ‘stabs within grooves’ decoration
(Figure 6.6)

Figure 6.6

Variant motif on Unstan-type bowl (underwater deposits)

(Illustration: Alan Braby)

•

Curvilinear decoration, (Figure 6.7) possibly restricted to a single vessel
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Figure 6.7

Curvilinear decoration on rim and body sherds from Level 11

(image: author)
6.3.7 Summary
The earliest layers at Eilean Dòmhnuill are characterised by decorated
Hebridean bowls, jars, cups, and Unstan-type bowls of remarkably
homogenous form and decoration. Other vessel types include baggy,
necked and shouldered forms. Only three vessels with everted rim forms
are represented in the earliest layers, with collared and simple rims
accounting for 87% of all examples by sherd count. Two examples of
Unstan-type decoration on vessels not of conventional Unstan form show
that this motif, not known on shouldered bowls from further south, was
being shared between Unstan and shouldered vessel forms in the
Hebrides from an early stage. Brown (n.d.) has suggested, that Eilean
Dòmhnuill shouldered bowls might be regarded as Beacharra bowls. It is of
significance that all of the key vessel categories delineated by the author
are present from the earliest excavated levels at the site.
Ambiguity of rim forms suggests that the rim styles on some types of
vessel may have functioned primarily as platforms for decoration rather
than following strict formal conventions.
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6.4

Level 10

No pottery was recovered from Level 10.
6.5

Level 9

6.5.1 Dating
Radiocarbon dating, discussed in Section 4.4.1, suggests that Levels 9 and 8
date to roughly the same period, probably preceding 3500 BC, suggesting that
there were at least four structural phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill between c.3700
and c.3500 cal. BC, giving each a possible lifespan of around 50 years, this
lies at the top end of the practical lifespan of turf buildings in a North Atlantic
environment (van Hoof and van Dijken 2008: 1028) and suggests that, if of turf
themselves, they would have required periodic rebuilding or repair.
6.5.2 Stratigraphy and context
Level 9 comprises the contexts associated with Structure 9.1, which directly
underlies Structure 8.1 (itself probably a rebuilding of Structure 9.1), and is
mostly made up of material from Block 27 (see note on Block 30, below).
•

A minimum of 11 pots

•

Very little formally diagnostic material

•

Some redeposition of pottery from Level 8

6.5.3 Vessel form represented
•

Cups

•

Jars and bowls (including multiple-ridged jars)

•

Unstan-type bowls decorated with horizontal grooves above diagonal
incised lines (in opposed directions on one sherd)
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6.5.4 Summary
The very small number of sherds associated with Levels 9 and 10 means that
no firm conclusions can be drawn in respect of possible changes in the nature
of the assemblage during this period of the site’s occupation.
6.6

Level 8

6.6.1 Stratigraphy and context
Level 8 comprises the contexts associated with Structure 8.1, and its
associated features, including the entrance façade. It is probable that there is
some redeposition of material between Levels 9 and 8 and between Level 7
and 8. Just 17 sherds (3 rims sherds) were found in the Level 8 contexts.
6.6.2 Vessel forms represented
•

Unstan-type bowls

•

Multiple-ridged baggy jars

6.6.3 Rim forms represented
•

Collared with flat top (from a multiple ridged baggy jar: Figure 6.8)

•

Flat-topped and probably externally thickened (one example only)

•

Simple (one example only: Unstan-type bowl [511] 17863 – not
illustrated)

Figure 6.8

Elaborated rim from Level 8 (image: author)
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6.6.4 Decorative motifs present
•

Diagonal incision (multiple ridged baggy jar)

•

Diagonally radiating lines (collar)

6.6.5 Notable features
•

The collared rim is of an unusual and elaborated form discussed further
below

6.6.6 Summary
Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the similarity in dates for each of these levels
and the continuity of occupation linking the earlier excavated structures from
Level 11 and earlier to Level 8, there is no evidence that the forms and motifs
already noted for Level 11, Level 9 and the underwater deposits changed
during this phase.
6.7

Block 30

Block 30 represents occupation material postdating Level 11 but predating
Level 7. Most of the pottery was recovered from [637], which may be
consolidation material for the construction of Structure 7.1 or debris from the
demolition of Structure 8.1. A few sherds were recovered from [658], which is
sealed by Block 23 (Structure 7.1).

6.7.1 Vessel forms represented
•

Cups

•

Plain baggy jars

•

Multiple-ridged baggy jars (c.75% of all sherds) including large vessels

•

Unstan-type bowls
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6.7.2 Rim forms represented
•

Collared (70% of non-Unstan rim sherds)

•

Simple (mostly on Unstan-type bowls, 13% of all non-Unstan rim
sherds)

•

In-turned

•

Flanged

•

Flat-topped rims on Unstan-type bowls (two examples: Appendix 2.3
and sherd 18754 - not illustrated)

•

Everted rims on Unstan-type bowls (one example: Appendix 2.4).

6.7.3 Decorative motifs represented
•

Vertically and horizontally incised lines

•

Diagonal lines

•

Opposed diagonal lines

•

Zigzag lines

•

Hurdle motifs (including on Unstan-type and shouldered bowls)

•

Unstan-style motifs

•

Horizontal grooves only (on Unstan-type bowls: Appendix 2.5 and 2.6)

•

Shallow vertical lines (on one Unstan-type bowl: Appendix 2.7)

•

Undecorated Unstan-type bowls (Appendix 2.8)
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Figure 6.9

Sherd from shouldered bowl bearing a motif commonly

associated at Eilean Dòmhnuill with Unstan-type bowls (image: author)
6.7.4 Notable features
•

Decoration usually found on Unstan-type bowls also occurs on necked
or shouldered jars (Figure 6.9)

•

The appearance of Unstan-style decorative motifs together with motifs
more usually associated with other Hebridean forms on a vessel
represented by sherds from Blocks 9 and 30 (Figure 6.10) is unusual.
Although the decoration of this vessel is elaborate it does not include
novel motifs, focussing instead on an unusual combination of motifs
recognised elsewhere within the assemblage.
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Figure 6.10 Unusual combination of forms and motifs on a shouldered vessel
from Blocks 9 and 30. Elaborated rim decoration overlies conventional Unstanstyle motif, itself overlying a herringbone motif commonly found on ridged jars
(image: author)
6.7.5 Summary
Qualitatively, the pottery from Block 30 differs little in character from the
contemporary Levels 8 and 9. Identifiable vessel forms are dominated by
decorated, multiple-ridged jars. Unstan-type bowls make up almost all of the
remainder. Amongst non-Unstan-type vessels, collared rims represent by far
the most common rim form. There may be some decorative overlap between
Unstan-type vessels and other Hebridean styles, notably shouldered bowls.

6.8

Level 7

6.8.1 Stratigraphy and context
Level 7 is composed of material from the demolition of Structure 8.1 and the
construction and occupation of Structure 7.1. No radiocarbon dates were
obtained from Level 7 contexts.
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6.8.2 Vessel forms represented
•

Cups

•

Simple bowls

•

Baggy jars

•

Ridged baggy jars

•

Necked bowls (some examples overlapping in form with shouldered
and Unstan-type bowls, Figures 6.11 and 6.12)

•

Shouldered bowls

•

Unstan-type bowls

Figure 6.11 Carinated vessel with unusual decoration and a slack profile
(Illustration: Alan Braby)

Figure 6.12 Necked bowl with a form similar to vessels classified as
shouldered bowls (Illustration: Alan Braby)
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6.8.3 Rim forms represented
•

Everted (showing a slight proportional increase on earlier levels and
including examples on Unstan-type bowls)

•

Collared (29%, compared to over 50% in Level 11 and earlier)

•

Simple rims (lower proportion than earlier levels)

•

T-shaped rims with depressed tops, perhaps to take a lid (Figure 6.13)

•

Multiple facets

•

In-turned (Figure 6.16)

Figure 6.13 T-shaped rims with slightly depressed tops from Level 7 (image:
author)
6.8.4

Decorative techniques and motifs represented

•

Undecorated (slight proportional increase on earlier levels)

•

Horizontal, vertical and diagonal incised lines

•

Short slashes

•

Herringbone

•

Opposed sloping lines
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•

Hurdle motifs (including on Unstan-type bowls)

•

Short horizontal lines

•

Stab and drag on a large (28cm diameter) Unstan-type bowl

•

Stabs on bodies and flat rim tops (Figure 6.14)

•

Unstan-style motifs on both shouldered and necked bowls

Figure 6.14

Stabbed decoration on a vessel of uncertain form (image:

author)
6.8.5 Notable features
•

Elaborated rim forms present include everted rims on a small number of
Unstan-type bowls, the addition of rows of stabs, and the multiplication
of facets for decoration (Figure 6.15).

Figure 6.15 Elaboration of rim form in Level 7 (image: author)
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•

A wider range of rim forms (possibly resulting from the greater size of
the Level 7 assemblage)

Figure 6.16

•

In-turned rim from Level 7 (image: author)

An Unstan-type bowl from Block 23 is decorated with a simple but
uncommon motif of rim to base of collar horizontal grooving (Figure
6.17), a motif also noted in Block 30, which may predate Level 7.

Figure 6.17 Horizontal incision on an Unstan-type bowl from Level 7
(Illustration: Alan Braby)

•

The previously-noted sharing of decorative motifs between Unstan-type
and shouldered bowls continues in Level 7 contexts (Figures 6.18 and
6.19).
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Figure 6.18 Unstan-style decoration on a shouldered bowl from Level 7
(image: author)

Figure 6.19 Similar decoration to 6.18 on a shouldered bowl from Level 7,
but with stabs within the horizontal grooves (image: author)

•

The earliest stratigraphically secure examples of lugs (an uncommon
feature at Eilean Dòmhnuill) occur in Level 7 (Figure 6.20).
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Figure 6.20 Vertically perforated horizontal lug on a shouldered bowl (image:
author)

•

It is possible that the complete cup (Figure 6.21), large fragment of a
shouldered bowl ([562] 15819-36 – not illustrated) and half of an
Unstan-type bowl (Figure 6.22) deposited within Structure 7.1 (Block
23) represent deliberately selected or placed vessels/sherds.

Figure 6.21 Complete small cup deposited within Structure 7.1 (image:
author)
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Figure 6.22

Unstan-type bowl, possibly a deliberately deposition (Illustration:

Alan Braby)
6.8.6 Summary
There is little evidence for any significant qualitative change in the ceramic
forms or decorative schemes from Level 7 when compared to earlier phases.
There is some overlap between vessel forms: necked vessels in particular
often resemble other bowl forms, and it is of interest that Unstan-style motifs
continue to be found on shouldered and necked bowls as well as Unstan-type
bowls. The wider range of vessel and rim forms in Level 7 probably results
from the larger size of the Level 7 assemblage.
6.9

Block 31, Levels 7 and 8

Block 31 represents occupational material that accumulated over the eastern
part of the islet between Levels 7 and 9.
6.9.1 Vessel forms represented
•

Cups

•

Simple bowls
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•

Baggy jars

•

Ridged baggy jars

•

Necked jars/bowls

•

Unstan-type bowls

•

At least one shouldered bowl

6.9.2 Rim forms represented
•

Everted (21%, including with decorated and undecorated internal
bevels)

•

Flat-topped/externally expanded (7%)

•

Collared (36%)

•

Simple forms (all Unstan-type bowls and 21% of non-Unstan forms)

6.9.3 Decorative motifs represented
•

Undecorated vessels

•

Radiating lines on rim tops and bevels

•

Sloping/diagonal lines

•

Horizontal lines

•

Herringbone motifs

•

Hurdle motifs (Figure 6.23)

•

‘Ladder’ motifs (vertical columns of short, horizontal lines)

•

Unstan-style motifs
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Figure 6.23 Hurdle motif on ridged jar from Level 7/8 (Illustration: Alan Braby)
6.9.4 Notable features
•

One Unstan-type bowl (Figure 6.25) demonstrates the slightly ‘sagging’
profile often found on such vessels. Experiments by the author suggest
that this probably results from the beating out of a flat base, the sagging
form being the consequence of the difficulty of using a beater (probably
a rounded pebble) at the base of the collar.

Figure 6.24 Use of a rounded stone to beat out the base of a shallow bowl,
resulting in the typical ‘saggy’ profile associated with Unstan-type bowls at
Eilean Dòmhnuill (photo: author)
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Figure 6.25 Unstan-type bowl with typical ‘saggy’ base profile (Illustration:
Alan Braby)

•

One Unstan-type bowl (possibly a necked or shouldered bowl) bears a
motif of opposed sloping lines of rough stab and drag (Figure 6.26).

•

The single unambiguous shouldered bowl (Appendix 2.9) has horizontal
lines above the shoulder and sloping lines below this point.

•

Opposed sloping lines occur on two simple bowl sherds (Appendix 2.10
and 2.11).

Figure 6.26 Stab and drag decoration on a carinated vessel from of a form
closely resembling pots otherwise classified as Unstan-type bowls (Illustration:
Alan Braby)
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6.9.5 Summary
From a qualitative viewpoint, the pottery from this level largely parallels that
from other contexts belonging to Levels 7, 8 and 9.
6.10

Level 6

6.10.1 Stratigraphy and context
Level 6 is made up of material from three stratigraphic blocks:
•

Block 21: domestic debris outside Structure 6.1 and structural features
including parts of the causeway

•

Block 24: disturbed deposits associated with Structure 6.1

•

Block 26: occupation material external to Structure 6.1.

•

Context [89] from Block 11 most probably relates to Level 6.

No radiocarbon dates were obtained from material associated with Level 6. As
all of the radiocarbon dates for Level 5 come from its later contexts the
duration of the Level 6 occupation is hard to assess.
6.10.2 Vessel forms represented
•

Cups (17119 (not illustrated) possibly only 3cm in diameter)

•

Simple bowls (c.25% of the identifiable vessels from the largest context
[520])

•

Baggy jars

•

Ridged baggy jars

•

Necked bowl/jars (Figure 6.28)

•

Unstan-type bowls (30% of the identifiable vessels from [520])

•

Shouldered bowls, at least one bearing Unstan-style decoration (Figure
6.27)
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Figure 6.27 Unstan-style decoration on shouldered bowl (Illustration: Alan
Braby)

Figure 6.28 Necked bowl from Level 6 (Illustration: Alan Braby)
6.10.3 Decorative motifs represented
•

Horizontal and vertical lines

•

Sloping incised lines

•

Opposed sloping lines

•

Hurdle motifs

•

Herringbone

•

Criss-cross patterns

•

Unstan-style motifs (including examples on shouldered bowls)

•

Stab and drag (on an Unstan-type bowl from Block 21, Figure 6.29)
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Figure 6.29 Stab and drag on an Unstan-type bowl sherd (Illustration: Alan
Braby/author)

•

Stabs within grooves (on an Unstan-type bowl from Block 24 (Figure
6.30) – a feature present from the earliest levels: e.g. Figure 6.6)

Figure 6.30 Unstan-type vessel with hurdle motif and stabs within horizontal
grooves (Illustration: Alan Braby)
•

Two unusual non-rim sherds from Block 24 include one with stabbed
(possibly fingernail) impressions (Appendix 2.12) and one rim sherd
with an unusual motif of thin, vertical slashes rather than the usual lines
(Figure 6.31) demonstrate minor idiosyncrasies within the assemblage
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Figure 6.31 Unconventional incision technique on collared rim (image:
author)
•

Unconventional curvilinear decoration may occur on an Unstan-type
sherd (Figure 6.54) although this arguably represents a poorly incised
opposed sloping line motif.

•

Unconventional decorative motifs on Unstan-type bowls are exemplified
by stab infilling between grooves, which also contain stabs, on a single
Unstan-type bowl sherd (Figure 6.32).

Figure 6.32 Stab and drag and stab infill on Unstan-type bowl (Illustration:
Alan Braby)

•

Unusual curvilinear decoration (possibly an informally incised hurdle
motif) was observed on Sherd 13511 and on a cup from Block 24
(Figure 6.33). Curvilinear decoration is present from the earliest levels
at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.33 Curvilinear decoration on a cup from Level 6 (Illustration: Alan
Braby)
6.10.4 Rim forms represented
•

Simple

•

Collared (proportionally fewer than in Level 7)

•

Flattened and externally thickened (Type 4.1)

•

A small number of everted rim sherds

•

In-turned

6.10.5 Notable features
•

One Unstan–type bowl (Sherd 17101 – not illustrated) has an unusually
deep belly for this style of vessel

•

Sherd 17126 (Figure 6.34), measuring just 8cm in diameter, may
perhaps be considered a cup of Unstan form

Figure 6.34 Possible cup of Unstan form (image: author)
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•

Body sherds 16984-16986 (not illustrated) represent a thin collared cup

•

A bipartite bowl, of possible Unstan-type or shouldered form (Figure
6.35), bears comparison with a similar vessel from Level 7 (Figure
6.11). This form is uncommon at Eilean Dòmhnuill and illustrates the
problems inherent in trying to assign vessels to strict categories; a point
reiterated by other ambiguous vessel forms (e.g. Figures 6.36; 6.39;
and 6.40).

Figure 6.35 Decorated bipartite bowl (image: author)

Figure 6.36 Sherd from Block 26, originally classified by Brown as a necked
bowl (Illustration: Alan Braby)
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•

An unusual ridged jar exhibiting vertical and horizontal cordons with
horizontal grooved lines between, forming a ladder-like pattern (Figure
6.37) is of interest, although its location (Context [576], a deposit of
dark brown, clayey silt) does not appear significant.

Figure 6.37 Non-standard decorative motifs in Level 6 (Illustration: Alan
Braby)
•

Elaboration of rim forms occurs on a minority of vessels within Level 6,
mainly confined to the repetition of elements found in isolation
elsewhere (e.g. Appendix 2.13 and 2.14).

6.10.6 Summary
Overall, the Level 6 pottery does not differ significantly from that of earlier
levels. Occasional non-standard decorative motifs have been noted, but these
do not show any clear association with particular parts of the site. Similarly,
not all vessels from this and other levels fall into clear and unambiguous
formal categories. As noted in the previous chapter, diachronic variation in
form and decoration is recognisable only by slow changes in the proportions of
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various features—notably rim forms—through time, rather than by wholesale
changes affecting form, decoration or both. Possible reasons for this will be
discussed later.
6.11

Level 5

6.11.1 Stratigraphy and context
By far the majority of the pottery from Eilean Dòmhnuill derives from Level 5,
which represents a complex range of fragmentary structural features, domestic
refuse, and entrance and causeway features.
6.11.2 Dating
The dating for Level 5, discussed in more detail in Section 4.7.1, suggests that
the complex series of disturbed features that make up this level probably
accumulated throughout the late 4th millennium cal. BC and into the earlier 3rd
millennium. As it was not possible to separate the various features
chronologically, this period of the site’s history will of necessity be treated as a
whole.
6.11.3 Vessel forms represented
•

Cups

•

Simple bowls

•

Necked bowls

•

Shouldered bowls

•

Baggy jars

•

Ridged baggy jars

•

Most reconstructable vessels are of Unstan form, but rim sherds from
other vessel types are more common than Unstan-type bowl rim sherds

•

20-30% of non-Unstan-type sherds are from baggy or ridged baggy jars
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6.11.4 Rim forms represented
•

Everted (proportionally many more than in previous layers, particularly
on simple bowls)

•

Everted rims also occur on a small number of Unstan-type bowls
(Figure 6.38) – a feature noted from early in the site’s history (e.g.
Appendix 2.4)

Figure 6.38 Unstan-type bowl sherd with decorated bevelled rim (image:
author)
•

Flanged

•

Simple (proportionally less than in previous layers)

•

Collared (proportionally less than in previous layers)

•

Ambiguous rim forms (Figure 6.39)

Figure 6.39 Ambiguity of vessel form in Level 5. This sherd would fall between
the necked, shouldered and Unstan-type vessel forms as defined by the
author (Illustration: Alan Braby)
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Figure 6.40 Ambiguity in vessel form in Level 5: a bowl or jar of ‘baggy’ form
(Illustration: Alan Braby)
6.11.5 Decorative motifs and techniques represented
•

Incision is the dominant technique

•

Stab and drag on Unstan-type and shouldered bowls (e.g. Figures 6.41
and 6.44).

Figure 6.41 Stab and drag on an Unstan-type bowl from Block 15
(Illustration: Alan Braby/author)

•

Cups and both simple and Unstan-type bowls are occasionally
decorated in innovative ways (Figures 6.42 and 6.43)
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Figure 6.42 Unconventional decoration on a cup from Level 6 (image: author)

Figure 6.43 Unconventional decoration on possible Unstan-type bowls
(image: author)

•

Unstan-style motifs occur on both Unstan-type bowls and shouldered
bowls (Figure 6.44)
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Figure 6.44 Bowl with ‘Unstan-style’ horizontal-grooves-over-sloping-lines
decoration (the former produced by stab-and drag) above herringbone motif
(Illustration: Alan Braby)

•

Shouldered bowls exhibit decorative motifs overlapping with other
vessel types, including ridged jars (Figure 6.45).

Figure 6.45 Decorative motif on a shouldered or necked bowl resembling that
more usually associated with ridged jars and indicative of the difficulty of
dividing vessels into exclusive categories (Illustration: Alan Braby)

•

Innovative decorative motifs were also noted on necked jars (Figure
6.46)
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Figure 6.46 Unusual curvilinear decoration on a necked/shouldered (image:
author)
6.11.6 Notable features
•

A second possible everted rim on an Unstan-type bowl (Block 32 ([343]
19552 – not illustrated).

•

One shouldered bowl bearing a lug (Figure 6.47).

Figure 6.47 Shouldered bowl with lug from Block 32 (Illustration: Alan Braby)

•

A small group of ‘corky’ sherds from Level 5 (Figure 6.48) may have
contained organic matter burned out during firing. Similar sherds occur
at the contemporary sites of An Doirlinn (Copper forthcoming) and
Calanais (Sheridan in press).
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Figure 6.48 Unusual sherd of ‘corky’ fabric (image: author)

Figure 6.49 Unconventional ‘flat’-based vessel from Level 5/6 (Illustration:
Alan Braby)
•

An extraordinary barrel-shaped pot (Figure 6.49) is represented by
sherds from Levels 5 and 6 (unfortunately all stratigraphically unreliable
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contexts). It has a slightly saggy base and is decorated all over with
closely spaced horizontal lines of stab-and-drag. The vessel has a
smoothed or slipped exterior, probably four incised lugs, and a large
firing spall. It was deposited close to the point where the causeway
meets the islet and may perhaps represent a formal deposition.
6.11.7 Summary
The previously discussed decline in collared and simple rim sherds in relation
to everted and bevelled sherds represents the only significant change between
Level 5 and previous levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill. There is also a small number
of sherds and vessels that differ in form or decorative motifs from the
conventional variants recorded in Levels 11 to 6, although these do not
introduce new departures continued in later levels. With the exception of the
vessel illustrated in Figure 6.49, they appear, rather, to represent nonprototypical tokens of pre-existent categories. Likewise, ambiguous vessel
forms and rim types also highlight the degree to which formal and decorative
categories could be extended without disrupting the structure of the
assemblage as a whole.
6.12

Pre-inundation mixed level material

6.12.1 Stratigraphy and context
Blocks 9 and 10 comprise material that accumulated during the pre-inundation
(i.e. pre-Level 5) occupation of Eilean Dòmhnuill, and from Block 20, which
overlaps Levels 7 and 6.
Block 9 consists primarily of hearth waste that probably accumulated fairly
rapidly at the edge of the islet. Block 10 corresponds to the pre-inundation
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layers of Trench C and comprises principally organic and domestic waste
probably deposited at the water’s edge when the islet was significantly larger,
together with some evidence of occupation (below silt layer [097], which may
correspond to a flooding episode). Block 20 comprises a complex sequence of
layers associated with the entrance passage and façade at Eilean Dòmhnuill.
Much of the material from this block appears to have been redeposited.
6.12.2 Vessel forms represented
• Cups (decorated and plain)
• Simple bowls (decorated and plain)
• Baggy jars (including large examples >1cm thick)
• Ridged baggy jars
• Necked bowls
• Shouldered vessels
• Unstan-type bowls, including examples with concave or convex collars
(shouldered and Unstan-type bowls are often hard to tell apart)
6.12.3 Rim forms represented
• Simple
• Flat-topped/externally thickened
• Collared
• Inverted
• Everted
• Some rims do not fall into unambiguous categories (e.g. Figure 6.50)
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Figure 6.50 Ambiguity of rim form on vessels from Block 9
Upper: everted or externally thickened
Lower: collared or simple
(image: author)
6.12.4

Decorative motifs represented

• Horizontal lines
• Sloping lines
• Opposed sloping lines
• Herringbone
• Columns of short horizontal lines
• Hurdle motifs
• ‘Pin’ pricks
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• Less regular lines towards the base of vessels
• Stabs, on both Unstan-type bowls and other Hebridean forms (e.g. a
shouldered bowl: sherd [066] 4958 etc. (conjoins from various
contexts), and an Unstan-type bowl (Figure 6.51). The latter vessel
also illustrates the rare motif of lines emerging from stabs.

Figure 6.51 Unconventional decoration on an Unstan-type bowl (Illustration:
Alan Braby/author)
• Stabs within grooves
• Unstan-style motifs (including Unstan-type bowls with hurdle motifs Figure 6.52)

Figure 6.52 Hurdle motif on Unstan-type bowl sherd (image: author)
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6.12.5
•

Notable features
One simple rim, probably from a shouldered or Unstan-type bowl,
exhibits

an

unusual

decoration

of

short

incisions

forming

a

herringbone-like pattern (Figure 6.53).

Figure 6.53 Herringbone motif on Unstan-type or shouldered bowl (image:
author)
•

One Unstan-type bowl (Appendix 2.15) has a bevelled rim with incised
radiating lines, a technique more usually associated with other vessel
forms.

•

Several sherds from Unstan-type bowls have horizontal lines as their
sole motif (e.g. Appendix 2.16), while one bears an unusually sketchy
and random design (possibly a hurdle motif) extending to the rim
(Figure 6.54).

Figure 6.54 Informal decoration on an Unstan-type bowl (Illustration: Alan
Braby)
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•

An unusual vessel (Figure 6.55), probably of open or ridged bowl form,
exhibits parallel rows of stab and drag decoration within incised grooves
and has an applied collared rim. Such decoration resembles that on the
unusual barrel-shaped vessel from Level 5 discussed above (Figure
6.49), although the two vessels are of different form.

Figure 6.55 Unconventional decoration on a collared jar or bowl (Illustration:
Alan Braby/author)

•

One sherd (Figure 6.56) may come from an Unstan-style bowl of 28cm
diameter (the largest diameter of any vessel from the site). Only fourteen
Unstan-style bowls over 25cm in diameter were recorded by the author at
Eilean Dòmhnuill (4% of such vessels). Although large Unstan-type bowls
occur in a number of Orcadian tombs (Davidson and Henshall 1989: 6674) this vessel, and other examples over 25cm in diameter, probably
represent conventional Hebridean-style Unstan-type bowls falling towards
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the upper end of the size range for this form of vessel at Eilean Dòmhnuill.
There is no evidence that it is of anything other than local manufacture.

Figure 6.56 Rim of an unusually large possible Unstan-type bowl (diameter:
28cm) (image: author)

Figure 6.57 Decoration on a simple bowl from Block 10 (Illustration: Alan
Braby)

•

Cups and simple bowls at Eilean Dòmhnuill, although frequently plain, can
vary in form and decoration, which appears to be less constrained than
some on other vessel forms, particularly Unstan-type bowls, perhaps
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indicating that decorative convention was less salient on these vessels
(e.g. Figure 6.57).
•

One rim of unusual form (Figure 6.58) may have had a form of upturned
collar beneath it.

Figure 6.58 Variant rim form on a collared vessel (image: author)

•

One probable Unstan-type bowl is unusually decorated entirely with
sloping line incisions (12572 – not illustrated)

•

Decorated flat-topped rims were noted on Unstan-type or shouldered bowl
rims (e.g. sherds 12637 and 12596 – not illustrated), while two elaborated
rim sherds were found in the disturbed Block 20 (Figure 6.59)

Figure 6.59 Elaborated rim form (image: author)
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6.12.6 Summary
With the exception of a change in the proportion of rim types extensively
discussed in the previous chapter, pottery from mixed-level contexts
associated with the pre-inundation occupation of Eilean Dòmhnuill does not
differ significantly from that found in more securely stratified contexts The
same range of vessel types is present, while decorative motifs also reflect
patterns

already

noted

within

well-stratified

contexts.

Occasional

unconventional decorative forms are noted elsewhere in the assemblage or
are one-offs.
6.13

Level 5/4: Block 6

6.13.1 Stratigraphy and context
Block 6 represents the lacustrine silts deposited during an episode of flooding
following the Level 5 occupation, together with associated features. As
discussed in Section 4.7.1, the dating of the end of the Level 5 occupation is
not clear, but Level 5 activity probably extended into the earlier 3rd millennium
cal. BC.
Within Block 6, one context ([070]) comprises the post-Level 5 inundation
deposits, and it is notable that abrasion was more apparent on material from
this block than is usual at Eilean Dòmhnuill.
6.13.2 Vessel forms represented
•

Ridged jars (large, small, fine and coarse)

•

Unstan-type bowls

6.13.3 Rim forms represented
•

Flat-topped/externally thickened

•

Simple
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•

Everted (including one possible flanged rim)

•

Everted with internal bevel

•

In-turned

•

Rolled (1 example, very thin)

•

Some ambiguous and hard-to-classify forms (Figure 6.60)

Figure 6.60 Rim sherd of ambiguous form (image: author)
6.13.4 Decorative motifs represented
•

Sloping lines

•

Opposed sloping lines

•

Herringbone

•

Unstan-style motifs

•

Rough horizontal rustication

•

Fingernail impressions

6.13.5 Notable features
•

One sherd, from a small vessel of uncertain form, has fingernail
decoration forming a ladder-like motif of simple columns (Figure 6.61).
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Figure 6.61 Fingernail decoration on a vessel of unknown form (image:
author)

•

A shouldered bowl (Figure 6.62) bears an unconventional rim
combining features more common on other vessel types. The effect is
to multiply the decorative surfaces, re-emphasising that complex rim
forms and decorative motifs usually combine or repeat forms and motifs
found uncombined on more conventionally decorated vessels.

Figure 6.62 A shouldered bowl exhibiting an uncommon combination of flattopped and ‘collared’ rim forms on a single vessel (Illustration: Alan Braby)

•

One sherd (Figure 6.63) has an uncommon decoration of casually
incised horizontal lines on the body.
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Figure 6.63 Unconventional decorative technique on a vessel of unknown
form (image: author)
6.13.6 Summary
The pottery from Block 6 does not exhibit any significant changes from that
already recorded from earlier in the site’s history in either vessel/rim forms, or
decorative techniques and motifs.
6.14

Level 4

6.14.1 Stratigraphy and context
Some, if not most, of the Level 4 pottery assemblage is contained within the
post-inundation mixed-level Block 7. Block 13 [1176], producing just six sherds
from at least one round-based bowl or jar, was the only context belonging
exclusively to Level 4.
6.14.2 Dating
Level 4 represents the post-inundation reoccupation of Eilean Dòmhnuill,
which it was suggested in Section 4.8.1 probably did not greatly postdate 2800
cal. BC.
6.14.3 Vessel forms represented
•

Ridged baggy jar

6.14.4 Decorative motifs represented
•

Herringbone only
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6.14.5 Summary
As only one vessel, a ridged baggy jar, was definitely represented in Level 4
little can be added to the patterns noted above in respect of the nature of the
Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery.
6.15

Level 3

6.15.1 Stratigraphy and context
Postdating a period of unknown duration during which the islet was under
water (see Section 4.8.1 and below), Level 3 is associated with the
construction and occupation of Structure 3.1. Other material deriving from the
Level 3 occupation is likely to form part of the mixed-level Block 7
assemblage.
6.15.2 Dating
At An Doirlinn, Grooved Ware replaced earlier Hebridean styles between 2830
and 2600 cal. BC, and probably before 2690 cal. BC (Section 7.10.4). The
absence of Grooved Ware at Eilean Dòmhnuill would therefore suggest that
the period of post-inundation occupation might have been relatively short. In
addition, there is no significant change in ceramic forms or decorative motifs
between Level 5 and Levels 4 and 3, while the quantity of pottery from postinundation levels is small in comparison to earlier levels. Both of these
observations argue for a short period of abandonment between Levels 5 and 4
and for a brief period of occupation thereafter.
6.15.3 Vessel forms represented
•

Ridged baggy jars

•

Unstan-type bowls

•

Other unidentified bowl forms
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6.15.4 Rim forms represented
•

Flat-topped/externally thickened (Appendix 2.17)

•

Everted with internal bevel (Appendix 2.18)

•

Simple (one example only, on a probable Unstan-type bowl [101] 7880
– not illustrated)

6.15.5 Decorative motifs present
•

Sloping lines

•

Unstan-style motifs

6.15.6 Summary
Represented by less than 100 well-stratified sherds, the Level 3 pottery
provides no good evidence of significant qualitative change in the ceramic
styles in use at Eilean Dòmhnuill after the (probably brief) period of inundation
in the early part of the 3rd millennium BC. This argues for a relatively short
period of abandonment.

6.16 Level 2
6.16.1 Stratigraphy and context
Level 2 is made up of two stratigraphic blocks:
Block 4: five large postholes and a pit
Block 3: abandonment soils that probably representing activities relating to
Levels 2 and 1, although Block 3 may relate to Level 1 rather than Level 2.
Most of the Level 3 pottery is undiagnostic and about two thirds is heavily
abraded.
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There are no radiocarbon dates from Level 2, although, as previously noted,
the absence of both Beakers and Grooved Ware is of significance with regards
to the dating of this level at the site.
6.16.2 Vessel forms represented
•

Cups

•

Simple bowls

•

Baggy jars

•

Ridged baggy jars

•

Necked bowls/jars (Figure 6.64)

•

Unstan-type bowls (e.g. body sherds [021] 1373 and [031] 1280-1 – not
illustrated)

Figure 6.64 Necked bowl from Block 4 (Illustration: Alan Braby/author)
6.16.3 Rim forms represented
•

Simple

•

Everted

•

Everted with internal bevel

•

Collared (Figure 6.65)

•

Flat-topped/Externally thickened ([21] 1372 – not illustrated)
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Figure 6.65 Collared bowl or jar from Block 3 (Illustration: Alan Braby/author)

Figure 6.66 Fingernail and ‘ladder’ motifs on vessels from Level 2 (image:
author)
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6.16.4 Decorative motifs represented
•

Sloping lines

•

Vertical lines

•

Herringbone

•

Unstan-style motifs

•

‘Ladder’ patterns

•

Fingernail impressions resembling ‘ladder’ designs (Figure 6.66)

6.16.5 Summary
The smaller number of collared rim sherds, in comparison to the much larger
number of everted rim sherds in Level 2, is in keeping with the general pattern
already discussed in the statistical analysis. Beyond this, Level 2 continues the
intense formal and decorative conservatism that characterises the Eilean
Dòmhnuill assemblage as a whole.
6.17

Level 1

6.17.1 Stratigraphy and context
The badly eroded and undated Level 1 relates to the construction and
occupation of Structures 1.1 and 1.2 as well as to the stone causeway. Much
of the Level 1 pottery is highly abraded and fragmentary as well as being
formally and decoratively undiagnostic.
6.17.2 Vessel forms represented
•

Round bottomed bowls and jars

•

Necked bowls/jars

•

Baggy jars

•

Probably ridged baggy jars
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•

Possible shouldered bowls (Appendix 2.19)

•

Unstan-type bowls (including one probable Unstan-type bowl sherd with
everted rim, Figure 6.67)

Figure 6.67 Possible Unstan-type bowl sherd from Level 1 (image: author)
6.17.3 Rim forms represented
•

Simple

•

Everted

•

Everted with decorated and undecorated internal bevel

•

Flanged

•

Collared (two sherds only)

•

Flat-topped/externally thickened (one sherd only)

6.17.4 Decorative motifs represented
•

Sloping lines

•

Opposed sloping lines

•

Vertical lines

•

Hurdle motifs (including on Unstan-bowls)

•

Herringbone

•

Unstan-style motifs
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•

Thin horizontal lines (Figure 6.68)

Figure 6.68 Horizontal line motif on everted and bevelled sherd (image:
author)

6.17.5 Notable features
•

One flat-topped/externally-thickened rim has a hurdle motif on both its
body and rim top (Figure 6.69)

Figure 6.69 Vessel with hurdle motif on rim and body (image: author)
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6.17.6 Summary
A small quantity of pottery came from contexts within Level 1, including just
twenty-five rim sherds. Once again, no significant qualitative differences were
noted between the pottery from this and previous levels.
6.18

Level 0

6.18.1 Stratigraphy and context
It is possible that the topsoil and disturbed contexts that make up Level 0 at
Eilean Dòmhnuill formed some time after the mid-1st millennium BC. The
highly abraded pottery from this block most likely derives from the postinundation levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill, however, and differs little in character
from that found in previous blocks.
6.18.2 Vessel forms represented
•

Cups (decorated and undecorated), including one tiny, thin sherd with
unusual scalloped rim (Figure 6.70)

Figure 6.70 Scalloped rim on a cup from Level 0 (image: author)

•

Simple bowls (decorated and undecorated, e.g. Figure 6.71)

•

Necked jars/bowls
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•

Ridged baggy jars

•

One possible shouldered bowl (Appendix 2.20)

•

Unstan-type bowls ([016] 499 - not illustrated)

Figure 6.71 Decorated simple bowl from Level 0 (Illustration: Alan Braby)
6.18.3 Rim forms represented
•

Simple

•

Everted

•

Everted with decorated internal bevel

•

Collared (two examples only)

6.18.4 Decorative motifs represented
•

Sloping lines

•

Opposed sloping lines

•

Horizontal lines

•

Herringbone

•

Vertical columns of short lines (Figure 6.72)
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Figure 6.72 Columnar motif combined with unusual short rim-top incisions
(image: author)
•

Vertically incised linear designs on neck sherds (Appendix 2.21)

•

Radiating lines on rims

6.18.5 Summary
The disturbed nature of the contexts that make up Level 0 at Eilean Dòmhnuill
means that little can be said about the pottery from this level beyond noting
that the forms present do not differ in any significant way from those observed
in earlier levels at the site.
6.19

Post-inundation Mixed Level Material

6.19.1 Stratigraphy and context
Three stratigraphic blocks are made up of material that formed over the late
period of occupation at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Much of the material from this phase
is stratigraphically unreliable:
Block 7: sandy and stony deposits relating to the Level 4 to Level 0
occupation of the site interspersed with flooding deposits.
Block 12: deposits associated with the stone causeway, probably
postdating the inundation.
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Block 11: With the exception of the ashy deposits (Contexts [089],
[098], [100] and [103]) this block has been badly disturbed and mixed
by erosional activity at the islet’s edge. The lower layers within this
block relate to Level 6, and have been discussed above. The upper
contexts can be attributed only very broadly to Levels 1-5.
6.19.2 Vessel forms represented
•

Baggy jars

•

Ridged baggy jars

•

Necked bowls/jars

•

Shouldered bowls (including an example with an applied cordon
emphasising the shoulder - Figure 6.73)

Figure 6.73 Hurdle motif and applied cordon on a shouldered bowl sherd
(Illustration: Alan Braby)

•

Unstan-type bowls, including examples with unconventional decoration
for this vessel type (Figure 6.74: see Figures 6.61 and 6.66, above).

Figure 6.74 Unconventional decoration on Unstan-type bowl (image: author)
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6.19.3 Rim forms represented
•

Simple: apart from Unstan-type bowls and one other exception ([017]
2702: probably a cup) these all appear to be flattened and occur on
decorated vessels

•

Other flattened

•

Everted (with and without internal bevels, decorated and plain)

•

Flanged/externally thickened (Appendix 2.22)

•

In-turned

•

Flat-topped/externally thickened

•

Collared

6.19.4 Decorative motifs represented
•

Sloping lines

•

Opposed sloping lines

•

Horizontal lines (both carefully and roughly executed: Appendix 2.23
and Figure 6.74)

•

Herringbone

•

Hurdle motif (including on one Unstan-type bowl: Appendix 2.24)

•

Unstan-style motifs

•

One rim (Appendix 2.25) recorded as an Unstan-type bowl bears rimtop and internal decoration and may actually come from a shouldered
bowl.

•

One probable shouldered bowl with Unstan-style decoration (Figure
6.75) has a plain internal bevel, unusual for either of these vessels
types.
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Figure 6.75 Shouldered bowl with internally bevelled rim (image: author)

•

One thin, fine, everted-rim vessel (Figure 6.76) bears a motif of dense
vertical incisions.

•

Radiating and herringbone patterns on rims

Figure 6.76 Vertical incisions on vessel of unknown form (image: author)

•

The conventional Unstan-style motif on a possible Unstan-type bowl
from Block 12 (Figure 6.77) is enhanced by grooved swags below the
shoulder, again emphasising the ambiguous nature of some vessels

•

An additional Unstan-type bowl has an unusual design of a single
horizontal line over vertical lines of delicate stab and drag.

•

A third Unstan-type bowl has a band of sloping grooved lines on a slight
internal bevel with conventional Unstan-type decoration on the collar.
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Figure 6.77 Unusual combination of decorative motifs on a possible Unstantype bowl (Illustration: Alan Braby)
6.19.5 Summary
Perhaps unsurprisingly, all of the vessel forms delineated by the author are
present in mixed-level material from the later levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Motifs
continue the themes noted in earlier levels. Unusual decorative motifs do not
add to the range of less common motifs already observed.
6.20

Elaborated and unconventional vessels at Eilean Dòmhnuill

Throughout all of the levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill a small minority of the vessels
deviated from the formal and decorative norms as delineated by the author,
including unique vessels, vessels of ambiguous form, and pots that although
formally or decoratively elaborated did not exhibit features unrecognised
elsewhere within the assemblage. This latter group will be referred to here as
elaborated vessels, because their more complex forms exhibit multiplications
of design elements usually found singly on more conventional vessels.
Elaborated vessels, which occur in all levels at Eilean Dòmhnuill, constitute
developments within pre-existing types rather than developments constitutive
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of such types (indeed, the replication of ridges and decorative bands is
definitive of the category ‘multiple-ridged jar’). Elaboration particularly affects
rim forms, which comprise the most visible, and therefore arguably the most
salient, element of a pot’s design after the vessel form itself.
The term ‘unconventional vessel’ here refers to pots that do not clearly fall into
any of the classes delineated by the author, or which exhibit rare or unique
decorative motifs. Although it was argued in Chapter 3 that pot categories are
essentially polythetic and exhibit prototypicality effects, deviation from formal
norms nevertheless requires consideration, and creating a class of
unconventional vessels, although unavoidably somewhat subjective, allows
such variation to be considered separately in its own right.
6.20.1 Elaborated rim forms usually result from the multiplication of
facets

or

decorative

motifs.

Unconventional

decoration

usually

comprises less common motifs recognised elsewhere within the
assemblage
Various rim forms at Eilean Dòmhnuill provide platforms or facets utilised for
decoration. As demonstrated in Section 5.8, sloping incised lines are the most
common motifs on collared rims, and radiating lines on flat-topped rims,
bevels, and decorated simple rims. In a few cases the number of decorative
facets was multiplied (Figures 6.8, 6.15 and 6.59). Additional examples include
Appendix

2.13,

Appendix

2.26,

Appendix

2.1

(Flat-topped/Externally-

thickened), Appendix 2.27(Collared), and Figure 6.10. Facets may also be
defined by the sharp in-turn on some rims (Figure 6.78).
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Figure 6.78 Decorative facet formed from in-turning of rim (image: author)
In addition to extra formal elements such as additional facets, motifs may also
be multiplied (Figures 6.10 and 6.37). Although the replication of single motifs
such as sloping lines is common in the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage, less
usual is the combination of different motifs. Most combinations of different
designs occur only once, and there would appear to be no correlation between
specific combinations of design motifs and vessel forms. Significantly,
however, shouldered bowls occasionally combine the Unstan-style ‘groovesover-vertical/sloping-lines’ motif above the shoulder carination with other
patterns below (Figure 6.79). Stabs within grooves, noted on a small number
of Unstan-type sherds, are also found on at least one shouldered bowl (Figure
6.19). Stabbed decoration occurs on a minority of vessels on both rims and
pot bodies (e.g. Figure 6.14).
Most bevels and rim facets are decorated with radiating incised lines.
Variations occur on a minority of rim sherds and include stabs, short
concentric lines (e.g. Appendix 2.28 and 2.29), and herringbone motifs (e.g.
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Appendix 2.30; and Figure 6.80), although no clear diachronic pattern is
apparent.

Figure 6.79 Combination of motifs on a shouldered bowl from Level 5
(image: author)

Figure 6.80 Flattened/externally-thickened rim sherd with herringbone motif
(image: author)
Bodies of vessels not of Unstan-type/shouldered bowl form are occasionally
decorated in unconventional ways. These include examples of horizontal lines,
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which occasionally form part of a hurdle motif (Appendix 2.31 and 2.23). Also
noted, but uncommon, are ‘stacked’ short horizontal lines (Figure 6.81). Again,
there is no evidence that these are confined to any particular period.

Figure 6.81 Body decoration of ‘stacked’ short horizontal incised lines
(image: author)
Occasionally hard to distinguish from short incised lines are slashes. These
occur on vessel bodies and occasionally on rims: Figures 6.61, 6.63 and 6.66
– the former including short ‘slashes’ on the rim top. Short slashes were also
noted on a sherd from Level 0 (Figure 6.72), and vertical slashes on a body
sherd from Block 7 (levels 1-4 - Appendix 2.32). Other decorative variations
include conventional motifs executed in idiosyncratic style, such as the closely
spaced fine sloping incisions on a sherd from pre-inundation mixed level Block
20 (Appendix 2.33), and hurdle motifs on both rim and body sherds (e.g.
Figure 6.69).
A vessel from pre-inundation mixed level deposits (Figure 6.10) illustrates the
way in which various decorative and formal elements could be combined to
form a vessel of elaborated form that, although of unconventional complexity,
clearly lies within the stylistic boundaries of the assemblage as a whole.
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6.20.2 Formal and stylistic variation occurs on a small minority of
Unstan-type bowls
Unstan-type bowls represent the most cohesive of the vessel types at Eilean
Dòmhnuill. Decoration is dominated by variations on the theme of horizontal
grooves over vertical or sloping lines (Section 5.11). Ninety-five percent of
Unstan-type bowl rim sherds are of simple form, and all the remaining
unambiguously Unstan-type rim sherds were everted or bevelled (e.g. Figures
6.38 and 6.75), including examples with decorated bevels (Figure 6.86.1).
Most Unstan-type bowls are fine and thin-walled. A possible exception came
from Context [002] (which probably contains material redeposited from earlier
contexts), although this could also be from an unconventional flanged rim
(Figure 6.82). If it is indeed part of an unusual Unstan-type bowl then it is of
interest that this sherd also bears an unconventional and crudely executed
motif of short, vertical incisions alone.

Figure 6.82 Flanged rim or Unstan-type bowl with short, thick collar (image:
author)
Other exceptions to the usual careful decoration on Unstan-type bowls also
occur but are very rare (Figure 6.83).
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Figure 6.83 Unstan-type bowl with unusual ‘sketchy’ incisions (image: author)
Decoration on Unstan-type bowls is almost invariably by incision. Occasional
exceptions do occur, however, including a small number of vessels with stabs
within grooves (Appendix 2.34 and Figure 6.84). Such variation is not limited
to a single level at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

Figure 6.84 Unstan-type bowl with stab marks within grooves (image: author)
Other non-standard decoration on Unstan-type bowls includes:
•

Horizontal lines only (Appendix 2.7 and Figure 6.85)

•

Roughly executed incisions (e.g. Figures 6.86.2 and 6.54)

•

Dots and dots/stabs within spaces (Figure 6.32)

•

Slashes (Figure 6.11)
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•

Stab-and-drag (Figures 6.29 and 6.41)

•

Stabs within grooves (Figure 6.30)

•

Twisted cord (Figure 6.3)

•

Undecorated

Significantly, Unstan-type bowls from several Orcadian tombs exhibit
decorative techniques and motifs similar to those noted above (Davidson and
Henshall 1989: 66-76). Stab-and-drag, stabs-within-grooves and simple jabs
are all known from Orcadian contexts, although there is no evidence that
variation was chronological. At Eilean Dòmhnuill the small number of variant
vessels also shows no association with any particular phase in the site’s life.

Figure 6.85 Unstan-type bowl decorated with horizontal lines only (image:
author)
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2

3

4

Figure 6.86 Unconventional decoration on Unstan-type bowls at Eilean
Dòmhnuill (1: Unknown level Blocks 3 and 17; 2: Post inundation mixed level
Block 11; 3: Pre-inundation mixed level Block 9: Level 5 Block 22 (Illustrations:
Alan Braby)
6.20.3 Unconventional vessels (of non-Unstan-type) are very rare at
Eilean Dòmhnuill
Unconventional vessels noted above included small versions of larger vessel
forms such as possible miniature Unstan-type bowls (Figure 6.34 measures
just 8cm in diameter) and collared cups (17984-6, from the same block (not
illustrated) also measures just 8cm in diameter).
Pieces of a particularly unusual vessel, notable on account of its location,
form, decoration, flat base, and lugs (Figure 6.49), were recovered from
various Level 5 and 6 contexts. Together with the vessel from [088] in Block
10 that bears a similar decoration (Figure 6.55), this is one of the few vessels
not falling into an already defined formal category.
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Decorative schemes on non-Unstan-type bowls tend draw on a limited range
of motifs, although these may be combined on some vessels to form more
complex designs. The use of multiple motifs on shouldered bowls has already
been noted above. Curvilinear motifs are extremely uncommon at Eilean
Dòmhnuill and are limited to a handful of sherds. One vessel from Level 11
(Figure 6.7) has already been mentioned, and other examples include several
sherds from Level 6 discussed above (Figure 6.33,) and a vessel from Level 5
(Figure 6.46). Again, there is no evidence that these are limited to any
particular phase of the site’s occupation.
6.20.4 Less conventional rim forms are likely to represent variants on
more commonly recognised types
Less conventional rim forms at Eilean Dòmhnuill include:
Rolled rims (< 0.5% of the rim sherds in any level)
T-shaped rims (<0.82% of rim sherds in any one level, and none from
securely stratified contexts after Level 4/5)
Flanged rims (which could be regarded as exaggerated variants of the
everted rim form, are present in all levels except 11 and 0 at between
1% and 12% of rim sherds)
In-turned rims.
This latter rim form can perhaps be linked to—or is a variant of—the collared
form, from which it is often hard to distinguish given in that it presents a similar
collar-like sloping facet usually decorated with sloping lines. Interestingly, inturned rims parallel the level-on-level proportional decline exhibited by collared
rims, falling from 7.14% of rim sherds in Level 11 to 5.33% in Level 7, 3.5% in
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Level 6, 3% in Level 5, and 2.5% in Level 4. They are absent from wellstratified contexts thereafter.
It could be argued that all of the less conventional rim forms are variants on
categories already discussed: flanged rims being variants of everted rims,
rolled rims of simple rims, in-turned rims of collared rims and T-shaped rims of
flat-topped/externally-thickened rims. This suggestion is supported by the
ambiguous nature of many of the rim sherds examined by the author.
6.21 Conclusion
Most

elaborated

vessels

at

Eilean

Dòmhnuill

result

from

the

multiplication of conventional elements observed elsewhere within the
assemblage. True innovation is very rare.
If there could be said to be a unifying principle behind the more unusual
vessels described above it would appear to be that of elaboration. True
innovation is rare and appears to be limited to a handful of vessels. In Section
5.14 it was shown that unconventional decoration is more common on cups
and simple bowls than on larger vessels of more complex form, perhaps
suggesting that social norms were less restrictive in respect of the decoration
of simpler and less obtrusive pots. Unconventional decoration on larger
vessels is usually in the form of one of a small number of motifs that are
recognised elsewhere within the assemblage rather than ‘one-off’ motifs.
Genuinely unconventional vessels are very rare indeed. Curvilinear decoration
occurs on just two or three vessels, and all-over stab-and-drag on no more
than two pots, one of highly unusual flat-based form unparalleled at Eilean
Dòmhnuill or elsewhere. The location of this latter vessel, close to the point
where the causeway met the islet, invites speculation regarding a religious or
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magical function, perhaps related to the management of the boundary of the
islet. Although it is tempting to speculate that this could relate to the danger of
inundation, the idea must, of necessity, remain conjectural.
Both this and the previous chapter have highlighted the eclectic and elaborate
yet highly conservative nature of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage. In many
ways the pottery from the site appears to be a case of ‘the same but better’
(Barley 1994: 115). Whether this principle can be applied to the pottery from
other

Hebridean

sites

will

be

considered
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in

the

next

chapter.

Chapter 7: Eilean Dòmhnuill and Hebridean Neolithic
pottery
Coming as it does from the only well-dated long-lived Hebridean Neolithic site,
the ceramic assemblage from Eilean Dòmhnuill is of considerable importance
to our understanding of Hebridean Neolithic pottery more generally. The
following discussion will consider each of the main Hebridean pottery
assemblages in the light of the author’s analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill
material. In the following discussion, vessel numbers for pots from Eilean
Dòmhnuill refer to those given in Brown’s (n.d.) interim pot report. Further
details are provided in Appendix 4. Unless otherwise indicated, radiocarbon
dates are not derived from Bayesian models. All block scales represent 5cm.
7.1

Eilean An Tighe

Figure 7.1

Eilean an Tighe, looking north-east: excavations focussed only

on the north-western (left) section of the island (photo: author)
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The island of Eilean an Tighe lies just under 10km to the east of Eilean
Dòmhnuill close to the northern end of Loch nan Geireann. The excavator’s
suggestion that Eilean an Tighe was a pottery workshop (Scott WL 1951: 5-11,
24) has been heavily criticised (Gibson 1995: 100; Simpson 1976: 222; Squair
1998: 314-21), and a reinterpretation of the evidence by Robert Squair (1998:
301-59) has suggested that the structures are more parsimoniously interpreted
as the remains of a building (Squair 1998: 323-7). As Scott’s original phasing
of the pottery from the site depended upon his interpretation of the ‘kilns’ as
sequential (Scott WL 1951: 25) the rejection of this interpretation also serves
to undermine Scott’s proposal that a developmental sequence could be
suggested for Hebridean Neolithic pottery based on the results of the
excavation (Scott WL 1951: 13-16).

7.1.1 Eilean an Tighe and Eilean Dòmhnuill: contrasts and comparisons
The Eilean an Tighe assemblage comprises around 4500 sherds, probably
representing between 632 and 3691 vessels (Squair 1998: 335), many
exhibiting signs of use (Squair 1998: 342). Scott identified several vessel
forms, including cups, open bowls, necked bowls and jars, carinated bowls,
flanged bowls, ridged baggy jars and Unstan-type bowls (Scott WL 1951: 1314). Squair reclassified these into cups, open bowls, necked bowls, jars,
carinated bowls, bipartite closed bowls, beakers, and lids/shallow dishes
(Squair 1998: 343) and proposed that the assemblage was best interpreted as
‘…a vehicle for display, to facilitate the preparation and consumption of food,
perhaps within the context of feasting’ (Squair 1998: 356).
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Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.2

Examples of pottery from Eilean an Tighe arranged according to

William Lindsay Scott’s proposed developmental sequence (after Henley
2003: 39; Scott WL 1951: figures 5 to 9)
At both Eilean Dòmhnuill and Eilean an Tighe structures were built on small
islands close to the shores of freshwater lochs lying within areas of gently
rolling terrain probably suitable for pasture. Eilean an Tighe may also have
been connected to the shore by a causeway (Scott WL 1951: 3). Both sites
have produced prodigious quantities of elaborately-decorated pottery of very
similar forms and decorative styles (Figure 7.3). Recent radiocarbon dates
from Eilean an Tighe indicate that the site was occupied contemporaneously
with at least the earlier and middle phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Levels 11 to 5)
(OxA-28952: 3620-3368 cal BC and OxA-28951: 3506-3341 cal BC: Garrow
and Sturt forthcoming).
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Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Eilean Dòmhnuill 347

Eilean an Tighe 2.3

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Eilean Dòmhnuill 271

Eilean an Tighe W1

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Eilean Dòmhnuill 213

Eilean an Tighe I.1

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Eilean Dòmhnuill 342
Figure 7.3

Eilean an Tighe O.48

Comparisons between vessel forms from Eilean an Tighe and

Eilean Dòmhnuill (Eilean an Tighe drawings and photo after Scott 1951, Eilean
Dòmhnuill illustrations by Alan Braby)
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At Eilean an Tighe examples of decorative motifs also found at Eilean
Dòmhnuill include diagonal lines/herringbone motifs (Y1, I.1); horizontal lines
(Y1); and hurdle motifs (Z 30). A number of the less common decorative motifs
and techniques noted by the author at Eilean Dòmhnuill also occur in small
numbers at Eilean an Tighe, including lines emerging from stabs (Plate V
(upper) sherd 1), dots (Plate V (lower) sherd 2), and stab-and-drag (Plate V
(lower) sherd 5), while rim forms recognised at both sites include plain (Y2,
W18), everted (Y66, Y77), internally bevelled (YI.91, I9), externally thickened
(Y65, W5), collared (I.1), in-turned (I.10), and flanged (Y29) (all vessels
illustrated in Scott WL 1951).
Although neither Scott (1951: 24) nor Squair (Squair 1998: 335-7) produced
detailed quantitative summaries of the Eilean an Tighe assemblage, Scott’s
quantification of vessel forms from the areas he considered to relate to kilns
(Scott WL 1951: 30) indicates that between 10.5% and 16% of the rim sherds
were of simple form, compared to around 28% of the Eilean Dòmhnuill
assemblage, and between 13% and 8% were thickened or everted, compared
to 17% at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Between 20% and 25.5% of the rims were flat,
and between 17.5% and 20.5% ‘in-bevelled’, compared to 20.4% at Eilean
Dòmhnuill, while between 21.5% and 28% were collared (‘out-bevelled’),
compared to 24.5% at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Decoration at both Eilean Dòmhnuill
(Sections 5.13.1) and Eilean an Tighe was overwhelmingly incised (Scott WL
1951: 32). At Eilean an Tighe, as at Eilean Dòmhnuill, local rocks provided the
opening agents. Slipping and burnishing were recorded at both sites (Scott WL
1951: 33-4).
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In terms of vessel forms, decoration, and fabrics (viewed both quantitatively
and qualitatively), as well as the nature of the two settlements themselves, the
contemporaneous islet settlements of Eilean an Tighe and Eilean Dòmhnuill
exhibit remarkable similarity. The most parsimonious conclusion would appear
to be that both represent examples of a specific category of settlement of the
late 4th millennium BC within the Western Isles, and recent evidence
(discussed below) suggests that further examples exist. As such, it may be the
case that many sites previously assumed to be of Iron Age date may in fact be
much older (Armit 1996: 52).
7.2

Northton

The earliest activity at Northton, on Harris, (Simpson 1976) dates to the
Mesolithic (Gregory et al 2005; Simpson et al 2006: 19), with the overlying
Neolithic midden layers containing pottery, domestic refuse and ephemeral
stone-built structures (Simpson et al 2006: 40) as well as the undated
crouched burial of a young child (Simpson et al 2006: 41-3). Both formally and
decoratively the Northton ceramic assemblage closely resembles the
assemblages from Eilean an Tighe, Eilean Dòmhnuill, Allt Chrisal and Bharpa
Carinish. The ephemeral structural evidence and faunal remains (Simpson et
al 2006: 84) at Northton led the excavator to suggest that one or more stone,
timber or turf buildings may have been present at some point in the late fourth
and/or early third millennium BC (Simpson et al 2006: 83).
7.2.1 Northton and Eilean Dòmhnuill: contrasts and comparisons
Although lacking contextual information, the Neolithic ceramic assemblage
from Northton comprised 2756 sherds, though Johnson’s estimation of 1097
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vessels is most likely a considerable overestimation (Johnson 2006: 44). Much
of the pottery is highly abraded, while 60% of the sherds are formally
undiagnostic; although, of these, 50% are decorated (Johnson 2006: 44).
As at Eilean Dòmhnuill and Eilean an Tighe, local clays and opening agents,
probably sorted (Johnson 2006: 59-60), were employed at Northton and very
few sherds were tempered with organic material or shell (Johnson 2006: 60).
As at Eilean Dòmhnuill, fabric categories represented divisions of a continuum
(Johnson 2006: 59) and all of the pottery was well-fired (Johnson 2006: 60).
As at both Eilean an Tighe and Eilean Dòmhnuill coil and/or ring building
techniques are evidenced at Northton by coil breaks, while burnishing and
smoothing were common, as at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Johnson 2006: 60).
At both Northton and Eilean Dòmhnuill, Unstan-type bowls are very common –
e.g. Vessel 2.20.2 (this, and subsequent, figure numbers refer to those in the
Northton report) and close comparanda exist amongst other vessels forms
(Figure 7.4). Significantly, shouldered bowls include examples bearing
‘Unstan-style’ motifs also noted at Eilean Dòmhnuill (e.g. Vessel 2.21.2), and
both ridged and non-ridged baggy jars are common, including examples with
collars and everted rims (Figure 7.4)
Decorative motifs at Northton overlap considerably with those at Eilean
Dòmhnuill and Eilean an Tighe. Herringbone motifs, opposed sloping lines,
hurdle motifs, ‘Unstan-style’ motifs (on both shouldered bowls and
conventional Unstan-type vessels), stabs, short dashed lines (occasionally in
vertical columns) and stab-and-drag, all of which are found at Eilean
Dòmhnuill, were all noted by Johnson at Northton (Johnson 2006: 62-3).
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Image temporarily redacted pending
copyright approval

Northton 2.20.2

Eilean Dòmhnuill 162

Image temporarily redacted pending
copyright approval

Northton 2.15.10

Eilean Dòmhnuill 108

Image temporarily redacted pending
copyright approval

Northton 2.26.5

Eilean Dòmhnuill 161

Image temporarily redacted pending
copyright approval

Northton 2.19.2

Eilean Dòmhnuill 250
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Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Northton 2.21.2

Northton 2.17.5

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Northton 2.16.3

Northton 2.16.4

Figure 7.4 Vessel forms from Northton with selected comparanda from Eilean
Dòmhnuill (After Simpson et al 2006) Eilean Dòmhnuill images: Alan Braby
Due to their ease of recognition, Johnson may have overestimated the
proportion of Unstan-type bowls at Northton (Johnson 2006: 64), although the
high proportion of such vessels in all phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill (over 50% of
all identifiable vessels) would suggest that these vessels were of particular
importance at both sites. Johnson’s analysis classified 11% of the
reconstructable vessel forms as being roughly equivalent to the simple bowl
category at Eilean Dòmhnuill, while 22% are of the ridged baggy jar form,
12.5% shouldered bowls, and 54% Unstan-type bowls. The necked jar and
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non-ridged baggy jars are subsumed under different categories in Johnson’s
report, meaning that it is hard to compare the two assemblages formally
beyond noting that the same range of forms is present at both sites.
Of the rim sherds classified by Johnson (2006: 64) over 57% were simple. It is
again hard to compare this to Eilean Dòmhnuill as, whereas rim sherds from
Unstan-type bowls were recorded separately at Eilean Dòmhnuill, Johnson’s
figures include these within the main body of the assemblage. Using
Johnson’s figures for rim sherds from reconstructable vessels alone suggests
that over 52% were equivalent to the simple varieties identified at Eilean
Dòmhnuill, compared to around 28% at the latter site. Varieties roughly
comparable to the everted and internally bevelled rim forms from Eilean
Dòmhnuill give figures of just over 13% and 20% respectively. Proportions of
externally-thickened rims are roughly equal at both sites, while collared rims
are slightly more common at Eilean Dòmhnuill: 17.5% at Northton versus
24.5% at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Collared rims at both sites are primarily associated
with baggy jars of both ridged and non-ridged form (Johnson 2006: 64, Table
2.19).
Of the comparable vessel forms, five of the six Unstan-type bowls (just over
83%) whose rim diameters are recorded by Johnson (2006: 66, Figure 2.31)
were over 20cm in diameter compared to just 30% of Unstan-type bowls at
Eilean Dòmhnuill, while 55% of ridged jars at Eilean Dòmhnuill were between
16cm and 25cm in diameter compared with 42% at Northton. When all vessels
are considered together Northton exhibits a clear bimodal size distribution
(Johnson 2006: 65, Figure 2.27). As at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Section 5.10.10)
there is also a clear difference between the sizes of baggy vessels and other
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vessel forms. This may be functional, although abrasion means that possible
usage is hard to assess (Johnson 2006: 65). Significantly, none of the
Northton vessels, and very few of the Eilean Dòmhnuill vessels, had lugs.
The Northton assemblage is, in most respects, remarkably similar to that of
Eilean Dòmhnuill. The key difference relates to the proportion and average
size of the Unstan-type bowls. In addition, it is hard to know what significance
to place on the supposed larger average size of the Northton vessels as
Johnson supports this assertion with just six examples (Johnson 2006: 66,
Figure 2.31), none of which exceed the maximum rim diameters noted at
Eilean Dòmhnuill. Johnson also notes that the decorative schemes on Unstantype bowls from Northton exhibit less variety than at those from Eilean
Dòmhnuill (Johnson 2006: 69).
7.3

Bharpa Carinish

Centring on a group of three hearths surrounded by ash and charcoal deposits
and spreads and a nearby small stone arc, the site of Bharpa Carinish lay on a
small terrace close to the chambered cairn of Caravat Barp on North Uist
(Crone 1993). Radiocarbon dates suggest that Bharpa Carinish was occupied
between 3366 and 2505 cal. BC (GU-2458, GU-2670, GU-2671, GU-2672,
Crone 1993: 369-70) potentially contemporaneous with the middle and/or later
periods at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Levels 5 to 3 or after). Charred plant remains,
bone and marine shell suggested that the range of domestic and wild species
being exploited was similar to other Neolithic assemblages (Crone 1993: 376).
Although at both Bharpa Carinish and Eilean Dòmhnuill structural remains
were ephemeral, Crone (1993: 378-81) notes that turf-built structures would
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leave almost no trace archaeologically (Fenton and Walker 1981; Noble 1984).
Sites such as Bharpa Carinish may then represent the severely attenuated
remains of buildings constructed from turf and wood, and it is of interest that
Henley has suggested that the unburnt, compacted earth interpreted by Scott
as kilns at Eilean an Tighe (Scott WL 1951: 8) may actually represent the
remains of just such turf walling (Henley 2003: 81). Despite being highly
unlikely to leave unambiguous archaeological traces, turf structures can be
quite substantial (Figure 7.5). This should be born in mind in the light of
suggestions that Hebridean Neolithic settlement may have been slight and
transient (e.g. Armit 1996: 56-7; Downes and Badcock 1998: 49-50).

Figure 7.5

Reconstructed turf house at the Highland Folk Museum,

Newtonmore. Only the hearth and stone footings of this substantial structure
are likely to leave a long-term archaeological trace
(photo:author)
7.3.1 Bharpa Carinish and Eilean Dòmhnuill: comparisons and contrasts
The Bharpa Carinish assemblage comprised 422 sherds—representing a
maximum of around 100 vessels—about 150 of which were diagnostic
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decorated or rim sherds (Armit in Crone 1993: 370). Where it was possible to
be certain, all vessels were coil-built round-based jars and bowls. Around 29%
of the sherds were decorated and, as decoration was mostly limited to the
upper parts of the vessel, this might imply that the majority of the vessels at
the site would have been decorated; a situation also likely to apply at Eilean
an Tighe, Northton and Eilean Dòmhnuill. Just two incised decorative motifs
were noted on vessel bodies: horizontal bands of sloping lines (forming
herringbone and opposed sloping line motifs on some sherds) and hurdle (or
hurdle-like) motifs (Armit in Crone 1993: 371), both also well represented at
Eilean Dòmhnuill. Rim decoration was in the form of diagonally radiating lines
and concentric lines.
Just 19 rim sherds were found at Bharpa Carinish, of plain, everted, flat and
‘in-bevelled’ forms (Armit in Crone 1993: 371 and Figures 8 and 9), all forms
found within the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage. Unfortunately, the number of
rim sherds is too low to allow for a reliable quantitative comparison with Eilean
Dòmhnuill.
An interesting absence at Bharpa Carinish is the collared (‘out-bevelled’) rim
form found at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Over the period when the latter site was
occupied there appears to have been a steady decline in the use of the
collared (‘out-bevelled’) rim form, and it may be that its absence from the
Bharpa Carinish assemblage is therefore chronological.
Although Bharpa Carinish lies just 40m north of the unexcavated chambered
cairn of Caravat Barp (Henshall 1972: 505-6), no clear relationship with the
cairn could be demonstrated. Crone suggested that the site represented a
‘short-lived transient settlement’ (Crone 1993: 380), although, as noted above,
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fairly substantial structures could have been assembled and dismantled on the
site over a period of time (Crone 1993: 379). Bharpa Carinish therefore
resembles Eilean Dòmhnuill in respect of its date, ceramic assemblage, and
probable small number of structures, yet differs in terms of its location and
temporality of occupation.
7.4

An Doirlinn

At the time of writing the small settlement of An Doirlinn awaits publication,
and the following discussion makes use of data to be presented in the
forthcoming report (Garrow and Sturt forthcoming). The pottery from the site
was examined by the author in 2012/13, and the subsequent report will form a
part of the forthcoming excavation monograph (Copper forthcoming).

Figure 7.6

An Doirlinn, South Uist. The site is located on the rocky outcrop

in the middle distance (photo: Duncan Garrow)
An Doirlinn is located on a rocky outcrop on a beach connecting the island of
Orasay to the mainland of the Isle of South Uist. The Neolithic occupation at
the site consisted of a series of hearths and structures that appear to have
been rebuilt and remodelled over a period of several hundred years. It is likely
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that erosion has destroyed other structures, and that the settlement was
originally much larger. Bayesian modelling of the radiocarbon dates from the
site suggests that the Early Neolithic settlement, associated with Hebrideanstyle pottery, dates from between 3590-3100 cal. BC and 2840-2640 cal. BC
(at 2σ), and probably 3340-3140 cal BC and 2820-2720 cal BC (at 1σ).
Significantly, Grooved Ware pottery was also found at An Doirlinn. Bayesian
modelling of the dates associated with the Late Neolithic Grooved Ware phase
at the site places this period of occupation between 2830-2600 cal. BC and
2480-2330 cal. BC (at 2σ) and probably 2750-2650 cal BC to 2460-2320 cal
BC (at 1σ) (Garrow and Sturt forthcoming).

7.4.1 An Doirlinn and Eilean Dòmhnuill: comparisons and contrasts
Significantly, and in contrast to Eilean Dòmhnuill, An Doirlinn produced no
Unstan-type bowls or ridged baggy jars. Collared, T-shaped, and flanged rims
were also absent. However, lugs—rare at Eilean Dòmhnuill, and absent from
Northton—occur on a number of vessels from An Doirlinn (e.g. Vessels 56 and
59). Decoration on the pre-Grooved Ware vessels is extremely limited, for the
most part being confined to stab marks or short radiating or concentric lines on
some rim bevels and incised lines and stabs on vessel bodies. Although hard
to quantify due to abrasion and fragmentation it is of note that less than 3% of
non-Grooved Ware body sherds were decorated, including just 14% of neck
sherds and 24% of all rim sherds from the pre-Grooved Ware Phase 1. Most
of the decorative motifs were simple: 40% consisted of straight lines, just
under 15% of which were seen to form parallel line motifs; just over 16% of the
decorated sherds bore a single line, and just over 17% short lines; slightly over
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19% of decorated sherds were decorated with stabs or pits and 14% with
apparently random lines. Other impressed and incised motifs—none
representing more than 3% of the total number of decorated sherds—included
fingernail impressions, V-shaped lines, and a single example of stab-and-drag.
Applied cordons were recorded on just over 3% of the decorated body sherds.
As at other Hebridean settlement sites, opening agents used are consistent
with derivation from a local source, particle size would appear to correspond to
vessel size (and probably function), and coil breaks suggest that coil or ring
building was used to construct the pots. In comparison to the variety of rim
forms recorded at Eilean Dòmhnuill, the rims of the An Doirlinn vessel are
seldom developed. In the pre-Grooved Ware Phase 1 just over 61% of all rims
were simple, and of the remainder nearly 67% were of everted/internallybevelled form. Less than a quarter of the rim sherds were decorated.
There were notable exceptions to this simple pattern, however, including two
possible examples of comb decoration on a rim sherd and a lug (Vessels 53
and 56), a possible ridged jar sherd from an unstratified context, and a necked
bowl or jar with a unique decoration of inverted ‘Latin crosses’ above an
applied cordon (Vessel H55, Figure 7.7). Vessel H75 bears a decoration of
diagonally incised lines around its neck and would not look out of place in the
Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage. The overall impression, however, is that in
comparison to the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery the An Doirlinn pottery is
remarkably plain.
Although fragmentation and abrasion meant that it was not possible to quantify
the vessel forms at An Doirlinn, certain vessel types can be recognised,
including large, baggy vessels (including several examples with lugs), simple
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uncarinated bowls, carinated bowls and jars, and necked bowls and jars.
Vessels of both closed and open form are represented.

Figure 7.7

Examples of pottery from An Doirlinn. Top to bottom: H31, H55,

H68 (After Garrow and Sturt forthcoming)
Scale = 5cm
Many of the basic vessel forms recognised at Eilean Dòmhnuill, such as cups,
simple bowls and necked bowls and jars, are present within the An Doirlinn
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assemblage, yet there are significant absences, including Unstan-type bowls
and ridged baggy jars, while the notable lack of decoration—and its lack of
elaboration when it does occur—marks out the An Doirlinn vessels from the
more elaborate assemblages of Eilean Dòmhnuill, Eilean an Tighe and
Northton. It is of interest that the vessel forms and decorative motifs that are
absent from An Doirlinn are the more complex ones known from other
Hebridean Neolithic sites, yet the pottery was well made and well fired.
The overlap in decorative motifs, vessel forms, fabrics, and manufacturing
techniques between An Doirlinn and Eilean Dòmhnuill strongly suggests that
the two assemblages were drawing on a common pool of ideas. The sites
were occupied contemporaneously, yet the ceramic assemblages are as
different as they are similar, and it could be suggested that An Doirlinn and
Eilean Dòmhnuill could be seen to stand at opposite poles of the Hebridean
ceramic spectrum, with An Doirlinn representing what might be termed the
basic Hebridean Neolithic assemblage and Eilean Dòmhnuill the elaborate (or
elaborated) Hebridean Neolithic assemblage: the latter being derived from the
former by the addition certain decorative elements and vessel forms and the
avoidance of others, such as plain vessels (with the exceptions of cups and
simple bowls) and lugs. If the two proposed assemblage types served different
social and/or economic roles, then the unelaborated nature of the An Doirlinn
pottery, and the elaboration of the Eilean Dòmhnuill vessels, may be indicative
of a functional (and perhaps seasonal) difference between the sites.

7.5

Screvan Quarry

A large, shallow pit excavated at Screvan Quarry on North Uist contained the
remains of over 154 Neolithic vessels together with flint and quartz tools,
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charcoal, and part of a macehead (Downes and Badcock 1998). The site
produced two radiocarbon dates of 3515-2873 cal. BC and 3314-2491 cal. BC
(Downes and Badcock 1998: 48), both from carbonised birch (no laboratory
numbers were included in the report).
7.5.1 Screvan Quarry and Eilean Dòmhnuill: comparisons and contrasts
Fabrics used for the manufacture of the Screvan Quarry pottery vary little from
those at other Hebridean sites, with inclusions deriving from locally available
rocks. Voids were present in some vessels (Squair in Downes and Badcock
1998: 15-16). Large inclusions (in comparison to average inclusion size), even
in larger vessels, are notably absent, while mica-rich slips used on some
vessels may have been designed to enhance the vessel’s appearance. Coil
and/or ring building were employed to form the vessels, while rims and lugs
appear to have been luted on (Squair in Downes and Badcock 1998: 18)
Formally and decoratively, Robert Squair characterised the assemblage as an
‘eclectic variety of ceramic styles’, observing that ‘many vessels recognisable
as Hebridean Ware, are represented in the assemblage’, although he left the
term ‘Hebridean Ware’ undefined (Squair in Downes and Badcock 1998: 20).
Squair notes that ‘a considerable number of undecorated vessels with neutral
profiles, presumably deep bowls or jars, and varying from relatively fine to
coarse, are identifiable in the assemblage’ (Squair in Downes and Badcock
1998: 21). Although unfortunately not quantified in the pottery report, this
reflects the situation observed at An Doirlinn much more than that at Eilean
Dòmhnuill, Northton or Eilean an Tighe. Similarly, rim forms—again
unquantified—included many simple and unelaborated examples, with just
under 75% of the illustrated vessels bearing simple rims, and with the
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remaining examples rarely exhibiting significant elaboration such as applied
collars (Figure 7.8). Squair also noted the presence of both decorated and
undecorated vessels at Screvan Quarry (Squair in Downes and Badcock
1998: 22).

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.8

Pottery from Screvan Quarry . Top to bottom: P69, P68, P96,

Scale = 5cm (after Downes and Badcock 1998: Illustrations 7 and 8)
An important feature of the Screvan Quarry assemblage is the ‘prevalence of
cordoned jars or collared jars in the assemblage, in which a horizontal cordon
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inaugurates a splayed neck or collar, culminating in an everted rim’ (Squair in
Downes and Badcock 1998: 22): for example, Vessel P96 (Figure 7.8).

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.9

Lugged (top) and cordoned (bottom) vessels from Allt Chrisal

(Figures 4.31.48 and 4.37.189, Scale = 5cm)
(after Gibson 1995: 102 and 112)

This vessel form was very uncommon at Northton and Eilean an Tighe, and at
Eilean Dòmhnuill it was regarded as a minor variant of the necked bowl/jar
form (Form 2.2), and represented less than 1% of the identifiable vessel forms
overall. Cordoned vessels are present at An Doirlinn but are very rare, with
less than 1% of the sherds showing evidence for carination or the addition of
an applied cordon (Copper forthcoming). Cordoned jars are known from Allt
Chrisal, several bearing decoration on the cordon itself, as at Screvan Quarry
(Gibson 1995: 112, Illustrations 188-93). At Allt Chrisal (discussed below), lugs
also occur at the same position as cordons on a number of vessels (Gibson
1995: 101 and 103, Vessels 1, 48 and 61), perhaps suggestive of a shared
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functional role for both connected to the lifting of heavy vessels during use. It
is of interest that the cordoned jar form also occurs at the Clettraval
chambered cairn (Henshall 1972: 308, Illustrations 9, 10 and 11; Scott WL
1935: 522-3, Vessels IB7, IIIC1 and VC2) but is absent from the Unival
passage grave (Scott WL 1948), and the Clyde cairns.

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.10 Cordoned vessel from Clettraval (after Henshall 1972: 308, Vessel
10)
As at Eilean Dòmhnuill, necked bowls make up a significant part of the
Screvan Quarry assemblage, many of these bearing decoration on the internal
bevels of everted rims, as well as externally, and Squair notes the presence of
herringbone decoration on a number of these vessels (Squair in Downes and
Badcock 1998: 23-5).
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It is notable that the multiple-ridged baggy jars, common at Eilean Dòmhnuill,
Northton and Eilean an Tighe, and Unstan-type bowls found at these three
sites as well as at Bharpa Carinish and Allt Chrisal, do not occur at Screvan
Quarry. The absence of these vessel forms from the An Doirlinn assemblage
again highlights the similarities between the Screvan Quarry and An Doirlinn
pottery when compared to the more elaborated assemblages from Eilean
Dòmhnuill, Eilean an Tighe and Northton. If we are indeed looking at a
ceramic tradition with both plainer utilitarian and elaborated variants then the
Screvan Quarry pottery would seem to fit into the utilitarian category. Although
Squair has argued that the Screvan Quarry assemblage was unlikely to
represent domestic debris (Squair in Downes and Badcock 1998: 34-5) the
present author feels that his suggestion that the assemblage represents
‘deliberate disposal, motivated by ideological concerns’ requires further
evidence if this is to be regarded as more than an assertion (Squair in Downes
and Badcock 1998: 34). It would perhaps be more parsimonious to regard
‘ideological concerns’ as permeating all aspects of behaviour in a small-scale
society such as that of the Neolithic Hebrides rather than proposing that the
burial of used but broken ceramic vessels, even if in large quantities, must
indicate a separate ‘ideological’ domain.
7.6

Allt Chrisal

Neolithic settlement at Allt Chrisal on the island of Barra appears to have
focussed on a stone-built roundhouse and an ‘activity platform’ (Branigan and
Foster 1995: 57-99), which may initially have supported a domestic structure
(Branigan and Foster 1995: 67-8). The stratigraphy immediately to the north of
the platform proved very difficult to understand, although a division into four
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general phases of activity was proposed (Branigan and Foster 1995: 72).
Claims have been made for the firing of pottery in a clamp kiln here, although
the evidence is at best ambiguous (Branigan and Foster 1995: 85-8). The
roundhouse measured around 3m in diameter, with stone footings probably
forming a foundation for a wall of turves. The dating of the site presents a
number of problems that will be discussed below.
7.6.1 Allt Chrisal and Eilean Dòmhnuill: comparisons and contrasts
The Neolithic ceramic assemblage from Allt Chrisal was derived from three
sites: T26 - the stone platform, T26A - the Neolithic ‘activity area’, and T19 the Neolithic roundhouse. T19 produced 19 Hebridean-style Neolithic vessels
(11 undecorated, 4 incised, and 4 impressed) in addition to 2 Beakers, while
T26A produced 256 undecorated, 207 incised, and 65 impressed vessels in
addition to 18 Unstan-type bowls and 33 Beakers. It is likely that a maximum
of 388 further vessels were represented amongst the undecorated and
featureless sherds from these two sites (Gibson 1995: 100). The higher
proportion of undecorated vessels at Allt Chrisal, including carinated vessels,
stands in contrast to the extensively decorated Eilean Dòmhnuill, Eilean an
Tighe and Northton assemblages.
Fabrics were mostly sandy, with inclusions varying in coarseness from fine
sand to large stones suggestive of the deliberate addition of certain opening
materials. Minor fabrics, including those without opening agents, tempered
with organic material, or leached, were more likely to occur in finer vessels,
although these did not differ greatly in form from the coarser examples
(Gibson 1995: 100). Most vessels were well fired, with variability in fabric
colour indicative of open firing (Gibson 1995: 100).
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As is the case at other Hebridean sites, the diversity of vessel forms at Allt
Chrisal means that it is hard to divide the assemblage into mutually exclusive
types. Just over 50% of the illustrated vessels from the site could not be
assigned with confidence to any of the formal classes recognised at Eilean
Dòmhnuill (this was also the case at the latter site itself). Of the remainder, just
over 9% of the illustrated vessels bear single cordons below (or defining) the
neck, recalling the examples from Screvan Quarry. This represents just under
19% of the vessels whose form could be confidently ascertained, compared to
less than 1% at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Non-ridged baggy jars are hard to recognise
within the illustrated corpus—although they appear to represent just under
5.6% of all illustrated vessels, or just over 11% of formally identifiable
illustrated vessels—but given their size and the minimal suggestions of form
available from the surviving sherds it would appear likely that many of the
vessels of uncertain form were actually non-ridged baggy jars, suggesting that
the figures given above are likely to be a severe underestimation of the
proportion of pots of this form amongst the Allt Chrisal vessels. Shouldered
bowls make up just over 4% of the illustrated vessels at Allt Chrisal (8.8% of
the vessels of identifiable form, compared to just over 6% at Eilean
Dòmhnuill). It is of note, however, that in contrast to Eilean Dòmhnuill and
Northton, no unambiguous examples exist of this vessel form bearing the
Unstan-style ‘horizontal grooves over sloping lines’ motif. Necked bowls make
up just over 10.5% (around 21.5% of vessels of identifiable form) and simple
bowls/cups just over 11% (22.7% of identifiable vessels) of the illustrated
vessels from Allt Chrisal. This compares to just over 6.7% and 16%
respectively for these vessel forms amongst the identifiable vessels at Eilean
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Dòmhnuill. In contrast to the large number of such vessels at Eilean Dòmhnuill
and Northton, only one certain and one possible example of a ridged-baggy jar
could be identified with confidence (Gibson 1995: 113, Figure 4.38.210 and
105, Figure 4.32.64). Although present within the Allt Chrisal assemblage,
Unstan-type bowls were relatively uncommon compared to Eilean Dòmhnuill,
Northton and Eilean an Tighe. Gibson was able to identify just 18 vessels of
Unstan form, accounting for just 3% of the total number of vessels (Gibson
1995: 110) compared with between 25% and 50% at Northton and Eilean
Dòmhnuill. All motifs found on Unstan-type bowls at Allt Chrisal also occur at
Eilean Dòmhnuill.
Although hard to link to the vessel forms themselves, Gibson quantified rim
forms by type and decorative technique (Gibson 1995: 114, Table 4.2).
Everted rims predominated amongst the undecorated vessels (22%), followed
by simple (19%) and internally bevelled (15%) forms. Notably, both ‘Tsectioned’ and ‘7-sectioned’ rims both represented over 7% of the assemblage
amongst undecorated vessels (10% and 7.9% respectively). Amongst the
decorated vessels Gibson noted the occurrence of ‘7-sectioned’ rims with
concentric

lines

of

‘lenticular

incisions’

on

several

distinctive

small

hemispherical bowls (Figure 7.11). The bodies of these bowls are decorated
with faint, scored lines and are of a fine, hard, burnished fabric. Parallels for
this rim type exist at Eilean Dòmhnuill, where they were quantified by the
author as Form 9 – ‘flanged’. They are, however, uncommon at the latter site,
accounting for just 3.27% of all Eilean Dòmhnuill rim sherds (49 sherds in
total), and separating them out as a category from acutely everted or
externally thickened rims of more conventional form is somewhat arbitrary.
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Few of these can be securely tied to a particular vessel type, although
examples exist which would appear to have been of bowl form (Figure 7.12.1
and 7.12.4). None of the examples from Eilean Dòmhnuill is decorated with
the lenticular pattern observed at Allt Chrisal.

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.11 Decorated flange-rimmed vessels from Allt Chrisal. Top to
bottom: Vessel 73, Vessel 74, Vessel 75. Scale = 5cm (after Gibson 1995:
105, Fig. 4.32)
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1

2

3

4
Figure 7.12 Strongly everted and flanged rims from Eilean Dòmhnuill
1) Level 11 Block 35 [1003] 19909; 2) Level 7 Block 19 [590] 12372; 3) Level 6
Block 21 [530] 13685; 4) Level 4/5 Block 6 [070] 1846
Note indications of probably bowl form on 1 and 4 (image: author)
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The flanged rims observed at Allt Chrisal are, however, represented at Eilean
an Tighe (Scott WL 1951: Fig. 5: X2 and XI66; Fig. 6: Y3 and Y19; Fig. 7: Z34
and Fig. 9: 2.28). Although no convincing parallels are known from Northton,
short impressions occur on rims of differing forms (Johnson 2006: Vessels
2.14.8 and 2.15.5). Gibson (1995: 108-10) notes that similar rim forms are
known from Clettraval (Henshall 1972: 309: Clettraval 12; Scott WL 1935: Fig.
37) and Unival (Henshall 1972: 309: Unival 12; Scott WL 1948: Fig. 6.11),
although the present author feels that the former may possibly be an Unstantype bowl with everted rim of a form observed (rarely) at Eilean Dòmhnuill (e.g.
Figure 6.38) and also known, although with more pronounced eversion and
different body decoration, from the Ord North in Sutherland (Sharples 1981:
34: Fig. 9.32 and 9.32a). The Unival vessel is of a fine, hard, dark burnished
fabric similar to the examples from Allt Chrisal.
As has been pointed out above, attempting to compare the Allt Chrisal and
Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblages quantitatively is fraught with difficulties. Formal
diversity means that, as other Hebridean Neolithic sites, the vessels do not fall
into mutually exclusive classes, and identifying vessel forms is complicated by
the lack of complete profiles for most of the pots. As a result, comparisons
must be made primarily on the basis of the presence and absence of certain
vessel forms, rim styles, and decorative motifs. In addition, the dating of the
site is far from straightforward: the complexity of the stratigraphy means that
interpreting the site’s development is not easy, while the presence of Beaker
sherds throughout almost the entire sequence suggests high levels or
redeposition and raises doubts about the stratigraphic integrity of the site
(Gibson 1995: 108).
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Three radiocarbon dates were obtained from birch wood at Allt Chrisal, all
from Site T26A: GU-3467: 3695-3111 cal. BC; GU-3923: 3360-2938 cal. BC;
and GU-3922: 3711-3379 cal. BC. (It should be noted that the phases to which
these dates are attributed in the main body of the report conflict with those
summarised at the beginning (Branigan and Foster 1995: 51-2). The following
discussion refers to the more detailed discussion of the phasing of Site 26A,
the Neolithic and Beaker ‘activity area’). As Gibson (1995: 115) has pointed
out, there are issues with accepting the Allt Chrisal radiocarbon dates at face
value. GU-3923 is from a context containing sherds from all the ceramic
traditions represented at Allt Chrisal, including Beaker. This patchy layer
(Context [524]) lies on the boundary of Phases 3 and 4: the latter phase
considered by the excavator to belong to the Late Neolithic or Early Beaker
period (Branigan and Foster 1995: 89-91). No ceramics were directly
associated with GU-3922 (Context [564]), whose attribution to Phase 1b
(Neolithic) would appear rather insecure given that it cuts the natural subsoil
and may indeed have been a natural feature (Branigan and Foster 1995: 81).
Although this latter date (3711-3379 cal. BC) may be early in the site
sequence, there would appear to be no direct stratigraphic association
between this context and other Phase 1b features (Branigan and Foster 1995:
74, Fig. 4.16). The contextual association of undecorated, impressed, and
incised vessels with GU-3467 (Phase 3 - Neolithic) is suggestive of the
contemporaneity of these styles. Indeed, Gibson notes that:
‘These dates, then, combined with the frequent contextual association
and general stratigraphic contemporaneity of the different ceramic
elements within the assemblage tend to support the co-existence,
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longevity and contemporaneity of the undecorated, incised, impressed
and Unstan wares that make up the Hebridean assemblages’ (Gibson
1995: 115).
Although a small number of Beaker sherds were found within contexts
attributed to pre-Phase 3 activity (Gibson 1995: 108, Table 4.1) the complexity
of the stratigraphy at Allt Chrisal, combined with the likelihood of redeposition
of pottery, means that this need not conflict with Gibson’s interpretation. It is
perhaps of more interest that there was no Grooved Ware at Allt Chrisal, and it
is possible to speculate that some areas of the Outer Hebrides may have
retained local ceramic styles during the period of currency of this style
elsewhere in the islands. Such an argument, however, would require positive
evidence in the form of reliable radiocarbon dates or Hebridean style vessels
securely stratified above Grooved Ware sherds. No such evidence is currently
available, including from sites such as An Doirlinn, that have produced
Grooved ware.
The pottery from Allt Chrisal, then, presents a complex mixture of styles
reflecting both the plainer assemblages from An Doirlinn and Screvan Quarry
as well as elements of the elaborated assemblages from Eilean Dòmhnuill,
Northton and Eilean an Tighe. The complexity of the stratigraphy and the
likelihood of redeposition at the site undermine any confidence that diachronic
development in pottery styles, if indeed present, would be observable at Allt
Chrisal. However, given the wide variety of plain and elaborated vessels in use
contemporaneously in the late 4th millennium BC at other Hebridean sites, the
mixture of styles at Allt Chrisal need not come as a great surprise, and
Gibson’s suggestion of ‘co-existence, longevity and contemporaneity’ would
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appear to be the most likely explanation for this. Unfortunately, all that can be
confidently stated about the dating of the pre-Beaker pottery from Allt Chrisal
is that it was deposited at the site at some point between c.3700 and 3100 BC.
7.7

Calanais

The ceramic assemblage from the 1980-8 excavations at Calanais in Lewis
(Ashmore in press) contrasts with those discussed above in that it is
associated with a stone ring (not a true circle) and a small chambered tomb
rather than a settlement, although the Early/Middle Neolithic ceramics are
likely to have been derived from nearby sites whose nature is unknown.
The Calanais stone ring, chambered tomb, and associated avenues and
monuments have been extensively reviewed over many years (Armit 1996: 815; e.g. Ashmore 2002a; Ashmore 2002b; in press; Burl 1976: 148-55; 2000:
202-7; Henshall 1972: 461-2; Martin 1703: 9; Richards 2013) and the
development of the central monument has been succinctly summarised by
Ashmore (2002b: 27-36). The history of the Calanais monument and its
relationship with the surrounding sites and landscape is complex, and there is
a strong possibility that the location of Calanais may be related to earlier
activity at the close-by Cnoc an Tursa roche moutonnée (Coles and Rees
1994; Richards 2013: 271). Although the monument can be broken down into
various components, the close integration between these elements requires
them to be seen either as a whole, or at least very closely integrated.
7.7.1 Calanais and Eilean Dòmhnuill: comparisons and contrasts
At least 169 pots (based on feature sherds and rims) are represented by the
1,100-plus sherds from the 1980/81 excavations at Calanais. Almost all are
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likely to date to between the early/middle of the 4th millennium and the middle
of the 2nd millennium BC (Sheridan in press). However, just over threequarters of the sherds were smaller than 25mm across, and most pots were
represented by a single sherd. Fragmentation means that quantification of the
Calanais assemblage is not a realistic option, and comparison with other
Hebridean assemblages must be on the basis of the presence and absence of
diagnostic attributes alone.
As at other Hebridean sites, fabrics varied little through time, and inclusions
are once again suggestive of local manufacture. Over 57% of the sherds were
of a ‘corky’ texture, probably resulting from the leaching or burning out of soft
minerals or other inclusions (Sheridan in press).
Sheridan (in press) notes that there is ‘every reason to suspect that the
undecorated and decorated Early/Middle Neolithic pots were constituent parts
of the same overall ceramic repertoire’, as appears to be the case at the other
Hebridean sites including Eilean Dòmhnuill. As at Eilean Dòmhnuill (and
indeed all currently known Hebridean sites) there are no traditional Carinated
Bowls within the Calanais assemblage, although Sheridan (in press) has
suggested that the undecorated thin-walled and fine-textured vessels, often
with smoothed, burnished or slipped surfaces and simple or slightly everted
rims, have their origin within the Carinated Bowl tradition. Sheridan also draws
attention to a number of possible flanged rim sherds (Figure 7.13), although
the present author finds the illustrated examples unconvincing due to their
straight outer edges, and considers that these may be from more conventional
upright or everted rims.
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Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.13 Putative flanged rim sherds from Calanais. From left to right: Cat
ASH 2a, Cat 232 ASH 16,Cat 236-7 ASH 17, Cat 14 ASH 6
(After Sheridan in press)
The decorated Early/Middle Neolithic vessels from Calanais were divided by
Sheridan into six categories:
i.

Large ridged jars. The three definite examples of this form were
decorated with sloping incised lines, as were 96% of the vessels of this
form at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

ii.

Large carinated jars. These would fall within the category of necked jar
at Eilean Dòmhnuill, albeit that the two examples discussed by
Sheridan (Cat 302 and Cat 308, Sheridan in press) would fall towards
the top end of the size range recorded at Eilean Dòmhnuill (Figure 5.41)
These vessels would also appear to resemble the examples of
cordoned form discussed above at Allt Chrisal and Screvan Quarry on
account of the incised decoration around the carination of Cat 308.

iii.

Large globular jars. Little detail is provided about these in Sheridan’s
report.

iv.

Collared jars or bowls. This vessel form is defined in Sheridan’s report
by the presence of a collared rim. At Eilean Dòmhnuill, this rim form is
not restricted to a single vessel type, although it is primarily associated
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with baggy jars, and especially with ridged baggy jars. (Figures 5.17
and 5.18).
v.

Carinated and shouldered bowls (including examples with flanged
rims). These include vessels of various sizes, with rim diameters
ranging from below 150mm to over 200mm (Sheridan in press). Rim
forms are varied, as are fabrics, and Sheridan suggests that these
‘constitute the finer end of the Hebridean Neolithic ceramic spectrum
and… may well have been used for serving food’, although black
organic residues suggest that they may also have been used for
cooking. The surfaces of these vessels had been carefully smoothed
and even polished, and decoration, while mostly comprising diagonal
lines, included impressed ‘jabs’ and ‘stabs’. Although evidence for pot
forms within this category is limited by the severe fragmentation within
the Calanais pottery, these vessels would seem to correspond most
closely to the shouldered bowl category used at Eilean Dòmhnuill,
although other bowl forms were also included.

vi.

Fine, thin-walled pots of uncertain form. Although no unambiguous
evidence exists, Sheridan (in press) has suggested that five pots of
uncertain form from Calanais may be Unstan-type bowls The presence
of these vessels at other Hebridean Neolithic sites has been discussed
above, and it would not be surprising if they were present at Calanais,
although the low numbers of such vessels in comparison to Eilean
Dòmhnuill and Northton is of note. It may be of significance that the
location of two of the possible Unstan-type bowls, and a third fine bowl
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of indeterminate form, may relate them to the ring’s construction,
although this must remain tentative.
A ‘small but significant minority of the Early/Middle Neolithic sherds’ is likely to
predate the erection of the stone ring. Most, however, were probably brought
to the site as small sherds in soil ‘brought in from nearby ‘ancestral sites’’ and
used in the construction of the chambered cairn. In addition, it may be that the
corky and non-corky sherds came from different locations or related to
different

activities,

even

though

they

appear

to

have

been

used

contemporaneously (Sheridan in press).
Rim forms at Calanais are paralleled at Eilean Dòmhnuill and other Hebridean
sites. Undecorated vessels included examples with rounded, gently pointed,
gently flattened, slightly expanded, externally bevelled, and flanged forms.
Although the externally bevelled form was not recorded separately at Eilean
Dòmhnuill, examples were classified either as Form 6 (inverted) or Forms 1 or
1.1 (simple, flat-topped/simple). All of the rim forms noted as occurring on
decorated vessels at Calanais (Sheridan in press) can be paralleled at Eilean
Dòmhnuill.
Unfortunately, the Calanais pottery cannot contribute greatly to the dating of
the Hebridean Neolithic ceramic tradition. However, the dating of pottery of
indigenous Hebridean forms at other sites (see Sections 7.10.4 and 7.11,
below) means that Sheridan’s suggestion that the Calanais pots were made
between c.3300 and 2900 BC would appear reasonable (Sheridan in press).
In comparing the Calanais Early/Middle Neolithic pottery to that from Eilean
Dòmhnuill certain aspects stand out. As at Allt Chrisal, ridged baggy jars and
Unstan-type bowls are relatively uncommon, although necked and non-ridged
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baggy jars are present. Fine pots in various forms, and including slipped and
burnished examples, are found within the Calanais assemblage. The
significance of the undecorated corky vessels is unclear. Corky fabrics are
very rare at Eilean Dòmhnuill, possibly being limited to a single vessel (Figure
6.48), and are uncommon elsewhere in the Hebrides. The presence of shell
temper in Grooved Ware from the Udal (discussed below) may be significant
in this respect. Sheridan (in press) argues that the voids in the Calanais
fabrics probably related to the leaching out of soft stone rather than shell,
although the homogeneity of the Hebridean geology raises the issue of what
sort of inclusions these could be. Vessel forms identified at Calanais can all be
paralleled at Eilean Dòmhnuill, although the fragmentation of the Calanais
pottery makes identification of such forms difficult. Rim forms are also
consistent with those recorded at Eilean Dòmhnuill and, in addition, decorative
schemes, including incised diagonal lines, impressed stabs and jabs, radiating
and

diagonally

radiating

lines

on

rim

tops,

in

addition

to

smoothing/burnishing/polishing, are all recorded at Eilean Dòmhnuill.
Sheridan’s suggestion that the Calanais pottery was brought onto the site from
at least one other location means that we can say little about the significance
of the deposition of the pre-Grooved Ware pots at the site. It is frustrating that
sherds recovered from the nearby Cnoc an Tursa are formally undiagnostic,
as establishing a pre-Grooved Ware (and pre-megalithic) phase of activity at
the site would be of some significance. Nevertheless, the Calanais
assemblage reiterates the themes discussed above: the contemporaneity of
decorated and undecorated ceramics, the association of large proportions of
certain vessel types with certain types of site (especially ridged baggy jars and
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Unstan-type bowls with the islet settlements and Northton) and their relative
rarity elsewhere (including the same vessels at Calanais), the eclectic (and
overlapping) range of vessel types in use, and the contemporaneous
production of both fine and coarse wares within the Hebridean Neolithic
ceramic repertoire.
7.8

Pottery from Hebridean Chambered Cairns

7.8.1 Clettraval
The excavated chambered cairns of the Outer Hebrides have long been
central to discussions regarding the development of Hebridean ceramics
(Henshall 1972: 164-97; McInnes 1969; Piggott 1954: 170-3; Scott JG 1964:
150-8; 1969: 217-22; Scott WL 1942; Sheridan 2000: 7-11). The first Outer
Hebridean chambered cairn to be excavated and published was Clettraval on
the isle of North Uist (Scott WL 1935).
The cairn lies at a height of just over 100m, close to the summit of the hill of
Clettraval itself. Nearby are a standing stone and a second chambered cairn,
Tigh Cloiche (Henshall 1972: 529). Structurally, Clettraval exhibits similarities
with chambered cairns of the Clyde group (Henshall 1972: 15-110) as well as
with passage tombs of Henshall’s Hebridean group (Henshall 1972: 111-57).
The excavator considered it to be a an unusual type of passage tomb, noting
that ‘Clettraval is to be regarded as a chamber with either one or two
antechambers and a passage rather than as a single chamber divided into five
segments’ (Scott WL 1935: 535). This would perhaps suggest that Clettraval
could be seen as a Hebridean passage tomb realised in ‘Clyde style’.
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Figure 7.14 Plan of the Clettraval chambered cairn and ‘fort’ (After Scott WL
1935: Plate I)
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Figure 7.15 Clettraval chambered cairn overlooking the machair of western
North Uist (photo: author)
Three stratigraphic elements were identified within the passage: an upper
layer (Stratum A) contained Iron Age (and earlier) pot sherds; a middle layer
(Stratum B) mixed Early/Middle Neolithic and Beaker sherds; and a lower layer
(Stratum C) contained no Beaker or Iron Age material. With the exception of
the pottery, finds were few and evidence for burial slight: small fragments of
calcined animal and possibly human bone were recovered from a small area in
the middle of Section I (and just one from Section II) amongst ‘white slime’
(Scott WL 1935: 495). Henshall, however, cautions that the bones may not
actually be human at all (Henshall 1972: 511).
The dating of the Hebridean chambered cairns is poorly understood, and it is
necessary to avoid dangerously circular arguments based on correlations
between ceramic forms and monumental architecture. The difficulties in linking
artefacts to stages in a tomb’s use have been highlighted by more recent
excavations at the Point of Cott (Barber 1997: 69) and Blasthill (Cummings
and Robinson 2015: 6-9). These issues will be discussed further in Section
7.8.9.
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The pottery from Clettraval included at least 15 and perhaps as many as 36
Neolithic vessels (Henshall 1972: 308-9 and 508-11; Scott WL 1935: 496).
Only those from Stratum C are likely to have been undisturbed by postNeolithic activity, and there is no way of knowing if any of these lay where they
were originally deposited. In Section I (the innermost chamber) the majority of
the sherds (and all of the larger sherds) were found in the southeast portion.
This part of the chamber was separated from the rest by three slabs which
‘suggested the walling off of that corner’, a feature which the excavator
compared to the possible cist found within the chamber at Unival (Scott WL
1935: 487; 1948: 8 and 12), and which he considered to be an enclosure for
individual burials (Scott WL 1935: 527), although the possibility that such
structures may have included organic components and could have resembled
the shelves known from tombs in Orkney such as Midhowe (Davidson and
Henshall 1989: 146-8) should perhaps also be considered. In Section II ‘two
fairly complete pots… were found on the north side’ to the east of a small
‘pillar’ (Scott WL 1935: 497). Fragments of two more pots were found within
Stratum C in Section III, and in Section V a broken but nearly complete vessel
was found beneath a large slab that ‘spanned the floor’ (Scott WL 1935: 498).
Although Henley (2003: 240) has suggested that the distribution of pottery at
Clettraval is suggestive of a shift in focus towards the deepest chamber, and
that the limited stratigraphic evidence indicates that ‘the earlier deposits are
characterised by partially decorated, neutral and closed jars whereas more
heavily decorated and open vessels dominate the later levels’ (Henley 2003:
246), Squair reminds us that the ceramic assemblages from chambered cairns
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are ‘more an incomplete catalogue of vessels not removed, rather than a
comprehensive corpus of vessels deposited’ (Squair 1998: 241).
7.8.2 Clettraval and Eilean Dòmhnuill: comparisons and contrasts
Given the nature of the hard, well-made fabrics tempered with locally available
rock fragments, all of the Clettraval vessels are likely to have been
manufactured locally (Henshall 1972: 508-11). Although Squair (1998: 269)
has argued that a ceramic sequence can be observed at Clettraval, the single
layer containing only Early/Middle Neolithic pottery (Stratum C) is the only
reliable indicator in this respect. The variety of vessel forms present, and the
likelihood that we are seeing only a small subset of the originally deposited
vessels, means that we cannot have confidence that any differences observed
between vessel forms and decorative schemes between Strata C and B can
tell us anything about possible changes in ceramic styles deposited at the site
through time. Indeed, Henshall’s Vessel 11 (Scott’s vessel IB7), from Stratum
C, and Vessels 10 (Scott’s Vessel IIIC1) and 9 (VC2), from Stratum B—all
from different sections of the chamber—are much closer to each other formally
and decoratively than any of the other vessels.
It has already been mentioned above that the cordoned vessels, such as
Henshall’s vessels 9, 10 and 11, are rare at Eilean Dòmhnuill, Northton, Eilean
an Tighe and An Doirlinn, although present at Screvan Quarry and Allt Chrisal.
At the latter sites there was no good reason to consider them to be any earlier
or later than other ceramic forms. Indeed, the limited dating evidence from
both Allt Chrisal and Screvan Quarry, discussed above, would suggest that
these forms were in use in the later 4th millennium BC, contemporary with the
elaborate vessels from the islet sites and Northton. This may indicate that
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functional differences may account for the rarity of this form at these latter
sites, and in this respect, it is of interest that there is good evidence that many,
if not all, of the vessels from the Hebridean cairns had been used prior to
deposition (Squair 1998: 291-4).
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Figure 7.16 Reconstructed vessels from Clettraval (After Henshall 1972: 308)
Stratum C: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16; Stratum B: 2, 5, 11, 14, 15
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Figure 7.17 Smaller sherds from Clettraval. Above: 12 (Stratum C), below: 13
(Stratum B)
(After Henshall 1972: 309)
Regarding other vessel forms from Clettraval, necked and shouldered
jars/bowls, such as Vessels 5, 6, 7 and 8, are commonplace at Eilean
Dòmhnuill. Certain combinations of decoration and vessel form are particular
to Clettraval (e.g. Vessels 4 and 5; with Vessel 4 seemingly being unique), but
this need not necessarily relate to chronology. Simple bowls, such as Vessel
16, are common at Eilean Dòmhnuill throughout all phases. Lugs only occur
on one of the Clettraval vessels (Vessel 1), but these are also rare at Eilean
Dòmhnuill (and indeed most of the Hebridean sites) while rim forms and
decorative motifs/techniques found at Clettraval do no not include types
absent from Eilean Dòmhnuill, with the exception of the double row of sloping
lines found on the steep internal bevel of Vessel 11.
Perhaps the most significant differences between Eilean Dòmhnuill and
Clettraval lie in the absence of certain vessel forms. The rarity of cordoned jars
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at Eilean Dòmhnuill has already been discussed above. The absence of
multiple ridged baggy jars from Clettraval is also of interest, particularly as
they are also lacking from the Screvan Quarry and An Doirlinn assemblages.
The apparent absence of Unstan-type bowls from the Hebridean chambered
cairns has been discussed by a number of authors (Armit in Crone 1993: 372;
Gibson 1995: 110; Johnson 2006: 69). Although it is certainly the case that the
large, Orcadian-style Unstan bowls are absent from Hebridean chambered
cairns, as indeed they are from both Orcadian and Hebridean settlements, it is
suggested here that the total absence of Unstan-type bowls in general may be
a misconception, partly due to the small number of pottery assemblages from
Hebridean chambered cairns but also as there may indeed be a small number
of non-prototypical Unstan-type bowls with everted or bevelled rims within the
Hebridean assemblages that have not previously been recognised as such, as
well as a possible conventional Unstan-type bowl sherd from Barpa Langass
(discussed below). Unstan-type bowl sherds with everted or decorated rims at
Eilean Dòmhnuill have been discussed in Chapter 6, and, although of different
forms from the small Hebridean examples, Unstan-type bowls with everted
and/or internally bevelled rims are known from Orkney at Isbister, Unstan, and
Taversoe Tuick (Davidson and Henshall 1989: 69-74). If Unstan-type bowls
with everted rims are present in the Hebridean ceramic repertoire, then Vessel
12 from Clettraval would probably need to be considered as such.
The Clettraval pottery differs from Eilean Dòmhnuill primarily in the presence
and absence of certain vessel forms and in its relative lack of elaboration. In
this respect it is closer to the unelaborated assemblages from An Doirlinn, Allt
Chrisal and Screvan Quarry than to the elaborate pottery from the islet sites
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and Northton, and this may imply that it the vessels deposited in the chamber
originated from within a domestic assemblage rather than having been
specially made.
7.8.3 Unival
The chambered cairn of Unival is situated on a small terrace on the side of the
hill of Unival (Gaelic: Uineabhal) overlooking the machair of southwest North
Uist. Just to the southwest of the cairn is a standing stone that can be seen
from large parts of western North Uist including from Clettraval and the large
chambered cairn of Barpa Langass.

Figure 7.18 Unival chambered cairn overlooking the machair of southwestern North Uist: note the standing stone on the break of slope behind the
tomb (photo: author)
The cairn itself is wedge-shaped (Scott WL 1948: 7) with a slightly bowed
façade. A lower orthostatic peristalith runs around the outer edge of the cairn
(Scott WL 1948: 9-10). As at Clettraval, the chamber contained evidence for a
slab-built box-like structure (or cist) on its south-western side (Figure 7.19).
Many of the pots and the better surviving bone came from this area, with most
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of the remaining pots being found close to the northern orthostats of the
chamber.

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.19 Plan of the Unival chamber (After Scott WL 1948: 8, Figure 4)
Evidence for burials was limited, with the only substantial bone groups—the
burned (but not cremated) ‘upper half of the skeleton of a mature woman’ and
a ‘handful of rib bones’ of a younger individual—coming from the ‘cist’ (Scott
WL 1948: 13-14). The excavator suggested that bone fragments found outside
the ‘cist’ had been removed following decomposition and piled against the
chamber walls (Scott WL 1948: 15).
7.8.4 The Unival ceramic assemblage
Scott considered that fourteen ‘Neolithic’ and three ‘Early Bronze Age’ vessels
had been deposited in the tomb together with sherds from vessels of unclear
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form (Scott WL 1948: 15). A number of these are illustrated in Figure 7.20.
Significantly, these included a single Grooved Ware vessel (Vessel 14).

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.20 Pots and pumice pendant (24) from Unival (After Henshall 1972:
309)
Scott suggested that it was possible ‘on the balance of probabilities’ to work
out the order in which the pots had been deposited. Using the vessel
numbering system employed by Henshall (Figure 7.20, above) Scott’s ordering
would be: i) Vessels 1 and 2; ii) Vessels 3 and 4; iii) Vessels 5 and 6; iv)
Vessels 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and possibly 14; v) Vessels 12 and 13 (and possibly
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14). This interpretation has been challenged by Squair (1998: 289) who
suggested that a more parsimonious ordering would be: i) Vessels 10 and 13
(deposited as foundation deposits during the construction of the tomb); ii)
Vessels 1, 3, 5, 8, 9 and 11; iii) Vessels 2, 4, 6, 7, 12 and 14; iv) Other vessels
(not illustrated, mostly Beaker/Bronze Age).
The difficulty of establishing a sequence at either Clettraval or Unival is
illustrated by the divergent interpretations of the evidence by Squair and Scott,
particularly at the latter site. Squair also suggested that Clettraval Vessel 9
(Scott’s Vessel V.C.2) may also have been a foundation deposit, part having
been found in a rock hollow beneath the floor of Section V. We are, then, left
at Unival with the same eclectic mixture of vessel forms and decorative
schemes as at other Hebridean sites.
As at Clettraval, there is no evidence that the Unival vessels were not locally
manufactured, as they contain the same inclusions as the vessels at other
Hebridean sites derivable from local rocks (Henshall 1972: 531-3). Vessel
forms at Unival fall within the range observed at Eilean Dòmhnuill and other
Hebridean Middle Neolithic sites. Necked bowls with incised ornamentation
above the carination/shoulder include Vessels 7 and 9 (with rim decoration)
and 3 and 10 (without rim decoration), and find many parallels at Eilean
Dòmhnuill (e.g. Figures 6.64 and 7.3). The two shouldered bowls with Unstanstyle ‘horizontal grooves over sloping lines’ motifs are also parallelled at Eilean
Dòmhnuill throughout the site’s history (e.g. Figures 6.5, 6.18, 6.19, 6.27).
Parallels for the flanged vessels (11 and 12) have been discussed above in
relation to Allt Chrisal and the Grooved Ware pot (14) will be considered
below.
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As at Eilean Dòmhnuill, the tall, cordoned vessels such as Clettraval 9, 10 and
11 are poorly represented within the Unival assemblage. Ridged baggy jars
and Unstan-type bowls are absent, although the Unstan-style motifs on
shouldered bowls may suggest a certain equivalence with regards to how
these vessel types were understood. A similar understanding may relate to the
fine, flanged bowls 11 and 12, and possibly to bowl 8. It is also of interest that,
overall, the Unival assemblage is generally more extensively decorated than
the Clettraval pottery. It seems unlikely (although not impossible) that such
vessels would have been constructed only to be ‘seen’ by the dead. The fine
and extensive decoration would draw attention to such vessels during use,
and it would seem reasonable to propose that such pots would have been
utilised in communal consumption events relating to mortuary activities at the
chambered cairn, subsequently being deposited in the chamber either in (or
on) the ‘cist’ or against the northern wall. Whether these vessels were
manufactured specifically for such events or drawn from the existing corpus of
vessels cannot be determined from the available evidence, although the
presence of vessels resembling the mortuary pots at settlement sites such as
Eilean Dòmhnuill and Allt Chrisal would perhaps favour the latter
interpretation.
7.8.5 Geirisclett
The chambered cairn of Geirisclett lies on a rocky promontory overlooking the
tidal Vallay Strand in North Uist. At high tide the sea enters the chamber, and
the risk that this posed to the deposits within the tomb led to its excavation in
the late 1990s (Dunwell et al 2003).
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Figure 7.21 Geirisclett chambered cairn. Looking east across the Vallay
Strand (photo: author)
In the early 20th Geirisclett was investigated by Erskine Beveridge, who
cleared out ‘the accumulated rubbish’ and found sherds of Neolithic and
Beaker pottery, together with a flint scraper and a hammer stone (Beveridge
1911: 255-6; Henshall 1972: 310 and 515-7). Henshall placed Geirisclett into
her Clyde group (Henshall 1972: 516), although the exact nature of the
monument remains uncertain, and it may, like Clettraval, have combined
features found within both the Clyde and passage tomb traditions (Dunwell et
al 2003: 23-5).
Cremated bone (37.2g) was found by Dunwell on the chamber floor and within
a small carinated vessel in the lower layers, and a mound of peat ash was
found in the southern part of the chamber. The upper layers within the
chamber contained scattered potsherds but no intact human remains. Above
these layers was the paving observed by Beveridge (Dunwell et al 2003: 9).
As at Clettraval, the innermost compartment seems to have been the focus for
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burial deposits and offerings (Dunwell et al 2003: 27) and potsherds were
found here as well as in the outer compartment and in the packing of a
posthole in the southwest corner of the eastern passage (Dunwell et al 2003:
9).
7.8.6 Geirisclett and Eilean Dòmhnuill: comparisons and contrasts
The Geirisclett vessels are well made and fired and the inclusions are, as at
Eilean Dòmhnuill and elsewhere, suggestive of local manufacture.
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Figure 7.22 Neolithic pottery from Geirisclett (after Dunwell et al 2003: 14,
Illustration 11)
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Interestingly, the heavy rolled rims of vessels N1 and N2 (and to a lesser
extent, N3) are very uncommon at Eilean Dòmhnuill despite the fact that the
two sites are only 2km apart, only being recorded amongst the large number
of sherds from Level 5, and even then as only 0.5% of all rim sherds. The
decorated internal bevels are, however, very common at Eilean Dòmhnuill,
albeit on everted rims, with the radiating lines noted on the Geirisclett vessels
being the primary motif on over 50% of the sherds of this form at the former
site in all stratigraphic levels.

Figure 7.23 Vessels from Eilean Dòmhnuill presenting superficial similarities
to pots from Geirisclett (Clockwise from top left: Vessel 10, Vessel 183, Vessel
347, Vessel 80) (illustrations: Alan Braby)
Although exact parallels are hard to find, Eilean Dòmhnuill vessels 10, 80 and
347 are superficially similar to Geirisclett N1 and N3 and, to a lesser extent,
N4 (figures 7.22 and 7.23), while multi-facetted rims similar to N3 are also
known from Eilean Dòmhnuill (Section 6.20.1), although most of these are
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decorated (although not all, e.g. Vessel 183: Figure 7.23). Vessel N2 finds no
close parallel at Eilean Dòmhnuill or the other Hebridean settlement sites,
although its overall form and decoration are not dissimilar to Vessels 8 and 12
from Unival (Henshall 1972: 309).
Although of superficially similar form to the vessels illustrated above, the
Geirisclett vessels are not closely paralleled at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Nor, indeed,
are there close parallels for Vessel N1 amongst the illustrated vessels from
Northton, Eilean an Tighe, Unival or Clettraval (Johnson 2006; Scott WL 1935;
1948; 1951) or from the ‘basic’ Hebridean assemblages from Screvan Quarry
and An Doirlinn (Downes and Badcock 1998; Garrow and Sturt forthcoming),
although the small Vessel 2 from Clettraval is somewhat similar in form
(Henshall 1972: 308). Heavy rolled rims are known from Allt Chrisal, although
here they tend to be undecorated or on uncarinated vessels (Gibson 1995:
Fig. 4.29.13, 4.30.19). Although the carinated/necked vessel form is well
represented in the Hebrides, Vessel N3 is not closely paralleled elsewhere in
the Western Isles, though there is one illustrated vessel from Northton of
roughly similar form (Johnson 2006: Figure 2.15.2). Vessel N4, although
bearing resemblance to several of the plain vessels from Allt Chrisal (Gibson
1995: Figs. 2.29 and 4.30), is also unique in its combination of body and rim
form and decoration. There are no ridged jars or Unstan-type bowls in the
Geirisclett assemblage, as at Unival, although it has been noted above that
one of the Clettraval pots may possibly be of Unstan style).
There is considerable evidence for post depositional disturbance at Geirisclett,
meaning that it is not possible to know in what order, or at what time, the
vessels were deposited (Dunwell et al 2003: 15 and 25-7). As Johnson points
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out (Johnson in Dunwell et al 2003: 15-16) carinated vessels, both decorated
and plain, form a component of a number of assemblages in the Western
Isles, meaning that their presence alone does not indicate an early date. The
rim forms on the Geirisclett vessels would appear, however, to set the vessels
from this site apart from other Hebridean carinated vessels, and the nature of
the chambered cairn itself—one of only two certain and two possible examples
of Clyde cairns in a region otherwise dominated by passage tombs (Henshall
1972: 27)—also draws attention to the assemblage. In this respect it is
unfortunate that no datable material was recovered during the excavation.
7.8.7 Barpa Langass
The large, round Hebridean passage tomb of Barpa Langass (or Langais) in
North Uist contains at least one large chamber, and Beveridge states that a
second (and possibly a third) may well exist elsewhere within the cairn
(Beveridge 1911: 247-8). Beveridge recorded the presence of burnt bone
within the chamber and recovered the remains of at least one Beaker and a
gently carinated vessel (possibly an Unstan-type bowl) in addition to a barbed
and tanged arrowhead and a small scraper, from material seemingly removed
from the chamber (Henshall 1972: 310 and 500-3).
7.8.8 Barpa Langass and Eilean Dòmhnuill: comparisons and contrasts
During road widening work about 800m to the north of Barpa Langass
evidence of a small Neolithic settlement, currently unpublished, was
discovered (Holderness 2007; Sheridan 2008). The ephemeral nature of the
site, and the fact that sherds from only a single pot were discovered, may
suggest that the settlement was temporary in character, perhaps relating to
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occasional activities in connection with the nearby tomb. The pot is a roundbottomed vessel, thickening towards the base, perhaps suggesting that the
sides had been beaten outwards during manufacture. As with almost all
Hebridean Neolithic vessels, inclusions within the fabric could be derived from
local rocks and probably indicate local manufacture. It is decorated with the
incised herringbone motif common on baggy and ridged jars at Eilean
Dòmhnuill. Roughening, sooting and spalling of the pot surface, and the
presence of degraded fats indicate that the vessel had been used for cooking.
It is of interest that one of two possible Unstan-type bowls from Hebridean
chambered cairns was also found at Barpa Langass, in material on top of the
cairn that probably derived from the chamber (Henshall 1972: 310, UST 6
Vessel 1). Both vessels are of forms common at Eilean Dòmhnuill, and the
likely presence of Unstan-type bowls at Bharpa Carinish is also of interest
given its proximity to the Barpa Langass settlement. Their longevity at Eilean
Dòmhnuill means that it is not possible to comment on their chronological
significance at Barpa Langass, and no radiocarbon dates were directly
associated with the Barpa Langass pot, although Sheridan has suggested that
it may possibly date to the mid-4th millennium BC, which would be consistent
with the dates from Eilean Dòmhnuill (Alison Sheridan pers. comm.).
7.8.9 Dating the Hebridean chambered cairns
A major stumbling block to understanding ceramic variation in relation to the
assemblages from Hebridean chambered cairns is that none have produced
radiocarbon dates. Henshall argued that the Clyde tombs developed from
simple rectangular chambers, with the earliest passage graves representing a
different—and intrusive—tradition. The first part of this argument was also
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developed in some detail by Jack Scott (Scott JG 1969), while the second has
received support in recent years from Alison Sheridan (Sheridan 2000; 2003).
Henshall saw the passage grave tradition as persisting largely unchanged in
the Hebrides despite developments elsewhere (Henshall 1972: 279), while
Armit (1996: 76) has raised the possibility that the Clyde cairn and passage
grave traditions may have reflected tribal or ethnic differences rather than
chronology. Henley (2003: 241-50) suggests that the architectural forms of the
Hebridean cairns can provide clues as to their relative chronology, with a
change in treatment of the dead being reflected in a shift from ‘permeable,
unbounded and accessible’ Clyde-style chambered cairns such as Geirisclett,
to the distancing of the dead within gallery graves such as Clettraval, smaller
passage graves such as Unival, and eventually elaborate large passage
tombs such as Barpa Langass, with a corresponding shift in location. Henley
supports his arguments with radiocarbon dates from Clyde cairns in Argyll,
Bute and Arran, and simple passage graves in Caithness (Henley 2003: 2527), which will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter. Although
providing circumstantial rather than substantial evidence, Henley’s argument
does not relate specifically to absolute chronology, but to changing mentalitiés
reflected in tomb architecture. The difficulty of relating the pottery found within
the chambered cairns to specific periods of use means, however, that
Henley’s model, although of interest, cannot provide a firm footing on which to
build a ceramic chronology. Given our current state of knowledge, then, it
would be misleading to use chambered cairn form as a guide to the likely
dates of the various vessel forms found within them.
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7.9

Other sites

7.9.1 Dunasbroc
Although now a flat-topped sea stack, Dunasbroc, on the west coast of Lewis,
is likely to have been a dramatically situated and well-defined hillock very
close to the edge of 17m high cliffs during the Neolithic (McHardy et al 2009:
97). Although the area of the excavation was small it produced a variety of
Neolithic finds, including a leaf or lozenge-shaped arrowhead and a ceramic
assemblage of c.480 sherds, mainly from within disturbed and redeposited
material. The only certainly Neolithic feature of significance was a single
truncated posthole. The excavator did not consider the site to have been a
conventional settlement. Instead, there is significant evidence for the burning
of ‘every available type of wood’ including exotic driftwood on the hill/stack top,
possibly as a votive deposit (McHardy et al 2009: 100). The radiocarbon dates
for the site range from 3661-3521 cal. BC (SUERC-13555 – GU-15121) to
3496-3104 cal. BC at 2σ (SUERC-13556 - GU-15122) (McHardy et al 2009:
90).
7.9.2 Dunasbroc and Eilean Dòmhnuill: comparisons and contrasts
The Dunasbroc Neolithic vessels (Figure 7.24) were made of ‘generally
coarse, sandy clays with little evidence that temper was being added’. Coil
construction appears to have been the norm, and there is some evidence (e.g.
V7) that carinations were added as strips of clay smoothed onto the surface of
the pot (McHardy et al 2009: 124). The surviving fragments are frequently
fragile, although a few are large enough to give some indication of vessel form
(McHardy et al 2009: Illustration 66). Of these, V1 is clearly a ridged jar with
herringbone decoration and an everted and internally bevelled rim of a form
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common at Eilean Dòmhnuill, Northton and Eilean an Tighe. V3 is of interest in
that it is a flange-rimmed vessel with diagonally radiating lines on the rim and
a hurdle motif on the body: all three elements present at Eilean Dòmhnuill,
Eilean an Tighe and Allt Chrisal, if not necessarily in combination. Likewise,
the internally bevelled and flat-topped rims of V8 and V9, V10 and V77 and the
collared rim of V5 find a wide range of parallels at Eilean Dòmhnuill, the former
increasing in frequency throughout the life of the site. There are no
unambiguous Unstan-type bowls, although, given the fragmentary nature of
much of the pottery, their actual, rather than apparent, absence is far from
certain.
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Figure 7.24 Pottery from Dunasbroc, Lewis. Scale = 5cm
(after McHardy et al 2009: 123, Illustration 66)
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The association of vessels closely resembling those from Eilean Dòmhnuill,
and the unusual location and character of the Dunasbroc site, are of interest.
The recovery of similar vessels from other isolated locations in the Hebrides
suggests that such places may have been significant in their own right. A
further sea stack site, Stac Dòmhnuill Chaim, produced a sherd of incised
Hebridean Neolithic pottery (McHardy et al 2009: 124), and two more island
sites are described below.
7.9.3 Pigmies Isle
Pigmies Isle (also known as Pygmies Isle or Luchruban) is a small, ‘drying’ or
tidal island at the northern tip of the Isle of Lewis that invites comparison with
sites such as Dunasbroc and Stac Dòmhnuill Chaim. Investigations in the
early 20th century of the ‘Pigmies Chapel’ produced several sherds of
prehistoric pottery, four of which are Neolithic and may all have derived from
the same vessel (Stevenson 1945-46: 141). The pottery is of a ‘dark
micaceous clay’ consistent with local manufacture. (MacKenzie 1904-5: 2523).
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Figure 7.25 Incised sherd from Pigmies Isle, Lewis (after MacKenzie 1904-5:
252 Fig. 2) Size unknown
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7.9.4 St Kilda
In the late 1990s four sherds of pottery were recovered from a cliff section on
the island of Hirta, St Kilda (Copper in prep; Fleming and Edmonds 1999: 1523). Two of these, and probably a third (a round base sherd), derived from a
vessel with an everted rim and unusual double internal bevel decorated with
diagonally radiating lines (Figure 7.26). A fourth undiagnostic sherd contained
mineral inclusions consistent with manufacture on one of the larger Western
Isles. Inclusions in the decorated sherds would suggest manufacture on St
Kilda itself. Several multi-facetted rim sherds are known from Eilean Dòmhnuill
and the rim form and decorative motifs on the St Kilda sherds is in keeping
with examples recorded in all of the stratigraphic levels at the former site.

Figure 7.26 Incised Neolithic rim sherds from St Kilda
(after Copper in prep)
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Interestingly, Fleming and Edmonds have noted evidence of possible Neolithic
occupation on other isolated Scottish islands including a possible megalithic
tomb on Foula, 20km west of Shetland (Fleming and Edmonds 1999: 154).
7.9.5 Birusalem and Balnabodach
A single Neolithic bowl sherd was found at the eroding midden site of
Birusalem on Vatersay, and further unpublished sherds were found in
association with a stone axe, pits and a hearth at Balnabodach on Barra
(Branigan and Foster 2002: 44-5).
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Figure 7.27 Vessel from Birusalem, Vatersay (After Branigan and Foster
2002: Fig. 13)
7.9.6 Loch a’Choire
A series of small test pits excavated on the islet of Loch a’Choire on South
Uist produced 121 mostly abraded sherds, the majority being Neolithic. These
were found in association with flintwork, including a probable lozenge-shaped
arrowhead (Henley 2012). The pottery included incised sherds, carinated
sherds, and a decorated lug. Although the excavator was circumspect about
the nature of the site and its assemblage (Henley 2012: 197-8) the association
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of decorated Neolithic pottery with a loch-island location is once again reemphasised.

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.28 Pottery from Loch a’Choire, South Uist (After Henley 2003: Fig.
3.46)
7.9.7 Olcote
Two redeposited Neolithic sherds were recovered together with Beaker sherds
in cairn material during the excavation of a Bronze Age cairn at Olcote on
Lewis (Neighbour 2005: 29-30). The form and decorative motifs find many
parallels at throughout the sequence at Eilean Dòmhnuill, but beyond noting
this little more can be added.

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.29 Pottery from Olcote, Lewis (Neighbour 2005: Illus. 21)
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7.9.8 The Lewis Lochs
A number of Neolithic potsherds have recently been recovered from
freshwater lochs on the isle of Lewis (Sheridan et al 2014). Radiocarbon dates
obtained from a number of these vessels range between c.3600 and c.3300
cal. BC (Garrow and Sturt forthcoming). Formal analysis of the Lewis lochs
pottery had not yet taken place, meaning that it is not currently possible to say
how many vessels are represented in total. However, the author was able to
briefly examine the pottery in the autumn of 2014, and the following summary
will present a basic characterisation of the pottery and draw some initial
comparisons and contrasts with the pottery from Eilean Dòmhnuill.
The lochs from which the pottery was recovered are located across the Isle of
Lewis. In all of the lochs except Loch an Dùin there are small islets, while
possible crannogs exist in Loch Langabhat and Loch an Duna (Armit 1992: 46
and Ill. 5.16).

Figure 7.30 Large baggy jar being lifted from Loch Langabhat in 2013
(photo: Chris Murray)
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Loch Arnish
At least 36 of the sherds recovered from Loch Arnish are from Neolithic pots.
Charred residue from one of the vessels has recently produced a radiocarbon
date of 3512-3348 cal. BC (OxA-28953, Garrow and Sturt forthcoming),
contemporary with the earlier phases of occupation at Eilean Dòmhnuill and
with the other Lewis lochs pottery, and overlapping with the earlier part of the
date range for Phase 1 at An Doirlinn. The key features of the assemblage can
be summarised as follows:
•

Vessel forms: shouldered bowls, baggy jars (including probable ridged
baggy jars), and one Unstan-type bowl.

•

Rim forms: simple, everted, collared, and collared/in-turned,

•

Decoration on rims: diagonally radiating incised lines and hurdle motifs
on collars, nicking and short slashes on the outer edge of simple and
everted rims (including on the probable shouldered bowl mentioned
below)

•

Body decoration: sloping lines, opposed sloping lines, hurdle motifs,
herringbone motifs (including a baggy jar with a concave neck bearing
herringbone patterns above a body with long diagonal lines), horizontal
bands of jabs on a possible shouldered bowl, Unstan-style motifs
(including a shouldered bowl with Unstan-style decoration above the
carination and horizontal lines below), and broad horizontal grooves on
one vessel creating a false relief effect of narrow parallel ridges

All of the vessel and rim forms present in the Loch Arnish assemblage are
represented at Eilean Dòmhnuill. The nicking and short slashes on the edges
of rims are, however, features not found at the latter site, although they are
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noted at Loch an Duna (below). The broad grooves on a vessel of uncertain
form are also features not noted at Eilean Dòmhnuill or elsewhere in the
Hebrides.

Figure 7.31 Rim sherd from shouldered bowl, Loch Arnish
(image: author)
Loch Bhorghastail
At least 21 of the sherds recovered from Loch Bhorghastail are from Neolithic
vessels. Charred residue from one of the Loch Bhorghastail pots has recently
been dated to 3637-3381 cal. BC (OxA-28954, Garrow and Sturt forthcoming),
contemporary with the earlier phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill and with the dates
from the other Lewis lochs pottery, and overlapping with the earlier part of the
date range for An Doirlinn.
•

Vessel forms: baggy jars, ridged baggy jars, Unstan-type bowls

•

Rim forms: collared, flat-topped/externally-thickened, everted, simple
(on Unstan-type bowls)

•

Rim decoration: diagonally radiating incised lines

•

Body decoration: multiple applied cordons (on an otherwise plain baggy
jar), herringbone, curvilinear hurdle motifs. On Unstan-type bowls:
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broad horizontal grooves with short transverse lines above opposed
sloping lines (possibly whipped cord impressions within grooves)
•

Notes: Worked quartz and flint, four hammerstones and a whetstone
were also recovered from Loch Bhorghastail

In general, the Loch Bhorghastail pottery closely resembles that from Eilean
Dòmhnuill. Minor differences include the plain baggy jar with applied cordons,
and the short slashes within the horizontal grooves, or whipped cord
impressions, on the Unstan-type bowl (although stabs within grooves are
recorded at Eilean Dòmhnuill).

Figure 7.32 Rim sherd from Unstan-type bowl from Loch Bhorghastail with
unusual slashed grooves or whipped cord impressions (image: author)
Loch an Dùin (Dun Carloway)
At least one of the two sherds recovered from the small Loch an Dùin beside
the Dun Carloway broch is Neolithic, being part of a finely-made,
smoothed/burnished bowl with an internally bevelled and everted rim
decorated with two concentric lines of short, diagonally radiating incisions. The
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body is decorated with shallow vertically, horizontally, and diagonally incised
lines.
Loch an Duna
At least 8 of the sherds recovered from Loch an Duna are Neolithic. Charred
residue from a vessel found in the loch has produced a date of 3519-3365 cal.
BC (OxA-28955, Garrow and Sturt forthcoming), contemporary with the dates
for the earlier phases at Eilean Dòmhnuill and with the other dated pottery
from the Lewis lochs, and slightly predating Phase 1 at An Doirlinn.
•

Vessel forms: multiple ridged baggy jar

•

Rim forms: everted/flat-topped/externally-thickened (on the ridged
baggy jar)

•

Rim decoration: radiating lines, nicks/slashes on outer edge of a rim

•

Body decoration: herringbone (on the ridged baggy jar), narrow vertical
slashes, hurdle motif

Only the nicks/slashes on the outer rim edge distinguish the pottery from Loch
an Duna from that at Eilean Dòmhnuill.

Figure 7.33 Rim sherd with slashed outer edge, Loch an Duna
(image: author)
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Loch Langabhat
Although none of the Loch Langabhat pottery has been dated, at least 16 of
the sherds are Neolithic. The following features are present:
•

Vessel forms: baggy jars, multiple ridged jars

•

Rim forms: everted with internal bevel, collared

•

Rim decoration: diagonally radiating lines

•

Body decoration: hurdle motifs, herringbone (combined with hurdle
motif and random lines on one vessel), lines of short slashes

•

Notes: a piece of pumice was recovered from Loch Langabhat

Loch Mor
Loch Mor produced a single Neolithic vessel: an almost complete Unstan-type
bowl 21cm in diameter with a slightly ‘baggy’ base. The pot has a simple rim,
beneath which are three horizontal grooves above vertically incised lines.

Figure 7.34 Unstan-type bowl from Loch Mor
(image: author)
The presence of large numbers of Neolithic potsherds from around the
shorelines and islets of the Lewis lochs suggests that there may be many
more settlement sites of the nature of Eilean Dòmhnuill and Eilean an Tighe
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awaiting discovery, perhaps below later duns and brochs. Unlike Eilean
Dòmhnuill, however, all of the dates from the Lewis lochs pottery fall between
3637 and 3348 cal. BC, predating the middle and later levels at Eilean
Dòmhnuill and just overlapping with Phase 1 at An Doirlinn. The elaborately
decorated pottery from the Lewis lochs, together with the presence of Unstantype bowls and ridged baggy jars, is in keeping with nature of the pottery from
Eilean

Dòmhnuill

and

Eilean

an

Tighe

(i.e.

‘elaborated

Hebridean

assemblages’). It could be suggested that certain sites, including islets, may
have functioned as gathering places, perhaps with specific social roles that
extended beyond what we would today recognise as a conventional
settlement. If so, then such locales may well have been widespread across the
Hebrides in the Middle Neolithic. This idea will be discussed further in Chapter
9.
7.10

Grooved Ware in the Outer Hebrides

7.10.1 Calanais and Unival
Until recently only two Grooved Ware vessels were widely known from the
Outer Hebrides (Figures 7.35 and 7.36): one from the Unival chambered cairn
(Henshall 1972: 309; Scott WL 1948: 20 and Plate VII) the other from Calanais
(Ashmore in press). Both are small, tub-shaped vessels with incised
decoration including horizontal, diagonal and wavy lines, and dot-filled
triangles and lozenges: a form of Grooved Ware termed the Clacton style by
Isobel Smith (Wainwright and Longworth 1971: 236-7). Pottery with designs
closely resembling those on the Calanais vessel has recently been found at
the Ness of Brodgar in Orkney (Roy Towers pers. comm.).
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Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.35 Grooved Ware vessel from Calanais
(after Ashmore 2004: 71)

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.36 Grooved Ware vessel from Unival, North Uist
(after Scott WL 1948: Plate VII)
Recent work at An Doirlinn on South Uist and analysis of unpublished material
from the Udal on North Uist is now demonstrating, however, that Grooved
Ware is actually more common than had hereto appeared to be the case.
7.10.2 The Udal
At present only brief accounts are available of Iain Crawford’s unpublished
1980s excavations at the Udal (Ballin Smith n.d.). A detailed review of site
RUX6 at the Udal, which produced the Grooved Ware pottery, was undertaken
by Robert Squair as part of his doctoral research in the late 1990s (Squair
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1998: 416-68). Two putative Neolithic phases/levels were identified at RUX6.
The upper levels, forming Phase D, and attributed to the Late Neolithic, were
divided into two by a 19th century trench, which made it all but impossible to
determine their exact relationships (Squair 1998: Fig. 8.3). The western part of
the site produced evidence for a complex series of dry-stone buildings (Squair
1998: 426-8). Two fragmentary earlier structures, DA and DB, were
respectively overlain by the much better preserved Structures DJ and DH,
which may abut each other (see Figure 7.37). It is possible that Structure DJ
had internal and external stone facings and a turf core (Squair 1998: 427).
Interestingly, both buildings contained slab-built hearths of a style known from
other Late Neolithic sites from Orkney, Ireland and Wales (Gibson 1996: 1335; Richards 2005; Smyth: 92-3).
Shell and gneiss-derived inclusions suggest that the pottery from the Late
Neolithic Phase D at RUX6 is most likely to have been manufactured locally,
and forming techniques—primarily coil building—are consistent with those
observed in Early/Middle Neolithic Hebridean vessels elsewhere in the Outer
Hebrides. Although most of the pottery was severely abraded and fragmented
there is evidence for smoothing and possibly burnishing (Squair 1998: 440-1).
Squair (1998: 441) draws attention to the fragmentary condition of the
assemblage, noting that only 36 out of 216 vessels from all of the site’s five
phases had an identifiable form. With this in mind, Squair’s attempts to define
vessel forms would appear somewhat unconvincing. Flat bases and straight
wall sherds, together with lozenge motifs (unfortunately not illustrated by
Squair) and at least one cordon suggest Grooved Ware, but are interpreted as
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Beaker or Early/Middle Neolithic Hebridean styles, and the lack of diagnostic
features also makes such interpretations uncertain (Squair 1998: 445-6).

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.37 Neolithic and Early Bronze Age features at site RUX6 at the Udal
(after Squair 1998: Fig. 8.2)
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Amongst the fragments from the Udal, however, are a small number of
unambiguous Grooved Ware sherds (Figure 7.38), with motifs including dotfilled incised lozenges characteristic of this style of pottery. Inclusions,
including shell, and minerals found in the local rocks, suggest local
manufacture. There would appear to be no compelling reasons to regard the
Phase D pottery at the Udal as consisting of anything other than Grooved
Ware: a point of some significance in the light of a clear Grooved Ware phase
at An Doirlinn.

Figure 7.38 Grooved Ware sherds from the Udal
(image: author)
7.10.3 Grooved ware at An Doirlinn
Recent excavations at An Doirlinn in South Uist, discussed above (Garrow and
Sturt forthcoming), produced a notable Grooved Ware assemblage. Analysis
by the author suggests a minimum of 26 Grooved Ware pots, although as
fragmentation and abrasion meant that it was hard to identify vessels not
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represented by diagnostic features such as rims, the precise number may be
higher (Copper forthcoming). The pots are, for the most part, fine, thin, and
probably tub-shaped vessels.

Figure 7.39 Grooved Ware sherds from An Doirlinn
(image: author)
The An Doirlinn vessels were mostly tempered with minerals derivable from
the local geology, although 7% of the vessels had a corky appearance
perhaps due to the use of organic inclusions or leached-out shell. Rim
diameters between 14cm and 26cm were recorded. As with the other
Hebridean Grooved Ware vessels, incision is the predominant decorative
technique. Lines, often parallel, are the most common motif at An Doirlinn,
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although stabs also occur and there is at least one applied cordon. Ten of the
twenty-six Phase 2 rim sherds were decorated, and there is no good evidence
that any of the vessels from Phase 2 were anything other than Grooved Ware.
More complex motifs include combinations of dots and sloping lines, perhaps
forming parts of lozenges or triangles, while notched rims were also recorded
(Figure 7.39).
An Doirlinn is the first Grooved Ware assemblage from the Hebrides to be
directly associated with radiocarbon dates, with Bayesian modelling dating
Phase 2b/c at the site to between 2830-2600 cal. BC at 2σ (and probably
2750-2650 cal. BC at 1σ) to 2480-2330 cal. BC at 2σ (and probably 24602320 at 1σ) (Garrow and Sturt forthcoming). Only one context contained both
indigenous Hebridean Early/Middle Neolithic pottery and Grooved Ware: and
as this was from a pit cut into Phase 1 contexts, the former is likely to be
residual within this feature. Combined with the short period of overlap in dates
between the two phases this would suggest that the two ceramic traditions
were not in use at the same time at An Doirlinn (Copper forthcoming).
7.10.4 Grooved Ware and the end of the Hebridean Neolithic traditions
The most recent (unpublished) Bayesian model considering the whole of the
Hebrides was produced in 2009 and was recently recalibrated by Peter
Marshall on behalf of the author (Figure 7.40). Referencing the original model,
Sheridan suggests that the Early/Middle Neolithic Hebridean ceramic traditions
had ceased by c.2800 cal. BC (Sheridan in press). Although lacking dates
from the Lewis lochs and, more significantly, from An Doirlinn, the rerun model
suggests an end for this tradition of 2855-2460 cal. BC (at 2σ) or 2850-2690
cal. BC (at 1σ). The latest un-modelled date associated with pottery in this
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tradition is from Eilean Dòmhnuill (OxA-9083 (039): 3021-2701 cal. BC), and it
is significant that this site has produced no Grooved Ware. Bayesian modelling
suggests that the Grooved Ware phase at An Doirlinn began at around 28302600 cal. BC (2σ) and probably 2750-2650 cal BC (at 1σ), and there are no
indications that the use of Hebridean styles, modelled as ending between
2840-2640 cal. BC (at 2σ) and probably 2820-2720 cal BC (at 1σ), overlapped
with Grooved Ware at this site (Figure 7.41) (Garrow and Sturt forthcoming).

Figure 7.40 Bayesian model for Hebridean Neolithic pottery (Peter Marshall)
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Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 7.41 Bayesian model for An Doirlinn (Seren Griffiths)
There are also no compelling reasons to think that the pottery assemblage
from site RUX6 at the Udal comprises anything other than Grooved Ware. The
current limited evidence would suggest, therefore, that Grooved Ware
replaced indigenous Hebridean Middle Neolithic styles at some point between
2830 and 2600 cal. BC, and probably before 2690 cal. BC. A high degree of
caution is required, however: there is still only one site with both Middle
Neolithic and Late Neolithic phases (An Doirlinn) and there remain relatively
few dates to inform our interpretations. The style of Grooved Ware found at all
of the Hebridean sites so far is associated with earlier dates elsewhere in
Scotland (Schulting et al 2010) and there may well be earlier examples
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awaiting discovery in the Hebrides. The context of its use, or uses, in the
Western Isles is also uncertain as finds have come from chambered cairns
and stone rings as well as settlements. However, work on the An Doirlinn and
Udal assemblages now means that it is possible to say with confidence that
Grooved Ware was as much a feature of the Hebridean Late Neolithic as it
was elsewhere in Britain and Ireland.
7.11

Summary and conclusions

Although lacking dates from recently excavated sites, the Bayesian model
discussed above (Figure 7.40) suggests that the Hebridean Early/Middle
Neolithic ceramic traditions began between 3845-3590 cal. BC (at 2σ), and
probably between 3745-3645 cal. BC (at 1σ). It seems likely that these
traditions ceased at around the time that Grooved Ware first appeared in the
archipelago, probably between 2830 and 2690 cal. BC.
Briefly summarised, the key points of the above discussion of these traditions
are that:
1. Significant assemblages of Hebridean Neolithic pottery have been
recovered from settlement sites (including islet, machair, and sub-peat
sites), chambered cairns, sea stacks and islands, and stone rows/rings.
2. The evidence from Eilean Dòmhnuill suggests that there is little
significant change in vessel/rim forms or their decorative motifs
throughout the 4th and early 3rd millennia cal. BC and this is not
contradicted by finds from elsewhere in the Hebrides.
3. Grooved Ware probably appeared in the Hebrides between 2830 and
2690 cal. BC. Significantly this was the time that Eilean Dòmhnuill was
probably abandoned and the first stones raised at Calanais.
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4. There is at present no Grooved Ware from any of the islet sites.
Grooved Ware is, however, now known from settlement sites as well as
from the Unival passage tomb and the Calanais monuments.
5. It is notable that all of the Grooved Ware so far identified in the Outer
Hebrides is of a similar style to that from the Stones of Stenness,
Balfarg and Knowth (Henshall in Barclay and Russell-White 1993: 94108; Eogan 1984: 314-5; Henshall and Mercer in Mercer et al 1981:
128-33; Ritchie JNG 1978: 22-5).
6. Fabrics vary very little from site to site and are suggestive of local
manufacture throughout the whole of the Neolithic. Hebridean Neolithic
vessels are almost invariably hard and well fired.
7. The large and eclectic assemblages from Eilean Dòmhnuill, Eilean an
Tighe and Northton are remarkably similar in terms of vessel forms, rim
forms, and decorative techniques and motifs, and many parallels can
be found between the pottery from these sites, as well as with material
recovered from the Lewis lochs, Bharpa Carinish, and other smaller
sites including sea stacks and the St Kilda archipelago.
8. The very large numbers of Unstan-type bowls (and smaller numbers of
shouldered bowls with ‘Unstan-style’ decoration) and the presence of
ridged baggy jars (usually decorated with incised herringbone motifs) at
Northton, Eilean Dòmhnuill, Eilean an Tighe, and the Lewis loch sites
marks these sites out from others lacking such forms.
9. Given the close similarities in pottery styles, the islet settings of Eilean
Dòmhnuill and Eilean an Tighe, and possible further sites in Lewis, are
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of considerable significance in respect of understanding the social role
of the more elaborate Hebridean pottery styles.
10. The rarity or absence of Unstan-type bowls and ridged baggy jars from
sites including Screvan Quarry, An Doirlinn and Allt Chrisal draws
attention to the variability within the Hebridean ceramic traditions. This
is emphasised by the relative lack of decoration and elaborate rim
forms at sites such as An Doirlinn, where lugs are a relatively common
feature. It is suggested that the differences between the largely
undecorated assemblages with a limited range of vessel types, such as
An Doirlinn, and the elaborately decorated assemblages with certain
distinctive vessel forms, such as Eilean Dòmhnuill, could be understood
as two poles—basic and elaborated—on the Hebridean Neolithic
ceramic spectrum. At some sites, however, both basic and elaborated
styles are present.
11. The complexity of the deposits and the likelihood of considerable
disturbance and redeposition at the excavated chambered cairns,
combined with the lack of an unambiguous chambered cairn
chronology, means that it is dangerous to draw any conclusions in
respect of the relative or absolute dates of the pottery found within
them. Few of the pots from the chambered cairns are unparalleled
elsewhere in the Hebrides.

Before moving on to consider the origins of the Hebridean Neolithic pottery
forms it is pertinent to draw attention to two further aspects of the
Hebridean Early/Middle Neolithic pottery. Firstly, there is a certain degree
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of idiosyncrasy observable within certain assemblages (the cordoned
vessels from Screvan Quarry serving as a good example). As vessel forms
within the basic Hebridean assemblages exhibit less coherence than
certain vessel types within the elaborated assemblages it is proposed here
that such stylistic variation is most likely to be the result of a lack of formal
and decorative constraint leading to ‘isochrestic’ variation at an inter- and
intra-site level (Sackett 1990). Secondly, in spite of such variation, there
remains an overall family resemblance between all of the Western Isles
Early/Middle Neolithic assemblages that results from an overlap in
attributes used (e.g. rim forms) and the forms that result from the
combinations of certain of such attributes, including necked/shouldered
and carinated vessels as well as a large number of baggy vessels. That is,
they form a distinctive polythetic group within Scottish 4th millennium BC
pottery. Although most Hebridean vessel forms can be only loosely defined
certain vessel types stand out as significantly more coherent (Clarke 1973:
231-3). These are the Unstan-type bowls, shouldered (Beacharra type)
bowls, and ridged baggy jars. These are precisely the vessel forms that
typify the elaborated Hebridean assemblages at Eilean Dòmhnuill, Eilean
an Tighe, Northton and, almost certainly, the Lewis lochs sites. These
forms are also highly cohesive in that their coherence is maintained
throughout the whole of the Early/Middle Neolithic through constant
iterative manufacture of such vessel forms and their associated decorative
motifs. The significance of this will be discussed further in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 8: The origins of Hebridean Neolithic
pottery

Figure 8.1

Scottish regions discussed in Chapter 8
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8.1

Ceramic developments in Early Neolithic Scotland northwest of

the Great Glen
Chapter 8 will consider the place of the distinctive Hebridean Neolithic ceramic
traditions within their broader Scottish context. Key regions relating to the
discussion are shown on Figure 8.1. Particular emphasis will be placed upon
specific vessels and assemblages from around the Firth of Clyde, the north
and northwest mainland, and Orkney, in order to consider the extent to which
developments in these areas can inform our understandings of the
development of Hebridean Neolithic pottery.
The eclectic nature of the Hebridean pottery described in the previous
chapters means that it is hard to characterise in simple terms. For concision,
and for the purposes of the following discussion, the key characteristics that
distinguish Hebridean Early/Middle Neolithic pottery are set in Figure 8.2. In
addition to the two types of assemblage set out in the figure it should be
emphasised that more mixed assemblages also occur (e.g. Allt Chrisal) and
that the vessels found in the Hebridean chambered cairns do not differ greatly
from those found on settlement sites. A key finding from the author’s analysis
of the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery was that there is very little evidence for
significant change within the Hebridean ceramic traditions until the introduction
of Grooved Ware in the earlier 3rd millennium BC. It should, however, be born
in mind during the following discussion that Hebridean Neolithic pottery is
eclectic and variable in nature both within individual sites and between sites.
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Basic Hebridean
Assemblages
Vessel Forms

Rim Forms

Decorative
techniques

Fabrics

Elaborated Hebridean
Assemblages

A wide variety of carinated and
necked bowls and jars, not easily
separated into categories.

A wide variety of carinated and necked
bowls and jars, not easily separated into
categories.

All vessels round-based

With one exception, all known vessels predating the appearance of Grooved Ware
are round based

Rare lugged vessels

Lugged vessels very rare or absent

Unstan-type bowls, ridged baggy jars
and shouldered bowls absent or very
rare absent or very rare

Large numbers of formally coherent
Unstan-type bowls (including assemblages
with over 50%) less than 30cm in diameter
and usually bearing a distinctive decorative
motif of horizontal grooves below the rim
over sloping or vertically incised lines.

Baggy and multiple ridged jars absent

Baggy jars and multiple-ridged baggy jars
(usually decorated with horizontal bands of
sloping lines or herringbone motifs
between raised or applied cordons)

Shouldered bowls with Unstan-style
motifs absent

Distinctive shouldered bowls of closed
form (often bearing the same ‘Unstanstyle’ motif noted above)

Simple, collared, everted (including
everted with internal bevels) and flattopped/externally-thickened rims
predominate, other forms rare or
absent

Simple, collared, everted (including
everted with internal bevels) and flattopped/externally-thickened rims
predominate, although other forms—
including rims with multiple facets—also
occur

Plain and decorated vessels in use
contemporaneously but decoration
usually limited to less than 50% of
vessels

Decorated vessels more common than
plain vessels (up to 100% of all vessels on
some sites)

A preponderance of sloping lines as a
decorative technique on both vessel
bodies and rims

A preponderance of sloping lines as a
decorative technique on both vessel
bodies and rims

Occasional use of less common
motifs including stabs, incised lines of
various forms, and hurdle motifs

A wide variety of less common motifs
including stabs, incised lines of various
forms, and hurdle motifs

Incision is the main decorative
technique at all sites

Incision is the main decorative technique
at all sites

The preponderance of mineral
inclusions derived from igneous
gneiss suggests that fabrics are
almost invariably of local manufacture

The preponderance of mineral inclusions
derived from igneous gneiss suggests that
fabrics are almost invariably of local
manufacture

Figure 8.2 Basic and elaborated Hebridean assemblages
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It was argued in Chapter 3 that all pottery categories are essentially polythetic
in nature, exhibit prototypicality effects, and are only discoverable within the
corpus of pots that already exists: indeed, it was noted that categories cannot,
of necessity, precede their tokens. In addition, it was argued that pots are
primarily problem-solving devices, both functionally and semiotically, and that
the recurrence of similar problems will tend to lead to the recurrence of
conventional solutions, including the reproduction of conventional vessel
forms, that allow modern archaeologists to recognise broadly standardised
forms of varying degrees of coherence just as they would have allowed the
people of the past to form similar categories. It is against this model that the
changing pot styles of the Neolithic will be understood in the following
discussion.
8.2

Early fourth millennium developments in northern Scotland and

Orkney
Dating the earliest Neolithic in northern Scotland has proven controversial.
Sheridan has argued that ‘[Carinated Bowl] pottery, and the lifestyle and
monuments with which it is associated, is unlikely to have been in use before
4000 cal. BC, and is likely to have appeared over large parts of Britain and
Ireland between c. 3950/3900 and 3800 cal. BC’, and that the ‘strikingly
homogeneous’ traditional Carinated Bowl pottery continued in use until at least
as late as 3700 cal. BC. (Sheridan 2007: 453-6). In addition, Sheridan notes
that regional variants of the Carinated Bowl tradition began to develop at a
very early stage across the British Isles, and that Henshall’s North-Eastern
style could possibly have continued in use until c.3600 cal. BC (Sheridan
2007: 456). Whittle et al. (2011: 822-4), making extensive use of Bayesian
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modelling, have argued for a date of 3835-3760 cal. BC (at 95% probability)
and probably 3815-3780 at (68% probability) for the start of the Early Neolithic
in southern Scotland, and 3950-3765 cal. BC (at 95% probability) and
probably 3865-3780 cal. BC (at 68%) for the start of the Early Neolithic in the
northeast, placing it at the very end of Sheridan’s estimate. In addition, the
authors suggest that Carinated Bowl pottery first appeared in Scotland south
of the Great Glen in 3825-3750 cal. BC (at 95% probability) and probably
3810-3775 cal. BC (at 68%), with Carinated Bowls continuing in use in this
area until around, or shortly before 3600 cal. BC (Whittle et al 2011: 824-5).
The model presented by the authors suggests that traditional Carinated Bowl
pottery is the earliest type of pottery in southern Scotland. The development
and use of North-East Carinated Bowl pottery is harder to model due to the
paucity of reliable dates, but the authors suggest a currency for this type of
pottery south of the Great Glen from 4030-3725 cal. BC (at 95% probability)
and probably 3905-3770 cal. BC (at 68%) to 3635-3420 cal. BC (at 95%
probability) and probably 3625-3540 cal. BC (at 68%) (Whittle et al 2011: 827).
Modified Carinated Bowl pottery was dated, again on the basis of a very
limited sample, to between 4250-3650 cal. BC (at 95% probability) and
probably 3925-3690 cal. BC (at 68% probability) to 3645-3110 cal. BC (at 95%
probability) and probably 3590-3390 cal. BC (at 68%) (Whittle et al 2011: 827).
The lack of data for North-East Carinated Bowl and modified Carinated Bowl
pottery remains an issue but, at present, the dates for the appearance of the
three varieties of northern Carinated Bowl pottery would suggest that they
possibly came into use in Scotland southeast of the Great Glen at more-orless the same time, with the northeast style conceivably even predating the
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introduction of traditional Carinated Bowls. Whittle et al. argue that these dates
are consistent with the introduction of a Neolithic package that included
traditional and North-East Carinated Bowl pottery, together with the first
monuments (notably long barrows), with timber halls and modified Carinated
Bowl pottery appearing shortly afterwards in the 38th century cal. BC (Whittle
et al 2011: 833). They suggest that timber halls and long barrows may have
ceased to be built at some point before 3650 cal. BC and that, although the
dating is not secure, chambered cairns and non-megalithic round mounds may
have begun to be built at around this time. Both traditional and North-East
Carinated Bowl pottery may, they suggest, have gone out of use shortly before
3600 cal. BC, although modified Carinated Bowls may have continued in use
into the following century (Whittle et al 2011: 833).
Despite differences over the precise chronology, both Sheridan and Whittle
agree that the Carinated Bowl pottery of the earliest Neolithic was beginning to
develop regional variants very quickly, if not immediately, after its first
appearance in Scotland. Such processes are likely to have been ongoing
throughout the neolithisation of Britain: there is no particular reason to expect
stylistic drift to occur in one area before spreading elsewhere, change could
also occur at the same time that pottery was spreading to new areas, with
innovations then diffusing in both directions as soon as new pottery-producing
communities appeared.
Although the classic Carinated Bowl remains the best known vessel type
within traditional Carinated Bowl assemblages, there was actually a wider
variety of vessel forms being produced, including uncarinated bowls, collared
jars, and large, shallow carinated bowls (Figures 8.3 and 8.4). The
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development of modified variants of some of these forms, and in particular the
broad and shallow bowl, is of significance in regard to the appearance of the
Unstan-type bowls that are a key feature of the Hebridean Neolithic
assemblages at sites such as Eilean Dòmhnuill and Northton.
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Figure 8.3

Uncarinated and necked pots from Biggar Common (after

Sheridan in Johnston 1997: Illustrations 17 and 19)
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Figure 8.4

Shallow Carinated Bowl from Crathes

(after Sheridan 2009: Fig. 37)
In Aberdeenshire and around the Moray Firth the emergence of the distinctive,
regional ‘North-East Carinated Bowl’ style was recognised by Audrey
Henshall, notably at Easterton of Roseisle and Boghead in Moray (Henshall
1983), as exhibiting early variation upon the traditional Carinated Bowl forms
through the addition of vertical ‘fluting’, ripple-burnishing, the addition of lugs,
and the elaboration of rim forms (Figure 8.5.1). Vessels of similar form have
been recognised across northeast Scotland, including at Atherb (Henshall
1983: 26) and Midtown of Pitglassie (Shepherd 1996: 32-3). Within this region
it is possible to discern certain elements that were to become more developed
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with time. These included the addition of collars and lugs and the development
of distinctive bipartite closed forms (Figure 8.5.3, 8.5.5 and 8.5.6) Large,
baggy lugged jars are also known from these assemblages, as are more
complex rim forms (Figure 8.5.3 and 8.5.4). Significantly, such modified
Carinated Bowl pottery has been recovered from early Neolithic timber halls,
including Balbridie (figure 8.5.7 and 8.5.8), which is located very close to the
Crathes hall that produced traditional Carinated Bowl pottery (Figure 8.4).
Bayesian modelling of the dates for the Scottish Neolithic timber halls
suggests that they began to be built around 3800-3705 cal. BC (at 2σ) and
had gone out of use by 3705-3630 cal. BC (also at 2σ) (Whittle et al 2011: 832
and Fig 14.173). It would appear from the occurrence of traditional Carinated
Bowls and modified Carinated bowls at adjacent sites such as Crathes and
Balbridie that the former style may have continued in use alongside the latter
for some time, a situation also noted by Sheridan to have been the case in
Ireland (Sheridan 1995: 8). Indeed, it might be suggested that two distinct
communities were using each of these halls contemporaneously.
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Figure 8.5

Modified Carinated Bowl pottery from Aberdeenshire and the

Moray Firth region: Easterton of Roseisle (1 and 2), Leggatsden Quarry (3),
Binn Hill (4), Boghead (5 and 6), Balbridie (7 and 8)
(after Henshall 1983; Ralston 1982)
At Kintore in Aberdeenshire a number of round bottomed pots have applied
cordons below the rims, and one cordoned and carinated vessel (V125) bears
a decoration of vertical lines on the neck resembling that found on Hebridean
necked jars (MacSween Ann 2008: Figs 139, 140 and 141). Similar decoration
also occurs on pottery from Kinbeachie on the Black Isle (Barclay et al 2001:
Illus 6 and 7) and in Orcadian tomb assemblages such as the Point of Cott
(MacSween in Barber 1997: Fig 16. See also Figure 8.9, below) and
settlements including the Knap of Howar (Ritchie A 1983: 60-9). It is likely that
early impressed wares south of the Great Glen in Scotland developed from, or
under the influence of, the modified Carinated Bowls given the similarity of
such styles to vessels from sites including Balfarg (Cowie in Barclay and
Russell-White 1993: 65-76) and, in more elaborately decorated forms,
Grandtully (Simpson and Coles 1990: Illus 8) and Brackmont Farm (Longworth
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1967: Fig. 4). Indeed, Cowie (1993: 8) and MacSween (2007: 368) have
highlighted similarities between North-East Carinated Bowls, Unstan-type
bowls and later Impressed Ware assemblages. If such vessels shared a
common origin in modified Carinated Bowls of shallow form then the
resemblance of such Impressed Ware vessels to Unstan-type bowls may not
be entirely superficial.
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Figure 8.6

Large, thick-walled shallow bowls from Crathes Castle Overflow

Car Park (top) and Balfarg (bottom)
(after Barclay and Russell-White 1993: Illus 42; Sheridan 2009: Fig. 44)
Further north, modified Carinated Bowl pottery, including the North-East
Carinated Bowl style, is known from chambered cairn contexts in Caithness,
including Tulloch of Assery B (Corcoran 1966-67: Fig. 15; Davidson and
Henshall 1991: Fig. 19), Kenny’s Cairn (Davidson and Henshall 1991: Fig. 20)
and Camster Long (Davidson and Henshall 1991: Fig. 21; Masters 1997: Illus
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21). One vessel from the latter site (Vessel 2: Figure 8.7) is notable for its
sharply in-turned and rippled rim, which is of interest given the previously
noted occurrence of this feature at Easterton of Roseisle and also at the
separate site of Easterton (Henshall 1983: Fig 6.12.1) and is suggestive of
social links between the two areas, if not of actual population movement.
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Figure 8.7

Carinated bowl with in-turned rim from Camster Long

(after Masters 1997: Illus 21)
A single example of a modified Carinated Bowl of Henshall’s ‘fluted’ northeast
style is currently known from Orkney (Richards et al 2013: 173-4). However,
three further Orcadian vessels, from the Bigland Round, Sandhill Smithy, and
Kirfea Hill chambered cairns (Davidson and Henshall 1989: Fig. 19. See also
Figure 8.8, below), are from tripartite chambers placed by Henshall within her
Orkney-Cromarty group and considered by her to be early in the Orcadian
sequence (Davidson and Henshall 1989: 77). Of these, the Kirfea Hill bowls
exhibit a marked in-turning of the rim reminiscent of the closed vessels from
Balbridie, Easterton of Roseisle and (to a lesser extent) Camster Long,
discussed above. The vessels from Bigland Round and Sandhill Smithy have
collared rims (and an incised body in the case of the Sandhill Smithy bowl),
and it is significant that Henshall (1972: 173) has compared these pots to the
collared ‘Achnacree’-type pots from the Firth of Clyde and the Hebrides
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(including an example from Clettraval on North Uist: Vessel 2 Henshall 1972:
308).
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Figure 8.8

Shouldered bowls from Orcadian chambered cairns

Top left: Bigland Round, Rousay; Top right: Sandhill Smithy, Eday
Bottom: Kirfea Hill, Rousay
(after Davidson and Henshall 1989: Fig. 19)
Collared bowls have, however, also been found in the aforementioned stalled
cairn at the Point of Cott, on Westray in Orkney (Figure 8.9) as well as in
Ireland, for example at Ballyedmond (Figure 8.15). The rim decoration on
these vessels is similar to that on the majority of collared rims at Eilean
Dòmhnuill as well as on most of the collared Achnacree style bowls from the
Clyde cairns, yet different from that on most Unstan-type bowls. The presence
of collared bowls at the Point of Cott challenges the association that once
appeared to exist between tomb type and vessel form in Orkney, and it may
be that the difference in rim form and decoration is chronological rather than
connected with different communities using different tomb types and pottery
styles. This latter suggestion is supported by a basic seriation by Ann
MacSween of the Orcadian vessel forms from mortuary contexts (MacSween
in Barber 1997: Table 1). Two flat-rimmed vessels were also found at the Point
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of Cott, a rim form also known from the Knap of Howar, and MacSween’s
seriation may suggest that the latter form may have had a longer currency, or
been later in date, than the collared rims. The earliest dates on human bone
from the Point of Cott are 3631-3362 cal. BC (Ut-1600 and Ut-1658) and
Bayesian modelling suggests that the tomb was probably in use from around
3500 BC (Schulting et al 2010: 28 and Illus 18).
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Figure 8.9

Collared bowls from the Point of Cott, Orkney

From top to bottom: Vessels 1, 2 and 3
(after Barber 1997: Fig 16)
The Unstan-type bowl has been defined by Piggott (Piggott 1954: 248-9) and
Henshall (Davidson and Henshall 1989: 64-5; Henshall 1963: 106-9) as a
shallow, round-based bowl with a vertical or near vertical collar, usually
decorated with incised lines or stab-and-drag. Whether or not the Kirfea Hill
vessels are considered to be Unstan-type bowls is a question that only makes
sense within a monothetic model of categorisation in which Unstan-type bowls
represent a distinct closed category rather than more-or-less prototypical
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tokens of a polythetically defined vessel form. Likewise, the Bigland Round
and Sandhill Smithy vessels, although they may predate the more prototypical
Orcadian Unstan-type vessels found at sites such as Unstan and Taversoe
Tuick, should not be seen simply as ‘proto-Unstan-type’ bowls. The
teleological implications of such an approach are clear – these vessels were
not trying to become Unstan-type bowls. Nevertheless, it is clear that following
the breakdown of the widespread and homogenous traditional Carinated
Bowls a series of shallow, vertical-collared vessels began to develop across a
wide area from Orkney to Aberdeenshire, and with elements perhaps
detectable in assemblages such as Balfarg and further to the south.
Significantly, such vessels occur within assemblages also containing pots of
very different styles in Orkney and the Western Isles.
North of the Moray Firth, and in Orkney, a regional variant of the Unstan-type
bowl in the form of large bowls, often with internally bevelled or everted rims,
was associated with chambered cairns, perhaps due to their use during
communal mortuary rites that required larger vessels (Figure 8.10). Such large
‘Unstan bowls’ appear, however, to have been a specifically local variant of a
more widespread bowl style.
It should be noted that although Unstan-type bowls are closely associated with
Orcadian chambered cairns they frequently occur in such contexts alongside
undecorated round-based bowls and jars, including lugged bowls, mostly with
simple or flattened rims. Such plain vessels also occur on settlement sites in
Orkney, notably the aforementioned Knap of Howar (Henshall in Ritchie A
1983: 59-74) where they were found together with Unstan-type bowls of
smaller sizes than the large examples from chambered cairns such as Unstan
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itself. The origin of the plain pots is obscure. Although plain vessels occur in
the Moray Firth assemblages discussed by Henshall (1983) and at Camster
Long in Caithness, it has been suggested that these could be elements of an
indigenous Orcadian style developed by the descendants of the pre-Neolithic
population (Ann MacSween pers.comm.). It has been argued in Chapter 3 that
there is no reason to assume that potters necessarily adhere to fixed formal
categories, and simple expediency is also a strong possibility to account for
such pots.
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Figure 8.10 Large, shallow ‘Unstan-type’ bowls from the Ord North,
Sutherland (top and middle) and Unstan, Orkney (bottom)
(after Davidson and Henshall 1989: Fig. 25.4; Sharples 1981: Fig. 9)
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Figure 8.11 Large plain bowl and Unstan-type bowl from the Knap of Howar
(after Ritchie A 1983: Figs 9.64 and 10.82)
The smaller Unstan-type bowls found at the Knap of Howar and elsewhere in
Orkney (e.g. the Braes of Ha'Breck, Thomas A 2007) also occur more widely
across Scotland, although they remain rare outside Orkney and the Western
Isles. Such vessels are of a consistently high quality, often burnished and
carefully decorated. Examples from the Scottish mainland include Garrywhin
in Caithness (Davidson and Henshall 1991: Fig. 19), Spurryhillock near
Stonehaven in Aberdeenshire (Cowie in Alexander 1997: 22-4) and Urquhart
in Moray (Henshall 1983: Fig. 5.3.7). However, it is in the Western Isles that
this style of pottery is most strongly represented. Although quantification is
difficult, it is possible that most of the vessels at Northton, as well as a
significant proportion of the Eilean Dòmhnuill and Eilean an Tighe pots, were
of this form. This would mean that several hundred such pots are known from
these three sites alone. Ironically, although Unstan-type bowls were originally
named after the large vessels from Orcadian chambered cairns, the vast
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majority are not large, are not from Orkney, and do not come from chambered
cairns.
The dating of the Knap of Howar is complicated by inconsistencies between
the radiocarbon dates and the stratigraphy, but Bayesian modelling of the
dates as deriving from a single phase of activity has suggested that it almost
certainly postdates 3620 cal. BC (at 2σ) and probably 3510 BC (at 1σ)
(Schulting et al 2010: 32-3). Significantly, this postdates the earliest level at
Eilean Dòmhnuill, with which Unstan-type bowls were associated, and the 1σ
date range for the earliest Hebridean pottery proposed in the most recent
Bayesian model (Section 7.11). In addition, the earliest layers at the latter site
were not excavated (Armit in prep). Bayesian modelling of dates from
Orcadian chambered cairns suggests that these too are unlikely to predate
3650 BC, and probably postdate 3600 BC (Schulting et al 2010: 25-30). In
combination with recent dates from carbonised willow associated with burnt
grain at Varme Dale on Orkney Mainland (3766-3536 cal BC (AA-53158/GU10629) and 3767-3635 cal BC (AA-53157/GU-10628), Richards et al 2015)
current evidence therefore gives no reason to propose that either the Hebrides
or Orkney were settled first.
It would appear from the evidence discussed above that modified carinated
Bowl pottery developed from, or under the influence of, traditional Carinated
Bowl pottery, and preceded the appearance of vertically-sided shallow bowls
at around the same time that pottery was spreading to Caithness and Orkney,
with what might be termed ‘classic small Unstan-type bowls’ such as the
examples from the Knap of Howar following on soon after. In Orkney, lessprototypical Unstan-type forms, such as those from the Point of Cott, Bigland
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Round, Sandhill Smithy and Kirfea Hill, may have preceded the Knap of Howar
vessels, with styles associated with the latter site probably in use by 3500 BC.
Whether this spreading of pottery manufacture and styles is taken as evidence
for migration by incoming pottery-using farmers, acculturation of indigenous
groups, or a mixture of both is the subject of on-going debate (cf. papers in
Whittle and Cummings 2007). Current dating gives no good reason to suppose
that Unstan-type bowls were introduced to the Hebrides from Orkney. Indeed,
the large number of such vessels in the Hebrides could be taken to imply that
it was the other way around or, given that Unstan-type bowls occur together
with other regionally distinct vessel forms in different regions, that the style
emerged within a sphere of interaction that included both regions. The
processes that may have catalysed the development of this vessel form
across such a wide area will be considered further in Chapter 9.
8.3

Earlier fourth millennium developments in the west

Pottery exhibiting similar features to North-East Carinated Bowls (including
vertical rippling/fluting), although combined with a less sinuous form and with
the introduction of more complex rims, has been recovered from several Clyde
cairns in south-western Scotland, notably Achnacree, Nether Largie and
Glenvoidean (Henshall 1972: 302-6). Links between the Carinated Bowl
pottery of northeast Scotland and northwest Ireland were emphasised by
Henshall (1983: 31) who drew particular attention to the use of fluting,
paralleled in particular on vessels from Lyles Hill (Case 1961: 180; Evans
1953). Such links are also suggested by the distribution of Ulster porcellanite
artefacts, which shows notable concentrations around the Firth of Clyde and in
Aberdeenshire (Sheridan 1986: 20), and it is of interest that other examples
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have been found between these latter two regions given the presence of a
fluted carinated bowl from the possible round cairn considered by Henshall to
represent an eastern outlier of the Clyde group at Cultoquhey in Perthshire
(Henshall 1972: 306 and 475-477). Indeed, Henshall has suggested that, ‘The
bowl from Cultoquhey seems to link the eastern wares and the Achnacree
bowls, having a rim form and fabric not quite typical of either’ (Henshall 1972:
172).
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Figure 8.12 Carinated lugged vessels from Cultoquhey, Perthshire (top left)
and Achnacree, Argyll (top right) and collared vessels from Glenvoidean,
Argyll (bottom left) and Rudh’ an Dunain, Skye (bottom right)
(after Henshall 1972: 303 and 306)
The development of various modified forms of Carinated Bowl, as evidenced
by the vessel from Cultoquhey, and by further examples from the
aforementioned round cairn at Achnacree, from Nether Largie and
Glenvoidean in Argyll and Rudh’ an Dunain on the Isle of Skye (Figure 8.12),
could be argued to follow from the earlier styles discussed above. Within the
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chambered cairn assemblages from Arran, Bute and Argyll it is also possible
to recognise attributes originating within the developed Carinated Bowl pottery
from southwest Scotland, for example the addition of lugs and the developed
rim forms seen at Machrie Moor, Arran (Haggerty 1991: Illus 3.13) and Luce
Sands, Dumfries and Galloway (McInnes 1963: Fig. 2). An origin for the small,
but deep, lugged vessels found in chambered cairns around the Firth of Clyde
(including Beacharra, Torlin, Sliddery Water and Clachaig: Henshall 1972:
302-5) has been suggested within the South-Western (or Hembury) style
pottery of southwest England (Sheridan 1995: 8-11; 2004b: 14) although
certain features found in southwest England, such as horizontally-perforated
‘trumpet lugs’, do not occur in Scotland, and the larger sized vessels found
within Hembury-style assemblages in England are so far unknown from Clyde
cairns (Figure 8.13). Similar vessels are also known from the northeast (e.g.
Laggatsden Quarry, Aberdeenshire: Henshall 1983: Fig 6.10. See also Figure
8.5.3, above) and Orkney (e.g. Isbister: Davidson and Henshall 1989: Fig
23.5, 23.7 and 23.8), which suggests that the origins for such pots need not
necessarily lie in southwest England. Recent estimates suggest that the
South-Western style of pottery was in use in England from 3810-3690 cal. BC
at 95% probability (3770-3705 cal. BC at 68%) to 3340-3275 cal. BC at 95%
probability (3335-3300 cal. BC at 68%) (Whittle et al 2011: 768 and Figs
14.101 and 14.102).
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Figure 8.13 Lugged vessel from Clachaig, Arran (left) and Maiden Castle,
Dorset (right)
(after Henshall 1972: 305; Wheeler 1943: Fig 36)
The vessel from Achnacreebeag in Argyll has been discussed in Chapter 2,
and its significance will be considered further below. Other bipartite carinated
bowls have been found in a number of chambered cairns in Arran, Argyll and
Bute (e.g. Beacharra, Clachaig and Bicker's Houses: Henshall 1972: 302-6).
Such vessels, termed ‘Beacharra’ bowls (Childe 1935: 66; Piggott 1954: 1703; Scott JG 1964: 150-8), have no close parallels within the modified Carinated
Bowl assemblages of Aberdeenshire and the Moray Firth region, although the
presence of closed bowls in the northeast was noted in Section 8.2, above. To
argue that the latter constitute the forerunners of the former, however, may be
to stretch the argument too far given the small number of closed vessels
known from the northeast.
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Figure 8.14 Beacharra bowls from Beacharra, Argyll, (left) and Clachaig,
Arran (right)
(after Henshall 1972: 302 and 305)
The similarities between the Scottish bipartite Beacharra bowls and Irish
Ballyalton bowls has long been recognised, although the precise relationship
has been the subject of ongoing debate (Case 1961: 186-9 and 214; Herity
1982: 291; Piggott 1931: 104; 1954: 167-73; Sheridan 1995: 8-11). Recent
Bayesian modelling of dates from court cairns included two, Annaghmare and
Ballyalton itself, in which decorated Ballyalton bowls were found (Schulting et
al 2012). The earliest dates obtained during Schulting’s project were from
Ballyalton and Ballyedmond, ‘centring on c.3600 - 3500 cal. BC’ (Schulting et
al 2012: 9). The date from Ballyalton was considered to relate to the first use
of the tomb. The date from Annaghmare was slightly later, at 3486-3104 cal.
BC (UB-6741, Schulting et al 2012: Table 2) and was derived from material
from a different chamber to that producing the bowl sherds. Court cairns have,
however, also produced traditional Carinated Bowl pottery, and the issues of
dating artefacts from chambered cairns has already been discussed in the
previous chapter. As such, the precise relationship of these vessels to the
Scottish bipartite bowls remains unclear. It is, however, of interest that a bowl
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from Balleyedmond (Figure 8.15) bears a collared rim with diagonally radiating
cord impressions of a similar form to the incised and fluted motifs previously
noted at Achnacree, Glenvoidean and Rudh’ an Dunain. Of itself, however,
this does not, of course, date the latter vessels.
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Figure 8.15 Collared bowl from Ballyedmond, County Down
(after Herity 1982: Fig 47)
Few reliable radiocarbon dates have been obtained from Clyde cairns around
the Firth of Clyde itself, and the issues with dating pottery from such contexts
were discussed in relation to the assemblages from the Hebridean tombs in
the Section 7.8.9. One date was obtained from Glenvoidean in Bute from
charcoal underlying the small chamber (I-5974: 3943-3373 cal BC Marshall D
and Taylor 1976-7; Schulting and Richards 2002: 161). Unfortunately the large
range means that the best that can be said is that it dates the construction of
the cairn to somewhere in the early to mid 4th millennium BC. Human bone
from Crarae in Argyll produced a date of 3636-3377 cal. BC (OxA-7662
Schulting and Richards 2002: Table 4; Scott JG 1960-1), although this cannot
in itself reliably date the construction of the cairn or the associated possible
Beacharra bowl fragments. A date of 4452-4341 cal. BC (OxA-7880 Schulting
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and Richards 2002: Table 4) from cockle shell that it has been argued may
have formed a foundation deposit for the construction of the Crarae cairn
(Scott JG 1960-1: 20) can only provide a terminus post quem for the cairn’s
construction and is anomalously early for any Neolithic activity at the site,
while a date of 4228-3661 cal. BC came from a forecourt hearth at Monamore
on Arran (Q-675 MacKie 1964: 12; Schulting and Richards 2002: 162) and
another of 3944-3635 cal. BC from mixed charcoal and shell from the premound surface at Port Charlotte on Islay (HAR-3486 Harrington and Pierpoint
1980; Schulting and Richards 2002: 162). More recently dates from short-lived
hazel charcoal were obtained from the lateral chamber of the Blasthill
chambered tomb in Kintyre (Cummings and Robinson 2015). Two of the
dates, of 3943-3710 cal. BC (SUERC-30046/GU-21796, subsequently
modelled to 3937-3710 cal. BC at 2σ) and 3944-3712 cal. BC (SUERC30045/GU-21795), were from the same heavily bioturbated inner chamber fill
as parts of two globular vessels of developed Carinated Bowl style (Cummings
and Robinson 2015: 6 and Illus. 5). The disturbed nature of this deposit means
that the date of the pottery itself is not certain. A more reliable date of 36253366 cal. BC (SUERC-30044/GU-21791) was obtained from residue on a
complete, if crushed, decorated globular bowl in the outer compartment.
Further dates from this compartment, 4036-3801 cal. BC (SUERC-30809/GU22113) and 3517-3363 cal. BC (SUERC-31130/GU-22482), came from
hazelnut shells. Remains of two other globular vessels, one decorated with
whipped cord impressions in a nested arc motif resembling that on the
bipartite pot from Achnacreebeag (Ritchie JNG 1970: Fig. 3.2), were also
found in this compartment (Cummings and Robinson 2015: 6-9; Sheridan
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2000). Whipped cord decoration is also present on a Beacharra bowl from
Clachaig on Arran (Henshall 1972: 305 and 391), although vessels from
Northern Ireland provide more significant parallels for Blasthill (Case 1961:
189-96; 1973). The earlier dates may be related to pre-cairn activity or to the
earlier phases of the use of the chamber, which the excavators believed to
have been part of an earlier, smaller tomb incorporated into a later monument.
The later dates may relate to a second phase of activity at the site (Cummings
and Robinson 2015: 6-10). The modified Carinated Bowl pottery at Blasthill,
then, probably derives from a small passage tomb later incorporated into a
Clyde cairn in a manner resembling that at Mid Gleniron (Corcoran 1969).
Later the forecourt was modified into the form of a court cairn, a significant
point given the Irish parallels for the globular bowls (Cummings and Robinson
2015: 23-4). Bayesian modelling of dates from the forecourt of the later cairn
suggest that it was constructed after 3777-3654 cal. BC (Cummings and
Robinson 2015: 19 and Illus. 15).
This small number of radiocarbon dates has meant that modelling of the dates
for western Scottish chambered cairns has proven problematic. Whittle et al
have suggested that they probably began to be constructed between 42953495 cal. BC (at 95% probability) and probably after 3800-3650 cal. BC (at
68% probability) (Whittle et al 2011: 829-30 and Fig 14.169). Given the
likelihood that initial use of the very similar court cairns of Ireland, with their
Beacharra-related Ballyalton bowls, dates from 3700-3570 cal. BC (Schulting
et al 2012: 30) it would seem a reasonable conclusion to suggest that pottery,
including Beacharra bowls, began to be deposited within the Clyde cairns at
some point after 3800 BC, and probably during the second quarter of the 4th
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millennium BC. As current evidence suggests that the Hebridean Neolithic
began between 3845 and 3590 cal. BC, and probably between 3745 and 3645
BC (Section 7.11), this would imply that similar styles found in the Western
Isles most likely have their origins amongst the Beacharra bowls of the Clyde
cairns or developed at around the same time.
The ultimate origin of the Beacharra bowls is disputed, and the debate
between Sheridan and Whittle has been reviewed in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.
If the Achnacreebeag vessel was made in northern France and brought to
Scotland as part of a Neolithic diaspora, as argued by Sheridan (2003), then it
would support the argument that other similar vessels (Beacharra bowls and
Ballyalton Bowls) may derive from traditions associated with incoming
agricultural communities, although there would be a significant time lag
between the very early contact suggested by Sheridan (2010: 92-5) and the
earliest available dates for Ballyalton and Beacharra bowls that would need
accounting for. Incoming groups could, however, have continued to make such
vessels after their arrival. If the Achnacreebeag pot does not stand at the root
of the decorated bipartite bowl tradition, as argued by Whittle (Whittle et al
2011: 854), then the question of how this tradition arose and spread arises:
where and how did it develop, and did other groups copy the style or did it
spread as a result of population growth and the budding off of communities
with the same traditions of pottery manufacture?
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Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 8.16 The Achnacreebeag bowl (1) and comparanda from northern
France (2: Le Castellic, Brittany; 3: Vierville, Normandy; 4: Er Grah, Morbihan)
(after Sheridan 2010: 94)
It is important when considering the origins of artefactual traditions to avoid
what has been termed the ‘genetic fallacy’, which holds that the essential
nature of a phenomenon must reside in its origins (Blackburn: 155). It was
argued in Chapter 3 that archaeological phenomena are not monothetic in
nature. In this regard, arguing that a tradition such as the manufacture of
decorated bipartite bowls must have a single point of origin, be it in traditional
Carinated Bowl or French Castellic pottery, is to propose a gene-like
essentialist understanding of the development of ceramic styles. In respect of
the model presented in Section 3.2 the presence of one or more vessels of
French affinity can only contribute towards the pool of prototypes that a potter
may draw upon—often subconsciously—when making new vessels, rather
than determining such processes: pots do not have ancestry in the sense that
people do. Unless it is proposed that the only people manufacturing Beacharra
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and Ballyalton bowls were the direct descendants of migrants from northern
France then such a model cannot apply. The present author is happy to grant
that the Achnacreebeag pot, and possibly the second-phase simple passage
tomb of Achnacreebeag itself, may perhaps have been the result of the
movement of small numbers of people northwards from northwest France.
Even were this to have been so, however, this would be insufficient on its own
to account for the origin and subsequent development of the decorated
bipartite bowl traditions of Ireland and western Scotland unless the potters
behind such vessels had no knowledge whatsoever of other vessel forms or
chose to ignore them. In this respect it is salient to note that traditional
Carinated Bowl-using communities also existed in Argyll in the Early Neolithic
as evidenced by the settlement at Auchertegan (Marshall D 1977-78).
It is suggested here that the debate about the Achnacreebeag vessel
highlights the degree to which artefact types have come to condition the
discourse on changes in material culture through space and time. Instead of
searching for the origin of vessel forms such as Beacharra and Ballyalton
bowls it would perhaps be more profitable to regard such vessels as polythetic
groupings of attributes, any one of which may exist independently of the
artefact type itself. A closed vessel form does not have to be a ‘French’ closed
vessel form or a ‘Scottish’ closed vessel form anymore than a child of mixed
German-English parenthood who chooses to use the word ‘Man’ to describe a
male person has to be using either the English word or the German word:
ultimately there is, in this sense, no fact of the matter. Closed vessel forms
existed within the modified Carinated Bowl repertoire and also within the
Castellic repertoire. In this respect, the arrival of a particular vessel within a
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new environment may contribute new attributes, which may subsequently be
adopted, rejected, recombined, etc. rather than new ceramic ‘genes’ that might
be traced in subsequent ‘generations’ of pots. This would account for the
transfer of individual attributes such as the nested arc motif to vessels of
different form, such as the globular bowls from Blasthill. If such attributes can
already be found within existing traditions then they would have been unlikely
to be recognised as new or exotic elements but as equivalents to the local
variants. The fact that bipartite Beacharra bowls form a fairly coherent and
cohesive vessel type tells us more about their functional and semantic
significance within a developing culture than about the movement or otherwise
of populations. From this point of view the Achnacreebeag pot does not have
to represent a major point of contention: if small numbers of people came to
Scotland from France then they would have most likely have blended in with
the existing population, while their material culture would have been
understood in terms of existing categories and would have contributed to the
pool of attributes and vessel forms upon which potters could draw.
8.4

Similarities between Hebridean pottery and pottery from the west

and northeast
The similarities between Hebridean pottery and pottery from Arran, Bute,
Argyll and Orkney has long been recognised (Piggott 1954: 231-2), and Jack
Scott’s model for the development of Beacharra pottery in the Firth of Clyde
and the Hebrides (Scott JG 1964: 150-8) was described in Section 2.2.2
(Figure 2.9). This took as its starting point the close similarities between
vessels from various Clyde cairns (especially Beacharra itself) and the
assemblages from Clettraval and Unival. One of the vessels from Clettraval
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(Vessel 2, Henshall 1972: 308) very closely resembles Vessel 2 from
Achnacree in shape, size, rim form and the presence of lugs. Issues with the
dating of Clyde cairns, and the problems of discerning ceramic sequences
from the jumbled material found in such contexts, have been discussed above
and apply as much to the pottery from the Beacharra cairn chamber itself as
elsewhere. Nevertheless, the close parallels between the Hebridean
chambered cairn assemblages and the Clyde cairn pottery would appear
undeniable. Indeed, Scott’s suggestion that attributes from different vessel
types found in Clyde cairns were combined to form new vessel types at
Clettraval and Unival (Scott JG 1964: 155-6) would fit well with the polythetic
model proposed in the current study.
Scott’s proposal for direct links between Arran, Argyll and Bute, and the Outer
Hebrides is strengthened by the existence in both areas of Clyde cairns,
although in small numbers in the latter area (Henshall 1972: 113). Clettraval,
described in Section 7.8.1, is atypical for this type of tomb in its curved and
developed inner compartment; features more usually associated with passage
tombs such as the nearby Unival. Indeed, Scott (1942: 303) suggested that
Clettraval may be better regarded as a passage grave with segmented
passage rather than as a Clyde cairn. Geirisclett, however, is more typical for
this style of chambered cairn. The mixing of attributes is something that is
shared both by the tomb and the pottery at Clettraval.
In addition to the Beacharra bowls and undecorated jars that Scott felt
represented the first appearance of Neolithic pottery in the Western Isles, the
large numbers of Unstan-type bowls at sites such as Northton and Eilean
Dòmhnuill demonstrate the movement of ideas, if not also of individuals or
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communities, between the Outer Hebrides, Orkney, and the Moray Firth area;
a connection also suggested by the presence of passage graves in the former
two areas, albeit of slightly different forms (Henshall 1972: 257-64). The
collared-rim vessels from the tripartite chambers in Orkney also find parallels
from within the Clyde cairns and the Hebrides. If these vessels do indeed
predate the classic Unstan-type bowls, as argued here, then the presence of
this rim form from Argyll to the Hebrides and Orkney would suggest an
exchange of ideas between these areas from the earlier 4th millennium BC. On
the evidence from the Orkney tombs and its early presence at Eilean
Dòmhnuill it would appear, contra Sheridan (2003: Fig 2.5), that the collared
rim form predates 3500 BC, and probably 3650 BC. At present the dating,
discussed above, does not allow us to propose that ideas (or people) moved in
one direction rather than another. The suggestion, made above, that Unstantype bowls probably developed from modified Carinated Bowls via an eclectic
range of less coherent intermediate forms, would imply that round-bottomed
vessels of shallow, carinated and collared form were already in existence
before pottery appeared in either Orkney or the Hebrides. This does not,
however, rule out the argument that the remarkably homogenous Unstan-type
bowls found in the Western Isles and elsewhere were developed either in the
Hebrides or Orkney, or across a wider area, after this point. As has also been
pointed out at various points in Chapters 5, 6 and 7, the Unstan-style ‘grooves
over vertical or sloping lines’ motif also occurs on shouldered bowls
reminiscent of Beacharra forms in the Hebrides.
Certain Hebridean vessel forms have no parallels on the mainland, in Orkney,
or around the Firth of Clyde. These include the deep, baggy jars and multiple
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ridged jars found at sites such as Eilean Dòmhnuill, Eilean an Tighe and
Northton. It could be suggested that multiple ridged baggy jars developed as a
result of the multiplication of elements already found on other vessel forms,
such as necks decorated with incised sloping line motifs. However, it could
also be that such forms were an entirely indigenous development, perhaps
deriving from pre-existing organic prototypes in the form of skeuomorphs. At
present both suggestions must remain hypothetical.
The sharing of distinctive attributes and vessel forms in the Hebrides and the
Firth of Clyde, together with the appearance (and, in the case of Clettraval,
development) of Clyde tombs, at least some of which appear to have their
ultimate origin in simple megalithic chambers probably derived from nonmegalithic precursors (Scott JG 1969), suggests that the earliest Neolithic in
the Western Isles developed under strong cultural influence from the Firth of
Clyde region, if not actual settlement from that region. Likewise, the presence
of Unstan-type bowls and passage tombs in the Western Isles indicates
cultural links with areas such as Orkney and the northern and northeast
mainland, although the dating of the earliest Neolithic in Orkney and the
Hebrides does not currently allow us to propose the movement of ideas or
people from either one of these regions to the other. The key evidence linking
the

Hebridean

ceramic

traditions

with

earlier

and

contemporaneous

developments outwith the Western Isles can, then, be summarised as follows:
•

Bowls with collared rims are found in Orkney, the Firth of Clyde, and the
Hebrides. This rim form was in use at Eilean Dòmhnuill from at least
3650 BC.
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•

Unstan-type bowls are found on settlement sites in the Outer Hebrides
and Orkney and, in smaller numbers, in the northeast Scottish
mainland.

•

‘Unstan-style’ decorative motifs (horizontal grooves above sloping or
vertically incised lines) are found on Unstan-type bowls in Orkney and
the northwest mainland and in the Outer Hebrides, and also on
shouldered bowls in the Outer Hebrides. The latter may be a Hebridean
variant of the Beacharra-style bipartite bowl.

•

Decorated bipartite bowls (Beacharra bowls) are found in chambered
cairns in Arran, Bute and Argyll and in the Outer Hebrides.

•

Deep, lugged plain pots are found in chambered cairns around the Firth
of Clyde and in the Outer Hebrides. There are also lugged vessels from
Orkney and the northeast mainland.

•

Clyde cairns are found in Arran, Bute and Argyll and also in the Outer
Hebrides (there is at least one example in the far northwest of the
mainland at Ardvreck in Sutherland, Henshall 1963: 309).

•

Hebridean passage tombs form a distinctive part of a broader passage
tomb province united by the presence of a basic polygonal chamber
approached by a passage (Henshall 1972: 257-264). Henshall and
Ritchie (2001: 107) have suggested that cairn construction at some
sites in Sutherland may have been influenced by forms found in the
Western Isles.

•

Just predating those from Varme Dale in Orkney, which are not
associated with pottery, the earliest dates from Eilean Dòmhnuill are
earlier than those from the Knap of Howar, with small Unstan-type
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bowls in use at both of the latter sites. The limited dating evidence from
the Clyde cairns and related Irish court cairns suggests that these do
not greatly predate Eilean Dòmhnuill or the Knap of Howar.
•

Bayesian modelling currently dates the earliest Neolithic in the Outer
Hebrides to 3845-3590 cal. BC (at 2σ), and probably 3745-3645 cal. BC
(at 1σ) (Ashmore in press).

Taken together, the evidence points towards an initial introduction of pottery
into the Hebrides as an embedded element of fast developing Neolithic
material cultural practices spreading from various parts of the mainland on the
second quarter of the 4th millennium BC.
8.5

Discussion

The rapid development of ceramic styles in Scotland following the introduction
of traditional Carinated Bowl pottery during the early 4th millennium cal. BC,
and probably at around 3800 cal. BC (Whittle et al 2011: 824-5), is paralleled
by the development of other forms of material culture, including Clyde-type
chambered cairns and the related court cairns of Ireland that probably derived
from non-megalithic prototypes (Cooney 2000: 99-103; Evans 1938b; Scott JG
1969). Links between southwest Scotland and Ulster are well attested in terms
of styles of monuments and pottery, and longer distance connections are
suggested by stylistic features such as fluting/rippling on modified Carinated
Bowls from Ulster to Aberdeenshire and Orkney, as well as the distribution of
porcellanite axes. At the same time divergence was also taking place, as
evidenced by the translation into stone of wooden chambers within Clyde
cairns and the development of Orkney-Cromarty style tombs in the north
(Henshall and Ritchie 2001: 108-11).
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Although discussion of the development of material culture in the early
Neolithic in Scotland has often focussed on artefact and monument types, a
striking feature of such processes is the proliferation of different attributes after
the introduction of traditional Carinated Bowl pottery in the early 4th millennium
BC. The reasons why the number of attributes—including elements of vessel
form, rim styles, and decorative motifs and techniques in distinctive regional
styles—should increase and proliferate as Neolithic practices spread north and
west of the Great Glen forms a key part of the process of explaining ceramic
variation in this region, and in the Hebrides in particular. It is not currently
possible to differentiate incoming groups from indigenous populations and any
attempt to do so based on the presence of artefact types risks circularity as
indigenes could have adopted new artefact types as well as non-material
elements of a new culture such as language, clothing etc.
In respect of the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition in southern Britain, Griffiths
(2014b: 239) has argued that across England and Wales ‘late Mesolithic
material culture was in use for some time after the earliest appearance of
Neolithic material culture’ and has noted that in the 38th century cal. BC it may
have been possible for an individual to encounter, on the same day, people
using Late Mesolithic and Early Neolithic material culture (Griffiths 2014a: 23).
In Yorkshire and Humberside the evidence suggests that the earliest Neolithic
was spatially separate from the latest Mesolithic (Griffiths 2014a), but this
need not necessarily imply that only one process of neolithisation was
possible. Griffiths (2014a: 24-5) suggests several possible scenarios including
the adoption of new lifeways by the indigenous population and the retreat of
Mesolithic groups to locations away from incoming groups. Significantly, she
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notes that people using Neolithic material culture ‘were not at ‘endpoints’ in
‘neolithisation’, but actively engaged in creating distinctive regional Neolithic
practices and traditions, and were in contact with populations in other parts of
these islands and beyond’ (Griffiths 2014a: 24). This last point is congruent
with the rapid development of ceramic forms (and other aspects of material
culture including mortuary practices) across northern Scotland in the early 4th
millennium.
A model of migration that would appear to fit well with the initial appearance of
the earliest Neolithic in northern Scotland was proposed by Anthony (1990).
Anthony’s model postulates that individual and population movements result
from diverse ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors that must overcome the effects of any
intervening obstacles to such movement (Anthony 1990: 898). Migrations may
be over long distances, often originate from within a small area, and are
usually preceded by scouting. Of the several varieties of migration suggested
by Anthony (1990: 902) long distance ‘leapfrogging’ of small agricultural
groups would appear to fit best with the evidence from early 4th millennium
northern Scotland, and would account for the wide distribution of possible
‘islands’ of settlement from Argyll to Inverness: demographic ‘wave of
advance’ expansion alone would seem unlikely to account for the rapid spread
of Neolithic material culture over such a short period of time. Anthony has
stressed that migrations are always in two directions, with a counterstream
linking new settlements to the point of origin (1990: 897-8). Significantly, initial
migration also appears to be weighted towards younger males (Anthony 1990:
905). Combined, these last two points may suggest that small scale
colonisation may draw in indigenous females who may then feed ideas of their
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own back into the communities from which the settlers came. Whittle et al
(2011: 862-4) have proposed a scenario developed from Anthony’s ideas in
which Neolithic practices were initiated by small numbers of incomers.
Indigenous people would then have been drawn into these practices, which
could then have diffused rapidly through existing social networks and by
further ‘leapfog’ settlement.
In many respects ceramic variation resembles variation in language, and the
adoption of a particular ceramic ‘dialect’ or ‘vocabulary’ in the form of new
vessel types and attributes has a similar semiotic potential. Gosselain (1992)
has noted that certain aspects of the ceramic chaîne opératoire are more
easily adopted across ethnic and linguistic frontiers than others. In particular,
highly visible elements such as decoration are more likely to be adopted by
other potters than less visible, but perhaps more ingrained, aspects such as
manufacturing techniques. More visible attributes including rim forms and
decorative motifs would therefore be expected to transmit more easily than
aspects such as forming techniques. In so doing, they can become
semantically salient, materialising shared bonds and understandings (or
differences if actively rejected). The rapid adoption of pottery beyond the
regions associated with traditional Carinated Bowl styles (and also with other
Neolithic practices such as the construction of timber halls and non-megalithic
long barrows) would suggest that early 4th millennium BC communities in
northern Scotland and the islands, howsoever constituted, rapidly transformed
themselves in the face of the new practices. In so doing they developed
distinctive ceramic ‘dialects’ through the adoption of new vessel and rim forms,
and decorative techniques and motifs (the most salient elements in
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Gosselain’s model). Small-scale settlements by traditional Carinated Bowlusing groups, such as at Auchategan in Argyll (Marshall D 1977-78), or by
groups from further afield, as suggested by Sheridan, could well have acted as
catalysts for economic, social and material changes. But the speed at which
Neolithic practices spread, combined with the rapid proliferation of new pot
forms and decorative schemes, suggests that a creative interaction between
communities must have taken place, as Griffiths has suggested. Once
Neolithic practices had crossed into indigenous communities it is likely that the
division between incomer and indigene would have become largely irrelevant,
if recognised at all, as the adoption of new ways of life would remove one of
the most important ways in which communities would have been able to see
themselves as different.
8.6

Conclusions

It has been noted that certain ceramic forms associated with the Hebrides are
shared with other parts of Scotland. Bipartite bowls and lugged baggy vessels,
together with chambered cairn styles, are shared with the Firth of Clyde
region, while small Unstan-type bowls are found in the Hebrides, Orkney and
the northeast mainland. Although the ultimate origin of the bipartite bowls is
disputed, the Unstan style would appear to be a development from Carinated
Bowl pottery via a series of intermediate forms, occurring at the same time as
Neolithic practices spread beyond the Great Glen: there is presently is no
good reason to propose a single area within northern Scotland or the Isles as
the birthplace of Unstan-type bowls, which may have evolved within on-going
processes of interaction across the region as a whole. It is unlikely that
colonisation can account for all of these developments, particularly in the light
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of the rapid proliferation of regionally distinct attributes from the first quarter of
the 4th millennium cal. BC.
The social processes that might account for the adoption of pottery in the
Hebrides, the emergence of the distinctive yet eclectic Hebridean ceramic
traditions, the maintenance of particular ceramic forms shared with other
regions, and the strikingly conservative nature of Hebridean Early/Middle
Neolithic pottery before the arrival of Grooved Ware in the early 3rd millennium
BC will form the subject of Chapter 9.
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Chapter 9: Discussion – understanding ceramic
variation in the Hebridean Neolithic
The present chapter will set out a model for the understanding of ceramic
variation in the Hebridean Neolithic that draws upon the approaches discussed
in Chapter 3. It will be proposed that taking into account the polythetic nature
of artefactual and cultural entities (understood as dynamic assemblages) can
contribute towards a more nuanced understanding of both artefactual and
cultural change and stability in the past. The concept of social autopoiesis,
introduced in Section 3.1.7, will form a key element of the author’s approach. It
will be proposed that the distinctive Hebridean ceramic tradition, as a dynamic
and on-going assemblage, arose within—and was also partially constitutive
of—the practices that also gave rise to the Neolithic Hebrideans themselves
as a discrete entity. In particular, it will be argued that central to this process
was the iterative practice of feasting, and that sites such as Eilean Dòmhnuill
were key locales associated with commensal rituals: centres of gravity that
mediated the emergence of shared expectations and dispositions that in turn
defined a distinctive Hebridean Neolithic culture that persisted over several
hundred years.
The earliest pottery in Scotland belongs to the Carinated Bowl tradition that is
found across England, Wales and Ireland, and in northern Scotland probably
included modified Carinated Bowl pottery from its very earliest stage (Whittle
et al 2011: 756-79 and 824-8). Although timber halls/houses may date to a
generation or two after the first Neolithic practices in northeast Scotland
(Whittle et al 2011: Fig. 14.175), non-megalithic long barrows, and crops
including wheat, barley, oats and flax, are all associated with this period
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(Whittle et al 2011: 840). Significantly, however, sites producing traditional
Carinated Bowl pottery are almost entirely confined to the south and east of
the Great Glen (Sheridan 2007: Fig 1). As argued in the previous chapter, the
rapid spread and homogeneity of Neolithic artefacts and practices over such a
wide area is suggestive of the movement of at least small groups of people
with a strongly coherent shared material culture rather than a process of
acculturation alone that would be expected to take much longer and to have
resulted in greater regional diversity. The subsequent proliferation of new
attributes and vessel types as pottery manufacture spread to new areas raises
important issues about the nature of neolithisation across the Highlands and
Islands.
9.1

Polythetic entities: processes of coherence, cohesion, and

diversification
Throughout this study it has been stressed that archaeological entities are
essentially polythetic (Clarke 1978: 35-7) and exhibit prototypicality effects
(Lakoff 1987: 40-8): that is, varying degrees of coherence that allow them to
stand out from the background noise of artefactual variation as discrete
categories. In Section 3.2 a polythetic model of Hebridean pottery types as
dynamic assemblages of attributes was proposed (Fig 3.11). Such
assemblages are not static as they result from iterative practices (technically
they are on-going ‘processes of assembling’ rather than ‘assemblages’),
emerging as recognisable types through repetition. In this way the recognition
of a type through time will result from the more-or-less faithful reproduction of
standard forms, with additions or subtractions of attributes leading to nonprototypical forms or entirely new categories (Figure 9.1).
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Figure 9.1

A model for the emergence of polythetically defined artefact

categories as dynamic assemblages of attributes
A1 to 16 = attributes, red circles = polythetically defined vessel types
Attributes, however, are not indivisible, as they can be broken down into
smaller elements and, as such, cannot serve as direct analogues for genes in
the way of simplistic Darwinian models. Nevertheless, it remains possible in
practice to identify constantly recurring patterns (e.g. various types of rim)
which stand as alternatives, such that a rim must be either ‘Type X’, ‘Type Y’,
‘Type Z’ or some other form (pots exhibiting more than one rim form around
their circumference do exist but do not undermine the model). Whereas the
concurrence of attributes results in the emergence of artefacts, the frequent
concurrence of certain attributes allows us to recognise what Clarke termed
artefact types (including recognisable pot types). The relative frequency and
degree of prototypicality of such combinations means that some artefact types
are more coherent than others: that is, they have a greater degree of ‘family
resemblance’ (Clarke 1978: 231). At Eilean Dòmhnuill, Unstan-type bowls are,
in this sense, considerably more coherent than necked jars and bowls as the
range of attributes associated with the former (shallow and round based forms,
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simple rims, grooves beneath rims above sloping or vertically incised lines,
diameters below 28cm) concurs on a more regular basis (Section 5.11). Less
coherent types may still be identified by the archaeologist, and the dropping of
attributes from, or addition of attributes to, an artefact type may result in its
transformation into a new type – for example, the addition of a restricted neck
to a simple bowl would change its identity in the scheme employed here.
Certain highly coherent vessel forms are likely to have been recognised—and
probably named—by their producers and users as well as by modern
archaeologists, although, as Miller has shown (1985: 50), and as argued in
Section 3.2.3, such categories can only have emerged from within the preexistent corpus of pots itself. In the following discussion the term cohesive will
be used to refer to coherent vessel types that persist through time.
In Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 it was argued that vessel forms are reproduced as
a result of the persistence of certain structuring principles that, to a greater or
lesser extent, condition the habits of the potters themselves. In this way pot
categories seldom emerge through an intentional process but are created
retrospectively through observation of the pre-existent corpus: nobody set out
with the purpose of inventing the Unstan-type bowl, the concept could only
have been applied to a group of vessels that had already begun to show
sufficient similarity to function as a discrete category. Furthermore, it was
suggested in Section 3.1.5 that the affordances and constraints that arise from
the greater assemblage of entities that constitutes the environment within
which potters work are effectively selective forces. Such environments are
also constantly reproduced and/or transformed. In the former case leading to
the recurrence of the factors (including constraints on decision making) that
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lay behind the production of the same or similar artefactual forms (Ingold
2000: 27-39; Jordan 2015; Richerson and Boyd 2005: 69). In this way
artefactual forms emerge within a process of organism-environment
interaction, similar to what Hodder (2012: 113-37) has termed ‘fittingness’.
Identifying the key structuring principles of such environments is central to the
process of explanation: What were people’s goals? What was the nature of the
environment (in the broadest sense) in which they found themselves? How
could their goals be realised within that environment? To paraphrase Marx
(1869 [1963]), what were the circumstances that were not of their own
choosing?
The modification and development of the Carinated Bowl traditions require
explanation in their own right, and the cultural and economic environment of
the earlier 4th millennium BC is central to understanding this process of
diversification. It was argued in Chapter 8 that following the appearance of
traditional Carinated Bowl pottery in Scotland south of the Great Glen in the
late 39th or early 38th century cal. BC a breakdown in coherence appears to
have begun almost straightaway with the development of North-East
Carinated Bowl pottery and modified Carinated Bowl pottery (Whittle et al
2011: 825-7). The most parsimonious explanation for this process, in the light
of the argument for small-scale migration from further south by Carinated
Bowl-producing farming groups, might seem to be that pottery was being
made within communities that no longer shared the expectations, dispositions,
and practical consciousness of the first migrant potters. It would initially appear
reasonable to argue that such communities were ethnically distinct indigenous
groups, or were made up of a mixture of incomers and indigenes. As well as
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making assumptions in respect of the relative numbers of indigenes and
incomers, however, this would be to take a highly normative and essentialist
view of social identity that denies the creativity that is seen within the
constantly evolving artefactual forms of the early and mid 4th millennium BC,
and such a model is incompatible with the polythetic and assembled nature of
social phenomena, including social identity, which has been argued for above:
direct contact between incomer and indigene would transform either or both.
Tim Ingold (2000: 132-51) has drawn a distinction between ‘genealogical’ and
‘relational’ identities, or ways of understanding identity, the former viewing
identity as being grounded primarily in descent, the latter as being
continuously created through practice. Ingold contrasts the two processes of
identity formation as ‘procreation’ (‘the making of something absolutely new
out of elements derived from immediate antecedents’) and ‘pro-generation’
(‘the continual unfolding of an entire field of relationships within which different
beings emerge with their particular forms, capacities and dispositions’) (Ingold
2000: 142). Graeme Warren (2004), has noted that the culture historical
accounts of neolithisation discussed in Chapter 2 (Atkinson 1962; Case 1961;
Childe 1934; 1935; 1940; Piggott 1954) are essentially genealogical, whereas
a relational approach ‘examines how the use of material culture and the
inhabitation of the landscape, both explicitly and tacitly, contribute to identity in
specific ways’ (Warren 2004: 91). He notes that both Carinated Bowl and
bipartite bowl pottery reference long-distance connections, and that ceramic
change would have structured important changes in the preparation and
consumption of food (Warren 2004: 93). In this way pottery would have been a
significant structuring element in the emergence of new identities in the
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earliest Neolithic. Of course, pottery would only have constituted one aspect of
such structuring principles, and Warren also draws attention to changes in the
distribution of lithic materials and to the manufacture and exchange of stone
artefacts between the Mesolithic and Neolithic, as well as to economic, dietary,
and architectural changes and innovations (Warren 2004: 93-8). In addition,
he suggests that shell midden sites may have provided loci for the interaction
between incoming farmers and indigenous hunter-gatherers, perhaps in the
form of feasting that may subsequently have been remembered and objectified
through actions such as the burial of Neolithic artefacts at Mesolithic midden
sites such as Ulva cave (Bonsall 1994) or the deposition of shells within the
chambered cairn of Crarae (Scott JG 1960-1: 7) (Warren 2004: 96). Exchange
of marriage partners—something that is likely to have favoured agriculturalists
with a storable surplus were bride-price to have been involved (Russell
1998)—may have been one of the ways in which a new Neolithic identity
emerged as the descendants of the first farmers and the last hunter-gatherers
developed new shared social systems, or by which indigenous groups were
assimilated into new social structures. In this respect it is also significant that
Maurice Bloch has recently drawn attention to the role of material culture in
creating a sense of phenomenological reality for essentially imagined
‘transcendental’ communities that emerge when people come to believe that
they share an identity (Bloch 2013: 92-3; 23-40). There may be nothing in
nature that corresponds to ethnicity, but there is plenty in shared practices and
artefacts with which to assemble it.
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9.2

Autopoiesis Revisited

In Section 3.1.7 the ideas of Niklas Luhmann, and their application to
archaeology by Koji Mizoguchi, were discussed. It was suggested that
Mizoguchi’s argument that the sharing of expectations and dispositions
constitutes a sense of shared identity could be encapsulated in the phrase ‘We
are the people who…’. All of us are, in this respect, categorically equivalent to
(i.e. share an identity with) other people who are, for example, disposed to
speak the same language, wear the same clothes, eat the same food, or make
and use the same pots. As such, the various elements that go together to
define an identity (language, clothing, diet etc.) are analogous to the attributes
that go together to form artefacts. Both are assemblages. In this way,
individual identity is polythetic, dynamic and shared with others to a greater or
lesser extent, and the larger groupings to which an individual may belong are
in turn also polythetic, arising from constantly evolving bodies of shared
expectations and dispositions (cultural attributes) none of which are strictly
necessary or sufficient. Identities may also be hierarchical and arise and
dissipate according to context. Such groupings exhibit prototypicality effects
and greater or lesser degrees of coherence and cohesion, and it is the moreor-less regular concurrence of elements such as language, modes of dress,
mortuary practices, pottery styles etc. that allow us to recognise (or
retrospectively assemble) such groupings despite their lack of absolute
boundedness, and which it may be argued lay behind the various ‘cultures’
defined by Childe and Piggott (Childe 1940; Piggott 1954). Greater levels of
cohesion are more likely to arise when there are conditions favourable to
boundary formation such as geographical or linguistic isolation, although many
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other factors could also be proposed (e.g. Durham’s (1992: 333) ‘transmission
isolating mechanisms’ or Lucas’s (2012: 200) ‘centres of gravity’). Hodder
(2012) has also considered the nature of cohesion (or ‘dependency’) as a
product of increasingly taut entanglements: the structures that are visible to
the archaeologist ‘…are emergent and spontaneous bundles or assemblages
of humans and things. It is the tying together within dependence that produces
what we call structure’ (Hodder 2012: 213). Due attention needs to be given to
such emergent entities at all levels, and an explicitly polythetic approach
allows this to be done without resorting to less carefully theorised culture
histories (Furholt 2014a; 2014b).
It is argued here that the discovery by an individual that they have acquired
the same expectations and dispositions as others around them, in relation to
other groups which do not, is equivalent to the discovery of shared identity visà-vis such ‘foils’ and, as with the pottery categories discussed by Daniel Miller
(1985), allows for the creation and strategic manipulation of social categories.
A particular type of pot, the use of which becomes habitual amongst members
of a social group, might, for example, be used subsequently to selfconsciously materialise, objectify and signal group membership. The
conception of identity as arising through shared practices contrasts with
essentialist understandings which privilege certain aspects considered to be
constitutive of identity, such as ancestry (Ingold’s ‘genealogical identity’) or
specific cultural phenomena including type fossils, and allows us to view the
constant reworking of identities in the Early Neolithic in a new light. Individuals
assemble shared identities through observing that others share their own
expectations and dispositions to a greater extent than those considered to be
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outside the group. The production and use of shared artefact types constitutes
one element of these expectations and dispositions: finding that Unstan-type
bowls and ridged jars are commonly present within one’s cultural milieu can
feed into a sense of shared identity in contrast to those that do not have such
artefacts. In this way, the shifting materialities of Early Neolithic Scotland could
undermine old identities and facilitate the creation of new ones, with such
processes catalysed within the locales in which face-to-face encounters
occurred and common expectations and dispositions arose.
9.3

Houses and chambered cairns

The processes behind the initial diffusion of pottery manufacture (and Neolithic
practices more generally) to the Hebrides have been set out in Chapter 8, yet
the precise nature of the processes behind the emergence and maintenance
of the Hebridean ceramic traditions has in the past been only speculatively
addressed (e.g. Armit and Finlayson 1996).
The earliest securely dated Hebridean pottery, probably dating to the late 38th
or 37th century BC (Figure 7.40), is from Eilean Dòmhnuill (Armit in prep), and
it was demonstrated in Chapters 5 and 6 that all of the key vessel types, and
probably all of the significant diagnostic attributes, associated with Hebridean
Early/Middle Neolithic pottery were present from the earliest phases of
occupation at the site, and include vessel types not known from the mainland
or Orkney. The striking similarity between the Eilean Dòmhnuill and Eilean an
Tighe assemblages, together with recent discoveries from the lochs of the Isle
of Lewis described in Chapter 7, indicate that Eilean Dòmhnuill was not alone,
and that small islet and crannog sites were almost certainly commonplace
across the Western Isles by the mid 4th millennium BC.
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It was shown in Chapter 8 that there are strong similarities between Hebridean
Early/Middle Neolithic pottery and vessels from chambered cairns in Arran,
Argyll and Bute. We know little about where the builders of these cairns lived,
although similarities between the small and perhaps seasonal settlements at
Auchategan in Argyll, associated with traditional Carinated Bowl pottery,
(Marshall D 1977-78) and Bharpa Carinish in North Uist with its Hebridean
ceramic assemblage (Crone 1993), may indicate that such sites were
widespread throughout the Neolithic. Were Early Neolithic settlement in this
region to have been fairly ephemeral, and perhaps seasonal, then activity at
chambered cairns such as Crarae (Scott JG 1960-1: 7), together with the
presence of pottery within the chambers, may suggest that such sites would
have acted as gathering places for otherwise fairly dispersed communities,
perhaps associated with occasional or seasonal mortuary rites, and probably
involving the communal consumption of food, as suggested by the presence of
pottery within the tombs.
Links between activities at chambered cairns and house sites have been
highlighted by the discovery of a large number of Early Neolithic ‘houses’ in
Ireland in recent years. In her detailed consideration of the Irish Early Neolithic
houses, which are now firmly dated to a period of no more than 100 years or
so between the late 38th and late 37th centuries BC (Cooney et al 2011),
Jessica Smyth has suggested that such structures ‘are the result of the same
monumentalising behaviour seen, as the Neolithic emerges, in tombs,
enclosures and field systems’ (Smyth 2014: 55). Smyth notes that much of the
variety in the artefactual assemblages from the houses may be due to the
differing roles they played. Given the synchronicity of the house horizon with
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the appearance of court cairns (Schulting et al 2012: 30), and the close
association between houses and tombs at sites such as Ballyglass (Ó Nualláin
1972), it is possible that communal gatherings associated with early houses
paralleled those at mortuary sites, and the close links apparent in the material
culture of northwest Ireland and southwest Scotland would imply that common
practices would probably have existed in both areas.
Irish Neolithic houses did not cease to be built at the end of the rectangular
timber house horizon. Middle Neolithic houses are, however, much more
variable in form and construction and are also harder to recognise than earlier
structures (Smyth 2014: 81-5). Like the earlier houses, there are occasional
links with tombs, including houses built on the site of the later passage tomb at
Knowth (Eogan and Roche 1997a: 51-2; 1997b; Smyth 2014: 82-3). Given the
likelihood that turf was probably used as a building material at Eilean
Dòmhnuill (Mills et al 2004: 888), it is also of interest that there is some
evidence for the use of turf as a building material in Ireland at this time (Smyth
2014: 84-5). The similarity of many of these later houses to the structures at
Eilean Dòmhnuill suggests that both may derive from a reworking of the idea
of the house within evolving and innovative Middle Neolithic communities
across western Britain and Ireland.
It was proposed in Chapter 8 that the earliest Neolithic practices introduced
into the Hebrides came from regions in which artefactual and monumental
forms were constantly being reworked, reconceptualised, and probably recategorised. Vertical-sided shallow bowls—the precursors of Unstan-type
bowls—had already begun to develop through modifications to the Carinated
Bowl repertoire in the north Scottish mainland, and bipartite bowls had been
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incorporated into the ceramic assemblage of the communities around the Firth
of Clyde alongside monumental forms developed from outside prototypes in
ways suited to local practices; Clyde cairns from non-megalithic tombs, and
passage graves perhaps from forms originally introduced from Ireland or
northwest France. It was noted in Chapter 8 that as well as regionally specific
styles it is possible to discern long-distance interactions in the diffusion of
individual attributes between Orkney, the Firth of Clyde and beyond, including
collared rims decorated with sloping incised lines.
The spreading of Neolithic artefacts, monuments and practices was, however,
not simply a case of copying. The development of new vessel forms and
attributes indicates that the new Neolithic communities were not bound by a
need to reproduce a series of homogenous vessel forms or monument types.
As Neolithic practices spread into the Western Isles the encounter with new
ideas would have altered the physical structure of the topography of identities
(to use Mizoguchi’s term) amongst indigenous communities and/or incoming
groups drawn from different regions, giving rise to new affordances and
constraints. Within such an environment, identities (as shared dispositions and
expectations) would be reworked through face-to-face encounters framed
within, and structured by, specific locales.
It is not sufficient, however, to simply propose that new artefacts, monuments
and economic practices appeared in the Hebrides and somehow transformed
identities without firstly analysing how such processes could have taken place.
If new identities were indeed negotiated, then how did this happen? And to
what extent did Hebridean Neolithic settlements resemble those in areas such
as Ireland?
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9.4

Feasting and commensality in the Neolithic Hebrides: Eilean

Dòmhnuill as locale
As demonstrated in Chapter 7, Eilean Dòmhnuill differs from certain other
Hebridean settlement sites such as An Doirlinn, Screvan Quarry or Bharpa
Carinish in a number of significant ways, and it may be no coincidence that
similarities between Eilean Dòmhnuill and Hebridean passage tombs have
been noted by several authors (Armit 2003: 98; Cummings and Richards
2013: 198). Where Eilean Dòmhnuill is approached along a narrow causeway,
the passage tombs are entered along a narrow passage; where the islet of
Eilean Dòmhnuill was hidden by a palisade, the passage tomb chambers are
hidden within their cairns; decorated pottery is found within the passage tombs
as it is at Eilean Dòmhnuill. Both Eilean Dòmhnuill and the passage tomb
chambers are ‘places apart’ – the former within dark mounds, the latter
seemingly afloat on its loch. It is important not to overemphasise such
comparisons however: there is, for example, no evidence that Eilean an Tighe
was structured in the same way. Eilean Dòmhnuill also differs from sites such
as An Doirlinn and Screvan Quarry in other ways, including the very large and
elaborate

ceramic

assemblage

dominated

by

fine

and

remarkably

homogenous Unstan-type bowls, the lack of evidence for the keeping of
animals on the site and—despite the presence of cereals and bones of sheep
and cattle—an absence of evidence for domestic activity beyond cooking and
the grinding of grain (Armit 2003: 98). If Eilean Dòmhnuill was, then, a different
type of settlement to sites such as An Doirlinn, the question arises as to what
activities took place there that did not occur at the latter sites. In other words,
what were Eilean Dòmhnuill, Northton, and the Hebridean islet sites for?
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The very large ceramic assemblage from Eilean Dòmhnuill, together with the
large number of quern stones and hearths with their associated piles of ash,
strongly implies that, whatever other functions the site may have had,
commensality was foremost amongst them. When the likelihood that other
similar sites existed across the Hebrides during the Neolithic that was set out
in Chapter 7 is taken into consideration, the evidence that commensal
activities formed an important element within Hebridean Neolithic practices
would appear compelling. What, then, is the significance of feasting within
small-scale agricultural communities?
9.5

Commensality, feasting locales, and the Hebridean Neolithic

If we are to understand how such practices may have resulted in the
appearance of a distinctively Hebridean Neolithic way of doing things then it is
essential to examine the nature and significance of commensality and feasting
more generally. It was argued in Section 3.1.8 that through feasting and other
commensal activities surplus food can be converted into social and political
capital, and it is suggested here that feasts are central to understanding the
spread of Neolithic practices throughout Britain. Failure to engage in reciprocal
commensality would have equated to social, political and economic failure,
meaning that being able to produce a surplus of food that could be converted
into social or political capital (or economic capital of another form such as
marriage partners) through commensal rituals would have been essential for
social success. Although this may have been possible under unusual
circumstances in a hunter-gatherer economy (5th millennium BC Scandinavia
being a possible prehistoric example: Milner 2002: 92) a number of
researchers have argued that the structures of such societies are not generally
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well suited to the production of storable surpluses, and generalised huntergatherers often have a strong ethic of sharing that precludes gift-giving being
understood as a generous act requiring reciprocation (e.g. Kelly 2007: 161-81;
Russell 1998: 48-9; Winterhalder 1996). In consequence, it is argued here that
the rapid spread of Neolithic practices and their attendant material culture
across northern Scotland and the Isles was driven in part by the necessity of
providing a food surplus for the purpose of feasting, which may have occurred
at a variety of locales including timber halls, chambered cairns and Hebridean
islet sites. Recently, Julian Thomas has also argued for the centrality of
feasting within the process of neolithisation (Thomas J 2013). Thomas draws
attention to the particular suitability of large animals as feasting food. ‘Cattle’,
he notes, ‘can be consumed in feasting, killed in sacrifices, or given as
bridewealth, blood-price, or loans to clients and cattle-friends, enhancing
relationships and spreading risks’ (Thomas J 2013: 124). In addition, the
difficulty of preserving the meat of a whole large animal can be dealt with by
inviting significant numbers of people to eat it as part of a feast. The tension
inherent in hunter-gatherer groups between the imperative to share and the
desire to acquire wealth and status through the possession of livestock that
can be converted into social capital may have meant that the encounter with
pastoral or mixed farming groups would have been sufficient to tip the balance
in favour of the adoption of a mixed farming lifestyle by indigenous groups: a
process that may have included intermediary processes such as clientage
(Thomas J 2013: 124-5). Nerissa Russell (1998) has also proposed that
bridewealth may have been an important factor behind the apparent ‘fading
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away’ of Mesolithic hunter-gatherers in the face of the advance of Neolithic
practices across Europe:
‘Because of their need for labour and the prestige value of polygyny,
the intruding agro-pastoralists might have been quite motivated to
marry hunter-gatherer women… the shortage of wives thus created for
hunter-gatherer men could push them into the adoption of the agropastoral economy and culture in the space of a generation’ (Russell
1998: 51).
As economic practices, with their attendant behaviours and material culture,
are constituent elements of social identity, it is probable that the boundaries
between indigenes and incomers would have become increasingly, and
perhaps rapidly, blurred. If individuals from both groups regularly interacted
economically and socially then common expectations and dispositions would
quickly have arisen. It is suggested here that commensality would have been
one of the most important catalysts in these processes.
9.6

Pottery and the materiality of commensality in Neolithic Scotland

Pots have many potential functions, but chief amongst them are the storage,
preparation and serving of foodstuffs. However, as Miller (1985: 180) has
demonstrated, form alone is an unreliable guide to function, and the
malleability of clay makes it particularly suitable as a highly flexible semiotic
medium. An important feature of prehistoric pottery is that it is not made up of
an endless variety of idiosyncratic forms but can be divided up into regionally
and spatially distinct styles and categories (Gibson 2002; Gibson and Woods
1997). Nevertheless, the salience of pottery as a symbolic medium imposes
constraints on the range of possible forms. Within the context of commensal
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ritual such symbolism will have had a particular salience. One of the reasons
for the spread of pottery at the same time as the diffusion of Neolithic practices
more generally is likely to have been its role within feasting events, not only for
the storage and preparation of food and drink but also for its semantic
potential. In addition, pottery is not used in isolation from other artefacts. Peter
Jordan notes that during meals:
‘…certain foodstuffs are sourced and used; dishes are usually served in
a particular order and combination, and often with certain kinds of
vessels, specific seating arrangements, and even with formalized
opening, serving and closing ceremonies… In this way, these general
dining activities persist as a social tradition, a tightly integrated
combination of specific cultural traits and attributes are also
propagated. In these kinds of setting, the social tradition of dining
together persists over time, but so too does this coherent combination
of specific cultural traits and attributes, which together make up a
distinctive lineage of cultural tradition, which will have its own history
and genealogy.’ (Jordan 2015: 35-6.)
Herne argued that the depositional contexts of traditional Carinated Bowls
indicated that such vessels had a ‘determinate function as part of a distinctive
set of Neolithic social practices’ (Herne 1988: 9).
‘Their form denied the possibility of differentiation, their manufacture
emphasises the value of the product itself …it would not be surprising if
the manufacture of such vessels was a carefully controlled procedure,
one hedged around with formalized rules and practices that both made
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the outcome symbolically safe and pragmatically successful’ (Herne
1988: 26).
The significance of the Carinated Bowl form is emphasised by its homogeneity
from southern England to northern Scotland, and yet, as shown in Chapter 8,
the appearance of Carinated Bowl pottery in eastern, southwestern, and
northern Scotland was attended by the almost immediate development of new
attributes and vessel styles, including decorated vessels. Given the almost
complete absence of traditional Carinated Bowl pottery from the latter region,
along with earthen long barrows and timber halls, the significance of this style
of pottery appears to have been different for the communities north and west
of the Great Glen. Such groups, whether primarily indigenes, incomers or a
mixture of both, were unfettered by a cultural imperative to reproduce highly
constrained conservative ceramic forms. What were needed were pots; what
were not necessarily needed were traditional Carinated Bowls. The early
loosening of typological constraints can be seen in the Moray Firth region with
its modified Carinated Bowl styles (Henshall 1983). What followed was a
period of rapid creativity in which new attributes and combinations of attributes
were developed. Existing social networks, and new long-distance networks (as
exemplified for example by the 'stone axe trade': Bradley and Edmonds 1993;
Edmonds 1995; Sheridan 1986) are likely to have provided the routeways
along which such ideas would have passed, with nodal points in both time and
space marked by locales associated, amongst other things, with commensal
activities, and perhaps located during the earliest years of the neolithisation
process at traditional meeting places (Telford 2002). In contrast to the
traditional Carinated Bowl pottery of the earliest Neolithic, pottery types of this
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secondary phase are marked by their lack of coherence: while there exists a
degree of family resemblance between developed Carinated Bowls across
Scotland it is not as close as the considerably more coherent and prototypical
traditional Carinated Bowls. Within a few generations Neolithic practices had
appeared beyond the core areas of the ‘Carinated Bowl Neolithic’. New local
forms of mortuary monument, adapted from earlier prototypes and
accompanied by new ceramic styles, had developed around the Firth of Clyde
and in Orkney and the northern mainland. Yet such styles were not
unbounded. As well as functional considerations, the semiotic potential of
pottery within commensal practices ensured that local stylistic variation was
constrained within the parameters of a comprehensible symbolic ‘vocabulary’.
Without a commonly understood formal and decorative code the semantic
potential of various vessel types would have been unrealised. As such, the
need for a comprehensible range of vessel forms and decorative motifs that
could be used to objectify social concepts within commensal rituals resulted in
the development of more coherent and cohesive vessel types. The
underdetermination of form inherent in such a process (Sackett’s (1990)
‘isochrestic variation’) meant that regional variants—ceramic ‘dialects’ so to
speak—could develop through processes amenable to selection (Hodder
2012:

139-57;

Richerson

and

Boyd

2005:

68-9),

yet

still

remain

understandable within a broader pan-Scottish ceramic ‘language’. The most
coherent of these forms was the Unstan-type bowl, which, as argued in
Section 8.2, developed from traditional Carinated Bowls in the northern
mainland via a series of less-coherent intermediary forms. The high degree of
prototypicality

and

the

broad

distribution
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of

this

vessel

type

from

Aberdeenshire to Orkney and the Western Isles strongly suggests that its
meaning was widely understood across many different communities. Similarly
coherent are the bipartite ‘Beacharra bowls’ found in tombs around Firth of
Clyde. As these two vessel forms are found in different parts of Scotland (with
the important exception of an overlap in the Western Isles where, significantly,
elements of both are combined in Hebridean shouldered bowls) it may be
suggested that they (perhaps along with flange-rimmed bowls) were regional
variants of a single ceramic category appropriate for commensal rituals at
settlement sites such as the Knap of Howar (Ritchie A 1983) and tombs such
as the eponymous chambered cairn of Beacharra itself (Scott JG 1964). Other
vessel forms are less coherent, yet make use of a number of attributes that
indicate the sharing of a ceramic ‘dialect’ across northern and western
Scotland and beyond in the earlier 4th millennium BC, including collared rims
with distinctive radiating line motifs from sites as widely spread as Kirfea Hill in
Orkney (Figure 8.8), Glenvoidean in Bute (Figure 8.12), and Ballyedmond in
Ireland (Figure 8.15), while further vessels across these areas show
considerably less formal constraint, and frequently exhibit regional differences
such as that between the plain jars and bowls at the Knap of Howar in Orkney
and those at An Doirlinn in the Outer Hebrides or, on a more local scale,
between An Doirlinn and Screvan Quarry.
It is proposed here that this was the situation across northern and western
Scotland at the time that pottery first appeared in the Hebrides. Pottery was
extensively used in the storage, preparation, and serving of foods both at
small-scale household meals and at larger feasting events, which are likely to
have taken place at—or at the same time as—rituals conducted in association
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with chambered tombs that may well have been associated with lineage or
clan-level

gatherings.

During

such

commensal

events

common

understandings emerged amongst participants that certain combinations of
attributes constituted recognisable vessel types that had particular meanings,
while other forms were less semiotically salient and, as a result, less formally
constrained. Some of these forms and attributes were widely shared while
others had more local distributions, although possibly having the same
significance as alternative forms in use elsewhere. The social networks along
which such ideas spread are implied by the current distributions of various
types and attributes found amongst pottery dating to the earlier 4th millennium
BC. At the heart of this process was the commensal locale, be it tomb or
settlement.
9.7

Pottery, commensality, and the emergence of the Hebridean

Neolithic
The earliest dated Hebridean pottery occurs at Eilean Dòmhnuill, a site that, it
has been argued, was associated primarily with commensal gatherings and
feasting. Indeed, it may well be that the inhabitants of Eilean Dòmhnuill were
so driven by the need to produce surplus food that considerable damage was
done to their environment in the process (Mills et al 2004). From the earliest
stage the pottery in use at Eilean Dòmhnuill was elaborately decorated and
included distinctive and coherent vessel forms that did not occur within other
less formally distinct assemblages such as those from An Doirlinn or Screvan
Quarry. In Chapter 6 it was argued that elaboration was a key structuring
principle within the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage, with true innovation being
very rare. This principle may also be extended to other Hebridean sites: similar
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elaborate vessels are known from the excavated Hebridean chambered tombs
and from the site of Bharpa Carinish that lies very close to a chambered tomb
(Caravat Barp, Henshall 1972: 505-6) as well as from other islet sites of mid4th millennium BC date discussed in Section 7.9.8. Eilean Dòmhnuill and other
similar Hebridean sites appear to have been the key locales within which a
distinctive Hebridean Neolithic was forged. In contrast, at An Doirlinn a
significant feature of the Middle Neolithic pottery assemblage is its relative lack
of coherence. Here the unelaborated ‘basic Hebridean assemblage’ is
utilitarian in character, lacks decoration, and as a result and in contrast to
Eilean Dòmhnuill, possessed less symbolic potential (Copper forthcoming).
Within such an assemblage it is still possible to detect stylistic links to the
pottery from the chambered cairns of Argyll, Bute and Arran, including
carinated forms and deep lugged vessels, but such correspondences are
vague and not significantly developed. It is suggested here that An Doirlinn
represents a small settlement that, whatever its primary functions, was not a
significant gathering place for more than a handful of individuals – perhaps a
family group. As the pottery in use at the site may only have been seen by a
limited number of people there would have been no particular reason to spend
time creating elaborate forms. Similar social factors probably account for the
plain vessels from Screvan Quarry and Allt Chrisal. Although there are more
decorated vessels at the latter site they are not as common as at Eilean
Dòmhnuill.
In contrast, Eilean Dòmhnuill represents a different type of settlement
altogether. Here a specific and unusual location was chosen: a small, floodprone islet (possibly entirely artificial: Armit 2003: 91) in a loch.
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Figure 9.2

Ritual paraphernalia from Eilean Dòmhnuill: Above: ceramic

‘phalli’; below: carved stone ball (after Armit 1996: Figs 4.8 and 4.10)
The islet’s seclusion was enhanced by the presence of a palisade and
restricted access along a narrow causeway. Evidence for the cooking and
serving of food and drink has been noted above, as was the presence of
certain ‘ritual’ paraphernalia including a carved stone ball and ceramic ‘phalli’
(Figure 9.2). The area around the (in most phases) single building on the islet
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created a compound that does not appear to have represented a working
space or place for keeping animals. The most compelling interpretation for this
range of features is that Eilean Dòmhnuill was a gathering place associated
with the communal consumption of food and other associated ritual activities.
From the very earliest excavated phase at the site a wide range of elaborately
decorated vessels was in use, including examples of the most coherent vessel
forms of the Hebridean Neolithic - Unstan-type bowls, ridged baggy jars, and
bipartite shouldered bowls. Whereas the shouldered bowls are most
parsimoniously understood as Hebridean versions of the Beacharra bowls of
the Firth of Clyde region, and it has been argued that Unstan-type bowls are a
form developed from less prototypical shallow bowl forms found on the
northern mainland and, later, in Orkney, the ridged jars are a specifically
Hebridean vessel type. These may well have derived from organic prototypes
that were not in common use outside the Hebrides or they could have been a
local innovation, and their presence suggests that they may represent an
indigenous contribution to the range of vessel forms found at the site.
It is also of interest that the Western Isles is the only region of Scotland in
which both Beacharra-style shouldered bowls and Unstan-type bowls have
been found together. Incipient or non-prototypical Unstan-type vessels occur
in mortuary contexts in Sutherland (Sharples 1981: Fig. 9) and Orkney
(Davidson and Henshall 1989: Fig. 19) while Beacharra bowls occur in similar
contexts in southwest Scotland and the Hebrides (Henshall 1972: 302-9). The
interpretation of Beacharra and Unstan-type bowls as equivalent forms is
reinforced by the sharing by bipartite shouldered bowls in the Hebrides of the
‘horizontal grooves over sloping lines’ motif found on over 95% of the
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Hebridean Unstan-type bowls. In contrast to Unstan-type bowls, shouldered
bowls at Eilean Dòmhnuill often have decorated bodies. This may, however,
be because the part of an Unstan-type bowl below the carination at the base
of the collar is not visible for most of the time and so was not worth decorating.
Both types are strongly coherent, and, consequently, probably carried wellunderstood meanings. In the case of the shouldered bowls such meanings
may have existed prior to the introduction of this vessel form to the Hebrides.
The lack of any clear dating evidence indicating that the strongly prototypical
small Unstan-type bowls originated outside the Hebrides means, however, that
shared understandings of the significance of this style could have developed
either within the Hebrides, where the majority of such vessels has been found,
or in face-to-face meetings between individuals from across northern Scotland,
Orkney, and the Western Isles at various locales within this zone. The
association between both of these vessel forms and other elaborately
decorated pottery at islet locations in the Western Isles implies that they
functioned as components of a specific assemblage type within formalised
feasting contexts. More speculatively, it is of interest that the Unstan-type motif
bears a distinct resemblance to later motifs on metalwork and pottery that it
has been argued may represent the sun (Cahill 2015).
Whether this is so or not, the probability that (in contrast to other more
distinctively Hebridean forms) the symbolism of the Unstan-type bowl was
understood across a wide area of Scotland and the Beacharra bowl across
another, with overlap in the Outer Hebrides that resulted in some sharing of
decorative motifs, emphasises the importance of such vessels within
commensal rituals. Once common expectations had arisen as to what forms of
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vessel were appropriate, then such forms would be expected to remain
essentially unchanged so long as their semantic function remained significant.
Were changes to have occurred on a regular basis then the semantic potential
of such coherent forms would have been lost.

Image temporarily redacted pending copyright approval

Figure 9.3

Food Vessel from Bohullion Upper, County Donegal, with

possible solar motif resembling motifs found on most Unstan-type bowls
(after Cahill 2015: 28)
In contrast to the more coherent and formalised vessel forms, the
maintenance, within certain stylistic boundaries, of the ‘family resemblance ‘of
the basic Hebridean assemblages across the Western Isles requires separate
consideration. Whereas more coherent vessel categories may develop within
formalised routines, less coherent vessel categories (and site-specific
idiosyncrasies) imply that other less formalised processes were also at work.
Gosselain (2000) has suggested that the more visible aspects of a pot, such
as decoration, may spread more easily than less visible elements such as
forming techniques, although the exchange of marriage partners across ethnic
or linguistic frontiers may blur this pattern (Gosselain 2000: 206). Unlike subSaharan Africa, however, the Outer Hebrides is bounded by the sea. Within
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such a relatively (and literally) isolated community the exchange of marriage
partners may indeed have provided one mechanism whereby the informal
family resemblance of the less-coherent elements of the Hebridean ceramic
styles could be maintained. In this respect, it is unfortunate that we do not
know if potting was a gendered task in the Neolithic Hebrides. In addition,
communal gatherings at specific locales would also have provided
opportunities for potters to observe each other’s work and for the subsequent
development

or

reinforcement

of

cultural

norms.

Furthermore,

the

conservative nature of pedagogic modes of cultural transmission, and in
particular ‘scaffolding’, have been suggested as having played an important
role in the faithful reproduction of craft skills across generations in the past
(Tehrani and Riede 2008). Each of these processes is likely to have played
some part in the maintenance of family resemblance through time in the
Hebridean ceramic traditions. Hebridean pottery varied, but within clear
stylistic boundaries – it was a local style suited to local needs. As with the
Italian Neolithic pottery discussed by Robb (2010: 511), it was effectively a
‘local conversation’.
9.8

Eilean Dòmhnuill, Hebridean pottery and the emergence of the

Hebridean Neolithic
The pottery used during commensal rituals is a specific variant of the
Hebridean ceramic repertoire that developed from forms introduced from both
the northern mainland and the Firth of Clyde and which is typified by elaborate
decoration and a number of specific coherent vessel forms. However, as
discussed in Sections 3.2.8 and 3.2.10, and as Scott and Henley have argued
in respect of various aspects of the material culture of the Neolithic Outer
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Hebrides (Henley 2004; Scott WL 1942), Hebridean Neolithic pottery was not
simply a hybrid assemblage. From the very start of the Neolithic in northern
Scotland ceramic forms, assembled as combinations of existing and new
attributes, were creatively combined in a process akin to bricolage (LéviStrauss 1966: 17), and this process continued after the introduction of pottery
into the Hebrides (Henley 2004). The attributes and forms inherited from other
parts of Scotland, combined with new local innovations including the ridged
baggy jar, formed the basis for a new and distinctive local ceramic tradition. At
sites such as An Doirlinn, Hebridean ceramic style is manifest in a subdued
form lacking elaborate decoration and specific coherent forms. Other sites,
including Eilean Dòmhnuill had different (or additional) functions that
demanded greater semiotic potential from the vessels in use, and which
resulted in greater formal and decorative coherence.
The recent finds from the Lewis lochs discussed in Section 7.9.8 have made it
increasingly clear that Eilean Dòmhnuill was just one of probably many islet
settlements in the Outer Hebrides, and it would appear that the key locales in
which structured encounters took place would have included such islets as
well as chambered cairns. Armit has noted that evidence for warfare in the
Scottish Neolithic is slight and suggested that the advantages of living on a
secure islet may have been offset by problems such as flooding and difficulty
of access (Armit 1996: 52-4). Instead of defence as the primary motivation for
islet settlement Armit proposed that the appearance of islet sites may relate
more to the creation of a new cultural landscape following the introduction of
agriculture, in which people were kept separate from both nature and the dead
(Armit 1996: 54). In addition, Henshall (1972: 123-4) has suggested that
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chambered cairns and passage tombs may have related to specific areas of
upland pasture, and it could be that each community was closely tied to a
particular territory. This is not to argue that the islet settlements were central
places in the sense that each represented only the economic and political
centre of a single community. Such locales could well have functioned as
places where members of different communities met to arrange marriages,
resolve conflicts, exchange gifts, and to enjoy singing, drinking and dancing
together. Such activities involve the creation and resolution of obligations
mediated by commensal rituals. The salience of artefacts as carriers of
meaning would mean that common expectations and dispositions would
necessarily have arisen within the context of face-to-face meetings at such
locales. Certain carefully made vessels, such as Unstan-type bowls and
shouldered bowls, could, for example, have signalled respect for the individual
being served in addition to framing the occasion as significant in its own right.
As communally understood behaviours emerged through the increasingly
formalised routines of feasting practices a sense of shared identity in
comparison to areas with different practices would also have emerged. Ideas
would have been exchanged and children socialised. The way people spoke,
the food eaten, the songs sung, as well as the style of pots used, would all
have been naturalised and internalised. Through routine encounters within
such framed and structured locales common expectations and dispositions
(Mizoguchi’s ‘subjective structures of the topographies of identity’) would have
developed amongst those in attendance. In this way a shared Neolithic
Hebridean identity could emerge as Hebrideans discovered themselves to be
‘the people who…’.
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The available evidence suggests that the Hebridean ceramic styles emerged
rapidly—there is, for example, no obvious ‘incipient’ form of the multiple ridged
jar—and the earliest dates at Eilean Dòmhnuill leave little time for a slow
development of local styles. This suggests that the imperative to engage in
commensal rituals involving commonly understood ceramic forms was
irresistible. The result was that the ‘physical structure of the topography of
identities’ was dramatically altered, and this was followed by a transformation
in expectations and dispositions (the ‘subjective structure of the topography of
identities’). It was argued in Chapter 3 that culture is something that is
reiteratively performed, and that identity arises from common ways of
behaving that have their origin in commonly held expectations and
dispositions. As behaviours changed, the inhabitants of the Hebrides, whether
the descendants of incomers, indigenes or both, therefore also changed, and
in the process became a new kind of people. In this way, such processes
would have facilitated the development of a characteristically Hebridean way
of doing things that could define a distinctively Hebridean Neolithic ‘culture’
which, although sharing many similarities with surrounding areas, was
sufficiently well-defined and cohesive to constitute a recognisable entity
assembled from common expectations and dispositions (including ways of
making and using pots) of a polythetic, yet distinctively regional, form: a
Hebridean ‘’material dialect’ so to speak. Hebridean artefacts would
subsequently have provided a means to consciously objectify this new shared
identity in ways that could reinforce (or challenge) social (and artefactual)
norms. In this way the self-reproducing (autopoietic) nature of the dynamic and
iterated assembling that constituted the Hebridean Neolithic can be seen to
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have arisen from the affordances and constraints of the assembled
environment, including locales such as Eilean Dòmhnuill.
It would appear from the strikingly conservative character of the Eilean
Dòmhnuill pottery that once such expectations and dispositions had arisen
they quickly became fixed. Throughout the 800 or so years of occupation at
Eilean Dòmhnuill the practices established at the start of the Neolithic were reenacted again and again. On each occasion social norms would have been
reiterated and naturalised, and these would in turn have provided the context
for the further playing out of social, economic, and political strategies. The
practices in which Hebridean ceramic forms were produced were remarkably
resilient. As these practices, and the locales that structured them, provided the
environment for the production and use of these same vessel types we can
understand how Ingold’s suggestion that selection may occur as a
combination of the reproduction of environment and artefact together may
have operated (Ingold 2000: 373-91). That such practices continued despite
the environmental degradation discussed in Section 4.1 is hard to explain, and
more data from a wider range of sites may help to illuminate this apparent
paradox. It is possible, for example, that tensions arising from the
consequences of environmental degradation were resolved through practices
at locales such as Eilean Dòmhnuill. The increasingly impoverished
environment of the Middle and Late Neolithic, however, may have limited the
possibilities for individuals or groups to establish dominance over others in the
feasting arena, as none would have possessed the resources to impose
unsustainable obligations on others. In this way commensal rituals may have
provided a highly resilient method of mediating social integration.
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9.9

Grooved Ware and the end of the indigenous Hebridean Neolithic

ceramic traditions
The earliest dates for Grooved Ware in the Hebrides, discussed in Section
7.10.4, come from An Doirlinn and suggest that the style was in use there after
2830-2600 cal. BC, with no evidence that its use at the site overlapped with
that of the indigenous Early/Middle Neolithic ceramic forms (Garrow and Sturt
forthcoming). The latter styles also seem to have gone out of use at around
this time elsewhere in the Hebrides. All of the Hebridean Grooved Ware
discovered so far is of the fine, incised style also known from the Stones of
Stenness (in particular vessel SF 16, Ritchie JNG 1978: 23), Balfarg (Barclay
and Russell-White 1993: 94-108), Machrie Moor (Haggerty 1991: 65-6) and
Knowth (Eogan 1984: 314-5). This style of Grooved Ware was most likely in
use at the Stones of Stenness in Orkney by 2800 cal BC (and possibly 3000
BC), with the Knowth Grooved Ware probably being of a similar date; and the
style may date to as early as 3100 cal BC elsewhere in Orkney, (Schulting et
al 2010). Sheridan (2004a) has argued that this type of Grooved Ware
probably spread from Orkney at around 3000 BC together with open air
ceremonial structures and associated artefacts including, amongst others,
stone mace-heads (Roe 1968), distinctive forms of arrowhead (Butler 2005:
158; Green 1980) and carved stone balls (Marshall D 1977; 1983). Although
present in Argyll and Orkney, henge monuments, also frequently associated
with Grooved Ware, are absent from the Hebrides, although stone circles in
the Western Isles may belong to the same broad tradition and could have
served a similar purpose. The relationship between these monuments is,
however, somewhat complex and may well have altered through time (Bradley
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2007: 122-32). In the Outer Hebrides a shift in ritual focus seems to have
occurred away from the Early Neolithic tombs on North Uist to the Calanais
area of Lewis (Armit 1990b: 89-90), although small circles do exist on the
former island. Henley (2003: 259-84) drew attention to the opening up of ritual
at the stone circles in comparison to the enclosed nature of the chambered
cairns, and the emulation of the design of the passage tombs of the Boyne
and Orkney in the cruciform architecture of the main monument at Calanais
(Henley 2003: 283). Indeed, the Calanais monuments would appear to reflect
long-distance connections in their coastal location, architectural forms, and in
the presence of Grooved Ware and, later, Beaker pottery. The development of
long-distance links in the Middle and Late Neolithic is also indicated elsewhere
on the Scottish Atlantic façade by the timber and stone circles, henge
monument, and rock art at Kilmartin in Argyll (Sheridan 2012a: 171). Bradley
has frequently drawn attention to the (often locally idiosyncratic) use of exotic
ideas by various communities across Britain in the Late Neolithic (e.g. Bradley
2007: 120) while Sheridan has suggested that this may reflect a ‘widespread
adoption of elements from a theocratic power system that had developed in
Orkney around the 31st century BC’ incorporating practices and ideas from the
Boyne valley (Sheridan 2012a: 173). Driscoll (1998) has noted that Early
Medieval royal centres in Scotland were often located close to prehistoric
monument complexes and Bradley (2007: 134) has suggested that this may
be due to their siting on important natural routeways, making them ideal power
bases within their local areas.
Two of the Outer Hebridean Grooved Ware vessels come from ‘ceremonial’
contexts: one from the Calanais stone ring (Sheridan in press) and one from
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the Unival passage tomb (Scott WL 1948: 23). The remainder come from the
settlements at the Udal and An Doirlinn (Copper forthcoming). The former site
is noteworthy on account of the layout of one of the structures, which, as noted
in Section 7.10.2, resembled houses found at various sites in Orkney, notably
Barnhouse (Richards 2005).
The demise of the Hebridean Early/Middle Neolithic pottery styles at the same
time that Grooved Ware (of a form that probably spread rapidly from Orkney to
the Boyne valley and beyond in association with stone circles and other
elements of material culture (Sheridan 2004a: 27-8)) first appears in the
Western Isles raises issues regarding the nature of the Late Neolithic in the
Hebrides. It is beyond the scope of this study to examine in detail social
processes in late 4th millennium BC Orkney, but it may be noted that
architectural aggrandisement in Orkney appears to have coincided with the
development of both incised Grooved Ware and distinctive house forms in the
late 4th millennium BC (Jones and Richards 2005). The recent excavations at
the Ness of Brodgar have highlighted the dramatic changes in settlement and
social practices in Orkney at the end of the 4th millennium BC (Towers et al
2015), and these seem to be paralleled, and also influenced, by developments
in the Boyne valley in Ireland (Sheridan 1985). Evidence from the Ness of
Brodgar includes a large number of axeheads and maceheads and a large
wall surrounding the settlement that make reference to, if not directly imply,
intercommunal aggression. It is suggested here that one factor driving the
development of social inequality in Orkney is likely to have been competitive
feasting (Hayden 2001: 57-8) at sites such as Barnhouse and the Ness of
Brodgar. Competitive feasts promote the local group in opposition to other
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groups, and can lead to increasing social, political and economic inequality
when one group, perhaps monopolising more productive agricultural land or
resources, is able to out-compete others in the creation of social and
economic obligations through the provision of ever more impressive feasts.
Success in competitive feasting can transform it into what Dietler (2001: 82-8)
has termed ‘patron-role feasting’, with a distinctive diacritical element that
reinforces and naturalises social inequality. In Orkney such social competition
may well have been a significant part of the processes leading to an
increasingly belligerent and stratified society that looked beyond the
archipelago for social and economic resources with which to sustain itself.
Contacts between the Hebrides and Orkney are therefore likely to have
changed considerably in character in the earlier 3rd millennium BC. Were
society in Orkney to have become increasingly aggressive, martial, and
outward-looking then this may well have impacted negatively upon the
Hebrides. Unlike Orkney, increasing impoverishment of the environment in the
Hebrides in the 3rd millennium BC, noted in Section 4.1.2, would have limited
the possibilities for aggrandisers, and therefore for social inequality, and the
smaller Hebridean socio-economic units may have been vulnerable to
exploitation in the form of theft, tribute-taking, slave raiding and so on.
Although new affordances may have appeared for the small section of the
population able to profit from the new order—perhaps those already linked
socially with Orkney (Ashmore 2004)—the imposition of a new and alien
Orcadian material gloss on established practices at sites such as Calanais
suggests that there was a significant break in social practices in the early 3rd
millennium Hebrides. This is the time that the first stones appear to have been
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raised or relocated at Calanais (Ashmore 2002b: 31; in press) and Eilean
Dòmhnuill abandoned, and it is of note that no Grooved Ware has so far been
recovered from the other Middle Neolithic Hebridean islet sites associated with
elaborated Hebridean Neolithic ceramic assemblages, suggesting that these
too may have gone out use at this time.
In such circumstances the inhabitants of the Outer Hebrides would have
experienced a profound change in the ‘physical structures of the topography of
identities’ (see Section 3.1.7 for a discussion of this concept). Practices that
had persisted for the best part of a millennium were transformed and new
constraints and affordances would have arisen. Although the placing of a
Grooved Ware pot in the chamber of the Unival passage tomb, and the
location of the Calanais stone ring and avenues at a probable Middle Neolithic
sacred site indicate that old ideas were not abandoned altogether, the new
monuments and pottery styles, together with the cessation in the use of
traditional feasting locales, indicate that these were being reconceptualised
within a new political, social and material topography. It is possible that small
Grooved Ware vessels replaced the Unstan-type bowl as the most significant
vessel in commensal rituals, but these were no longer focussed on the
traditional feasting locales and may not have included the traditional
participants. As the wider Late Neolithic world intruded into the Hebrides new
identities would have been assembled in face-to-face meetings at new locales,
framed by new materialities, and typified, as elsewhere in Britain and Ireland,
by the Grooved Ware pot.
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Chapter 10: Conclusions
It could be proposed that archaeology aims to answer two key questions:
‘What happened in the past?’ and ‘Why?’. In the case of the Hebridean
Neolithic, with its distinctive regional styles of pottery, monumental
architecture, and settlements, these questions could be reformulated as ‘What
was the character of the Hebridean Neolithic?’ and ‘How did this develop and
evolve?’. The research presented in this thesis had two primary aims deriving
from these questions. The first of these was to develop a better understanding
of the nature, development, and social role of Neolithic pottery in the Western
Isles. In this respect, the author’s analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill pottery has
demonstrated the eclectic yet strikingly conservative nature of the ceramic
forms and decorative motifs in use at Eilean Dòmhnuill, and probably across
the Hebrides as a whole. In addition, comparison of the Eilean Dòmhnuill
pottery with other Hebridean sites has revealed that beneath the family
resemblances uniting the pottery from across the islands were significant
formal and decorative differences (the author’s ‘basic’ and ‘elaborated’
Hebridean

assemblages)

and

local

idiosyncrasies

that

distinguished

assemblages from sites of differing characters.
The second aim was to better understand the nature of the social processes
that gave rise to the distinctive Hebridean Neolithic ceramic traditions, and in
which they were in turn embedded. It has been argued that formally and
decoratively elaborated assemblages, such as that from Eilean Dòmhnuill,
although sharing a family resemblance to plainer ‘basic’ assemblages such as
that from An Doirlinn resulting from their common origin within Early Neolithic
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styles found across northern and western Scotland, were associated in
particular with commensal gatherings, and that such gatherings provided the
arenas in which commonly held expectations and dispositions arose that came
to define the character of the Hebridean Early/Middle Neolithic itself.
Underpinning the author’s approach has been a thoroughly materialist
ontology that understands all archaeological entities as dynamic polythetic
assemblages that arise, and subsequently persist or dissipate, within specific
environmental and social niches that are themselves made up of on-going
assemblages of lower-level entities. When the various assemblages that
constitute the entities we study, from potsherds and stones to societies and
ecosystems, enter into new relationships they come to constitute new
environments, with new emergent constraints and affordances to which each
of the component assemblages reacts in its own way – rocks reacting as
rocks, people reacting as people (the latter being, of course, much more
variable and contingent in character than the former).
Taking such a relational approach calls into question the value of trying to
locate agency. Rather than looking for actants possessing agency, it could be
argued that a more productive approach would be to see action as resulting
from responses to the various contingent affordances and constraints that
arise with each new configuration of entities (that is, within each new
environment), and that such actions in turn result in the appearance of
subsequent new configurations with their own emergent constraints and
affordances. In this respect, agency is simply another word for such emergent
and relational environmental constraints and affordances; it is not a predicate
of the entities themselves.
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In the case of the dynamic assemblage of Hebridean Neolithic pottery
discussed in this study, the emphasis has throughout been on attributes such
as rim forms or decorative motifs as the building blocks of higher-level
assemblages: pots, pot types etc. It has been suggested that the longevity of
certain emergent yet highly coherent vessel forms, such as the Unstan-type
bowl, resulted largely from the vessel’s semiotic potential, particularly within
commensal rituals, and that such vessels subsequently came to form key
elements of the environment within which the assemblage of material culture
we now recognise as the Hebridean Neolithic as a discrete entity emerged.
Throughout the Neolithic the Hebrides were never totally cut-off from
developments on the Scottish mainland and in Orkney. Shouldered
(Beacharra) and Unstan-type bowls constituted widespread cohesive elements
within the ceramic traditions of western and northern Scotland, as did
megalithic

tombs. Yet

such

commonalities

existed

side-by-side

with

distinctively local practices and artefacts. The Hebrides drew upon widespread
traditions, yet it did so in its own way. Within the islands, specifically
Hebridean ways of being Neolithic emerged and persisted within an
environment in which common expectations and dispositions developed, and
were subsequently maintained, through iterated practices mediated within
locales that included gathering places, often on islets, associated with large
quantities of ash and elaborately decorated pottery suggestive of feasting.
Only with the appearance of Grooved Ware in the earlier 3rd millennium BC do
we see a significant change in the Hebridean ‘topographies of identity’ drawing
the Hebrides towards the greater dynamic assemblage that was to become
the Scottish Late Neolithic.
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Appendix 1: Radiocarbon Dates
The following dates provide additional information to that presented in the text.
To ensure consistency all dates have been recalibrated by the present author.
The dates presented below may differ slightly from those used in Bayesian
models referenced in the text due to the use of different versions of OxCal.
Any such differences are, however, highly unlikely to affect the dating
discussed in this thesis.

Site

Code

Material

Allt Chrisal

GU3467

Birch
charcoal

Allt Chrisal

GU3923

Birch
charcoal

Allt Chrisal

GU3922

Birch
charcoal

Annaghmare

UB6741

Human
mandible
(child)

An Doirlinn

OxA29156

Heather
twig

An Doirlinn

OxA28950

Charred
pot residue

Context and
material
associations
Context 536:
putative
pottery ‘kiln’
associated
with
undiagnostic
pottery, burnt
and unburnt
flint and an
unburnt stone
axe head.
Context 524:
soil deposit
overlain by
Phase 4 wall
arc [143]. No
associated
finds.
Context 564:
posthole or
natural hollow
in subsoil,
overlain by
charcoal. No
associated
finds.
Chamber 2,
west side.
Associated
with Goodland
bowl sherds,
an unburnt
human femur
and cremated
human bone.
Context 82:
occupation
layer
associated
with
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.
Context 82:
occupation
layer
associated
with
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.

13
δ C 0 00

Radiocarbon
age (BP)
4700±100

2σ Range

Reference

Notes

3695-3318
cal. BC
(88.7%)
3273-3266
cal. BC
(0.3%)
3237-3111
cal. BC
(6.4%)

(Branigan
and Foster
1995: 51-2)

Period 1,
Phase 4

4470±60

3360-3009
cal. BC
(91.8%)
2982-2938
cal. BC
(3.6%)

(Branigan
and Foster
1995: 51-2)

Period 1,
Phase 3/4

4820±60

3711-3500
cal. BC
(88.9%)
3432-3379
cal. BC
(6.5%)

(Branigan
and Foster
1995: 51-2)

Period 1,
Phase 1b

-22.0

4556±35

(Schulting et
al 2012;
Waterman
1965)

Context
uncertain

-27.7

4501±31

3486-3474
cal. BC
(1.7%)
3371-3264
cal. BC
(39%)
3241-3104
cal. BC
(54.7%)
3349-3097
cal. BC
(modelled:
3340-3030
cal. BC)

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Phase 1a

-26.6

4505±29

3350-3097
cal. BC
(modelled:
3350-3090
cal. BC)

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Phase 1a
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An Doirlinn

OxA28906

Hazel
roundwood
charcoal

Context 74:
Hearth F17,
associated
with
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.

-28.4

4185±28

An Doirlinn

OxA29157

Apple/pear
twig
charcoal

Context 65:
occupation
layer
associated
with Grooved
Ware pottery.

-26.0

4056±30

An Doirlinn

OxA29158

Charred
pot residue

Context 64:
levelling layer
associated
with
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.

-27.0

4126±32

An Doirlinn

OxA28909

Alder
roundwood
charcoal

Context 37:
Hearth F8,
associated
with
undiagnostic
pottery.

-25.9

4110±27

An Doirlinn

OxA28910

Alder
roundwood
charcoal

-26.0

4141±27

An Doirlinn

OxA29160

Alder
charcoal

Context 37:
Hearth F8,
associated
with
undiagnostic
pottery.
Context 39:
Hearth F9. No
diagnostic
artefactual
associations.

-25.2

4063±30

An Doirlinn

OxA28908

Heather
charcoal

Context 44:
Hearth F10,
associated
with possible
Grooved Ware
sherds.

-27.6

3908±26

Ballyalton

UB7191

Human
tooth

-20.0

4796±34

Ballyalton

UB7192

Human
tooth

Lower deposits
of chamber.
Type site for
Ballyalton
bowls.
Lower deposits
of chamber.
Type site for
Ballyalton
bowls.

-22.0

4787±36

Ballyalton

UB7193

Mixed
calcined
human
long bone
fragments.

Lower deposits
of chamber.
Type site for
Ballyalton
bowls.

-26.0

3692±37

509

2888-2837
cal. BC
(22.4%)
2816-2672
cal. BC
(73%)
(modelled:
2900-2740
cal. BC)
2836-2815
cal. BC
(6.2%)
2672-2484
cal. BC
(89.2%)
(modelled:
2860-2650
cal. BC)
2871-2801
cal. BC
(26.1%)
2780-2580
cal. BC
(69.3%)
(modelled:
2840-2640
cal. BC)
2864-2808
cal. BC
(24.3%)
2760-2717
cal. BC
(12.6%)
2710-2576
cal. BC
(58.5%)
modelled:
2760-2570
cal. BC)
2873-2625
cal. BC
(95.4%)
(modelled:
2780-2580
cal. BC)
2849-2813
cal. BC
(9.2%)
2738-2735
cal. BC
(0.3%)
2693-2689
cal. BC
(0.3%)
2680-2487
cal. BC
(85.6%)
(modelled:
2680-2480
cal. BC)
2471-2334
cal. BC
(89%)
2325-2301
cal. BC
(6.4%)
(modelled:
24742309)
3650-3521
cal. BC
(95.4%)
3650-3516
cal. BC
(93.9%)
3397-3385
cal. BC
(1.5%)
2199-2162
cal. BC
(8.3%)
2152-1966
cal. BC
(87.1%)

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Phase 1b/c

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Phase 1b/c

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Phase 1b/c

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Phase 2b

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Phase 2b

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Phase 2b

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Phase 2c

(Evans and
Davies
1934;
Schulting et
al 2012)
(Evans and
Davies
1934;
Schulting et
al 2012)

Associated
with use of
tomb.

(Evans and
Davies
1934;
Schulting et
al 2012)

Associated
with use of
tomb.

Associated
with use of
tomb.

Ballyedmond

UB6742

Human
mandible
(tooth root)

From
seemingly
undisturbed
forecourt
paving with
Early Neolithic
simple bowl
potsherds.

120.0

Bharpa
Carinish

GU2672

Charcoal
(species
not
specified)

Context F98, a
pit containing
carbonised
charcoal and
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.

4280±130

Bharpa
Carinish

GU2670

Charcoal
(species
not
specified)

Deposit E.
Ashy spread
around Hearth
2, containing
flint and
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.

4370±50

Bharpa
Carinish

GU2671

Charcoal
(species
not
specified)

4430±100

Bharpa
Carinish

GU2458

Charcoal
(species
not
specified)

Blasthill

SUERC31130
GU22482

Alder nut
shell

Blasthill

SUERC30048
GU21798

Birch
charcoal

Spread D.
Charcoal
spread
surrounding
Hearth 3.
Contains burnt
bone, flint and
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.
Spread B. Lies
north and east
of Hearth 1.
Contains
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.
Fill 008, the
outer
compartment
of the lateral
chamber.
Contained Pot
2 - a decorated
globular bowl
(developed
Carinated
Bowl), a cord
decorated
vessel, and
one sherd from
Pot 4. Also a
hammerstone,
quartz
fragments, and
tooth enamel
from at least
three
individuals.
Context 050:
redeposited
burnt material
containing a
considerable
amount of
burnt wood but
no artefacts.

510

4737±35

3636-3497
cal. BC
(70.3%)
3449-3444
cal. BC
(0.6%)
3439-3377
cal. BC
(24.4%)
3339-3205
cal. BC
(9.7%)
3196-2572
cal. BC
(85.5%)
2511-2505
cal. BC
(0.3%)
3312-3295
cal. BC
(1%)
3286-3275
cal. BC
(0.6%)
3266-3238
cal. BC
(2.7%)
3108-2891
cal. BC
(91.1%)
3366-2891
cal. BC
(95.4%)

(Evans
1938a;
Schulting et
al 2012)

Associated
with use of
tomb.

(Crone
1993: 36970)

Large
standard
deviation.
Overlain by
Spread D
(GU-2671).

(Crone
1993: 36970)

Found within
natural
hollows in
bedrock.

(Crone
1993: 36970)

Large
standard
deviation.
Overlies F98
(GU-2672).

4490±50

3358-3024
cal. BC
(95.4%)

(Crone
1993: 36970)

The earliest
radiocarbon
date from the
site. Overlies
Hearth 1.

4650±30

3517-3396
cal. BC
(80.9%)
3386-3363
cal. BC
(14.5%)

(Cummings
and
Robinson
2015)

Possibly
associated
with primary
chamber
use.

4990±35

3938-3871
cal. BC
(17.8%)
3812-3693
cal. BC
(75.6%)
3682-3664
cal. BC
(2%)

(Cummings
and
Robinson
2015)

Pre-forecourt
activity.

Blasthill

SUERC30047
GU21797

Mass of
burnt wood

Context 047:
Burnt material,
mostly wood,
overlying 050.
Probably
redeposited.
No artefacts.

5020±35

3943-3855
cal. BC
(42.8%)
3848-3831
cal. BC
(3.1%)
3824-3710
cal. BC
(49.5%)
(modelled:
3937-3708
cal. BC)
3778-3648
cal. BC
(95.4%)
(modelled:
3777-3654
cal. BC)
4036-4022
cal. BC
(1.8%)
3995-3906
cal. BC
(53.3%)
3881-3801
cal. BC
(40.3%)
3625-3600
cal. BC
(5.9%)
3525-3366
cal. BC
(89.5%)

(Cummings
and
Robinson
2015)

Burning in
forecourt.

Blasthill

SUERC30810
GU22115

Birch
charcoal

4930±35

Blasthill

SUERC30809
GU22113

Hazelnut
shell

Context 043:
Fine silt layer
overlying 047.
Probably
redeposited.
No artefacts.
No context
given. Fill
within primary
chamber.

(Cummings
and
Robinson
2015)

Pre-forecourt
activity.

(Cummings
and
Robinson
2015)

Probably
dates re-use
of primary
chamber.

Blasthill

SUERC30044
GU21791

Pot residue

4675±35

Blasthill

SUERC30046
GU21796

Hazel
charcoal

Blasthill

SUERC30045
GU21795

Charcoal

Crarae

OxA7662

Human
Phalanx

Context 008:
fill of outer
compartment
of lateral
chamber.
Associated
with
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery, quartz
fragments, a
hammerstone
and tooth
enamel
(minimum of
three
individuals).
Context 006:
fill of lateral
chamber.
Contained
pottery
fragments,
small beach
pebbles and
quartz
fragments.
Context 006:
fill of lateral
chamber.
Contained
pottery
fragments,
small beach
pebbles and
quartz
fragments.
East end of the
middle
segment of the
burial
chamber.
Possible
Beacharra
bowl
fragments and
a lozengeshaped and
possibly
calcined chert
or flint
arrowhead
came from the
same section
of the tomb.

(Cummings
and
Robinson
2015)

Probably
dates re-use
of primary
chamber.

5105±35

3972-3895
cal. BC
(40.4%)
3881-3800
cal. BC
(55%)

(Cummings
and
Robinson
2015)

5025±35

3944-3712
cal. BC
(95.4%)

(Cummings
and
Robinson
2015)

4735±40

3636-3497
cal. BC
(66.3%)
3457-3377
cal. BC
(29.1%)

(Schulting
and
Richards
2002; Scott
JG 1960-1)

Possibly
dating the
earliest use
of the
chamber, but
may date the
monument
construction
or earlier
activity .
Possibly
dating the
earliest use
of the
chamber but
may relate to
monument
construct-ion
or earlier
activity.
Dates use of
tomb.

5130±35

-21.5

511

Crarae

OxA7880

Cockle
shell

Deposit of
cockle shells in
a pit in the
forecourt of the
tomb. No
artefactual
associations.

5545±35

4452-4341
cal. BC
(95.4%)

(Schulting
and
Richards
2002; Scott
JG 1960-1)

Dunasbroc

SUERC13555
(GU15122)

Birch
charcoal

Deposit 015
within posthole
023. No
artefactual
material.

-26.9

4815±35

(McHardy et
al 2009: 90)

Context 010:
redeposited
material within
later Iron Age
walling.
Contained a
quartz flake
and Iron Age
and
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.

-26.2

4570±35

Area Y,
uncertain
context. Sherd
labelled EOA
364 on exterior
and 1953 413
on interior.
Area ZE,
uncertain
context. Sherd
labelled EOA
400 and
1953.449.
Level 9,
context [681]
overlying the
primary hearth
of Structure
9.1. No
artefacts.
Level 5,
context [293],
overlapping
western
hornwork.
Contained
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.
Level 5,
context [279],
stratified below
ash deposits
spilling over
from Hearth
[344]. No
artefacts.
Level 4,
context [183],
fill of posthole
[209], which is
a part of
Structure 4.1.
No artefacts.

-25.6

4610±29

3661-3618
cal. BC
(29.8%)
3611-3521
cal. BC
(65.6%)
3496-3463
cal. BC
(8.1%)
3376-3308
cal. BC
(40.1%)
3299-3283
(1.5%)
3276-3264
cal. BC
(1.3%0
3240-3104
cal. BC
(44.4%)
3506-3427
cal. BC
(58%)
3382-3341
cal. BC
(37.4%)

Dunasbroc

SUERC13556
(GU15121)

Birch
charcoal

Eilean an
Tighe

OxA28951

Charred
pot residue

Eilean an
Tighe

OxA28952

Charred
pot residue

-26.3

4672±30

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9079

Barley
grain

-23.6

4830±45

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9080

Birch
charcoal

-26.1

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9081

Alder
charcoal

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9082

Birch
charcoal

Recalibration
of this date
by the
current
author
suggests that
it predates
tomb
construction
by several
hundred
years.
Truncated
posthole
cutting
natural
subsoil.

(McHardy et
al 2009: 90)

Redeposited
material.

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Context
unknown

3620-3611
cal. BC
(2%)
3522-3368
cal. BC
(93.4%)
3704-3618
cal. BC
(45.1%)
3611-3521
cal. BC
(50.3%)

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Context
unknown

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Dates early
use of
Structure
9.1.

4215±45

2909-2834
cal. BC
(33.2%)
2818-2665
(61.6%)
2645-2638
cal. BC
(0.6%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Terminus
ante quem
for later
hornworks
associated
with Level 5
occupation.

-26.4

4555±50

3496-3460
cal. BC
(5.4%)
3376-3094
cal. BC
(90%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Level 5
occupation

-26.0

4010±45

2836-2816
cal. BC
(1.9%)
2671-2454
cal. BC
(92.6%)
2418-2408
cal. BC
(0.5%)
2374-2369
cal. BC
(0.2%)
2361-2356
cal. BC
(0.2%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Level 4
occupation
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Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9083

Birch
charcoal

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9084

Hazel
charcoal

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9085

Heather
charcoal

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9086

Hazel
charcoal

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9157

Barley
grain

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9158

Barley
grain

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9159

Barley
grain

Level 3,
context [039]
from the latest
layer within
Structure 3.1,
possibly
occupation
debris spilling
through an
entrance. No
artefacts.
Underwater
features,
context [1003],
a sooty
organic layer.
Contained
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.
Underwater
features,
context [1003]
- a sooty
organic layer.
Contained
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.
Underwater
features,
context [1008]
- a layer of
organic
material
containing
structural
timbers, a
hurdle and
stakes.
Possibly
flooring.
Contained
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.
Level 9,
context [681],
ash overlying
the primary
hearth [682] of
Structure 9.1.
No artefacts.
Level 8,
context [592],
an ash heap
representing
the hearth
from Structure
8.1. No
artefacts.

-24.7

4275±45

3021-2859
cal. BC
(82.3%)
2810-2753
cal. BC
(11%)
2721-2702
cal. BC
(2.1%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Level 3
occupation

-26.5

4735±45

3637-3496
cal. BC
(64.9%)
3460-3376
cal. BC
(30.5%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Underwater
contexts

-27.2

4895±50

3792-3632
cal. BC
(92.5%)
3560-3537
cal. BC
(2.9%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Underwater
contexts

-27.3

4775±50

3653-3498
cal. BC
(81.8%)
3460-3370
cal. BC
(13.6%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Underwater
contexts

-22.5

4675±60

3634-3555
cal. BC
(18.1%)
3540-3355
cal. BC
(77.3%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Dates early
occupation of
Structure
9.1.

-22.1

4635±60

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Dates use of
Structure
8.1.

Level 8,
context [592],
an ash heap
representing
the hearth
from Structure
8.1. No
artefacts.

-22.4

4265±60

3632-3559
cal. BC
(8%)
3538-3326
cal. BC
(80%)
3228-3226
cal. BC
(0.1%)
3219-3174
cal. BC
(3.9%)
3161-3119
cal. BC
(3.4%)
3081-3070
cal. BC
(0.7%)
3026-2835
cal.
BC(62.6%)
2817-2666
cal. BC
(32.1%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Dates use of
Structure
8.1.
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Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9160

Moss

Underwater
features,
context [1008],
a layer of
organic
material
containing
structural
timbers, a
hurdle and
stakes.
Possibly
flooring.
Contained
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.
Level 5,
context [295],
a silty ash
deposit north
of the early
western
hornwork. No
artefacts.

-25.8

4690±65

3635-3361
cal. BC
(95.4%)

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Underwater
contexts

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9294

Barley
grain

-22.3

4600±100

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Dates Level
5 early
hornworks.

Barley
grain

Level 5,
context [295],
a silty ash
deposit north
of the early
western
hornwork. No
artefacts.

-23.3

4620±70

(Armit in
prep; Bronk
Ramsey et
al 2000:
467)

Dates Level
5 early
hornworks.

I-5974

Charcoal
(species
not
specified)

Unspecified
burnt material
from under the
west slab of
the axial
chamber. This
chamber
contained
Achnacree
(Rothesay)
style pottery.

Loch an
Duna

OxA28955

Charred
pot residue
(internal)

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Probable
Neolithic islet
settlement.

Loch Arnish

OxA28953

Charred
pot residue
(internal)

Loch
Bhorghastail

OxA28954

Charred
pot residue
(internal)

Monamore

Q-675

Charcoal
(species
not
specified)

From a pot
found on the
loch bed
adjacent to a
probable
Neolithic
settlement.
From a pot
found on the
loch bed
adjacent to a
probable
Neolithic
settlement.
From a pot
found on the
loch bed
adjacent to a
probable
Neolithic
settlement.
From hearth in
forecourt
colluvium
(Layer 4). No
artefacts.

3634-3552
cal. BC
(7.7%)
3541-3081
cal. BC
(84.8%)
3069-3026
cal. BC
(2.9%)
3630-3581
cal. BC
(5.8%)
3534-3264
cal. BC
(71.2%)
3241-3103
cal. BC
(18.3%)
3943-3855
cal. BC
(8%)
3845-3832
cal. BC
(0.8%)
3823-3491
cal. BC
(75.7%)
3470-3373
cal. BC
(10.9%)
3519-3365
cal. BC
(95.4%)

Eilean
Dòmhnuill

OxA9295

Glenvoidean

4860±115

(Marshall D
and Taylor
1976-7)

-26.3

4658±30

-26.3

4620±30

3512-3425
cal. BC
(66.8%)
3384-3348
cal. BC
(28.6%)

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Probable
Neolithic islet
settlement.

-21.6

4749±30

3637-3508
cal. BC
(81.7%)
3426-3381
cal. BC
(13.7%)

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming)

Probable
Neolithic islet
settlement.

5110±110

4228-4200
cal. BC
(2.1%)
4170-4091
cal. BC
(5.5%)
4081-3661
cal. BC
(87.8%)

(MacKie
1964: 12;
Schulting
and
Richards
2002: 162)

Predates
blocking of
tomb.
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Northton

AA50335

Burnt
hazelnut
fragment

From context
C7, overlying
the natural
subsoil and
associated
with the first
phase of
activity at the
site.
Artefactual
associations
uncertain.
From context
C7, overlying
the natural
subsoil and
associated
with the first
phase of
activity.
Artefactual
associations
uncertain.
From context
C5, sealing C5
and associated
with a second
phase of
activity at the
site.
Artefactual
associations
uncertain.
From context
C5, sealing C5
and associated
with a second
phase of
activity at the
site.
Artefactual
associations
uncertain.
From context
C5, sealing C5
and associated
with a second
phase of
activity at the
site.
Artefactual
associations
uncertain.
Red deer
antler from
Neolithic
midden.
Artefactual
associations
uncertain.
No contextual
information.

-24.0

7980±50

7051-6745
cal. BC
(90.8%)
6736-6735
cal. BC
(0.4%)
6725-6700
cal. BC
(4.2%)

(Gregory et
al 2005:
Table 1;
Simpson et
al 2006: 23)

Earliest
activity at the
site (Phase
1).

Northton

AA50336

Burnt
hazelnut
fragment

-26.3

7925±55

7032-6659
cal. BC
(95.4%)

(Gregory et
al 2005:
Table 1;
Simpson et
al 2006: 23)

Earliest
activity at the
site (Phase
1).

Northton

AA50332

Burnt
hazelnut
fragment

-24.4

7525±80

6560-6549
cal. BC
(0.6%)
6510-6226
cal. BC
(94.8%)

(Gregory et
al 2005:
Table 1;
Simpson et
al 2006: 23)

Phase 2

Northton

AA50333

Burnt
hazelnut
fragment

-23.7

7395±45

6390-6207
cal. BC
(90.6%)
6168-6161
cal. BC
(0.6%)
6143-6104
cal. BC
(4.2%)

(Gregory et
al 2005:
Table 1;
Simpson et
al 2006: 23)

Phase 2

Northton

AA50334

Burnt
hazelnut
fragment

-24.1

7420±45

6403-6220
cal. BC
(95.4%)

(Gregory et
al 2005:
Table 1;
Simpson et
al 2006: 23)

Phase 2

Northton

OxA29163

Antler

-21.8

4021±30

2620-2471
cal. BC
(95.4%)

(Garrow and
Sturt
forthcoming;
Simpson et
al 2006)

From
Neolithic
midden.

Northton

BM-705

Bulked
sheep
bone

4411±79

(Simpson et
al 2006: 4344)

No
contextual
information.

Human
bone

Skeleton E,
Compartment
2 floor
deposits.

-20.9

4680±50

Ut-1658

Human
bone

Skeleton B,
Compartment
3.

-20.8

4680±50

HAR3486

Mixed oak
charcoal
and shell

Below old land
surface
beneath cairn.
Contained
over 200 flint
flakes and
scrapers.

3339-3205
cal. BC
(25.9%)
3196-2904
cal. BC
(69.5%)
3631-3566
cal. BC
(15.3%)
3536-3362
cal. BC
(80.1%)
3631-3566
cal. BC
(15.3%)
3536-3362
cal. BC
(80.1%)
3944-3854
cal. BC
(14.6%)
3848-3635
cal. BC
(80.8%)

Point of Cott

Ut-1660

Point of Cott

Port Charlotte

4940±70
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(Barber
1997: 58-60;
Schulting et
al 2010: 278)
(Barber
1997: 58-60;
Schulting et
al 2010: 278)
(Harrington
and
Pierpoint
1980;
Schulting
and
Richards
2002: 162)

Probable
pre-cairn
activity.

Port Charlotte

HAR2836

Mixed
hazel nut
shells and
animal
bone

Below old land
surface
beneath cairn.
Contained
over 200 flint
flakes and
scrapers.

4660±90

Port Charlotte

HAR3487

Mixed
hazel nut
shells and
animal
bone

Below old land
surface
beneath cairn.
Contained
over 200 flint
flakes and
scrapers.

5020±90

Screvan
Quarry

See
note

Carbonised
birch

From shallow
pit [3907],
associated
with quartz
fragments and
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.

4240±110

Screvan
Quarry

See
note

Carbonised
birch

From shallow
pit [3907],
associated
with quartz
fragments and
Early/Middle
Neolithic
pottery.

4440±120

Varme Dale

AA53158
GU10629

Willow
charcoal

Burnt material
below Bronze
Age barrow
M2, Evie,
Orkney. No
artefactual
associations.

4875±45

Varme Dale

AA53157
GU10628

Willow
charcoal

4890±40

Whitegrounds

HAR5587

Human
bone

Burnt material
below Bronze
Age barrow
M2, Evie,
Orkney. No
artefactual
associations.
Inhumation
burial
associated
with jet belt
slider.

4520±90
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3641-3310
cal. BC
(83%)
3295-3285
cal. BC
(0.6%)
3275-3265
cal. BC
(0.6%)
3239-3106
cal. BC
(11.2%)
3977-3647
cal. BC
(95.4%)

3314-3294
cal. BC
(0.6%)
3288-3274
cal. BC
(0.4%)
3266-3238
cal. BC
(1.1%)
3109-2551
cal. BC
(91.3%)
2539-2491
cal. BC
(2%)
3515-3423
cal. BC
(3.9%)
3404-3399
cal. BC
(0.1%)
3384-2873
cal. BC
(91.4%)
3766-3631
cal. BC
(87.6%)
3578-3573
cal. BC
(0.7%)
3567-3536
cal. BC
(7.1%)
3767-3635
cal. BC
(95.4%)

3503-3428
cal. BC
(6.6%)
3381-2923
cal. BC
(88.8%)

(Harrington
and
Pierpoint
1980;
Schulting
and
Richards
2002: 162)

Probable
pre-cairn
activity.

(Harrington
and
Pierpoint
1980;
Schulting
and
Richards
2002: 162)
Downes and
Badcock
1998: 47-8)

Probable
pre-cairn
activity.

Downes and
Badcock
1998: 47-8)

No lab. code
allocated at
time of
publication.

(Griffiths
2015: 2967)

Precalibration
weighted
mean of AA53158 and
AA-53157:
3710-3640
cal. BC at 2σ
(3710-3630
at 1σ).

(Griffiths
2015: 2967)

(Brewster
1984: 20)

No lab. code
allocated at
time of
publication.

Single burial
cut into
earlier
passage
grave.
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520
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522

523

524
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Appendix 3: Post-Neolithic Pottery from Eilean
Dòmhnuill
N.B. Details of sherds illustrated here can be found in Appendix 4.
Occasional activity occurred on Eilean Dòmhnuill after the site’s abandonment
following the major inundation event of the early 3rd millennium BC. Context
[158], a trampled path around the western shore of the islet, may well be postNeolithic in date, while pit [352], filled with ashy deposits containing
redeposited Neolithic pottery, also produced a flat base sherd which, although
clearly post-Neolithic in date, is otherwise chronologically undiagnostic.
The latest features on Eilean Dòmhnuill include a small jetty on the west side
of the islet that faces a post-medieval settlement on the west shore of Loch
Olabhat and may be linked to stone robbing from Eilean Dòmhnuill (and also
from Eilean Olabhat). This could account for the absence of large stones from
the centre of the islet, which would have remained above water level. In
modern times Erskine Beveridge’s excavations on Eilean Dòmhnuill appeared
to be limited to a shallow scoop cut into Structures 1.1 and 3.1, while the
causeway itself, after careful recording, underwent some remodelling to
facilitate access during Ian Armit’s excavations in the 1980s (Ian Armit pers.
comm.). In addition, other remodelling events, which can no longer be
detected archaeologically, may well have affected the causeway in the past.

A small number of sherds from the upper layers of the site are of a different
character to the main bulk of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage. Context [351]
(the fill of pit [352]) included sherds with ‘tongue-and-groove’ joins and an
unusually crude coil join or possible tapered rim (Figure 1)). Although
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seemingly overlain by wall [121], which forms part of Structure 1.1, it would
appear that the aforementioned pit [352] was cut after the construction of this
feature and that the overlying stones actually represent collapse from the wall
after the digging of the pit. Although [351] contained Neolithic pottery this is
almost certainly redeposited, and the presence of probable post-Neolithic
sherds would indicate that the feature is of later date.

Figure 1

Unusual inward-curving tapered rim from [351] (illustration: Alan

Braby)
Three flat pot-bases are known from Eilean Dòmhnuill. One, represented by
three conjoining sherds, came from [158], a trampled surface associated with,
but postdating, a late cobbled extension to the stone causeway that may itself
have been constructed at the very end of the Neolithic occupation (Figure 2).
Surface [158] is somewhat disturbed and it would be easy for later material to
have become incorporated into it by trampling, although the layer itself may be
of post-Neolithic date.
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Figure 2

Flat base vessel from below wall [121] (illustration: Alan Braby)

Sherds from a second flat-based vessel (Figure 3) were discovered within
[190], which lies beneath the stone causeway leading from the edge of the
loch to Eilean Dòmhnuill itself. The causeway is likely to have undergone
frequent repair and rebuilding since the Neolithic and, as such, the presence
of later pottery need occasion no particular surprise.

Figure 3

Flat based pot from below the stone causeway (illustration: Alan

Braby)
Slightly more problematical is Sherd 1932, a flat base sherd from [189] in
Block 6, which is made up of the post-Level 5 inundation deposits (Figure 4).
Context [189] is a patchy layer of peaty material that overlies [070], itself a
somewhat disturbed layer into which later material may have been trampled.
As such, it would appear most parsimonious to regard sherd 1932 as intrusive.
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Figure 4

Flat-based sherd 1932 (Illustration: Alan Braby/author)

In the Hebrides, flat-based vessel forms are not particularly chronologically
sensitive beyond a general association with the period from the Middle Bronze
Age to Early Iron Age, but the in-curving, tapered rim form finds parallels
within the pottery from Phase 3 to Phase 8 at Cladh Hallan (1810-1660 to
1100-1015 BC, Mike Parker-Pearson pers. comm.). Upright rims are known
from Iron Age contexts in the Western Isles (e.g. Marshall P and Parker
Pearson 2012: 266-7) but everted rims predominated at the Cnip wheelhouse
(Armit 2006: 104-32) and ‘tongue-and-groove’ joins were absent at both sites.
However, Lane (1990: 117) has noted the presence of tongue-and-groove
joins on pottery of the Pictish period, while further south in the Inner Hebrides
the same technique can be seen in the Early Bronze Age assemblage from
Kilellan Farm (Cowie R 2005: 55, 69 and 75).
None of the vessels discussed above bears any form of decoration that could
help with dating, although the probability that Eilean Dòmhnuill was
underwater at the time that the nearby Iron Age Eilean Olabhat was
constructed (Armit 1990a: 26), combined with the similarity of the pottery to
the pottery from Cladh Hallan and the likelihood that wall [121] was still
standing at the time that pit [352] was dug, may suggest that the later sherds
are of Middle Bronze Age rather than Iron Age date. The nature of the later
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pottery, however, means that such a conclusion remains highly provisional,
and it is not impossible that at least some of the sherds may indeed be
considerably later in date given the difficulty of placing such plain sherds within
the unbroken ceramic sequence in the Outer Hebrides (Campbell 2002).
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Appendix 4
A number of vessel illustrations produced by Alan Braby for the
forthcoming Eilean Dòmhnuill excavation monograph have been included
this study. The following table gives further details about each of these
vessels, including the illustration/vessel number assigned by Brown in his
unpublished interim pottery report (n.d.). Context numbers, in square
brackets, are followed by sherd numbers.

Figure
Numbers (this
volume)
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10
6.11
6.12
6.12
6.13
6.14
6.15
6.16
6.17
6.18
6.19

Illustrated sherd details
N/A
Level 11 Block 35 [1008/01] 20003-4
Level 11 Block 35 [1004] 19972-5
Level 11 Block 35 [1002] 19850-82
Level 11 Block 35 [1003] 19926
Level 11 Block 35 [1003] 19922
Right: Level 11 Block 35 [1004] 19977
Left: Level 11 Block 35 [1004] 19976
Level 8: Block 25 [532] 17875
Pre-inundation mixed level Block 30
[637] 18806
Pre-inundation mixed level Blocks 9 and
30 [55], [66], [71], [80] and [68] 4958,
5399-401, 6046, 6219, 7227 and 8913-7
Level 7 Block 19, [584] Sherds 1200312)
Level 7 Block 23 [647] 16526-60
Level 7 Block 23 [647] 16526-60
Top: Level 7 Block 19 [533] 11270
Bottom: Block 19 Level 7 [590] 12372
Level 7 Block 23 [519] 15009
Level 7: Block 19 [584] 12150
Level 7: Block 23 [562] 15910
Level 7 (Block 23 [562] Sherds 1538990)
Level 7 Block 23 [562] 15543-5
Level 7 Block 23 [597] 16293-5
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Vessel illustration
numbers (Brown
n.d.)
N/A
330
332
347
327
326
331
333
N/A
N/A
55
193
252
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
255
258
214

6.20
6.21
6.22
6.23
6.25
6.26
6.27
6.28
6.29
6.30
6.31
6.32
6.33
6.34
6.35
6.36
6.37
6.38
6.39
6.40
6.41
6.42
6.43
6.44
6.45
6.46
6.47
6.48
6.49

6.50
6.51
6.52
6.53

Level 7 Block 19 [581] 11751
Level 7 Block 23 [562] 16067
Level 7 Block 23 [562] 1854-8
Level 7/8 Block 31 [663] 19232-33
Level 7 Block 23 [562] 15238-49 and
Block 31 [663] 19215-310
Level 7/8 Block 31 [663] 19152
Post-inundation mixed level Block 11
[84/89] 7620-1 and 7756
Level 6: Block 11 [089] 7858-680
Level 6 Block 21 [594] 13966
Level 6 Block 24 [602] 17605-17
Level 6 Block 24 [602] 17542
Level 5 Block 22 [546] 14428
Level 6: Block 24 [561] Sherds 17217-22
Level 6 Block 24 [536] 17126
Level 6 Block 24 [602] 17385-92 and
[640] 17824-5
Level 6 Block 26 [588] 18233
Level 6 Block 26 [576] 17929-34
Level 5 Block 17 [224] 9354
Level 5 Block 17 [244] 9418
Level 5 Block 8 [044] 3218
Level 5 Block 15 [234] 4638
Level 6 Block 15 [218] 3994
Top: Level 5, Block 8 [041] 3135
Bottom: Level 5, Block 15 [162] 3680
Level 5 Block 17 [224] 9371
Level 5 Block 17 [224] 8972-5
Level 5 Block 17 [223] 8610-18 and 8732
Level 5 Block 32 [343] 19439-40
Level 5, Block 18 [330] 10920
Levels 5 and 6 Blocks 15, 17 and 20
[234], [265] and [563] 9919-51, 9952-67,
10065 and 12600
Top: Pre-inundation mixed level Block 9
[066] 4967
Bottom: Pre-inundation mixed level Block
9 [066] 5582
Pre-inundation mixed level Block 9 [255]
5876-7, [75] 6151 and [66] 5513-4
Pre-inundation mixed level Block 9 [078]
6154
Pre-inundation mixed level Block 9 [055]
5019
534

186
341
342
320
321
319
79
80
232
344
N/A
239
345
N/A
N/A
305
297
N/A
155
29
113
100
N/A
152
144
168
323
N/A
336

N/A
58
N/A
N/A

6.76
6.77
6.78
6.79
6.80
6.81
6.82
6.83

Pre-inundation mixed level Block 9 [066]
5466-9
Pre-inundation mixed level Block 10
[088] 30184
Pre-inundation mixed level Block 10
[088] 6882
Pre-inundation mixed level Block 10
[088] 30185-93
Pre-inundation mixed level Block 10
[102] 7040
Pre-inundation mixed level Block 20
[298] 12525
Level 5/4 Block 6 [339] 2074
Level 45/4 Block 6 [189] 1952
Level 5/4 Block 6 [340] 2124
Level 5/4 Block 6 [340] 2128
Level 2 Block 4 [085] 1672
Level 2 Block 3 [021] 1363
Top: Level 2 Block 4 [085] 1678
Bottom: Level 2 Block 4 [085] 1677
Level 1: Block 2 [159] 1067
Level 1 Block 2 [031] 1271
Level1 Block 2 [173] 1196
Level 0: Block 1 [016] 494
Level 0 Block 1 [002] 290-5
Level 0 Block 1 [016] 472
Levels 1-4 Block 12 [166] 3282
Levels 1-4 Block 7 [005] 2357
Post-inundation mixed levels Block 11
[057] 7417
Levels 1-4 Block 7 [005] 2370-1
Levels 1-4 Block 12 [179] 3291
Level 6 Block 21 [520] 18508
Level 5 Block 17 [277] 10195-6
Levels 1-4 Block 7 [015] 2457
Level 5 Block 17 [224] 9277
Level 0 Block 1 [002] 342
Level 6 Block 26 [576E] 17978

6.84

Level 6 Block 21 [520] 13589

6.85

Level 6 Block 24 [640] 17850
N/A
Unknown level Block 3 and Level 5 Block
6
17 [031] and [81] 1270
Post-inundation mixed level Block 11
76
[057] 7416, 7418, 7426

6.54
6.55
6.56
6.57
6.58
6.59
6.60
6.61
6.62
6.63
6.64
6.65
6.66
6.67
6.68
6.69
6.70
6.71
6.72
6.73
6.74
6.75

6.86.1
6.86.2
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46
352
N/A
353
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14
N/A
10
7
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
3
N/A
37
N/A
N/A
N/A
36
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

6.86.3
6.86.4
7.3

7.4

7.12

7.23

8.2
Appendix 4
Figure 1
Appendix 4
Figure 2
Appendix 4
Figure 3
Appendix 4
Figure 4

Pre-inundation mixed level Block 9 [066]
30180
Level 5 Block 22 [526] 14217)
Level 11 Block 35 [1002] 19850-82
Level 7 Block 23 [562] 15392-5
Level 6 Block 21 [250] 13478-80
Level 7 Block 23 [562]1854-8
Level 7 Block 23 [609] 16421-3
Level 5 Block17 [223] 8607-9
Level 5 Block 15 [234] 4385
Level 5 Block 17 [223] 8343
1: Level 11 Block 35 [1003] 19909
2: Level 7 Block 19 [590] 12372
3: Level 6 Block 21 [530] 13685
4: Level 4/5 Block 6 [070] 1846
Top left: Level 5 Block 4 [085] 1672
Top right: Level 5 Block 18 [330] 1109711100
Bottom right: Level 11 Block 35 [1002]
19850-82
Bottom left: Post-inundation mixed level
Block 11 [089] 7858-80
Above left: Unstratified 22255
Above right: Unstratified 22254
Level 1Block 2 [159]

351
237
347
271
213
342
250
161
108
162
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
10
183
347
80
361
360
N/A

Level 2 Block 4 [351] 6778-9

39

Level 1 Block 2 [158] 103-5

4

Level 5 Block 32 [190] 19305-93

322

Level 4 Block 6 [189] 1932

19
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Appendix 5: Data recorded during the rim analysis
During the author’s analysis of the Eilean Dòmhnuill assemblage a number of
variables were recorded for all of the rim sherds. These were as follows:
For all vessel types
1. Context
2. Secure context?
3. Block
4. Level
5. Sherd number
6. Sherd type (e.g. body sherd; rim sherd)
7. Rim type
8. Diameter
9. Motif on collar
10. Motif inside rim (if present)
11. Decorative technique
12. Colour
13. Notes
For non-Unstan-type vessels only
1. Primary rim manufacturing technique
2. Secondary rim manufacturing technique
3. Motif on internal bevel
4. Motif on flat rim top
5. Motif on rim edge
6. Probable vessel type
7. Body decoration motif 1
8. Body decoration motif 2
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